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Abstract

Hydraulic actuation technology is used extensively in many industries due to
well-known advantages such as the ability to generate large actuation forces
and its robustness, to mention a few. Especially for applications characterized
by low speed and high force operation hydraulic actuation is the preferred
solution. Such applications may include mobile machinery such as excava-
tors, wheel loaders, cranes etc. Today hydraulic cylinders are predominantly
controlled by metering the flow, resulting in high power losses. This leads to
low energy efficiencies being the main drawback of conventional hydraulic
systems. Previous studies have found the average energy efficiency of hy-
draulically actuated systems to be between 21 % and 50 % on the average,
across industries1. The same study estimates that at least 1.5 % of the to-
tal energy demand in the US are consumed by hydraulic systems, suggesting
that inefficient hydraulic systems is not a minor issue. This dissertation is mo-
tivated by the poor efficiency of conventional hydraulic systems, and focuses
on energy-efficient hydraulic actuation using a differential cylinder for load
carrying applications working in four quadrants. A medium sized knuckle
boom crane is used as a theoretical case study. As the cost of energy is of
increasing importance, and due to an increased political and societal aware-
ness on energy consumption and carbon emissions, energy-efficient system
designs eliminating the need for throttling control are highly needed. Sev-
eral of such concepts have been developed by industry and academia re-
cently.

The technology investigated in this study is known as pump-controlled cylin-
ders, electro-hydraulic actuators or electro-hydraulic compact drives (ECD).
Throttling losses are eliminated by removing the metering valves, such that
each cylinder is equipped with a decentralised hydraulic supply. This also
eliminates the need for extensive hydraulic piping to the cylinder and permits
installing a fully decentralised actuator only requiring electrical power.

Replacing the valve-based hydraulic actuation system with a decentralised
1L. Love, E. Lanke, and P. Alles, “Estimating the Impact (Energy, Emissions and Economics)

of the US Fluid Power Industry”, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, United States, 2012
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compact actuator possesses challenges which are addressed in this disserta-
tion. These include the reduced payload capacity of the considered crane
and the need of a gasless and compact oil reservoir permitting the system
to operate in tilted orientations. Further challenges include the need of a
load holding functionality not preventing the ECD from recovering potential
energy, as the crane lowers its load, as well as thermal considerations.

Based on a systematic review of existing system layouts, a novel system ar-
chitecture is proposed to address these challenges. This system consists of
a self-pressurising reservoir charged by internal system pressures and a so-
called indirectly controlled hydraulic lock. The lock ensures that the cylinder
is hydraulically locked in case of power loss or hose burst, but may be un-
locked by properly controlling the internal pressure states. Two electrical
motor-pump units are included to permit sufficient control possibilities and
to increase the scalability properties. To assess the extent to which cooling
of the oil is necessary, a thermo-hydraulic simulation model has been de-
veloped including a description of the passive heat transfer to the ambience.
Based on experimental results obtained from a smaller version of an ECD, the
modelling method has been experimentally verified to anticipate the thermal
behaviour within sufficient accuracy for thermal design of ECDs.

The dissertation finds that a large potential for energy savings is present if
replacing the conventional valve-technology with the developed ECD system.
Theoretical studies find an efficiency of the ECD of up to 83 %. By simulating
a realistic motion cycle of the crane, a reduced energy consumption of 58 %
to 75 % compared to a valve-controlled system is found, while good motion
tracking performance has also been established. At ambient temperatures of
20 °C, the thermo-hydraulic model finds that passive heat transfer is suffi-
cient, thus active cooling of the oil may be avoided. This is advantageous in
terms of investments cost, system compactness and to reduce the mass of the
actuator. The latter is important, as the decentralised location of the actua-
tor reduces the static payload capacity of the crane. The developed system is
estimated to be 56 % heavier than the cylinder used for valve-controlled actu-
ation, reducing the static payload capacity of the crane by around 3 %.

The dissertation contributes with knowledge to the research field by sug-
gesting new technical solutions to the load holding and oil reservoir design
challenges. Also, insights into how the thermal behaviour of ECDs may be
simulated are provided. Combined, these findings may lead to an expansion
of the application range to also include safety critical load carrying appli-
cations. This includes a wider acceptance of ECDs as efficient, viable alter-
natives to conventional valve-controlled hydraulic systems. Further studies
include experimental validation of the proposed system architecture and as-
sociated control methodology, using a downscaled version of the ECD, which
has been dimensioned and manufactured within the project.
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Danish Resumé

Hydrauliske systemer er udbredt i mange industrier pga. velkendte fordele
såsom deres evne til at generere store kræfter og deres robusthed. Særligt
for applikationer der opererer ved lav hastighed og kræver store kræfter
er hydraulikteknologi derfor den foretrukne løsning. Disse applikationer
omfatter f.eks. gravemaskiner og kraner. Aktuelt, reguleres bevægelsen af
hydrauliske cylindre hovedsageligt ved at drøvle oliestrømmen ved brug af
ventiler, hvilket resulterer i høje effekttab. Den lave virkningsgrad, som dette
medfører, er hydraulikteknologiens største svaghed. Et amerikansk studie
har tidligere estimeret, at den gennemsnitlige virkningsgrad for hydrauliske
systemer er mellem 21 % og 50 % på tværs af forskellige industrier1. Studiet
estimerer også, at mindst 1.5 % af det samlede energiforbrug i USA forbruges
af hydrauliske systemer, hvilket tydeliggør at ineffektive hydrauliksystemer
ikke er et ubetydeligt problem. Denne afhandling er motiveret af den lave
virkningsgrad af konventionelle hydrauliske systemer, og fokuserer på en-
ergieffektiv aktuering vha. dobbeltvirkende hydrauliske cylindre til applika-
tioner, der opererer i fire lastkvadranter. Som et teoretisk casestudie anven-
des en mellemstor knækarmskran. Grundet stigende energiomkostninger
og pga. større politisk og samfundsmæssig opmærksomhed på energifor-
brug og kulstofudledninger, er der et stort behov for at udvikle energief-
fektive hydrauliksystemer, hvor drøvletab reduceres. Både industrien og den
akademiske verden har i de senere år bidraget med sådanne koncepter.

Teknologien, som undersøges i dette studie, kendes under navne som pumpe-
regulerede cylindre, elektro-hydrauliske aktuatorer og elektro-hydrauliske
kompakte drev (ECD). Ved at fjerne styreventilerne undgås drøvletab, og i
stedet udstyres hver cylinder med en decentral hydraulisk forsyning. Således
fjernes behovet for rørføringer også, og resultatet er dermed en decentralis-
eret aktuator, der kun behøver en elektrisk forsyning. Denne afhandling om-
handler de udfordringer, der er forbundet med at udskifte et konventionelt
hydrauliksystem med en decentral, kompakt aktuator. Disse udfordringer

1L. Love, E. Lanke, and P. Alles, “Estimating the Impact (Energy,Emissions and Economics)
of the US Fluid Power Industry”, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, United States, 2012
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omfatter en reduceret lasteevne af den undersøgte kran og behovet for et gas-
løst, kompakt oliereservoir, der gør hydrauliksystemet i stand til at operere i
varierende orienteringer. Yderligere udfordringer omfatter en lastholdefunk-
tion, der tillader systemet at genindvinde den potentielle energi, der er til
rådighed, når kranen sænker lasten, såvel som termiske overvejelser.

Baseret på en systematisk gennemgang af eksisterende systemarkitekturer,
foreslås et nyt systemdesign for at adressere de nævnte udfordringer. Dette
system består af et oliereservoir, der lades af tryk internt i systemet og en
såkaldt indirekte styret hydraulisk lås. Låsen sikrer, at cylinderen er låst i
tilfælde af strømsvigt eller slangebrud men kan låses op ved hensigtsmæs-
sig regulering af de interne tryk. Der benyttes to elektriske motor-pumpe
enheder for at frigøre den nødvendige grad af reguleringsmuligheder, samt
for at øge skalerbarheden. For at vurdere behovet for oliekøling, udvikles en
termisk-hydraulisk simuleringsmodel, som bl.a. indeholder en beskrivelse
af den passive varmeoverførsel mellem systemet og omgivelserne. Simuler-
ingsmodellen er blevet valideret baseret på eksperimentelle resultater fra et
mindre ECD-system. Dermed kan temperaturudviklingen modelleres med
tilstrækkelig præcision til brug for dimensionering af kølebehov.

Afhandlingen viser et betydeligt potentiale for energibesparelser ved at ud-
skifte det konventionelle hydrauliksystem med det udviklede ECD-system.
Teoretiske studier viser en virkningsgrad på op til 83 %. Ved at simulere
en virkelighedstro arbejdscyklus, ses det, at kranens energiforbrug sammen-
lignet med et ventilreguleret hydrauliksystem er reduceret med 58 % til 75 %.
Samtidig følger cylinderen den angivne positionsreference med acceptabel
nøjagtighed. Ved en omgivelsestemperatur på 20 °C, viser den termisk-
hydrauliske model, at passiv varmeoverførsel er tilstrækkelig, således at aktiv
oliekøling kan undlades. Dette er fordelagtigt både pga. investeringsom-
kostninger, kompakthed og for at reducere systemets vægt. Sidstnævnte er
vigtigt, da systemets decentrale placering reducerer kranens lasteevne. Det
udviklede system estimeres at være 56 % tungere end cylinderen, der an-
vendes i det ventilregulerede hydrauliksystem, hvilket betyder en reduceret
lasteevne på omkring 3 %.

Afhandlingen bidrager med viden til forskningsfeltet ved at forelå nye tek-
niske løsninger på lastholdefunktions og oliereservoir problematikkerne. Det
belyses, hvorledes ECD-systemers temperaturudvikling kan simuleres. Disse
resultater kan føre til en udvidelse af anvendelsesområdet for ECD-systemer
til også at omfatte sikkerhedskritiske lastbærende applikationer. Dette kan
føre til en bredere anerkendelse af ECD-systemer som effektive, funktions-
dygtige alternativer til konventionelle ventilregulerede hydrauliksystemer.
Fremtidige studier bør indeholde eksperimentel validering af det udviklede
system, herunder den tilhørende reguleringsmetode. Hertil er en nedskaleret
ECD-testopstilling, dimensioneret og fremstillet under projektet.
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Nomenclature and Abbreviations

Abbreviations

Abbreviation Description

AC Alternating Current
CBV Counter Balance Valve
CPR Common Pressure Rail
CV Check Valve
DC Direct Current
ECD Electro-hydraulic Compact Drive
ECD+ Electro-hydraulic Compact Drive with load

holding valves and bootstrap reservoir
EHA Electro-Hydraulic/Hydrostatic Actuator
ESS Energy Storage System
FOC Field Oriented Control
HPU Hydraulic Power Unit
IHT INNAS Hydraulic Transformer
ISV Inverse Shuttle Valave
LS Load Sensing
PCCV Pressure Compensated Control Valve
PMSM Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine
POCV Pilot-Operated Check Valve
PTC-LO Pilot-To-Close LOgic Element
PTO-LO Pilot-To-Open LOgic Element
RGA Relative-Gain-Array
RGA# Relative-Gain-Array number
RV Relief Valve
STP Standard Temperature and Pressure
SV Safety Valve
VCD Valve-Controlled cylinder Drive
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Nomenclature

Common Subscripts and Overline Notations

Parameter Description

•A , •B Quantity evaluated in control volume A/B
•C , •R Quantity evaluated in control volume C/R
•PA , •PB Quantity evaluated in control volume PA/PB
•̄ Quantity evaluated at average conditions

or time integral of signal
•̂ Estimated quantity
•̃ Change variable of state •

Parameters

Parameter Description Unit

α Cylinder area ratio AB /AA -
α Thermal expansion coefficient K−1

α1..5 Angles related to crane kinematics rad
αB Area ratio of bootstrap pistons AC /AR -
β Oil-air mixture bulk modulus Pa
β0F Oil bulk modulus at p0 Pa
βeff Effective bulk modulus Pa
βeff,•0 Effective bulk modulus in linearisation point Pa
βmech Mechanical elasticity parameter Pa
γ Shaft friction directional switching parameter s/rad
γF Friction directional switching parameter s/m
∆p Pressure difference Pa
∆p•,nom Nominal valve pressure drop Pa
∆pCV Fixed check valve pressure drop Pa
∆T Temperature difference K
∆U Change in internal energy J
∆V Compensation volume m3

ε Volumetric content of free air at p0 -
or emissivity related to thermal radiation

εasynch Ratio of sheet metal -
εPMSM Ratio of sheet metal -
ζfil Damping ratio of reference filter -
ζn,ω Damping ratio of shaft speed loop -
ζxx Desired damping ratio. Motion loop. -
ηasynch Induction motor efficiency -
ηECD , ηVCD ECD and benchmark system efficiency -
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Parameter Description Unit

ηHPU , ηpump HPU and pump efficiency -
ηinv Motor inverter efficiency -
θ1..6 Angle related to crane kinematics rad

or shaft position
κ Polytropic coefficient -
λ Pump losses scaling parameter -
λpm Flux linkage Wb
ν Specific volume m3/kg
ρ Density kg/m3

ρ0G ,ρ0F Air and oil density at p0 kg/m3

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant W/m2/K4

τ
δ

Additional/unknown torque Nm
τ1 ,τ2 ,τ3 Joint torque Nm
τasynch Induction motor torque Nm
τem ,τem,ref Electro-magnetic motor and reference torque Nm
τL Pump load torque Nm
τloss Hydro-mechanical pump losses Nm
τloss,ref Friction losses losses of reference unit Nm
τrated Rated torque Nm
τT Ideal pump torque Nm
τ Vector of joint torques Nm
ϕ1 , ϕ2 , ϕ3 Angle/Generalised coordinate rad
φdr , φds d-axis rotor and stator flux Wb
φqr , φqs q-axis rotor and stator flux Wb
ω Shaft speed rad/s
ωω Desired closed loop bandwidth rad/s
ωn,ω Obtained eigenfrequency of speed loop rad/s
ωFe Reference speed for power loss calculation rad/s
ωfil Eigenfrequency of reference filter rad/s
ωI Desired bandwidth of current control loop rad/s
ωL Desired bandwidth of pressure control loop rad/s
ωM Desired bandwidth of pressure control loop rad/s
ωr Electrical angular velocity of rotor rad/s
ωref Reference shaft speed rad/s
ωrefλ Reference speed for loss evaluation rad/s
ωs Synchronous angular velocity rad/s
ωV Bandwidth for valve dynamics rad/s
ωx , ωxx Desired frequency of motion control loop rad/s
Ω1..7 Rotational velocity of body 1 to 6 rad/s

K Total kinetic energy J
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Parameter Description Unit

L Lagrangian, L = K−P J
P Total potential energy J

AA Piston area m2

AB Rod side area m2

AC Small piston area of bootstrap reservoir m2

AR Large piston area of bootstrap reservoir m2

As Surface area (heat transfer calculations) m2

A1..5 Rotation matrices -
AE , AI System matrices -
AMC , Ap System matrices -
APC , Au System matrices -
BCM3 Rotational viscous friction coefficient Nm s
Bshaft Viscous friction coefficient Nm s/rad
B, Bx , Bz Viscous friction coefficients Ns/m
BE , BI Input matrices -
BMC , Bp Input matrices -
BPC , Bu Input matrices -
cp Isobaric specific heat J/kg/K
CE , CI Output Matrices -
CMC , Cp Output Matrices -
Cu Output Matrix -
Cq Matrix of velocity dependent torques kg m2/s
Cx Vector of velocity dependent forces N
dA , dB Piston and rod diameter m
dC , dR Piston diameters (bootstrap) m
Dp Pump displacement m3/rad
Dp,ref Pump displacement of reference unit m3/rad
Dq Inertia Matrix kg m2

ex Position control error m
ed ,eq d- and q-axis current error ( id,ref − id ) A
eω Shaft speed error ( ωref −ω ) rad/s
Easynch Energy input to benchmark system J
ECBV , EPCCV Throttling losses J
Econ , Einv Converter and inverter losses J
ECu , EFe Electric motor losses J
ECyl , ERec Resistive and aided cylinder work J
EDC Energy input to ECD systems J
EESS Energy stored in ESS J
EFr , ETh Friction and throttling losses (ECD) J
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Parameter Description Unit

EHM , EQ Pump energy losses J
FC,x , FC,z ,FS,x Coulomb and static friction parameters N
Fcyl1 , Fcyl2 Cylinder forces N
Fext External force N
FG Gravitational load N
FFric,x , FFric,z Cylinder and bootstrap friction forces N
Freq1 , Freq2 Required cylinder forces N
F Vector of forces N
FPC , FMC Linear pre-filters -
FMCd Linear derivative input matrix -
g Gravitational acceleration m/s2

Gx Transfer function matrix -
Gq Vector of gravitational loads Nm
Gx Vector of gravitational loads N
h• Specific enthalpy J/kg
hconv , hrad Heat transfer coefficients W/m2/K
hcomb Heat transfer coefficient (hconv +hrad ) W/m2/K
Ḣsys System enthalpy flow rate W
id , iq d- and q-axis currents A
id,ref , iq,ref Current references A
Idr , Ids d-axis rotor and stator currents (induction) A
Iqr , Iqs q-axis rotor and stator currents (induction) A
J1..7 Mass moment of inertia of body 1 to 7 kg m2

about CM1 to CM7
Jshaft Total shaft inertia kg m2

J Jacobian Matrix m
k Thermal conductivity W/m/K
K

ωI Controller Parameter Nm/rad
K

ωP Controller Parameter Nm s/rad
KFe Parameter for power loss calculation W/kg
KLeak Laminar leakage parameter, ISV m3/s/Pa
Ksw,LH Model switching parameter -
Ksw,ISV Model switching parameter -
Kẋ Controller Parameter Pas/m
KPx Controller Parameter Pa/m
KIx Controller Parameter Pa/m/s
KPC , KMC State feedback gain matrix -
L1,min , L2,min Minimum length of cylinder 1 and 2 m
Lc Chractericstic length m
Lsx ,Lsz Stroke lengths of cylinder and bootstrap m
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Parameter Description Unit

Lq , Ld Motor inductances H
Ls , Lr ,Lm Induction motor inductances H
ṁ Mass flow kg/s
ṁT Ideal pump mass flow kg/s
m1..7 Mass of body 1 to 7 kg
masynch Mass of induction motor kg
mPMSM Mass of PMSM kg
msteel , moil System mass of steel and oil kg
M Load mass kg
Mz Mass of bootstrap pistons and rod kg
Meq Equivalent mass kg
Meq0 Equivalent mass in linearisation point kg
Mx Mass matrix kg
p0 Atmospheric pressure Pa
p1 , p2 Minimum and maximum reservoir pressure Pa
p Pressure in control volume Pa
pCR,• Valve cracking pressure Pa
pL ,pL,ref Load pressure and reference Pa
pLS,margin Pump pressure margin Pa
pmin , pmin,ref Min pressure and reference Pa
pOP,• Fully open valve pressure Pa
ps Pump outlet pressure Pa
pset Pressure set-point Pa
pt Transition pressure Pa
pT Tank pressure Pa
ṗ∗

L
, ṗ∗

min
Desired pressure dynamics Pa/s

P Number of pole pairs -
Pasynch Power input to induction motor W
PCu , PFe Copper and iron losses W
PCyl1 , PCyl2 Cylinder output powers or rate of work W
PCBV , PPCCV Throttling losses W
PDC Power input to motor inverter W
PHM , PQ Hydro-mechanical and leakage pump losses W
Pinv Power loss of motor inverter W
Pinv,rated Rated inverter power W
PPMSM Power input to PMSM W
PCM1..CM7 Position vector in global frame m
Q Volume flow m3/s
Qamb Heat to ambience J
Q•,nom Nominal valve volume flow m3/s
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Parameter Description Unit

Qloss,ref External leakage flow of reference unit m3/s
QT Ideal pump volume flow m3/s
Q̇ Rate of heat flow W
Q̇amb Natural convection and W

radiation to surroundings
Q̇losses Rate of heat flow due to friction losses W
q Vector of generalised coordinates rad
R Stator resistance of PMSM Ω
R Gas constant for air J/kg/K
Racc Volume ratio, gas-charged accumulator -
Rboot Volume ratio, bootstrap reservoir -
RCBV Pilot area ratio -
Rr , Rs Rotor/stator resistance, induction motor Ω
Rth , Req Thermal resistances K/W
s Laplace frequency rad/s
S Entropy J/K
s• 2D-vector for crane kinematics. m
T0 Constant temperature (fluid properties) K
Tamb Ambient temperature K
Tsample Controller sampling time s
Tsys Uniform system temperature K
u Specific internal energy J/kg
u1 , u2 Normalised input (benchmark system) -
ud , uq d-axis and q-axis voltage V
uJS Normalised operator joystick signal -
u∗

JS
Rate limited joystick signal -

uLH Operation mode switch -
uSV Control signal to safety valves -
UDC DC-link voltage V
Udr , Uds d-axis rotor and stator voltage (induction) V
Un Grid line-to-line voltage (RMS) V
Uqr , Uqs q-axis rotor and stator voltage (induction)
uE , uMC-ref Input vectors -
up , uP-ref Input vectors -
uref Input vector -
vsw Stribeck curve decay parameter m/s
V Chamber volume m3

V•0 Chamber volume in linearisation point m3

V0• Initial chamber volumes m3

V1G , V2G Maximum and minimum gas volumes m3
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Parameter Description Unit

Vboot Volume of bootstrap reservoir m3

V•x Chamber volume at p0 m3

Ẇshaft Rate of work W
x, xref Main cylinder position and reference m
ẋmax Maximum allowed reference velocity m/s
ẍmax Maximum allowed reference acceleration m/s2

x Vector of operational coordinates m
xE , xMC State Vectors -
xp , xPC State Vectors -
xu State Vectors -
y Normalised valve spool/seat position -
yleak Leakage flow switching parameter -
yref Normalised reference valve position -
yE , yMC Output vectors -
yp , yPC Output vectors -
yu Output vector -
z Position of bootstrap reservoir piston m
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Hydraulic actuation technology is used extensively in many industries due
to the well-known advantages such as the ability to generate large actuation
forces, robustness and the flexibility offered by transporting power through
hoses or pipes. The latter seen in contrast to mechanical distribution of power
by shafts and gears. Also compared to mechanical linear actuators, such as
ball or roller screws, the hydraulic cylinder represents a much simpler me-
chanical device capable of realising linear motion [1]. Especially for appli-
cations characterised by low speed and high force operation hydraulic ac-
tuation technology is the preferred solution. Such applications may include
large industrial machinery, e.g. injection molding machines and presses etc.,
and mobile machinery such as excavators, wheel loaders, telehandlers, cranes
etc.

Today hydraulic cylinders are predominantly controlled by metering the flow
using throttling valves resulting in high power losses, leading to a low en-
ergy efficiency being the main drawback of valve-controlled hydraulic sys-
tems.

1.1 Motivation

The current work is motivated by the poor energy efficiency of conventional
hydraulic systems and focuses on energy-efficient linear hydraulic actuation
using a differential cylinder for load carrying applications working in four
quadrants, such as cranes and excavators. A medium sized knuckle boom
crane is used as a theoretical case study throughout this dissertation, which
is introduced later (see Fig. 1.7 on page 20).

Low energy efficiencies are partly a result of the power losses of the compo-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

nents, e.g. pumps, pipes, hoses and actuators but the majority of the losses is
in fact conceptual losses i.e. originating from the fact that the system is con-
trolled by power dissipation [2]. This means that even if components were
ideal, significant power losses would still occur due to the control principle
being based on throttling.

Obtaining a high efficiency is fundamentally achieved if the supplied power
is close to the power demanded by the load. Constant pressure or flow sys-
tems, now only common in low-cost and low-power machines [2], do have
large power losses under part load conditions due to a mismatch between
the needed and supplied pressure. For actuation of a hydraulic crane the ra-
tio of hydraulic output energy to pump input energy for a constant pressure
system is reported to be as low as 8.5 % [3]. To improve the efficiency load
sensing (LS) hydraulic power units (HPU) are currently commonplace for
both industrial and mobile hydraulics. This enables a closer matching of the
supplied power to the needed power, as the pump outlet pressure is adjusted
to the needs of the actuator requiring the largest supply pressure. If only a
single actuator needs to be supplied by a single pump, a decent efficiency
is obtainable despite the metering losses across the control valve. However,
as a single pump is usually used to supply multiple simultaneously working
actuators, load pressures may be poorly matched, leading to large throttling
losses.

Another unfortunate characteristics of such a conventional valve-controlled
cylinder drive (VCD), is the in-ability to recover energy in situations where
the load aids the cylinder motion, e.g. when a crane lowers its payload. This
energy is wasted/converted to heat as the return flow is throttled from the
cylinder chamber to the oil reservoir.

As an example [4] reports an energy efficiency of 15 % of a multi-actuator mo-
bile machine performing a typical loading cycle using an LS system. Across
industries [5] estimates that the average efficiency is 21 % for mobile hy-
draulic systems and 50 % for industrial hydraulic systems. In 2012 [5] es-
timated the annual energy consumption of industrial hydraulic systems in
the US alone to 1.16 EJ1, while the annual energy consumption of mobile hy-
draulic machinery was estimated to range between 0.38 EJ and 1.33 EJ. With
a total estimated annual energy consumption in the US in 2010 of approxi-
mately 105 EJ [5], the energy consumed by hydraulic systems represents at
least 1.5 % of the total energy consumption. This is clearly showing that
inefficient hydraulic systems is not a minor issue.

1Exajoule (1018J)
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1.2. Alternative System Designs

1.2 Alternative System Designs

Cost of energy is of increasing importance to the end user and there is an in-
creased political and societal awareness on energy consumption and carbon
emissions. Due to this it is clear that alternative energy-efficient system de-
signs, that eliminate the need for throttling control are highly needed.

Several of such system concepts have been developed recently. The field of
so-called digital hydraulics is one potential technology capable of eliminating
throttling losses. It is being characterised by having replaced the conventional
throttling control valve with multiple 2/2-way on/off valves. The on/off
valves are used to connect the cylinder chamber with a number of pressure
lines, such that the cylinder is able to deliver a number of discrete forces [6].
By increasing the number of pressure lines, the number of obtainable forces
increases, at the expense of a higher number of needed components. This is
visualised in Fig. 1.1a.

Equivalently, the number of cylinder chambers may be increased (multi-
chamber cylinder), to increase the number of force levels per available pres-
sure line, as shown in Fig. 1.1b. This comes at the expense of more com-
ponents and a more complex and costly cylinder design [7]. For a multi-
chamber cylinder system [8, 9] simulate the actuation of a knuckle boom
crane. Compared to a conventional LS system a significant energy saving
potential is present, but at the cost of a highly degraded motion tracking
performance.

The digital hydraulic technology may conveniently be supplied by a com-
mon pressure rail (CPR), where a centralised pump is controlled to charge
hydraulic accumulators, constituting a high and a low pressure line. This
has several advantages, as energy aided by the load may now be recovered

…

…

phigh plow phigh plow
(a) (b)

Fig. 1.1: Simple illustration of two digital hydraulic topologies. (a) On/off valves are used to
connect each chamber of a standard cylinder with a number of pressure lines. (b) A multi-
chamber cylinder may be used to increase the number of obtainable force levels.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

and stored in the hydraulic accumulators. Furthermore the pump may be
controlled to operate at an optimal speed to enhance energy efficiency and
turned off when the accumulators are charged. This is advantageous as the
hydraulic supply unit may be sized to meet the average power requirement
and not for the peak power demand of the actuators.

Another option for controlling hydraulic cylinders supplied by a CPR is hy-
draulic transformers, namely throttleless control devices that transform the
pressure levels of the CPR to the load pressure required by the cylinder,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.2. However, [10] finds that due to a low efficiency
of transformers constructed from commercially available components, hy-
draulic transformers are not a feasible solution yet. Even though initiatives
for developing a commercially viable hydraulic transformer have been on-
going for decades, e.g. the INNAS hydraulic transformer (IHT) introduced
in the late 1990s [11], further development is still needed according to [12].
A simulation study conducted in [13] finds a reduced fuel consumption of
51 % for a 33 ton wheel loader application compared to an LS-system when
implementing CPR and hydraulic transformers.

plow

phigh

CPR
IHT

Fig. 1.2: Simplified illustration of a common pressure rail and INNAS hydraulic transformers,
used to control hydraulic cylinders in four quadrant operation. Redrawn and simplified from
[13].

Instead of transforming the hydraulic power from a centralised HPU by
means of throttleless devices, a completely different approach to eliminate
metering losses is to decentralise the hydraulic supply, i.e. to have a separate
pump unit to control the motion of each cylinder. This is known as pump-
controlled cylinders and may generally be divided into displacement con-
trolled actuators and variable-speed pump-controlled cylinders, also known
as electro-hydraulic actuators (EHA).

Displacement controlled actuators have been investigated mainly in the con-
text of mobile machinery [14, 15, 16]. Variable-displacement units are con-
nected to the same shaft and driven by a combustion engine or an electrical
machine, as shown conceptually in Fig. 1.3a. Fuel savings between 15 % and
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M
MM

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.3: Examples of pump-controlled cylinders. (a) Displacement controlled cylinders. The
motor (M), may either be a combustion engine or an electrical machine [2]. (b) Electro-hydraulic
actuators are connected on the electrical grid but do not share hydraulic connections.

40 % compared to load sensing systems are reported by [4, 17].

Due to recent developments and cost reductions of variable-speed electric
motor drives, the focus on pump-controlled cylinders are shifting from varia-
ble-displacement to variable-speed pump units. This is partly due to an im-
proved energy efficiency of variable-speed pump units compared to variable-
displacement units [18, 19, 20] and partly due to variable-speed units match-
ing industrial trends of electrification and plug-and-play capabilities.

Each cylinder is here equipped with a decentralised hydraulic supply, and
the system is hydraulically isolated from the other actuators, as shown in
Fig. 1.3b. These systems are coined by various names by different manu-
facturers and researchers. These names include electro-hydraulic actuators
(EHA), electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHA), zonal hydraulics, decentralised
hydraulics to name a few. As the oil volume of these actuators may be re-
duced significantly compared to conventional hydraulics, the oil reservoirs
of these systems are often constituted by a low pressure accumulator. This
ensures good suction conditions for the hydraulic units even for tilted sys-
tem orientations, e.g. upside-down. As such these actuators can be seen as
completely stand-alone or self-contained turnkey actuators.

Note the conceptional difference between how power is distributed for the
system designs listed above. Using a CPR, either with hydraulic transformers
or on/off valves, multiple actuators may be sharing power hydraulically, i.e.
power regenerated from one actuator may be used by another via hydraulic
power sharing or stored in hydraulic accumulators. Displacement controlled
actuators distribute power mechanically via the common shaft. The low pres-
sure hydraulic connection between the actuators, seen in Fig. 1.3a, is working
to compensate pump leakages and to increase the pressure level of the actu-
ators hence the drive stiffness and not for power sharing. Finally, the EHA
concepts distribute power electrically. This means that recuperated power
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from one actuator is shared to other actuators via the common DC-link. En-
ergy storage systems (ESS) such as batteries, super-capacitors, or fly-wheels,
may be connected to the DC-link, such that recuperated power may be stored,
leading to minimising the peak power required by the DC-supply [21].

Each power distribution topology has certain drawbacks and benefits. The
CPR concept is advantageous in terms of that the centralised supply can be
sized to meet the average power demand for all actuators. The prime movers
for the mechanical and electrical power distribution topologies need to be
sized for the peak power. However, for the displacement controlled system,
the prime mover may be sized to the combined peak power of the actuators.
The electrical machines for the system based on electrical distribution need
to be sized to meet the peak power of each actuator, even though these do not
work simultaneously. This is disadvantageous both in terms of investment
cost, but also in terms of efficiency when recuperating power from an aided
load, as the power needs several stages of conversion before reaching a resis-
tive load. This may be considered the main disadvantage of EHAs working
in multi-actuator systems. On the other hand these systems offer advantages
in terms of system compactness, modular or decentralised designs, and in-
stallation flexibility including plug-and-play capabilities, e.g. the avoidance
of expensive piping between actuators and the centralised HPU.

Each of the presented alternative system designs offers unique characteristics
and all require further development for the real industrial break-through.
This includes development of cheap and reliable high performance on/off
valves and control strategies for digital hydraulics and developing a viable
hydraulic transformer for CPR systems. For pump-controlled cylinders this
includes developing suitable hydraulic units, control strategies and system
architectures.

Due to an increased industrial focus on system electrification, system com-
pactness, installation flexibility etc., it is chosen in close cooperation with the
industrial partners within the SFI Offshore Mechatronics Research Project,
that the current work should focus on decentralised electro-hydraulic actu-
ators. These are found to offer the highest extend of system electrification
and flexibility. The industrial partners are associated within the offshore in-
dustry, where the electrification trend is already taking place for rotational
drives such as winches and drilling top-drives [22].

Focus in the remainder of this dissertation is therefore on electro-hydraulic
actuators not featuring a conventional vented hydraulic reservoir. These sys-
tems are referred to as Electro-Hydraulic Compact Drives (ECDs), in the re-
mainder, starting with an introduction to this technology and a state-of-the-
art review.
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1.3 Electro-Hydraulic Compact Drives

As shown previously in Fig. 1.3b on page 7, ECDs generally consist of a
electrical servo drive (motor inverter and variable-speed electric motor) sup-
plied from a common DC-link. The motor shaft is connected to a fixed-
displacement pump, which is connected to the cylinder chambers without
any throttling elements in the main transmission lines. Due to the uneven
flow required by the chambers of a single rod cylinder, means of flow balanc-
ing are needed. This may be constituted by passive valves connecting the low
pressure side of the cylinder with the reservoir as seen in Fig. 1.3. To balance
the rod, thermal expansion and compression volumes, a small volume low
pressure oil reservoir is often used.

ECDs represent a promising alternative to conventional valve-controlled cylin-
der drives (VCD) as well as to electro-mechanical linear drive solutions. Sim-
ple illustrations of a VCD and an electro-mechanical linear drive with a plan-
etary transmission screw are shown in Fig. 1.4.

Fig. 1.4: (a) Simplified schematics of a valve-controlled hydraulic linear drive, consisting
of a fixed-speed induction machine, a variable displacement pump, a pressure compen-
sated control valve (PCCV) and counter-balance valves (CBV). (b) Simplified illustration of
an electro-mechanical linear drive from Bosch Rexroth [23] consisting of a variable-speed
electric motor, a belt drive and a planetary transmission screw. Illustration of planetary
transmission screw is from [24].

The motion of the cylinder in the VCD shown in Fig. 1.4a is controlled using
a pressure-compensated control valve (PCCV). This valve is typically used in
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mobile machinery, as it is important that the input from the operator yields
the same flow regardless of pump and load pressure. Counter-balance valves
(CBV) are used to maintain controllability in aided load situations, to avoid
load dropping if hydraulic pressure is lost or if a hose bursts, and as overload
protection and shock absorption [25]. Hydraulic power is supplied through
pipes or hoses from a centralised pressure controlled (LS) pump, driven by
an electric induction machine or a combustion engine. In contrast to ECD
systems the conventional HPU includes a voluminous vented oil tank, which
is needed in order to ensure an appropriate resting time for the fluid (ap-
proximately 2-5 min). The fluid mainly needs to rest in order for air released
during fluid throttling to dissolve in order to avoid pump cavitation. At STP1

hydraulic fluid contains between 7 % to 10 % of dissolved air (volumetric)
[26]. During the throttling process the fluid is accelerated, such that the fluid
velocity at the valve opening is larger than downstream the valve. This means
that for a steady flow along a streamline the specific kinetic energy is larger
for the fluid passing the valve opening than downstream the valve. Accord-
ing to Bernoulli’s equation this leads to the fluid pressure being smaller at
the valve opening than downstream the valve. As oils ability to dissolve air is
decreasing for decreasing pressures (Henry’s law) [26], air is released during
throttling. As no throttling elements are needed in ECDs, then theoretically
no rest time is required and the oil volume can be significantly reduced for
ECDs.

Fig. 1.4b, shows a simplified diagram of an electro-mechanical linear drive,
consisting of a variable-speed electric motor, controlled by a motor inverter
and supplied by a grid-connected rectifier. A belt drive or gearing connects
the motor shaft and the screw shaft. A transmission screw which either may
be a ball screw or a roller screw converts the rotational motion to linear
motion. The main characteristics of the two actuation technologies shown in
Fig. 1.4 are listed in Tab. 1.1.

For energy-efficient actuation of a high force, low speed application such as
the knuckle boom crane used in this study, the characteristics given in Tab. 1.1
show that the conventional technologies of both VCD and electro-mechanical
linear drives are unsuitable. For the former technology this is primarily due
to high power losses. For the latter technology this among other reasons is
due to certain limitations, such as limited reliability (e.g., impact loads dam-
age), difficulties of implementing overload/failure protection and/or limited
force capabilities [25, 30, 31].

To some extend ECDs may be regarded as the combination of electro-mechani-
cal drives and hydraulic drives. The prime mover is a variable-speed electric
machine controlled by an inverter as known from mechanical linear drives.

1Standard temperature and pressure, defined to 0 °C and 1 bar [26]
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Table 1.1: Characteristics of conventional hydraulic drives and electro-mechanical linear drives.
Composed from [27, 28, 29].

Conventional Hydraulic Electro-Mechanical
Drives Linear Drives

A
dv

an
ta

ge
s

� Robust and scalable � Low power losses
� High transmission ratio � Plug-and-play installation
� High power/force density � Electrical and mechanical

(actuator) interface only
� Easy implementation of � Small footprint

overload protection
� Load holding/safety functionality
� Tolerance towards impact loads
� Heat and contamination is

transferred by fluid

D
is

ad
va

nt
ag

es � High power losses � Wear
� Centralised power unit � Impact absorption

requiring piping network � Overload protection
� Risk of oil leakage � Fixed transmission ratio
� Voluminous oil tank � Small load forces

The gearing or conversion from rotational mechanical energy is performed
hydraulically using a hydraulic pump and cylinder instead of mechanical lin-
ear gears. Ideally this should provide a turnkey decentralised actuator com-
bining the advantages of the conventional technologies. This includes the
robustness, high power densities, high achievable transmission ratios, load
holding functionalities and the tolerance towards shock loading known from
hydraulic drives, with the high energy efficiency, plug-and-play capabilities
and small footprint/compactness (occupied area) from electro-mechanical
drives. Additionally, compared to conventional hydraulic drives, ECDs are
characterised by a smaller risk of oil leakage due to short and integrated
fluid lines and a much smaller oil volume [32]. The oil may be pre-filled at
the manufacturing site, reducing the commissioning effort when installing
the ECD in the application. Ideally no oil changes are required through the
life-cycle of the actuator, thus reducing the needed maintenance effort com-
pared to conventional systems [32].

ECDs have received a fair amount of research effort lately and recently com-
mercial products have also entering the market e.g. the EHA from Parker
Hannifin [33], the Servo-Hydraulic Axis (SHA) from Bosch Rexroth AG, and
the Helax from Bucher Hydraulics [34] to mention a few. To obtain an
overview of the research efforts and to classify different hydraulic circuit ar-
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chitectures, a thorough state-of-the-art review has been conducted and doc-
umented in the appended paper A. In this paper both variable-displacement
pump architectures and variable-speed architectures are included. In the fol-
lowing section a summary of the state-of-the-art review given in Paper A
focusing on ECDs is given.

1.4 State of the Art

Paper A classifies ECD architectures according to Fig. 1.5, i.e. based on the
type of hydraulic supply, whether the circuit architecture is an open or closed
circuit architecture and based on the flow compensation method. An open
circuit architecture here means that oil from one cylinder chamber needs to
pass the oil reservoir before entering the other chamber, while for closed ar-
chitectures there is at least one pump being connected to both cylinder cham-
bers. This leads to three main classes of ECDs, being single pump/single
prime mover (Class A), multiple pumps/single prime mover (Class B) and
multiple prime mover (Class C) architectures. Examples of each class is given
in Fig. 1.6.
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Fig. 1.5: Classification of ECD architectures proposed in Paper A.

Class A
Class A drives consist of a single prime mover driving a single hydraulic unit.
This means that the circuit architecture also needs to incorporate methods to
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1.4. State of the Art

compensate the asymmetric flow from the cylinder chambers. This may be
achieved using passive valve arrangements (Class A.1) such as an inverse
shuttle valve as shown in Fig. 1.6A [28, 35], which connects the low pressure
side of the cylinder with the accumulator, to allow flow compensation. A
similar solution is achieved by replacing the inverse shuttle valve with pilot
operated check valves as investigated in [36, 37].

The ECDs based on passive valves for flow compensation are reported to suf-
fer from mode-oscillations at certain loading conditions by numerous authors
(e.g. [2, 38, 39, 40, 41]). In [2] this complicated phenomenon is explained to
happen when the equilibrium point of the system is close to the switching
pressure of the valves. For a poorly damped system, the switching condition
is met while moving towards the equilibrium point. This causes the struc-
ture of the system to change hence moving the equilibrium point, causing
undesired pressure and piston velocity oscillations as seen in e.g. [39].

A suggestion on eliminating the mode-oscillation issue is presented in [36]
where two counter balance valves are used to stabilise the system in the criti-
cal loading region while allowing free flow at higher loading conditions to al-
low power regeneration. In [39] an under-lapped inverse shuttle valve is used
to stabilise the circuit. Recently, [38, 42] presented a circuit for triggering the
flow compensation valves stating that this has "come to solve the compensation
flow instabilities and provide the basis for the development of commercially viable
circuits". The solution presented here requires five pilot operated directional
valves and a pressure intensifier in addition to auxiliary valves such as pres-
sure relief and anti cavitation valves. The natural question here is whether
this represents a viable solution compared to just adding another pump to
the shaft (class B) to circumvent the mode-oscillating challenge.

Another approach to eliminate mode-oscillations is constituted by class A.2
architectures, where actively controlled valves are used to connect the appro-
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Fig. 1.6: (A) Example of a class A ECD architecture based on passive valve flow compensation.
(B.1) Example of an open circuit class B architecture. (B.2) Example of a closed circuit class B
architecture. (C) Example of a closed circuit class C architecture.
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priate cylinder chambers to the reservoir [38, 43, 44].

Finally, a three port asymmetric pump solution is presented in [45, 46, 47,
48], and is here classified as class A.3 ECDs. The ports connected to the
cylinder chambers are constructed with a displacement ratio that matches the
cylinder area ratio, such that no additional components are needed for flow
compensation. This is conceptually similar to using two fixed displacement
pumps connected to the same shaft in an open circuit configuration, as class
B.1 ECDs discussed next.

Class B
A fundamentally different approach to balance the asymmetric cylinder cham-
ber flows is represented by using multiple pumps instead of auxiliary valves,
which is especially compelling for ECDs required to work in four quadrants
due to the absence of mode-oscillations.

Several researchers have investigated this, using two oppositely oriented fixed-
displacement pumps in an open circuit configuration (Class B.1.), as shown
in Fig. 1.6(B.1) [1, 49]. In [50] a lifting efficiency of approximately 55 % is
reported for the actuation of a single boom crane. To avoid low-pressure op-
eration, which is an inherent feature of class A and B ECDs, a third pump
is added to the shaft by the researchers in [51, 52]. By further including
2/2-way proportional valves used to bleed off oil from the chambers to the
reservoir, it is possible to maintain a certain minimum pressure level during
piston motion to improve "the dynamic properties of the system significantly"
[52].

The two pumps may also be configured in a closed circuit configuration as
shown in Fig. 1.6(B.2), requiring a closed circuit pump, but offering smaller
pump sizes compared to the open circuit configuration. In [28, 35], a low
power system is compared to an electro-mechanical counterpart showing a
similar energy efficiency. In [53], this architecture is used for actuating a
Stewart platform, showing a highly improved energy efficiency compared to
a valve-controlled system. As an example the commercially available Helax
actuator from Bucher is also based on the closed circuit architecture, and
the efficiency is evaluated to be up to 82 % and 84 % in resistive and aided
loading conditions respectively [54].

Due to speed and pressure dependent pump leakage flows, it is not possi-
ble to maintain proper matching of pump displacement ratios and cylinder
area ratios under all operating conditions. This may cause excessive pressure
build up or cavitation in either cylinder chambers [55]. In [55] it is pointed
out, that anti-cavitation valves and pressure relief valves are required, and it
is suggested to implement 2/2-way proportional valves to bleed off oil from
the chambers to the reservoir to limit the pressure build up.
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1.4. State of the Art

To avoid the strict inherent geometrical constraint emerging when mounting
multiple pumps on the same shaft, two variable-speed electrical motor-pump
units may be used, which are classified as class C drives, seen in Fig. 1.6C
and presented below.

Class C
By offering ideal matching of the pump flows to the cylinder area ratio re-
gardless of operating conditions, the problem of uncontrolled pressure build
up or cavitation may be avoided. The dual input nature of class C drives,
enables to control the pressure level of the actuator, as well as the piston mo-
tion. This may have some benefits compared to single prime mover classes
as discussed in Sec. 1.4.1.

Compared to class A and B, only little research effort has been focusing on
Class C drives. In [18, 56, 57, 58] a 64 kW drive is experimentally tested in an
injection molding machine, focusing on pump wear, energy saving potentials
and control related topics.

In [59] the closed circuit configuration shown in Fig. 1.6C is compared
with an open circuit counterpart, showing the former to be more energy
efficient and requiring smaller pump and motor sizes for the same power
output.

1.4.1 Comparison of ECD Classes

To summarise the findings of the review process, paper A compares the drive
classes based on the eight criteria listed in Tab. 1.2 on page 16.

Energy Efficiency
For drive classes A and B a significantly improved energy efficiency has been
reported for each drive class compared to conventional valve-controlled hy-
draulic systems. For instance [60] shows an energy consumption reduction
of 62 % for a single boom crane compared to an LS valve-controlled system
for a Class A drive. The authors in [61] simulate a reduced energy consump-
tion of up to 62.5 % for a class B.1 ECD architecture performing a digging
cycle of a 9-ton excavator compared to an LS system. As [62] points out, it
is not feasible to compare the obtained relative energy savings or efficiencies
reported in different studies, as these are based on different applications, as-
sumptions and operating conditions. For drive class C no comparison study
has been identified. As mentioned previously, the losses of all ECD archi-
tectures are dominated by component efficiencies, meaning that comparable
energy characteristics should be obtainable for all three drive classes.

If class C drives are controlled to elevate the low pressure chamber of the
cylinder above the reservoir pressure, certain load cases may lead to one
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Table 1.2: Comparison of the proposed drive classes from Paper A. The derived drive classes are
assessed based on eight criteria. Four different grades are used, ranging from (- -) to (+ +), with
(- -) being the worst.

Class A Class B Class C

Energy Efficiency + + +

Ability to control drive stiffness - - - + +

Ability to handle highly
- - + + +

dynamic/switching loads

Drive compactness + + + + +

Hydraulic circuit simplicity + + + + +

Control simplicity + + -

Reliability - - -

Degree of scalability - - +

electric machine working as a motor and the other as a generator or vice
versa, as stated by [59]. Because power is shared electrically more stages
of power conversion is required compared to the other drive classes under
these specific working conditions. This may cause energy efficiency to be
slightly lower for class C. An in-depth analysis is however needed to assess
the severity of this loss mechanism compared to the (small) throttling losses
for flow compensation of class A [62], and the associated valve losses to avoid
cavitation or over-pressurisation of class B.

Ability to control drive stiffness
For class A and B ECDs one chamber of the cylinder is generally at a pressure
level close to the reservoir pressure, i.e. at a low pressure. Low pressure
operation may lead to varying dynamic properties of the cylinder, due to
a highly pressure dependent bulk modulus of the oil-air mixture. At low
pressures (< 25 bar), the bulk modulus is highly influenced by the free air
content in the oil, causing a small bulk modulus of the mixture. For higher
pressures the free air is compressed leading to the mixture bulk modulus
being dominated by the high and almost constant bulk modulus of the oil.
Especially, for small external loadings, the low pressure operation, causes the
pressures in both cylinder chambers to be low, in turn causing a low system
eigenfrequency as shown in [63]. Elevating the pressure level such that the
lowest chamber pressure is 30 bar, is found to increase the eigenfrequency
of the cylinder. This also leads to a less varying eigenfrequency as external
loading is varied, i.e. plant uncertainty decreases or robustness increases [63].
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It is important to keep in mind that the eigenfrequency or stiffness referred
to here is the uncompensated drive stiffness, i.e. the drive dynamics has
not been manipulated by closing control loops. The higher uncompensated
eigenfrequency obtained in [63] by increasing the lower chamber pressure
from 1 to 30 bar, enables choosing a higher proportional controller gain for a
simple proportional feedback motion controller. This leads to a significantly
improved motion tracking performance. The same is reported in [52], where
tracking performance is improved significantly for a class B ECD architecture
capable of increasing the actuator pressure level compared to low pressure
operation.

Class C drives distinguish themselves from class A and B drives in terms of
the ability to manipulate the drive stiffness. Multiple researchers used the
additional control input to control a pressure state as well as the cylinder
motion to avoid low pressure operation. This increases the uncompensated
stiffness and reduce plant uncertainty (varying bulk modulus).

The importance of elevating the uncompensated stiffness, depends on the
control structure desired to use. E.g. if a class A or B ECD is operated by a
human operator in hydraulic open loop, i.e. only the closed loop speed con-
troller of the electric motor is used, it may be advantageous to elevate stiff-
ness to increase robustness toward force disturbances. However if operating
in force or motion closed loop control, [64] recently showed how to com-
pensate drive dynamics using pressure, position and shaft speed feedback.
As such the obtained closed loop dynamics/bandwidth is ideally not limited
by the pressure level i.e. the bulk modulus of the hydraulic system (or other
physical parameters), but rather limited by the actuator dynamics. That is the
speed-control loop or torque/current control loop bandwidth of the electric
drive. Even though excellent motion tracking performance is obtained dur-
ing low pressure operation, as shown in [64], simpler control structures may
still benefit from increased uncompensated stiffness and decreased plant un-
certainty. Additionally, as will be utilised later in this dissertation, the ability
to control the drive stiffness i.e. the lowest chamber pressure, opens up novel
approaches for including and controlling auxiliary components such as load
holding valves in ECDs.

Ability to handle highly dynamic/switching loads
As mentioned under the previous criteria, the ability to keep the drive stiff-
ness at a reasonable level is in some studies found to improve closed loop
position control bandwidth, thus improving the performance for highly dy-
namic load cases or disturbances. As also mentioned here [64] presented
novel methods for improving the dynamic performance of ECDs even dur-
ing low pressure operation. This means that the ability to obtain high closed
loop position bandwidths may not be limited by low pressure operation but
rather actuation dynamics. In terms of oscillation reduction and active vibra-
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tion damping, which are important aspects for modern hydraulic drives, the
actuation dynamics is also the limiting factor. The actuation dynamics for
class A, B and C is determined by the chosen electric drive components, and
does not depend on the ECD class as such.

Nevertheless, class A drives are in the basic configuration reported to suffer
from the previously mentioned mode-oscillation at certain load conditions,
meaning that transition issues may arise for switching loads [28, 29]. There-
fore class A drives are graded lower than class B and C in this criterion.

Drive Compactness
The drive compactness is heavily affected by the selected components. For
example is the power density of a permanent magnet synchronous machine
(PMSM) larger than for an induction machine, even though both topologies
may be suitable for ECDs. It is however generally assessed that single prime
mover architectures (class A and B) may be constructed to be more compact
than class C containing two prime movers, especially for small power out-
puts.

Hydraulic Circuit Simplicity
The general assumption is that that multiple-pump classes (class B and C),
may be constructed simpler than class A where additional valves and fluid
paths are needed for flow balancing.

Control Simplicity
The control complexity is heavily affected by the requirements set by the
application, meaning that closed loop control structures may be involved
for all drive classes. Generally, it is however likely that the control of the
multiple-input system (class C) is more advanced than controlling the single
input classes. This is justified by the fact, that class A and B may be controlled
in hydralic open loop, i.e. by just using the closed loop speed controller of the
electric drive, whereas this is not possible for class C, at least not if cavitation
or over-pressurisation should be avoided.

Reliability
Long term evaluation of the reliability of ECD systems are generally absent
in literature. The reliability of the systems is assessed to be determined by the
extent of which components are used within their design ranges, including
oil temperature and contamination management.

Especially the hydraulic pump unit is of interest, because most pump types
are developed through decades to fit the need of conventional hydraulic sys-
tems i.e. constant speed operation. Therefore the majority of commercially
available pumps require a certain minimum rotational speed for long term
reliable operation, typically from 200-600 RPM [62]. As reliability have not
been the main concern for researchers in the past, some studies ignore the
minimum speed limitation. No long term evaluation of the system reliability
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is presented, so the consequences are hard to assess [62]. In [65, 66, 67] valves
are included in the system architecture capable of emulating pump leakage
and controlled such that the pump speed is always above the minimum re-
quired speed (unless direction is changed). As this may cause substantial
throttling losses, energy efficiency is reduced and cooling requirements in-
creased. A better technical solution is therefore probably to utilise pumps
optimised for variable-speed operation, which entered the market lately. The
ideal pump for ECDs features small leakage and friction losses also at zero
speed and high pressures, four quadrant operation without speed limitations,
and a high maximum speed and pressure rating [12, 68]. Based on these re-
quirements the newly introduced AX series pump from Bucher [69] is worth
mentioning as this offers these properties.

Degree of Scalability
The scalability is primarily decided by the available component sizes. The
limiting factor is typically the electric motor, especially if this is chosen to
be a permanent magnet synchronous machine, as this has a lower applica-
tion range than e.g. induction machines, considering standard off-the-shelf
machines. Therefore if the same type of components are selected, it is clear
that the dual prime mover class C configured in a closed-circuit architecture
offers a larger power output than the single prime mover classes.

1.4.2 Current Research Topics

The literature review in Paper A reveals that research has previously focused
on identifying and verifying circuit architectures capable of balancing cylin-
der chamber flows and the impact in terms of energy consumption for spe-
cific applications. More recently, some research started to focus on other
aspects as well. This includes fluid management properties of ECDs. In
conventional centralised hydraulic systems the fluid is cooled and filtered
using dedicated circuits with its own pump and motor unit connected to the
centralised oil reservoir. This is not necessarily an appropriate solution for
ECDs, as this limits compactness of the system and is required for each ac-
tuator in an application. An attractive idea is the complete avoidance of both
the cooling and filtration elements. In [70] it is found that after 960 hours of
operation, the self-contamination resulted in a high particle load. Therefore
[70] concluded that currently operating an ECD is not recommended with-
out an oil filter. For ECDs it is therefore beneficial to include an in-line filter
element, not requiring a circulation pump. In [62] it is suggested "to filter the
whole amount of circulating oil", which for closed circuit architectures may lead
to high pressure filters, which generally is undesirable as these are "heavier,
harder to maintain and more expensive than" [62] low pressure filters.

The lower energy losses of ECDs may permit these systems to rely solely
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on passive cooling, i.e. the losses are balanced by passive heat transfer to
the ambience. This is especially interesting for smaller drive powers (<10
kW), while for larger ECD drives passive cooling is unlikely to suffice. To
gain knowledge and insight into the thermal behaviour required for proper
thermal designs, increased research interest has recently been placed on mod-
elling the thermal behaviour of ECDs [71, 72, 73].

To ensure durability and reliability of ECDs thermal modelling and proper
thermal designs are therefore important research areas. In [74], the elec-
tric motor is cooled using oil from the hydraulic circuit, such that only one
cooler is needed. Another way of reducing the number of oil coolers for an
application requiring multiple actuators, is represented by systems combin-
ing the advantages of ECDs and centralised hydraulics. This means that the
stand-alone nature of ECD is abandoned, which on one side limits the plug-
and-play nature of the technology, as a centralised hydraulic supply with a
common reservoir is used requiring piping to each actuator. However, these
hybrid solutions offer some significant benefits such as centralised oil cooling
and filtering and reduction of the installed electric power. Examples of such
systems are given in [7, 75].

1.5 Drive Architecture for Further Study

In cooperation with the industrial partners of the SFI Offshore Mechatronics
Research Project, a medium sized knuckle boom crane is selected as the focus
application in this study. Examples of such cranes are shown in Fig. 1.7. Only
the cylinders used for actuation of the boom structures are included in this
work, i.e. the hydraulic motor for rotating the crane or the hydraulically
actuated lifting yoke are not included. A more detailed description as well
as a dynamic model of a specific crane is given in Chapter 2.

Fig. 1.7: Offshore knuckle boom crane examples. Left hand photo is provided by National
Oilwell Vargo ©NOV. Right hand photo is made available by Geir Arne Moslått, NOV.
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The most strenuous requirements are present for actuation of the knuckle
boom (outer boom) of the crane. Here both four quadrant operation is re-
quired as well as the ability for the actuation system to work in tilted ori-
entations, as it is intended to mount the ECD system on the main boom to
reduce piping. In addition to this the ECD architecture should include load
holding functionality or safety valves such that the load is kept stationary
during power supply failure or hose burst. The load holding functionality
must comply with the safety regulations and cannot preclude the possibil-
ity for energy recuperation. The needed output power for the considered
crane is roughly 65 kW per actuator, however the industrial project partners
would value if the ECD is scalable to even higher power classes. Beside a
high power range, the cylinders used for crane actuation also feature long
strokes, meaning that a large rod volume need to be stored in a pressurised
gas-charged accumulator during motion of the piston. To stay within the
permissible pressure range, this leads to large gas volumes. It is therefore
desirable to implement other types of accumulators to increase compactness
and to avoid the need of gas, as leaking gas to the oil or the surroundings
may lead to system failure.

An ECD fulfilling these requirement are not identified in the literature. Es-
pecially the requirements in terms of load holding capabilities (a review is
given in Sec. 4.1) and the desire of a gasless pressurised accumulator, rep-
resent challenges. These requirements may be considered as auxiliary func-
tionalities of ECDs whereas required functionalities include flow balancing
and four quadrant operation. As the latter challenges already are solved by
the presented drive classes, it is found reasonable to use one of the existing
drive classes as the starting point and add innovations to this to fulfil the
requirements set by the knuckle boom crane.

By holding the comparison made previously between the drive classes against
the requirements, it is chosen to focus on class C architectures for the remain-
der of this work, i.e. architectures with two prime movers. The reason for
this is due to the requirements related to scalability and four quadrant op-
eration. Additionally, the flexibility offered by the two control inputs may
enable adding load holding functionality and the gasless reservoir in a me-
chanically/hydraulically simple way.
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1.6 Research Hypothesis

Based on the literature review and the requirements from the industrial part-
ners of the SFI Offshore Mechatronics Research Project, the research hypoth-
esis follows as:

It is possible to design and control an electro-hydraulic compact cylin-
der drive based on two electrical machines which includes load holding
capabilities and a pressurised gasless oil reservoir, still offering signifi-
cantly improved energy characteristics compared to a conventional valve-
controlled system.

The hypothesis is supported by the following research questions (RQ):

RQ1: How large is the potential for energy savings if electro-hydraulic com-
pact drives are used to actuate a medium sized knuckle boom crane
compared to a conventional valve-controlled system?

RQ2: To what extent is the static payload capacity of a medium sized knuckle
boom crane reduced if electro-hydraulic compact drive systems are
installed locally on the hydraulic cylinders?

RQ3: How can hydraulically actuated load holding valves be included and
controlled in the hydraulic architecture without leading to severe throt-
tling losses and still fulfilling the law-enforced safety requirements for
load carrying applications?

RQ4: How can a gasless oil reservoir deliver the required compensation flow
at the required pressure level and to what extent can the reservoir
volume be reduced compared to a gas-charged accumulator?

RQ5: How can a dynamic thermo-hydraulic modelling framework including
the oil temperature state be derived which is suitable for assessing oil
cooling requirements of electro-hydraulic compact drives?

RQ6: How can an electro-hydraulic compact drive consisting of two electric
motors be controlled to obtain good motion tracking performance as
well as to control the opening of hydraulically actuated load holding
valves?

1.7 Dissertation Outline

The main contribution of the work in the PhD project has been to investigate
the research questions. The results of this are presented in the appended pa-
pers and in this dissertation. Conclusions on the main research contributions
are given in the Closing Remarks in Chapter 8.
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1.7. Dissertation Outline

The research activities are documented in the following chapters:

Chapter 2
A medium sized knuckle boom crane used to handle drilling pipes is pre-
sented as the focus application of this dissertation. A dynamic model of
the crane is formulated based on the Euler-Lagrange formulation, and it is
investigated how attaching electro-hydraulic compact drives locally on the
cylinders affects the static payload capacity of the crane (RQ2). The latter is
a summary of paper B where RQ2 is also the focus.

Chapter 3
This chapter is dedicated to investigate the energy saving potential of electro-
hydraulic compact drives compared to conventional valve-controlled drive
systems (RQ1). This is done by formulating, solving and comparing steady
state hydraulic models of these. This includes power loss models of the main
components of the drive systems. The energy consumption is compared
based on a predefined motion trajectory defined by the industrial partners.

Chapter 4
How to include load holding capabilities (RQ3) and a gasless pressurised
reservoir (RQ4) is investigated in this chapter. Based on a mini-review hy-
draulically actuated logic elements are inserted in the main transmission lines
and the pilot pressure is selected as the lowest chamber pressure, to ensure
closing in the event of electrical power loss or hose burst. RQ3 is also the
main topic of Paper C. With regard to RQ4, this chapter provides a sum-
mary of papers D and E where a bootstrap reservoir is used to provide the
needed compensation volume. The chapter concludes with comparing the
energy consumption characteristics of the proposed system design and a sys-
tem without load holding valves and bootstrap reservoir.

Chapter 5
A thermo-hydraulic modelling framework (RQ5) is derived and experimen-
tally validated in Paper F. Based on the findings in Paper F, a dynamic
thermo-hydraulic model of the system designed in Chapter 4 is formulated.

Chapter 6
Based on simplified models, control structures are designed to handle the
dual input nature of the drive system. The aim of this chapter is to obtain
both good motion tracking performance and the ability to control the opening
of the load holding valves (RQ6).
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Chapter 7
A simulation study of the knuckle boom crane modelled in Chapter 2 is
presented. The crane is actuated by the electro-hydraulic compact drive
modelled in Chapter 5 and controlled using the control system developed
in Chapter 6. The main focus in this chapter is therefore to investigate if the
research hypothesis can be verified or not.

1.8 Project Delimitations

The current dissertation is primarily based on theoretical studies. This means
that only small parts of the presented material has been experimentally ver-
ified. The drive system designed during the research period has not been
experimentally verified on a knuckle boom crane due to practical and eco-
nomical limitations. Even though a downscaled version of the drive system
has been manufactured, it has not been possible to obtain experimental data
within the project period.

Due to the focus on simulation studies, the dissertation delimits itself from
investigating the reliability of the drive system. This also excludes studies
concerned with the requirements for components installed in offshore en-
vironments, e.g. how the reliability is affected by rain, salty water, wind,
ultra-violet radiation etc.

Finally, no cost analysis or comparison with conventional drive systems has
been conducted. This excludes both the investment cost of the drive systems
and the operating cost, e.g. maintenance cost, energy cost etc.
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Chapter 2

Knuckle Boom Crane

A knuckle boom crane as depicted in Fig. 2.1 is used as the focus application
for the further theoretical studies. This is chosen because it represents a sys-
tem of particular interest for the SFI Offshore Mechatronics Research Project
who funded this research.

Crane Base/
Crane King

Cylinder 1
(Main Cylinder)

Cylinder 2
(Knuckle Boom Cylinder)

2 
m

Main Boom
Knuckle Boom

Payload 
(0‐5000 kg)

Lifting yoke 
 (5000 kg)

Piston 1 

Piston 2 

Fig. 2.1: Illustration of a knuckle boom crane used as the application for the theo-
retical studies in this dissertation.
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Chapter 2. Knuckle Boom Crane

In cooperation with the industrial partners in the project, it has been decided
to focus on linear drive solutions for actuation of the booms of pipe handling
cranes. Pipe handling cranes are special type of offshore cranes used to ma-
noeuvre pipes onboard drilling rigs or drilling ships, and unlike many other
types of knuckle boom cranes these are not equipped with a winch for load
handling. Instead a lifting yoke is attached to hold the payload/pipes.

Knuckle boom cranes come in a variety of sizes and configurations. Some are
equipped with three booms or jibs [76] or only two as considered in this work.
Smaller or medium sized cranes uses a single cylinder for actuation of each
boom, while larger cranes use multiple cylinders in parallel for actuation of
each boom. While large offshore knuckle boom cranes are able to carry loads
of several hundreds ton (e.g. 400 t in [77]), pipe handling cranes are typically
sized with a significantly smaller lifting capacity.

In this work a medium sized pipe handling crane with a lifting capacity of
approximately 10 ton and a maximum working radius of approximately 17 m
is utilised. A single cylinder is used to actuate each boom. An illustration
of this crane is shown in Fig. 2.1. Mass moment of inertias has been ap-
proximated by assuming a uniform mass distribution over the volume of the
boom.

In this chapter the knuckle boom crane is modelled and initial analyses are
carried out. It is first investigated how the static payload capacity of the
selected knuckle boom crane is affected by locally installing electro-hydraulic
compact drives (ECDs) and how the choice of different ECD-architectures
may affect this. This investigation is a summary of Paper B.

Subsequently, a dynamic mechanical model of the knuckle boom crane is
derived.

2.1 Reduction of Payload Capacity

A significant benefit by installing ECDs is the reduced amount of needed
hydraulic piping compared to conventional centralised hydraulic power units
(HPUs). For the considered crane, the HPU is conventionally installed in the
crane base and hydraulic power is transferred to the actuators by hoses or
pipes. This is visualised in Fig. 2.2a.

By installing ECDs, the hydraulic hoses can be replaced by electrical power
and communication cables. In Fig. 2.2b the ECD for actuation of the main
boom is assumed to be installed stationary in the crane base, while the ECD
for actuating the knuckle boom is attached to the outer cylinder. For practical
realisation it may be possible to install the power unit inside the hollow main
boom and use short hoses or pipes for connection to the cylinder.
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2.1. Reduction of Payload Capacity

Knuckle boom 
cylinder

Main cylinder

Connecting 
pipes/hoses

Crane Base

(a)

Electro‐Hydraulic 
Compact Drive

Lifting yoke
w/ payload

(b)

Main boom

Knuckle 
boom

Fig. 2.2: (a) Illustration of knuckle boom crane, with conventional valve-controlled cylinder
drives. Hoses are transporting hydraulic power from the centralised power unit to the knuckle
boom cylinder. (b) Illustration of knuckle boom crane actuated by ECDs. To shield the ECD from
harsh offshore conditions, the actuator may be installed in the hollow main boom for practical
realisation. From Paper B.

Installing an ECD on or inside the main boom means, that an additional load
needs to be carried by the crane, which reduces the static payload capacity of
the knuckle boom crane. In paper B the static payload capacity is investigated
by assuming the force capability of the hydraulic cylinders to be the limiting
factor.

To investigate how different ECD architectures affect the payload capacity,
the mass of seven different ECD architectures shown in Fig. 2.3 has been
estimated as a function of the maximum cylinder output power.

In Paper B the required pump flows for the architectures given in Fig. 2.3, is
calculated as a function of the maximum actuator power assuming ideal com-
ponents, steady state conditions and defining the load pressure to 300 bar.
Using pump datasheet information for Bosch Rexroth A10, A4 and A2 axial
piston pumps [78, 79, 80], the needed pump displacement as a function of
actuator power is estimated. This assumes the shaft speed to be limited by
the allowed pump speed and not the electrical machine. As such the needed
shaft torque may be calculated, which is used to estimate the mass of the
required electrical machine using both asynchronous induction motors [81]
and permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM) [82].

The estimated pump and electrical machine masses for the architectures
given in Fig. 2.3 are shown as a function of actuator power in Fig. 2.4.
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Fig. 2.3: (a) to (g): Hydraulic diagrams used for estimating the mass of different ECD architec-
tures in paper B.

The estimated masses depend on the ratio, α, between the cylinder rod side
area and the piston area (α = AB /AA ), as well as the assumed pressure in the
chamber with the lowest pressure. In Fig. 2.4 these are defined to α=0.6 and
0 bar respectively. A detailed description of the mass estimation procedure is
given in Paper B.

From Fig. 2.4a it is found that for the single prime mover architectures, the
mass of the pumps and electric motor is only a weak function of the consid-
ered architectures. However, by utilising an induction machine as the prime
mover the power range may be extended compared to PMSM (Fig. 2.4b). This
causes architecture (b) from Fig. 2.3 to be beneficial in terms of reduced mass.
The explanation for this is that for architecture (b), the flow needed for cylin-
der extension is delivered by two pumps. As smaller pumps are generally
allowed to rotate faster than larger pumps, the sum of the two pump dis-
placements are smaller than the needed sum of pump displacements for the
remaining architectures. This in turn requires a smaller shaft torque leading
to a lighter electric machine to be used.

Considering the estimated total mass of the pumps and electric motors for
the dual prime mover architectures, seen in Fig. 2.4c and d, it is seen that
architecture (e) from Fig. 2.3 is beneficial in terms of reduced mass. From
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2.1. Reduction of Payload Capacity

Fig. 2.4: (a) and (b) Estimated pump and electrical machine masses as a function of maxi-
mum output power for architectures with a single prime mover using a PMSM and an induc-
tion/asynchronous electric motor respectively. (c) and (d) Estimated pump and electrical ma-
chine masses as a function of maximum output power for architectures with two prime movers
using PMSMs and induction/asynchronous electric motors respectively. Revised figure from
Paper B. The cylinder area ratio (AB /AA ) is 0.6, the load pressure is 300 bar and the pressure in
the chamber with the lowest pressure is 0 bar.

Paper B this is explained by the fact that in this architecture the two elec-
trical machines aid eachother, meaning that the cylinder power is delivered
simultaneously from both prime movers. If the rod area is half the piston
area, the two prime movers are delivering the same amount of power. For
the other architectures this is not the case in all operation quadrants. Take
architecture (g) from Fig. 2.3 as the simplest example. If the load is car-
ried by the piston chamber, then all the mechanical power must be delivered
by the motor connected to the piston chamber, while the other motor idles.
However if the load is carried by the rod side chamber, the situation changes
and the cylinder power is delivered by the motor connected to this cham-
ber. This means that the two motors do not deliver power simultaneously,
leading to a higher amount of installed power than it is possible to deliver
instantaneously as mechanical power by the cylinder. This causes heavier
electric motors compared to architecture (e). Due to the power adding nature
of architecture (e), this has the advantage of delivering higher output powers
using commercially available PMSMs which are limited to approximately 50
kW in this investigation.

When evaluating the changed static payload capacity of the knuckle boom
crane, it is assumed that the ECD actuating the main boom is placed station-
ary in the crane base, while the ECD actuating the knuckle boom is installed
locally, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2b. As such only the mass of the latter ECD
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is assumed to affect the payload capacity. The required actuator power is
59 kW for a maximum load pressure of 300 bar and a flow of 118 L/min. For
the given cylinder piston area (dA =250 mm) this corresponds to a maximum
force of 1.47 MN and a speed of 40 mm/s.

Tab. 2.1 summarises the estimated pump and electrical machines masses for
the seven architectures in Fig. 2.3, using components that are commercially
available.

Table 2.1: Estimated masses for the electric motors and pumps for the considered knuckle boom
actuator application example. From Paper B.

Architecture
Mass using Installed

available components Electric Power
PMSM Asynchronous PMSM Asynchronous

(a) - 264.0 kg - 61 kW
(b) - 336.0 kg - 75 kW
(c) - 279.5 kg - 61 kW
(d) - 279.5 kg - 61 kW
(e) 208 kg 382.5 kg 72 kW 71 kW
(f) - 483.5 kg - 99 kW
(g) - 427.0 kg - 92 kW

From Tab. 2.1, it may be seen that only architecture (e) is capable of delivering
the required amount of power using the available PMSMs. The single prime
mover architectures (a), (c) and (d) have approximately the same estimated
mass, while architecture (b) is significantly heavier. This is due to a mis-
match between the needed pump sizes for this architecture and the available
ones, leading to over-sizing of the pumps in turn causing a heavier electric
machine. This is reflected by the fact that 75 kW is in fact installed, despite
targeting 59 kW.

For the dual prime mover architectures, it is seen that architecture (e) has a
significantly smaller mass compared to architectures (f) and (g).

As stated in the introduction the current dissertation deals with dual prime
mover architectures. From the investigation in Paper B, architectures (f) and
(g) are less attractive than architecture (e), if considering four quadrant oper-
ation due to the fact that the electrical machines in the former architectures
do not deliver power instantaneously, as explained earlier. This leads to a
larger mass and importantly also higher component costs.

Based on these findings the remainder of the dissertation focuses on architec-
ture (e) in Fig. 2.3. Additionally in the remainder of the dissertation "ECD"
refers to this specific circuit architecture, unless stated otherwise.
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Beside the mass of the pump and electrical motors also the hydraulic cylin-
der, accumulator, hydraulic manifold and the oil contribute with a significant
mass. These masses are however assumed to be independent of the selected
circuit architecture and thus not included in the above analysis.

Tab. 2.2 summarises the estimated mass of the ECD system used for actuation
of the knuckle boom. For the given system, it can be seen seen that the masses
of the pumps and motors are 7.8 % of the total ECD mass, showing that the
selection of system architecture in fact only has a minor effect on the total
ECD mass.

Table 2.2: Estimated masses of the main components of the knuckle boom actuator. *Estimated

Component Mass
Relative to total

mass of ECD

Hydraulic Cylinder [83] 1711 kg 64.1 %
Pumps and Motors (Architecture (e)) 208 kg 7.8 %
Manifold and Reservoir 600 kg* 22.5 %
Hydraulic Oil (175 L) 150 kg 5.6 %

Total 2669 kg

For the benchmark system (VCD) only the hydraulic cylinder is attached
to the booms (neglecting mass of safety valves etc.). This mass is 1711 kg,
meaning that the considered ECD system is estimated to be 56 % heavier
than the benchmark.

How this affects the payload capacity is also investigated in Paper B, based
on a static mechanical model presented in this paper. By assuming the
maximum pressure of the cylinders to be 300 bar and assuming zero back-
pressure, the maximum force of the main cylinder is 1.85 MN while it is
1.47 MN for the knuckle boom cylinder. Dependent on the configuration of
the crane, the knuckle boom cylinder should also be able to deliver nega-
tive load forces. The largest negative load force is -0.71 MN. By defining the
maximum force capabilities, it is possible to solve for the unknown payload
mass leading to at least one of the cylinders being at their maximum force
capacity.

For the benchmark system, i.e. the VCD, the static payload capacity is shown
in Fig. 2.5a. The payload capacity is highly dependent on the configuration
of the crane, ranging from 12.9 ton to 43.2 ton. If installing the proposed
ECD on the knuckle boom cylinder the static payload capacity decreases in
the majority of the operating space of the crane. This is visualised in Fig.
2.5b. The maximum reduction is 1.25 ton. The minimum reduction is found
in the lower left corner of the operating space, where the reduction is 0 kg
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as the payload capacity is here limited by the force capability of the knuckle
boom cylinder.

Fig. 2.5c shows the relative reduction of the payload capacity, if installing an
ECD on the knuckle boom cylinder compared with the benchmark solution.
In the areas where the payload capacity is in fact reduced, the reduction is
found to be relatively constant at 3 %.

Fig. 2.5: (a) Estimated static payload capacity in the working range of the crane for the bench-
mark solution, i.e. valve-controlled actuation. Given in ton (1000 kg). (b) Reduced static payload
capacity, if installing an ECD on the knuckle boom cylinder compared to benchmark. (c) Relative
reduction in static payload capacity.

2.2 Dynamic Knuckle Boom Crane Model

A dynamic mechanical model is derived in the following, which is utilised
for evaluating the performance of the designed ECD, in Chapter 7. Even
though the crane is capable of rotating around its base, the crane is modelled
as a planar mechanism as the main focus is evaluating the performance of
the cylinder drives controlling the motion of the booms. All dimensions,
masses, inertias etc. may be found in the parameter list in Tab. A.1 on page
254.

2.2.1 Joint Kinematics

The planar joint kinematics of the crane are derived based on Fig. 2.6. Here
the crane components and load are considered as seven rigid bodies.
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Fig. 2.6: Sketch showing the knuckle boom crane and the relevant quantities used for derivation
of the crane kinematics.

The positions of the center of masses are calculated using the local coordinate
frames defined in Fig. 2.6:

PCM1 = A1 sA-CM1 PCM2 = A1 sA-F + A2 sF-CM2

PCM3 = A1 sA-F + A2 sF-J + A3 sJ-CM3 PCM4 = sA-B + A4 sB-CM4

PCM5 = A1 sA-D + A4 sD-CM5 PCM6 = A1 sA-G + A5 sG-CM6

PCM7 = A1 sA-F + A2 sF-H + A5 sH-CM7

(2.1)

The vectors s• are constant vectors given in their local coordinate frames. The
rotation matrices A1 to A5 are given as:

A1 =

[
cos (ϕ1) −sin (ϕ1)
sin (ϕ1) cos (ϕ1)

]
A2 =

[
cos (ϕ1 + ϕ2) −sin (ϕ1 + ϕ2)
sin (ϕ1 + ϕ2) cos (ϕ1 + ϕ2)

]

A3 =

[
cos (ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3) −sin (ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3)
sin (ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3) cos (ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3)

]
(2.2)

A4 =

[
cos (θ1) −sin (θ1)
sin (θ1) cos (θ1)

]
A5 =

[
cos (ϕ1 + θ2) −sin (ϕ1 + θ2)
sin (ϕ1 + θ2) cos (ϕ1 + θ2)

]

The considered crane has three degrees of freedom, represented by the gen-
eralised coordinates ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 . Note, that due to the closed kinematic
chains of the crane manipulator the angles θ1 and θ2 are fully determined by
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the generalised coordinates ϕ1 and ϕ2 respectively:

θ1 = fθ1 (ϕ1 (t)) ⇒ θ̇1 =
∂ fθ1 (ϕ1 (t))

∂ϕ1

ϕ̇1 (2.3)

θ2 = fθ2 (ϕ2 (t)) ⇒ θ̇2 =
∂ fθ2 (ϕ2 (t))

∂ϕ2

ϕ̇2 (2.4)

The kinematic relations fθ1 (ϕ2 (t)) and fθ2 (ϕ2 (t)) are not shown here. These
have been established using standard trigonometric relations and the stroke
dependent angles θ4 and θ6 , recognising that:

θ1 = π − θ4 − α3 θ2 = 2π − θ6 + α4 (2.5)

2.2.2 Equations of Motion

The equations of motion of the knuckle boom crane may be represented in
the joint-space formulation as [84, 85]:

τ = Dq (q) q̈ + Cq (q, q̇) q̇ + Gq (q) (2.6)

τ =
[
τ1 τ2 τ3

]T q =
[
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3

]T (2.7)

where τ1 and τ2 are the external joint torques applied by cylinder 1 and
cylinder 2 respectively. τ3 may represent joint friction or drag forces exerted
on the payload. q is the generalised coordinates in joint space, given as the
rotational coordinates ϕ1 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 defined in Fig. 2.6.

Multiple methods exist for deriving the matrices Dq , Cq and Gq in Eq. 2.6.
In this work the Lagrange formulation is utilised, which proceeds with cal-
culation of the Lagrangian, L, as [84]:

L = K−P (2.8)

where K and P are the total kinetic and potential energy of the mechanism,
given as:

K =
1
2

(
7

∑
i=1

mi Ṗ
T
CMi

ṖCMi +
7

∑
i=1

Ji Ω
2
i

)
(2.9)

P =
[
0 g

] 7

∑
i=1

mi PCMi (2.10)

where g is the gravitational acceleration, mi is the mass of the bodies and Ji

is the mass moment of inertia about CMi . Ωi is the rotational velocity of the
bodies, expressed in the global inertial frame, given as:

Ω1 = ϕ̇1 Ω2 = ϕ̇1 + ϕ̇2 Ω3 = ϕ̇1 + ϕ̇2 + ϕ̇3

Ω4 = Ω5 = θ̇1 Ω6 = Ω7 = ϕ̇1 + θ̇2

(2.11)
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From the Lagrangian, the dynamic equations of motion are derived using
Lagrange’s equation for each generalised coordinate [84]:

d
dt

∂L
∂q̇i

− ∂L
∂qi

= τi (2.12)

By evaluating Eq. 2.12 for the three generalised coordinates and collecting
terms, the matrices in Eq. 2.6 are obtained.

The crane is controlled by applying cylinder forces. The joint torques and ve-
locities are related to actuator forces and velocities by the Jacobian, J, defined
as [84]:

τ = JTF ẋ = Jq̇ J = JT (2.13)

F =
[

Fcyl1 Fcyl2 −BCM3 ϕ̇3

]T
x =

[
x1 x2 ϕ3

]T (2.14)

where x is actuator or operational coordinates, being the cylinder positions
and the payload joint coordinate. Fcyl1 and Fcyl2 are the linear forces exerted by
the hydraulic cylinders including cylinder frictions. BCM3 is a rotational vis-
cous friction coefficient used to model joint friction and drag forces. For the
considered crane the Jacobian matrix is diagonal, and has been established
by describing x as a function of q using the stroke dependent angles θ3 and
θ5 recognising that:

ϕ1 = θ3 + α1 + α2 −
π

2
ϕ2 = θ5 + α4 − α5 + π (2.15)

The angles θ3 and θ5 are described as functions of the cylinder strokes using
standard trigonometric approaches. Doing so, x may be expressed in terms
of q using Eq. 2.15. From this, the Jacobian matrix fulfilling ẋ = Jq̇ may be
established.

The dynamic simulation of the knuckle boom crane is performed in joint
space by solving for the accelerations of the generalised coordinates in Eq.
2.6. The external torques exerted on the crane from the cylinder forces are
calculated by Eq. 2.13.

2.2.3 Cylinder Loads

Using the definitions in Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14, the equations of motions in actu-
ator or operational space may be represented as:

F = J−1Dq (q) J−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mx (x)

ẍ +
(

J−1Cq (q, q̇) J−1 − J−1Dq (q) J−1 J̇J−1
)

ẋ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cx (x,ẋ)

+ J−1Gq (q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gx (x)

(2.16)
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where Mx (x) is a 3x3 mass-matrix representing the equivalent mass in actu-
ator space, Cx (x, ẋ) is a 3x1 vector representing velocity dependent forces
and Gx (x) is a 3x1 vector representing the gravitational load in actuator
space.

To visualise the strong load variations working on the cylinders, the linear
actuators are considered individually for simplicity. This means that loads
are evaluated by assuming the remaining bodies to be at rest and their accel-
erations 0. By these simplifications the force equilibrium for either cylinder
may be found as:

pA,i AA,i − pB,i AB,i = Meq,i (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mi,i

x (x)

ẍi + Fvel,i (x, ẋi ) ẋi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ci

x (x,ẋ)

+ FG,i (x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gi

x (x)

+Ffric,i (ẋi ) (2.17)

where i is used as an index for either cylinder 1 or 2. pA , AA , pB and AB are
the gauge pressures and areas of cylinder piston and rod side respectively.
Meq is the equivalent mass, ẍ is the piston acceleration and Fvel ẋ is the force
acting on the piston from velocity dependent forces. FG and Ffric are the grav-
itational load and the velocity dependent cylinder friction force respectively.
In subsequent chapters Eq. 2.17 are used for analysis of the hydraulic system
and for controller design purposes, as the current work is not concerned with
multi-axis control of the crane.

Fig. 2.7 shows the strong variations of the evaluated cylinder loads in Eq.
2.17. Here Meq , Fvel and FG are depicted in the entire operating space of the
crane for both cylinders. The payload m3 is 10 ton.

Due to the slow motion of the actuators, Fig. 2.7b and e show that the velocity
dependent forces, are negligible compared with the gravitational load forces
in Fig. 2.7c and f.

Note that forces caused by couplings are not included in Fig. 2.7, e.g. an
acceleration of cylinder 1 will result in a force exerted on cylinder 2 due to a
nonzero element in M2,1

x (x), where the superscript points to row 2 and col-
umn 1 of Mx (x). These coupling forces are however included in the dynamic
simulation of the knuckle boom crane by Eq. 2.6.
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Fig. 2.7: Load variations in actuator space with a payload of 10 ton. (a) Equivalent inertia or mass
for cylinder 1. (b) Velocity dependent force for cylinder 1, for ẋ1 = 50 mm/s and ẋ2 = 0 mm/s.
(c) Gravitational load on cylinder 1. (d) Equivalent inertia or mass for cylinder 2. (e) Velocity
dependent force for cylinder 2, for ẋ1 = 0 mm/s and ẋ2 = 50 mm/s. (f) Gravitational load on
cylinder 2.

2.3 Chapter Summary

In this chapter the knuckle boom crane used throughout this dissertation has
been introduced. A dynamic model of the crane, showing strongly varying
cylinder loads in the working range of the crane has been derived. An ECD
based on two electrical motor and pump units configured in a closed circuit
architecture has been selected for further study and is denoted "ECD" in the
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following chapters. It has been estimated that installing this ECD on the
main boom for actuation of the knuckle boom reduces the static payload
capacity by approximately 3% in most of the operating range compared to
the conventional valve-controlled cylinder drive (VCD). This reduction may
be accepted if considerable energy savings may be achieved by replacing the
VCD which is studied in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Energy Saving Potential

The main motivation for this dissertation is to reduce the energy consumption
of the hydraulic linear actuators. The potential for energy savings, for the
knuckle boom crane, is investigated in this section, before the design of load
holding functionalities and an alternative reservoir are considered.

This analysis is based on steady state hydraulic drive models of the con-
ventional valve-controlled cylinder drive (VCD) and the considered electro-
hydraulic compact drive (ECD) actuation system.

3.1 Benchmark Actuation System

VCD systems are the current state-of-the-art for hydraulic actuation of off-
shore cranes [6, 86] and are used as the benchmark for evaluating the en-
ergy saving potential. The benchmark system schematic is given in Fig. 3.1.
The two cylinders are here controlled by pressure compensated proportional
control valves (PCCV). Hydraulic power is supplied by a centralised HPU,
consisting of a grid connected (approximately fixed-speed) electric induc-
tion motor and a variable displacement pump. The pump displacement is
controlled using a pressure feedback, such that the pump outlet pressure is
controlled to be pLS,margin higher than the highest pressure in a chamber requir-
ing a flow input. To avoid uncontrolled load drop if power is lost or a hose
bursts, counter balance valves (CBV) are incorporated. These also ensure that
even in load aided operating conditions, the speed of the cylinder piston is
controlled by the cylinder input flow. Because the input flow is controlled by
a pressure compensated valve, the combination of this and the CBV ensures
that a control input (u) from the operator, yields the same actuator speed
independent of loading.
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Fig. 3.1: Schematic of the hydraulic actuation system used as a benchmark. The left cylinder is
actuating the main boom, while the right cylinder is actuating the knuckle boom.

The power usage of the benchmark system is evaluated using the steady
state solution to the governing system equations. This means that the steady
state system pressures and flow quantities for predefined required forces and
cylinder speeds are used to calculate the speed and shaft torque of the induc-
tion machine in order to find the required power input to the benchmark sys-
tem. The steady state model of the hydraulic transmission and the electric in-
duction machine including loss models of the latter are given in Appendix B.
All parameters introduced during the steady state model derivation may be
found in Tab. A.2 on page 255.

3.1.1 Pump Model and Loss Models

The pump models and the associated loss models are presented here in the
main part of the dissertation as these are common for all models to be pre-
sented in the remainder. The required pump output flow Qp in Fig. 3.1 is
calculated in Appendix B. This and the pump shaft torque τL are modelled
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as:

Qp = Dp ω−Qloss = Dp ω− λ2Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ , ps

)
(3.1)

τL = Dp ps + τloss = Dp ps + λ3τloss,ref

(
ωrefλ , ps

)
(3.2)

λ = 3

√
Dp

Dp,ref

, ωrefλ = λω (3.3)

where ps is the pump outlet pressure calculated in Appendix B and ω is
the shaft speed. Dp is the geometrical displacement of the pump. In this
steady state analysis, the variable displacement pump is assumed to ad-
just to the required Dp ideally and without requiring actuation power. The
utilised pump is an axial displacement pump with a maximum displacement
of 250 cm3/rev, yielding a maximum flow of 450 l/min at 1800 RPM. Qloss

and τloss are the leakage and torque losses, calculated based on the measured
losses of a reference unit, Qloss,ref and τloss,ref . These are evaluated as a function
of the pump pressure and the scaled reference speed, ωrefλ [87]. The mea-
sured losses are scaled based on the scaling term λ, which depends on the
current Dp and the displacement of the reference unit Dp,ref . Refer to [87] for
an introduction to this loss scaling approach.

The pump losses generally depend on the pump size, the pump pressure,
shaft speed, and the displacement ratio (Dp /Dp,max ) for variable-displacement
pumps [87]. To ensure a fair comparison between the energy consumption of
the benchmark system and the ECD, the pump losses for the benchmark
system are simplified to only depend on pump size, pressure, and shaft
speed. The dependency of the pump size is handled by the scaling term

Fig. 3.2: Pump loss measurements of a 28 cm3/rev Bosch Rexroth A4FO axial piston pump,
extracted from [88]. The black points are measurement points. (a) Measured external leakage
flow. (b) Measured torque loss.
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λ in Eqs. 3.1 to 3.3. This means that for the benchmark system, the variable
displacement pump is treated as a fixed displacement pump with a varying
pump size, instead of a changed displacement ratio in terms of evaluating
pump losses. This is assessed to be highly in favour of the benchmark sys-
tem as variable displacement pumps are most efficient at full displacement
[16, 89].

Loss measurements for an 28 cm3/rev Bosch Rexroth A4FO pump is available
in [88], and is used as the reference pump. From [88] the external leakage
flows for 77 measurement points been extracted and is visualised as black
points in Fig. 3.2a. Similarly, the measured torque losses for 98 points have
been extracted from [88], and visualised in Fig. 3.2b. The coloured surfaces
in Fig. 3.2, show the interpolated losses between the datapoints as well as the
linearly extrapolated losses required as no datapoints for ps below 50 bar are
available.

Neglecting both fluid compressibility and the temperature change during
the pumping process the losses visualised in Fig. 3.2, yields the total pump
efficiency given in Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.3: Pump efficiency based on the loss measurements showed in Fig. 3.2.

The visualised pump efficiencies in Fig. 3.3, do not include internal leakage
losses, as only external leakage are measured and shown in Fig. 3.2a. No
explicit information of the internal leakage is available in [88], as this cannot
be measured. However, [88] states that "internal leakage will affect the total
output flow rate, so it will be visible in the efficiency calculations". The efficiencies
in Fig. 3.3 are found to be in close resemblance with the efficiency map in
[88]. As an example the maximum efficiency is 0.917 in Fig. 3.3 and 0.916
in [88]. Based on this observation, internal leakages are not included in the
considered loss model. This does not mean that internal leakages are absent
in the physical pump, but based on the available information, the effect of
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internal leakage on the pump efficiency is found to be limited for this specific
pump.

By combining the losses of the pump and the induction motor model (Ap-
pendix B), the needed pump displacement and the corresponding shaft speed
needed to realise the required pump flow at the required steady state pump
pressure can be found. This problem is rather tedious, because the pump out-
let flow is calculated based on the leakage losses and the product of pump
displacement and shaft speed. The latter is a function of the shaft torque (i.e.
pump displacement) due to the well-known torque-speed curve of an induc-
tion machine (Fig. B.2 a on page 265). The shaft torque is in turn a function
of pump displacement, pump outlet pressure and the torque loss. The pump
losses also generally depend on the outlet pressure, the shaft speed and the
pump displacement via the scaling-term λ. As the leakage losses or torque
losses only exist as a look-up table based on measurements points and it has
not been possible to apply a polynomial fit with an satisfactorily accuracy
it has not been possible to solve this problem analytically. Alternatively the
problem is solved iteratively.

This means that the shaft speed and pump displacement is first calculated
for the needed pump flow and pressure by assuming zero pump losses (here
an analytical solution is found). In the second iteration the shaft speed and
pump displacement from the first iteration are used to evaluate the pump
losses, and then the shaft speed and pump displacement are re-calculated.
This continues until the change in the calculated shaft speed between consec-
utive iterations is below 1/10000 RPM.

Fig. 3.4a shows the shaft speed as a function of the pump displacement Dp

(b)(a)

,

Fig. 3.4: Characteristics of the hydraulic power unit (i.e. grid connected induction motor and
hydraulic pump). In both plots the pump losses from Fig. 3.2 have been included. (a) Induction
motor shaft speed as a function of pump displacement and pump pressure. (b) Required pump
displacement as a function of pump flow and pump pressure.
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and the pump outlet pressure ps . It can be observed that the shaft speed
decreases slightly, as either pressure or displacement increases, caused by
the increased shaft torque. Fig. 3.4b shows the required pump displacement
as a function of pump flow Qp and pressure ps . It may be observed that due
to increased leakage losses as well as slightly decreased shaft speeds when
increasing pump displacement the relation between the pump displacement
and the pump flow is not fully linear.

3.1.2 Efficiency Calculation of Benchmark System

Fig. 3.5a shows the total pump efficiency ηpump as a function of the required
pump flow and pump pressure. The pump losses from Fig. 3.2 has been
included and scaled according to Eq. 3.3. In Fig. 3.5b the losses of the grid
connected induction motor have also been included, and the efficiency of the
hydraulic power unit (HPU) is visualised as a function of pump flow and
pump pressure. The two efficiencies are calculated as:

ηpump =
QP ps

τL ω
ηHPU =

QP ps

Pasynch

(3.4)

where Pasynch is the electric power supplied by the grid and includes motor
losses as elucidated in Appendix B. Note, that the efficiency calculations in
Eq. 3.4 assumes the fluid to be incompressible.

Fig. 3.5: (a) Pump efficiency and (b) HPU efficiency. Both as a function of pump outlet pressure
and required pump flow.

When defining the total efficiency of the benchmark system some basic def-
initions and limitations need to be discussed. Fundamentally the efficiency
is the ratio between output power and required input power (η = Pout /Pin ).
As such the efficiency is an instantaneous or time dependent measure. Ob-
viously efficiency has a very basic definition, but challenges occur when se-
lecting how to calculate the input and output powers. For a crane it may
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3.1. Benchmark Actuation System

be relevant to define a lifting efficiency, i.e. to define the output power as
the time rate of change in potential energy of the payload. However if the
payload is moved horizontally, the output power is defined to be 0. Even
for an ideal actuation system, power is required to perform this horizontal
movement, because the center of masses of the crane bodies are moved ver-
tically. Therefore, this definition of input power is not particularly relevant
when comparing actuation systems.

Instead the output power is selected to be the cylinder power or rate of work,
when the cylinder force and velocity has the same sign, i.e. when cylinder
power is positively defined:

Pout = ẋ1,ref F1,ref + ẋ2,req F2,req for sign(ẋ1,ref) = sign(F1,req) (3.5)

& sign(ẋ2,ref) = sign(F2,req)

As no frictional losses of the cylinders are included, the mechanical power in
Eq. 3.5 equals the hydraulic cylinder power, i.e. pL QA . pL is the load pressure
defined as pL = pA − αpB .

When none of the cylinder powers are negative, the input power is de-
fined to be the power to the induction motor, Pasynch in Eq. B.29 on page
266, such that the total efficiency of the benchmark system is defined as
ηVCD = Pout /Pasynch .

When the load is moved down, the input power to the system is the cylinder
powers, now defined negatively. As the benchmark system lacks the capabil-
ity of recovering the potential energy of the load back to the electrical grid,
the output power is the power required by the induction motor which still
demands positively defined power. This means that the efficiency is now
negative due to the sign convention of the power flow. Even though nega-
tive efficiencies are well defined, they hardly bring any useful information.
An efficiency close to 0 approaching from negative, may either indicate that
the cylinder powers are numerically large or that the needed motor power is
small. On the other hand a small efficiency, potentially minus infinity, may
either indicate that a large motor power input is needed or that a numeri-
cally small amount of cylinder powers are available. Note, that defining the
input power to be the motor power and the output power to be the cylinder
powers brings the same ambiguity. Considering, the benchmark actuation
system, efficiencies are therefore only considered when none of the cylinder
powers (ẋF) are negative, as defined by Eq. 3.5.

In Sec. 3.3 the instantaneous efficiency of the benchmark system is evaluated
in the entire working range of the crane and compared to the ECD system. In
Sec. 3.4 the actual energy consumption for a defined loading and unloading
cycle is evaluated and compared to the ECD actuation system.
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Chapter 3. Energy Saving Potential

3.2 ECD Actuation Systems

Steady state models of the electro-hydraulic compact drive (ECD) actuation
system are used to assess the energy saving potential of this technology com-
pared with the benchmark system. The potential for energy savings is com-
pared before load holding functionalities and the alternative reservoir are
designed as these functions should ideally only affect energy consumption to
a small extent.

Load holding valves and accumulators are therefore not considered in the
following. A simplified diagram of the ECD actuation system with a vented
reservoir for controlling the motion of both the main and knuckle boom cylin-
der is given in Fig. 3.6.

The power input to the actuation system is considered to be supplied from a
common DC-link, i.e. electrical power may be shared between all four electric
motors. In Fig. 3.6 numeric subscripts 11, 12, 21, 22 are used to distinguish
between the four pump-motor drives. The first number refers to system 1 or
2, where system 1 is the actuation system of the main boom and system 2 is
the knuckle boom. The second number is referring to pump 1 or 2 in each
system, where pump 1 is connecting the A and B chamber and 2 is placed
between the oil reservoir and chamber A. All parameters used to model the
ECD systems in steady state are given in Tab. A.3 on page 256.

3

3

3

3
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Motor

Inverters
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+
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Fig. 3.6: Simplified structure of the ECD actuation system. The upper cylinder is the main boom
cylinder of the crane, while the lower cylinder is the knuckle boom cylinder. Each cylinder is
controlled by two pumps each connected to a PMSM, controlled by an inverter. All inverters are
supplied from a common DC-link, such that electrical power sharing is possible.
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3.2.1 Steady State Models of Eletro-Hydraulic Compact Drive
Actuation System

The steady state solution to the equations modelling the ECD hydraulic sys-
tems is significantly simpler than for the VCD system, because there are no
restrictions (i.e valves) in the transmission lines defining the pressure in the
non-load carrying chamber (backpressure). For the ECD systems the back-
pressure is defined to a constant value, pset , which is here 30 bar:

QA1 = ẋref,1 AA1 , QB1 = ẋref,1 AB1 (3.6)

QA2 = ẋref,2 AA2 , QB2 = ẋref,2 AB2 (3.7)

pA1 =
Freq,1 + pB1 AB1

AA1

, pB1 = pset (3.8)

pA2 =





Freq,2+pB2 AB2
AA2

for Freq,2 ≥ pset (AA2 − AB2)

pset for Freq,2 < pset (AA2 − AB2)
(3.9)

pB2 =





pset for Freq,2 ≥ pset (AA2 − AB2)
pA2 AA2−Freq,2

AB2
for Freq,2 < pset (AA2 − AB2)

(3.10)

where ẋ1,ref , ẋ2,ref are desired cylinder speeds, and Q•, p• are volume flows
and chamber pressures according to Fig. 3.6, and A• are areas according to
Fig. 3.1. Note that in the steady state analysis gauge pressures are utilised.
Furthermore cylinder frictions are not included in this comparison, as it is
assumed to be equivalent for both the VCD and ECD system.

The required shaft speeds of the pumps are calculated based on the required
flows and the pump leakage losses. The leakage losses are modelled as de-
scribed for the benchmark system, i.e. based on the leakage losses of a refer-
ence unit. However for the closed circuit/four quadrant pump, i.e. the pump
connecting the A and B cylinder chambers, external leakage from both the A
and the B chamber is included. This is visualised in Fig. 3.7.

p  A        

pT
Q  AL         Q  BL        

Q  A        QT Q  B        

pB

  τ  ,ωL

Fig. 3.7: Illustration of pump flow model. External leakage is modelled to occur from chambers
A and B, whereas internal leakage between the two chambers is neglected.
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Based on Fig. 3.7 the shaft speeds and torques (τL ) are calculated based on
the external leakage flows and torque losses as:

QB1 = QT1 + QBL1 = ω11 Dp,11 + λ2
11

Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ11 , pB1

)
⇒ (3.11)

ω11 =
QB1 − λ2

11
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ11 , pB1

)

Dp,11

(3.12)

QA1 = QT1 + QT2 −QAL1 −QAL2 ⇒ (3.13)

ω12=
QA1−ω11 Dp,11+λ2

11
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ11 , pA1

)
+λ2

12
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ12 , pA1

)

Dp,12

(3.14)

ω21 =
QB2 − λ2

21
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ21 , pB2

)

Dp,21

(3.15)

ω22=
QA2−ω21 Dp,21+λ2

21
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ21 , pA2

)
+λ2

22
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ22 , pA2

)

Dp,22

(3.16)

τL,11 = Dp,11 (pA1 − pB1) + λ3
11

τloss,ref

(
ωrefλ11 , pA1 + pB1

)
sign (ω11) (3.17)

τL,12 = Dp,12 (pA1) + λ3
12

τloss,ref

(
ωrefλ12 , pA1

)
sign (ω12) (3.18)

τL,21 = Dp,21 (pA2 − pB2) + λ3
21

τloss,ref

(
ωrefλ21 , pA2 + pB2

)
sign (ω21) (3.19)

τL,22 = Dp,22 (pA2) + λ3
22

τloss,ref

(
ωrefλ22 , pA2

)
sign (ω22) (3.20)

where ω11 , ω12 , ω21 , ω22 are shaft speeds according to Fig. 3.6. Dp,• is the geo-
metrical pump displacement for each of the four fixed displacement pumps.
λi is a scaling factor used to scale pump losses of a reference unit evaluated
at the reference pump speed ωrefλ,i [87]. The leakage and torque losses of the
reference unit are equivalent to the ones used for the benchmark system as
showed in Fig. 3.2 on page 41. The scaling factors λi and reference speeds
are found by [87]:

λi =
3

√
Dp,i

Dp,ref

, ωrefλ,i = λi |ωi | , i = {11, 12, 21, 22} (3.21)

The absolute value of the shaft speed is used to evaluate the losses of the
reference unit, as data are only available for positive shaft speeds and when
working as a pump. Losses are assumed equivalent for all operation quad-
rants, and are always positively defined.

Based on the above equations it is straightforward to calculate the chamber
pressures for the required cylinder forces. The shaft speeds however both de-
pends on the required output pump flows and the leakage losses which also
depend on shaft speed. As the leakage losses are only available as look up
tables, the shaft speeds are found by solving the equations iteratively.
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3.2.2 Power Losses of Motor Drive

The pumps are controlled by variable-speed motor drives, consisting of a
permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) and an inverter. Based
on the required shaft speed and torque the motor and inverter losses are
calculated subsequently.

The power losses of the motor inverter (Pinv ) are modelled using the inverter
efficiency ηinv :

Pinvi =

{ 1−ηinvi
ηinvi

PPMSMi PPMSMi ≥ 0. PDCi = Pinvi + PPMSMi

(ηinvi − 1) PPMSMi PPMSMi < 0. i = {11, 12, 21, 22}
(3.22)

where ηinv is the inverter efficiency evaluated using the efficiency map in
Fig. 3.8a from [90] as a function of the rated inverter power, Pinv,rated , and
the current normalised power. PDCi is the power supplied from (PDCi > 0) or
delivered to (PDCi < 0) the DC-link for one inverter. The total power demand
of the DC-link is obtained by adding PDCi of all inverters. PPMSM is the electric
motor power evaluated as:

PPMSMi = τL,i ωi + PCui + PFei i = {11, 12, 21, 22} (3.23)

where PCu is current dependent copper losses and PFe is the speed dependent
iron/core losses caused by eddy currents and magnetic hysteresis [91]. These
are modelled as [92]:

PCuj =
3
2

R
(

i2
dj
+ i2

qj

)
PFej = KFe mPMSM εPMSM

(
|Pωj |
ωFe

)3/2

(3.24)

j = {11, 12, 21, 22}

where R is the stator resistance, id , iq is the d-axis and q-axis current, KFe

is a loss model constant of 4 W per kilo sheet metal at an electrical angular
velocity of ωFe . εPMSM is the ratio of sheet metal to total motor mass mPMSM .
Using the parameters of the Bosch Rexroth MS2N13-D1BNC [93] motor used
for all four motors in this study and given in Tab. A.3 on page 256, the
efficiency map in Fig. 3.8b is obtained. Note that the sign convention used
in this work defines the power to be positive when the motor works as a
motor and negative if operating as a generator. The losses of the inverter and
PMSM are assumed to be equivalent in both motor and generator operation
mode.

The motor currents are calculated by assuming these to be controlled ideally
to be equal to their references in steady state. In this work a so-called surface
mounted PMSM is utilised characterised by the d-axis and q-axis inductances
to be equal (Lq = Ld ), such that only the q-axis current is torque generating
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according to:

τem,j =
3
2

P
(

λpm iqj +
(

Ld − Lq

)
idj iqj

)
=

3
2

P
(

λpm iqj

)
, j = {11, 12, 21, 22}

(3.25)

where τem is the electro-magnetic motor torque generated by the PMSM, P is
the number of pole pairs of the PMSM and λpm is the flux linkage linking the
rotor magnets with the stator. In this steady state analysis τem,j = τL,j such
that the currents equal [64]:

idj = 0 iqj =
2
3

τL,j

Pλpm

, j = {11, 12, 21, 22} (3.26)

Fig. 3.8: (a) Inverter efficiency as a function of the rated inverter power and the normalised
power taken from [90]. (b) Efficiency map calculated based on the copper and iron losses given
in Eq. 3.24.

3.2.3 Efficiency Calculations of the ECD Systems

Opposite to the benchmark system, the ECDs are capable of recovering some
of the potential energy from the load back to the DC-link when the load
is lowered. The efficiency of each cylinder actuation system is calculated
as:

ηECDi =
Pouti

Pini

Pouti =

{
Freqi ẋi for sign(Freqi ) = sign(ẋi )

PDCi1 + PDCi2 for sign(Freqi ) 6= sign(ẋi )
(3.27)

i = {1, 2} Pini =

{
PDCi1 + PDCi2 for sign(Freqi ) = sign(ẋi )

Freqi ẋi for sign(Freqi ) 6= sign(ẋi )
(3.28)

When the powers are numerically small, e.g. if the input power is a nu-
merically small negative value of the product Freq ẋ, the losses of the system
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may have a larger numerical value. This means that the output power to
the DC-link is positive (power is delivered from the DC-link to the inverter),
leading to negative efficiencies. As discussed earlier negative efficiencies are
ambiguous, hence negative efficiencies are disregarded here.

Due to the connection of all motor inverters to the same DC-link, the actu-
ation system benefits from being able to share electrical power. This means
that if the main cylinder is working in a motoring quadrant (power flow from
DC-link to cylinder), some of this power may be delivered by the knuckle
boom actuator if this works in a generator quadrant (power flow from cylin-
der to DC-link). In terms of efficiency calculations for the whole actuation
system, this may be calculated as η = (Pout1 + Pout2)/(Pin1 + Pin2). Due to the
sign convention of the power flow this definition may however cause ηECD

not to be upper bounded to 1. Therefore when considering the total effi-
ciency of the ECD actuation system, this is restricted to only be defined in
conditions where the power flow for both cylinders are either from or to the
DC-link:

ηECD =
Pout

Pin

(3.29)

Pout =

{
Freq1 ẋ1 + Freq2 ẋ2 sign(Freq1 ẋ1) = sign(Freq2 ẋ2) = 1

PDC11+PDC12+PDC21+PDC22 sign(Freq1 ẋ1)=sign(Freq2 ẋ2)=−1

Pin =

{
PDC11+PDC12+PDC21+PDC22 sign(Freq1 ẋ1) = sign(Freq2 ẋ2) = 1

Freq1 ẋ1 + Freq2 ẋ2 sign(Freq1 ẋ1)=sign(Freq2 ẋ2)=−1

To investigate the benefits of the DC-link connection of all inverters and the
associated electrical power sharing it is more informative to consider the ac-
tual energy needed to perform a given motion trajectory rather than focusing
on efficiencies. This is especially true when the power flow for each cylinder
have different signs.

3.3 Comparison of Efficiencies

As mentioned previously comparing efficiencies of the drive systems have
some limitations due to the four quadrant operation of the crane. Never-
theless evaluating the efficiencies under certain conditions may bring some
interesting knowledge. In Fig. 3.9 the efficiency of the benchmark system,
the VCD system, is shown for different operating conditions. In Fig. 3.9a the
instantaneous efficiency is shown for a total load mass, m3 , of 10 ton (lifting
yoke and payload), and at full cylinder piston extension speeds, which are
here defined to 30 mm/s for cylinder 1 and 40 mm/s for cylinder 2. The effi-
ciencies are ranging from 31 % to 73.7 %. Decreasing the load to 5 ton (empty
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lifting yoke) and still moving at full speed lowers the efficiencies as seen in
Fig. 3.9b, as the system is now working in part load conditions.

From Fig. 3.9a and b it can be observed that the efficiency increases as the
payload is moved further away from the crane base, i.e. further to the right
in the figure. This is partly explained by the fact that the required forces
for both cylinders increase, such that the output powers increase, leading to

Fig. 3.9: Instantaneous efficiency of the benchmark system, calculated by Eqs. 3.5. (a)
m3 = 10 ton, ẋref,1 = 30 mm/s and ẋref,2 = 40 mm/s. (b) m3 = 5 ton, ẋref,1 = 30 mm/s and
ẋref,2 = 40 mm/s. (c) Pressure ratio for m3 = 10 ton. (d) m3 = 10 ton, ẋref,1 = 30 mm/s
and ẋref,2 = 0 mm/s. (e) m3 = 5 ton, ẋref,1 = 6 mm/s and ẋref,2 = 40 mm/s. (f) m3 = 10 ton,
ẋref,1 = 0 mm/s and ẋref,2 = −40 mm/s.
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higher efficiencies as the losses do not scale linearly with the output pow-
ers. Another important reason is caused by the centralised HPU, supplying
power to both cylinders. The pump pressure is dictated by the largest piston
chamber pressure during forward motion of the cylinders, which in this case
is the A chamber in cylinder 1, pA1 . If the A chamber pressure in cylinder 2,
pA2 , is much smaller than this pressure, the throttling losses across the pres-
sure compensator of PCCV2 are large. Therefore, if the ratio of pA2 /pA1 is
much lower than unity, large throttling losses for the low pressure consumer
occur. Fig. 3.9c shows the ratio of pA2 /pA1 and confirms this observation.
The efficiencies clearly increases as pA2 /pA1 approaches unity.

Fig. 3.9d shows how the efficiency generally increases, if only cylinder 1 is
moving at maximum speed while cylinder 2 is at standstill. This is due to the
pump pressure being adjusted to fit the moving actuator, and no additional
throttling losses are associated with supplying a low pressure actuator.

On the other hand, the additional losses associated with simultaneous oper-
ation of the actuators are illustrated in Fig. 3.9e. Here cylinder 1 is moving
at 20 % of the maximum speed and cylinder 2 is moving at full speed. This
means that the pump pressure is dictated by a slow moving actuator while a
fast moving unloaded, i.e. low pressure, actuator requires a large flow, lead-
ing to large throttling losses of the fast moving actuator, as clearly seen in
Fig. 3.9e. Finally, Fig. 3.9f shows the efficiency, if cylinder 2 is retracting at
full speed, −40 mm/s, and cylinder 1 is at standstill. Here the efficiency is
only well-defined in the lower left corner of the operating range.

As a comparison Fig. 3.10 shows the instantaneous efficiency for the ECD ac-
tuation system evaluated in the entire operating range by Eq. 3.29. Fig. 3.10a
shows the efficiency for a load of 10 ton and both cylinder pistons moving
at maximum speeds. In 3.10b and c the efficiency is evaluated for a reduced
load of 5 ton and a reduced speed respectively. Compared to the benchmark
system, it is clear that the efficiency is significantly larger for the ECD sys-
tems. In fact, in the case with a payload of 5 ton, the maximum efficiency of
63.1 % for the benchmark system almost corresponds to the minimum effi-
ciency of the ECD system of 61.4 %. Fig. 3.10d shows the efficiency in aided
loading conditions. Fig. 3.10e and f shows the efficiency of the individual
systems, ECD1 and ECD2. In Fig. 3.10e the efficiency of the main cylinder
system, ECD1, is shown for a load of 10 ton at full speed. Fig. 3.10f shows
the efficiency of the knuckle boom cylinder system, ECD2, for a load of 10
ton and retracting at full speed. In the white area of Fig. 3.10f, the efficiency
is below 0. This happens in the situation where the load is aiding the mo-
tion of the cylinder, such that there is a potential for recovering some of this
power, i.e. the cylinder power is defined to be negative. However the losses
of the system exceed this amount of available power, such that positively de-
fined power from the DC-link is still needed, leading to negative efficiencies,
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shown as a white area.

It is clear that the ECD actuation system offers significantly improved effi-
ciencies compared to the benchmark system. However, the efficiency charac-
teristics of the systems when the load is lowered is not taken into account. A
better alternative is to compare the actual amount of energy needed to per-

Fig. 3.10: Instantaneous efficiency of the ECD actuation system, calculated by Eqs. 3.29. (a)
m3 = 10 ton, ẋref,1 = 30 mm/s and ẋref,2 = 40 mm/s. (b) m3 = 5 ton, ẋref,1 = 30 mm/s and
ẋref,2 = 40 mm/s. (c) m3 = 10 ton, ẋref,1 = 6 mm/s and ẋref,2 = 8 mm/s. (d) m3 = 10 ton,
ẋref,1 = −30 mm/s and ẋref,2 = −40 mm/s. (e) Efficiency for the main cylinder system, ECD1.
m3 = 10 ton and ẋref,1 = 30 mm/s. (f) Efficiency for the knuckle boom cylinder system, ECD2.
m3 = 10 ton and ẋref,2 = −40 mm/s.
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form a predefined motion cycle. Doing so, the amount of energy required to
lower the load will also be included in the comparison.

3.4 Energy Consumption for Motion Trajectory

To evaluate the performance of the drive systems performing a realistic mo-
tion task, the SFI project partners have specified a loading and unloading
motion cycle to be performed [94].

3.4.1 Realistic Motion Trajectory

In Fig. 3.11, the considered motion trajectory is showed in operational space.
The trajectory starts by lifting a 5 ton load (total payload is 10 ton including
lifting yoke), from point A to point B. At point B, the load is removed and the
crane returns empty to point A (payload is 5 ton), to represent a full loading
cycle. After a short standstill at point A, the crane moves empty to point B,
where the 5 ton load is attached and moves back to point A to represent an
unloading cycle as well.

Point A

Point B

Fig. 3.11: Motion trajectory in crane operational space. The trajectory starts by moving a 5 ton
load (total payload is 10 ton including lifting yoke), from point A to point B. At point B, the load
is removed and the crane returns empty to point A (total payload is 5 ton), to represent a full
loading cycle. After a short standstill at point A, the crane moves empty to point B, where the 5
ton load is attached, and returns to point A to represent an unloading cycle as well.

The desired crane motion is controlled by a human crane operator and Fig.
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3.12 shows an overview of the proposed control structure for a single degree
of freedom of the knuckle boom crane, if using the proposed ECD. Each of
the two cylinder drives are controlled by the crane operator using a joystick to
generate the appropriate motion references. A set-point generator converts
the joystick position to a piston position reference and a velocity reference
(xref and ẋref ) [76]. The motion references are fed to the control structures,
which based on system feedback measurements, including motor currents,
shaft speeds, all chamber pressures as well as piston position and speed,
determines the motor control voltages.

Linear Actuator

Operator 
Joystick

uJS

Set‐Point 
Generator

Control
Structures

x
.
x

id2

ω 1

id1iq1 iq2

ω 2

ud1
ud2uq2

uq1

pA pB pPA pPB pC pR

xref

   refx
.

Fig. 3.12: Overview of the control structure for a single degree of freedom of the knuckle boom
crane. The feedback signals include the chamber pressures, motor currents, shaft speeds, and
piston position and speed. The notation of the subscripts used for the individual chamber
pressures are introduced subsequently in the modelling section.

The normalised joystick position signal (ranging from -1 to 1) is filtered to
avoid unobtainable motion references (e.g. infinite accelerations or jerks). The
first derivative of uJS is limited to limit the acceleration of the piston:
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(3.30)

where uJS is the actual joystick position, u∗
JS

is the rate limited joystick posi-
tion, ẍmax is the maximum allowed piston acceleration and ẋmax is the maxi-
mum allowed piston speed.

To smooth the motion references further and ensure finite jerks, u∗
JS

is filtered
using:

ẋref

u∗
JS

= ẋmax

ω2
fil

s2 + 2ζfil ωfil s + ω2
fil

(3.31)

where ẋref is the reference cylinder speed fed to the control structure, ωfil and
ζfil are the eigenfrequency and damping ratio of the reference filter and s is
the Laplace frequency.

To follow the motion trajectory from Fig. 3.11 the cylinders are commanded
to extend simultaneously from point A at their maximums speed for 60s,
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stay stationary for 30s at point B, and then retract to the starting point A at
maximum speed and repeating this sequence. Using the reference filters in
Eqs. 3.30 and 3.31 and the filter parameters from Tab. A.4 on page 256, the
motion references in actuator space are visualised in Fig. 3.13.

Fig. 3.13: Joystick position and cylinder motion references, for a single loading and unloading
sequence. (a) Actual uJS and rate limited joystick position u∗JS. (b) - (d) Generated position,
velocity and acceleration references for cylinder 1 and 2.

Fig. 3.14a shows the position references for the entire loading and unloading
cycle. Fig. 3.14b shows the required actuator forces evaluated using Eq. 2.16,
i.e. acceleration forces and velocity dependent forces are included. The forces
have been evaluated including the mass of the ECD system mounted on the
knuckle boom cylinder. For the benchmark system, the required cylinder
force for cylinder 1 is between 93 % and 98 % of the shown forces, while for
cylinder 2 the required forces are unchanged.

3.4.2 Steady State Solutions During Motion Trajectory

During the motion trajectory certain cylinder speeds and cylinder forces are
required, as visualised in Fig. 3.14. Looping through the trajectory with a
time-step of 1/1000 s, the steady state solutions to the governing equations
for the benchmark and ECD actuation systems are found. Fig. 3.15 shows
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Zoom

Fig. 3.14: (a) Position references during the entire motion trajectory. (b) Required actuation
forces. The changed payload mass, corresponds to the lifting yoke carrying a load or not.

the steady state chamber and pump pressures as well as the shaft speed and
the displacement of the pump for the benchmark system during the motion
trajectory. Fig. 3.15a and b show that significant backpressures are present
in the cylinders during aided load situations, e.g. pB1 between 100 s and
160 s in Fig. 3.15a. Furthermore, in the aided load situations there is a large
pressure drop across the counter balance valves, i.e. the power supplied by
the load is lost as throttling losses. This can be observed between 100 s and
160 s in Fig. 3.15a, for pA1 and pPA1 . Fig. 3.15c and d, show that the required
pump pressure varies between 35 bar (standstill) and 280 bar while the pump
displacement varies between 0 and 125 cm3/rev. This leads to shaft speeds

Fig. 3.15: (a) and (b) Steady state pressures for cylinder 1 and 2 during motion trajectory.
(c) Required pump output pressure. (d) Pump shaft speed and pump displacement.
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ranging between 1789 RPM and 1800 RPM.

Fig. 3.16 shows the steady state power flow and power losses in the bench-
mark system. Fig. 3.16a shows the power supplied by the grid to the induc-
tion machine, Pasynch , and the sum of the cylinder output power calculated
as:

Pcyl = ẋ1 Freq1 + ẋ2 Freq2 (3.32)

If Pcyl is negative, power is supplied from the load. Even in this situation Fig.
3.16a shows that power still needs to be supplied by the induction motor, to
fill oil into the expanding chambers.

Fig. 3.16b and d shows the throttling losses of the counter balance and pres-
sure compensated control valves respectively. For the counter balance valves
in aided load situations the power losses may become significant. For the
considered conditions up to 44 kW for cylinder 1 and 36 kW for cylinder 2.
For the pressure compensated control valves in Fig. 3.16d, the power loss
is constant for the valve dictating the pump pressure (Q pLS,margin ), while it
may be significantly higher for the cylinder requiring a smaller pressure. Fig.
3.16c shows the losses of the induction motor as the sum of the iron and
copper losses (PFe + PCu ), the torque losses of the pump PHM and the pump
leakage losses, PQ .

The motor losses are seen to be relatively constant due to the speed depen-
dent losses. The pump losses are dominated by the hydro-mechanical losses.
In general the power losses caused by components efficiencies (Fig. 3.16c) are
significantly smaller than the conceptual i.e. throttling losses.

Fig. 3.16: Steady state power losses of the benchmark system during motion trajectory. (a)
Induction motor power and the sum of cylinder output powers. (b) Power losses of counter
balance valves. (c) Motor losses (PFe + PCu), pump hydro-mechanical losses (PHM) and leakage
losses PQ. (d) Power losses of pressure compensated control valves.
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The steady state chamber pressures and motor speeds for the ECD actuation
systems are shown in Fig. 3.17. Due to the multiple input nature of each
individual ECD system, it is possible to control the backpressure, which in
this investigation is set constant to 30 bar, as seen in Fig. 3.17a and b. As seen
in Fig. 3.17c and d the shaft speeds for all four PMSMs are close to eachother,
showing that the pump displacements are matched appropriately with the
area ratios of the cylinders. The maximum speed of the pumps is 2250 RPM
(ω22 ). As the allowed maximum speed of the considered pumps is 3000 RPM
this leaves a good margin for transient control efforts, compression flows and
for adding further flow consuming functionalities to the drive system.

Fig. 3.17: Steady state chamber pressures and shafts speed of the ECD actuation systems during
the motion trajectory. (a) Chamber pressures of main cylinder. (b) Chamber pressures of knuckle
boom cylinder. (c) Shaft speeds for main cylinder actuation system. (d) Shaft speeds for knuckle
boom cylinder actuation system.

The steady state power flow and power losses for the ECD actuation system
are shown in Fig. 3.18. Fig. 3.18a shows the power delivered by or to the
DC-link for the two inverters of the main cylinder actuation system as well
as the cylinder output power or rate of work calculated as Pcyl1 = ẋ1 Freq1 .
Note that in aided loading conditions, the sum of PDC11 and PDC12 is negative,
meaning that power delivered by the load is recuperated to the DC-link.
Also, the sign of the power to or from the DC-link is always the same for the
two motor inverters. On the other hand Fig. 3.18b shows the DC-link and
cylinder output powers for the knuckle boom ECD actuation system. Here
it can be observed that in loading situations where the rod side chamber
pressure, pB2 , exceeds the piston chamber pressure, pA2 , the DC-powers for
the two motor inverters have opposite sign. This happens because the sign
of the power flow for motor 2, is dictated by the rotational direction of the
shaft i.e. the motion direction of the cylinder piston as pA2 is always larger
than the tank pressure. For motor 1, the sign of power flow is not only
dependent on the motion direction but also the load conditions, i.e. which
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Fig. 3.18: Steady state power flow and power losses for the ECD actuation system during the
motion trajectory. (a) DC-link and cylinder output power for main cylinder actuation system.
(b) DC-link and cylinder output power for knuckle boom cylinder actuation system. (c) Inverter,
electric motor and pump power losses for main cylinder actuation system. (d) Inverter, electric
motor and pump power losses for knuckle boom cylinder actuation system.

chamber pressure is larger. For instance this happens between 10 s and 35 s in
Fig. 3.18b, where pB2 > pA2 and the cylinder is extending, leading to positive
shaft speeds. Motor 2 delivers positive power to the system as oil pressure is
increased from tank pressure to pA2 . Motor 1 works as a generator because
oil is decompressed from pB2 to pA2 . Due to the connection of the motor
inverters via the DC-link, motor 2 is driven by the recuperated power of
motor 1, such that the sum of inverter powers is negative. In Fig. 3.18b it
can also be observed from around 30 s to 35 s that even though the cylinder
power is negative, a positive sum of inverter powers PDC21 + PDC22 is needed,
due to the system losses exceeding the available aided cylinder power.

Fig. 3.18c and d show the power losses of the inverter, electric motor (iron and
copper losses) and pump (leakage and friction losses), for the main cylinder
actuation system and knuckle boom system respectively. Note, that these
losses occurring from components efficiencies, are noticeable smaller than
the throttling losses of the benchmark system.

In Fig. 3.19a the efficiencies of the benchmark system are compared to the
ECD actuation system during the motion trajectory. Note that by the defi-
nition, the efficiency of the benchmark system is not defined when the load
is lowered. The efficiencies of the individual ECD systems are shown in
Fig. 3.19b showing that the efficiency of the main cylinder actuation system
is higher than for the knuckle boom actuation system.

Fig. 3.19c compares the input power to the benchmark system (Pasynch ) with
the required input power to the ECD actuation (PDC ). Additionally the input
power to the individual ECD actuation systems are shown.
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Fig. 3.19: Comparison of energy consumption during motion trajectory. (a) Efficiency of bench-
mark (VCD) system and combined efficiency of ECD systems. (b) Individual efficiency of main
cylinder actuation system, ηECD1, and knuckle boom cylinder actuation system, ηECD2 (c) Re-
quired input power to the VCD and ECD systems. (d) Required input energy to the VCD and
ECD system with and without energy recovery to ESS.

By integrating the power curves over time, the energy needed to perform the
motion trajectory can be found. Fig. 3.19d shows that the benchmark system
consumes 3.8 kWh to perform the motion trajectory. For the ECD system
two scenarios are considered. In the first scenario, the energy recovered in
aided load situations is lost, i.e. dissipated across a braking resistor for in-
stance. In this scenario the ECD system has a zero net energy consumption
in aided load situations leading to a total energy consumption of 1.6 kWh
during the trajectory. This is 58.2 % lower than for the benchmark system.
In the second scenario, the energy recovered in aided load situations is not
dissipated across a braking resistor. Instead the power may be consumed by
other consumers connected to the DC-link, as long as there is a net consump-
tion of power. If there are no other consumers the energy may be stored in
an electrical storage element e.g. lithium-ion batteries. An ideal energy stor-
age element is considered here by assuming a constant conversion efficiency
of 94 % [60]. In this case the net energy consumption of the ECD system is
0.94 kWh, which is 75.2 % lower than for the benchmark system.

Sankey Diagram

Another way to visualise and compare the energy consumption and losses of
the actuation systems is by Sankey diagrams.

Fig. 3.20 shows the Sankey diagrams for the entire motion trajectory, pre-
sented in Sec. 3.4.1. For the benchmark system 3806 Wh of energy is sup-
plied by the grid to the induction motor and a total of 1215 Wh is aided by
the load, denoted ERec here. 1215 Wh of energy is also the total energy or
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work output of the cylinders. The equality of these two numbers happens
because the start and stop point of the load during the trajectory is the same,
and because no cylinder friction is included in this comparison. This also
explains why evaluating the efficiency of the systems by using the integral
of the cylinder power as the energy or work output, does not yield an infor-
mative number, as the output energy and thereby the efficiency would yield
zero. In the Sankey diagram of Fig. 3.20, EFe and ECu refer to iron and copper
losses of the electrical machine and EHM , EQ to hydro-mechanical and leak-
age pump losses. Throttling losses of the counter balance valves and control
valves are denoted ECBV and EPCCV respectively.

For the ECD system 1258 Wh of energy or work is aided by the load during
the entire trajectory, whereof 648 Wh of energy is stored in the energy storage
system (EESS ) and delivered to the motor inverters in resistive load cases. This
means that a net total of 944 Wh of energy need to be supplied by the DC-
link to perform the trajectory. Losses of the motor inverters are denoted Einv ,
and Econv denotes conversion losses related to the energy storage system.
Note that the positive cylinder work is slightly higher for the ECD system
(1258 Wh) compared to benchmark system (1215 Wh), because the mass of

ECD

VCD/Benchmark

EFE +ECu 

242 Wh
11.0 %

EHM +EQ 

389 Wh
17.7 %
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ECyl:1258 Wh
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Fig. 3.20: Sankey diagrams during the entire motion trajectory defined in Sec. 3.4.1. Econ is
conversion losses for converting power between the DC-link and the energy storage system.
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the knuckle boom ECD system has been included.

One significant reason for the changed energy consumption of the two sys-
tems is the energy consumptions characteristics during load lowering. As an
example the benchmark system requires 492 Wh of electrical input energy to
lower a 10 ton load to fill oil into the expanding chambers. The ECD systems
do not require any input energy during load lowering. In fact 394 Wh of
energy may potentially be stored in the energy storage system, including a
conversion efficiency of 94 %.

3.5 Chapter Summary

In this chapter the energy saving potential of the ECD actuation system com-
pared to a conventional VCD system has been investigated, using steady state
models. For a realistic loading and unloading motion cycle, the energy sav-
ing potential is found to be up to 75.2 % if recuperated energy may be stored,
and 58.2 % if no storage is available. Note than this energy saving poten-
tial is found even though optimistic pump loss models have been used for
the benchmark system, i.e pump losses are underestimated. Especially, the
standby losses of the variable displacement pump are underestimated due
to the simplifications made regarding loss scaling. Also note, that cooling
systems have not been taking into account. As the power losses are larger for
the benchmark systems, more cooling power needs to be installed compared
to the ECD systems. Combined with the lower power consumption of the
ECD system, this means that there is a significant potential for downsizing
the amount of installed power. This assumes, that the actuators are operated
simultaneously at their maximum speeds, as investigated here.

Due to the positive findings in this chapter, it is found reasonable to continue
with maturing the ECD technology, to make it feasible for actuation of the
knuckle boom crane. Specifically, this means adding load holding features,
as well as a gasless reservoir technology. These are developed subsequently,
and the result is denoted ECD+ to indicate additional functionalities.
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System Design

This chapter summarizes the development and design of the load holding
technology and the gasless reservoir. These have been elaborated thoroughly
in paper C (load holding) and papers D and E (gasless reservoir). Whereas
the previous chapters focused on applying the ECD technology for both ac-
tuators of the knuckle boom crane to estimate the potentials for energy sav-
ings, the following chapters narrow the focus towards the knuckle boom ECD
only. This is chosen as this actuator operates in four quadrants, whereas
the main boom actuator only operates in two quadrants. Furthermore, the
knuckle boom ECD is operated in varying orientations, highlighting the need
of a pressurised reservoir. Note; this implies that the numeric subscripts
{11,12,21,22}, are omitted as only a single ECD system is considered. In the
remainder, the subscript 1 refers to the four quadrant pump and 2 refers to
the two quadrant pump.

4.1 Load Holding Technology

Obviously the main reason for implementing load holding functionalities is
safety. In case of power loss or the burst of any hose in the system the
load should not be dropped in an uncontrolled manner, leading to severe
danger for personnel and equipment. This is required by numerous certifi-
cation authorities. Among others the American Bureau of Shipping requires
[95]:

"Hydraulic cylinders used for luffing, folding or telescoping are to be
provided with directly mounted lock valves that are capable of maintain-
ing the position of the cylinder ram in the event of loss of hydraulic
power. These valves are to be directly mounted on the cylinders without
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the use of hoses. The valves are to be capable of closing automatically
when the control lever is returned to the neutral position or upon loss of
hydraulic power"

Likewise, the European Standard for Offshore Cranes (EN 13852-1) states:

"Where hydraulic cylinders are used for luffing, folding or telescoping,
they shall be fitted with a device, which will hold the boom in position
in the event of loss of hydralics pressure to the cylinder or hose/pipe
burst. This device shall be directly connected to the cylinder, i.e. no
intermediate piping or hoses in between. Automatic overriding of this
device in order to reduce oscillations etc. is not permitted."

Of secondary importance the load holding functionality may also be utilized
to reduce energy consumption during standstill, i.e. the load may be kept
passively without requiring input power [62].

4.1.1 Mini Review

A review of load holding solutions used in ECDs has been carried out and
Fig. 4.1 summarizes the findings. The identified references, only consider
single prime mover architectures, i.e. it is not possible to control the pressure
level of the ECD. Fig. 4.1 divides the identified technologies into three main
categories: passive valves, controlled pilot, and solenoid actuated valves. In
Fig. 4.1 all architectures are shown with load holding valves on both the pis-
ton and rod side of the cylinder. All concepts can be configured to be incor-

POCV

Passive Valves Controlled Pilot Solenoid Actuated Valves

2/2‐way

4/2‐wayPTC‐LO PTC‐LO

CBV

POCV

(a)

(b) (d)

(c)

(f)

(e)

Fig. 4.1: Overview of load holding topologies for pump-controlled systems identified in litera-
ture. Abbreviations: CBV: Counter Balance Valve. POCV: Pilot-Operated Check Valve. PTC-LO:
Pilot-To-Close LOogic element.
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porated on one side of the cylinder, depending on the requirements.

Passive Valves

The first idea for load holding solutions suitable for electro-hydraulic com-
pact drives, is inspired by solutions already used and accepted for conven-
tional systems. This includes counterbalance valves (CBV), as shown in Fig.
4.1a. The CBV ensures that a flow can only leave a cylinder chamber, if a suf-
ficient pressure in the crossport of the cylinder (back pressure) is available. In
the case of power loss or hose bursts it is not possible to maintain a sufficient
back pressure, and motion is stopped. CBVs are used for load holding for
electro-hydraulic compact drives in [44, 96].

Note however, that a hose burst not necessarily leads to a stop of motion.
Consider e.g. the situation shown in Fig. 4.2. Here the piston is retracting
and a hose burst occurs downstream the CBV in the piston chamber line.
As fluid is still pumped into the rod side chamber and the back-pressure is
maintained motion may continue. Importantly the load does not drop rapidly
due to the metering of the CBV and is as such still controlled by the pump
flow. Motion stops when fluid is not filled into the rod side chamber.

M
Atmospheric pressure

Rod chamber pressure

Piston chamber pressure

F

Hose burst

In
cr
ea
si
ng
 P
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CBV

Fig. 4.2: If the counter balance valve is piloted by the crossport of the cylinder,
retracting motion may continue even though a hose burst occurs in the piston line
downstream the CBV as indicated by the red lightning symbol.

In [33] pilot-operated check valves (POCV) are used for load holding, which
also works by blocking the cylinder chambers if the back-pressure or pilot
pressure is not sufficient to open the valves.

Even though the conventional usage of passive valves for load holding is a
simple solution, it suffers from the main drawback of preventing the possibil-
ity of energy recovery [62, 96], at least if the backpressure cannot be actively
controlled. As stated by [97], CBVs works as hydraulic brakes as they dissi-
pate the energy made available by the load via throttling.
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The inability to recover energy provided by the load is unfortunate. Not only
does it increase energy consumption but also because cooling capacity needs
to be increased. Furthermore, throttling may release free air bubbles as de-
scribed in the introduction. This compromises the possibility of reducing the
oil amount and pressurising the oil reservoir. The considered knuckle boom
application works in aided load situations in large areas of the operating
range, meaning that a load holding technology preventing energy regenera-
tion is unfeasible.

Controlled Pilot and Solenoid Actuated Valves

To enable energy recovery, solutions where the opening of the load holding
valves are not determined by maintaining a certain back-pressure have been
introduced. As such the opening of the valves are de-coupled from the con-
trol of oil flow into the chambers and are simply determined by additional
control inputs.

One approach of doing this is by using electrically controlled directional
valves to control the pilot pressure of the load holding valves. This is de-
noted as controlled pilot in this dissertation, and examples are given in Fig.
4.1c and d. In Fig. 4.1c, a 3/2-way directional valve determines whether
the pilot pressure of the two POCVs equal the reservoir pressure (normal
position) or the largest cylinder chamber pressure [37]. If the pilot pressure
equals the reservoir pressure, the POCVs are closed by the spring force. If
the largest cylinder pressure is used as the pilot pressure, the POCVs fully
open due to the pilot area ratio and the vented design of the these.

Whereas the POCV are pilot-to-open types, i.e. a large pilot pressure opens
the valves, a configuration using pilot-to-close valves are found in [98] and
seen in Fig. 4.1d. Here two 3/2-way directional valves are used to control the
pilot pressure of two pilot-to-close logic elements (PTC-LO). In the normal
position the pressure of the adjacent cylinder chamber is used as the pilot
pressure, which keeps the logic elements closed. If the reservoir pressure is
used as the pilot pressure the load holding logic elements open.

As an alternative to control the pilot pressure using valves, electrically con-
trolled valves may also be incorporated directly into the main transmissions
lines as seen in Fig. 4.1e and f (here denoted Solenoid Actuated Valves). In Fig.
4.1e two internally piloted 2/2-way valves are used as load holding valves as
considered in [16, 17]. Also versions using direct acting 2/2-way valves can
be identified, e.g. in [61, 67, 97]. In [99] a direct acting 4/2 way directional
valve is used, as shown in Fig. 4.1f.

The advantage of using the controlled pilot approach in Fig. 4.1c and d com-
pared to the solenoid actuated valves in Fig. 4.1e and f is typically larger flow
rates, especially compared to direct acting solenoid valves.
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The controlled pilot and solenoid actuated valves load holding approach enables
energy regeneration because only limited throttling losses occur across the
load holding valves. This is achieved by having separate control inputs, con-
trolling the state of the load holding valves disregarding the remaining states
of the system, e.g. backpressure. In other words, the load is only kept station-
ary if the state of the controlled valve(s) is selected accordingly. This means
that a hose burst or loss of hydraulic power is not necessarily leading to the
load being kept in a stationary position as required by the certification au-
thorities. In the case of a hose burst, the load holding valves are only closed,
if the burst is sensed, e.g. by a pressure sensor or if a piston speed sensor
measures an excessive piston speed.

Therefore the solutions based on electrically controlled valves, are found not
to immediately comply with the requirements from the certification authori-
ties. Even though so-called hose burst valves may be included to block flow
in case of a hose burst, this is undesired as these valve introduces pressure
drops of up to 8 bar [100]. Instead a solution based on the additional control
freedom offered by the two prime movers used in the considered ECD system
is pursued. This should mainly be based on mechanical components and me-
chanical feedback as known from the conventional systems in Fig. 4.1a and
b instead of solely by electrical components as in Fig. 4.1c to f. Additionally
the throttling losses across the load holding valves must be limited, to enable
energy regeneration.

4.1.2 Indirectly Controlled Hydraulic Lock

The load holding solutions depicted in the Fig. 4.1 are all identified in the lit-
erature for electro-hydraulic compact drive systems based on a single prime
mover. For the solutions based on passive valves (4.1a and b), the character-
istics are to some extent governed by the system in which it is implemented.
For the ECD studied in this dissertation the utilization of two prime movers
offers new possibilities for incorporating and controlling the load holding
valves, as the pressure level of the actuator may be controlled.

Take the simple example of using two pilot-operated check valves as load
holding valves, with the pilot line being connected to the cross port of the
cylinder as shown in Fig. 4.3a combined with the POCV depicted in Fig. 4.3c.
The considered ECD system renders the possibility of controlling the lowest
chamber pressure to ensure that the POCVs are fully opening during nominal
operation to decrease throttling losses and enable energy recovery. In the
case of a power loss or a hose burst in the cross port of the cylinder, sufficient
pressure in the pilot line is not maintained and the POCV closes such that
the load is kept stationary as required by the certification authorities.
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Fig. 4.3: (a) Load holding strategy using the pilot pressure from the crossport of the cylinder.
(b) Load holding strategy, where an inverse shuttle valve is used to select the lowest cylinder
chamber pressure as the pilot pressure. (c) to (f) Load holding components. (c) Pilot-operated
check valve. (d) Counter-balance valve. (e) Pilot-to-open logic element based on an unbalanced
poppet design. (f) Pilot-to-open logic element based on a balanced poppet design.

The pressure level of the actuator is controlled by a closed-loop pressure
controller. The control architecture may conveniently be arranged such that
the human operator joystick is used to generate motion references, i.e. piston
velocity references, as depicted in Fig. 3.12 on page 56. The reference input
to the pressure level controller however, may be adjusted in a binary way.
For instance the level pressure reference may be set to 0 bar when the POCV
should be closed and a set-point above the opening pressure of the load
holding valves, e.g. 30 bar, if motion is desired. The level pressure set-points
may be toggled by an operator-switch or automatically if the operator joystick
position is requiring piston motion. In the latter case, the level pressure set-
point should be set to 0 bar (closed load holding valves) if the joystick has
been in the neutral position for a pre-defined period of time.

As the pressure level is closed loop controlled and ideally decoupled from
the motion reference generated by the operator, a hose burst may in some
situations lead to a rapidly dropping load, i.e. faster than required by the
operator. Consider the situation where the cylinder retracts under an aided
load, and a hose burst occurs in the piston chamber line downstream the
POCV. This is equivalent to the situation shown in Fig. 4.2 on page 67 for a
CBV and single prime mover setup. Depending on how the control structure
is designed, the closed loop controllers may attempt to keep the pressure in
the rod chamber at 30 bar. In the event of this being successful, the POCV
will stay fully open and the load will drop rapidly.

To increase safety, an inverse shuttle valve may be used to select the lowest
chamber pressure as the pilot pressure as seen in Fig. 4.3b. This means that
a hose burst in any of the two transmission lines closes both load holding
valves. Note, that even though the load is locked in the case of a hose burst,
the control efforts will still attempt to counteract the substantial leakage oc-
curring due to the hose burst, by supplying oil into the leaking chamber. To
avoid this a simple watch-dog approach may be implemented, where a safe
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state is engaged setting the shaft speed references to 0 RPM, if a safe state
signal is triggered. This may be triggered if the position error is above a pre-
defined limit, or if the shaft speeds are inconsistent with the measured piston
speed for a certain amount of time.

As shown in Fig. 4.3c to f, several valve types may be used as load hold-
ing valves in the considered ECD-system. The only requirement is that they
are leakage free, normally closed and opens when pilot pressure is applied.
Candidates include pilot-operated check valves, counter balance valves and
different types of pilot-to-open logic elements. One common characteristics
of the POCV, the CBV, and the PTO-LO element in Fig. 4.3e is that the pi-
lot pressure required to open the valves depends on the loading conditions.
Thus it may vary significantly. To ensure predictable and load independent
switching, a PTO-LO based on a so-called balanced poppet design is found
to be a simpler solution from a control point of view. The balanced poppet
design ensures that any pressure in the main transmission lines (A and B in
Fig. 4.3f) does not affect the required opening pressure of the valve, as this is
fully determined by the spring force and the pressure in the drainport (port
T in Fig. 4.3f).

A load holding solution consisting of the lowest chamber pressure piloting
approach visualised in Fig. 4.3b in combination with balanced poppet pilot-
to-open logic elements (Fig. 4.3f) are selected for further study. In paper C
this is denoted as an indirectly controlled hydraulic lock, as the state of the logic
elements is not directly controlled by dedicated inputs such as electrically
controlled valves, but rather controlled by the pressure level of the system.
The balanced poppet pilot-to-open logic elements are referred to as the load
holding valves in the remainder.

4.2 Gasless Reservoir

A key feature of electro-hydraulic compact drives are the closed architecture
utilizing a pressurised reservoir. This ensures good pump suction conditions,
the ability to work in tilted orientations and potentially a lower risk for ex-
ternal contamination to enter the hydraulic system [32]. To balance the rod
volume as well as thermal expansion and compression volumes, the closed
oil reservoir must be able to expand and contract without exceeding the tol-
erated pressure range. The allowable pressure range is typically restricted by
the pump, as many commercially available pumps need a low pressure leak-
age line to avoid malfunctioning, e.g. shaft sealing blowout. Conventionally
the needed flexible reservoir volume is obtained using a low pressure gas-
charged accumulator. These comes in different types as shown in Fig. 4.4,
where diaphragm-, bladder- and piston accumulators are depicted.
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Fig. 4.4: Illustration of gas-charged accumulator types. (a) Diaphragm. (b) Bladder. (c) Piston.

Despite the type of accumulator, the variable volume is obtained by the char-
acteristics of the gas. To stay within a narrow range of allowable pressures,
this leads to large accumulators relative to the oil volume that needs to be
stored. In this study the reservoir pressure is allowed to vary between 1.5 bar
and 4 bar (absolute). Nitrogen is typically used in accumulators. By treating
this as an ideal gas undergoing an poly-tropic process, which is reasonable
for low pressures and temperatures, it may easily be shown why large gas
volumes are needed to stay within 1.5 bar to 4 bar:

p1 Vκ
1G

= p2 Vκ
2G

∆V = V1G −V2G



⇒

V1G

∆V
= Racc =

p
1
κ
2

p
1
κ
2 − p

1
κ
1

(4.1)

where p1 , p2 , VG1 and VG2 are the minimum and maximum gas pressures
and corresponding gas volumes. κ is the polytropic coefficient and ∆V is the
oil volume that may be stored in the accumulator while staying within pres-
sure limit p2 . Therefore Racc is the ratio of the gas volume at the minimum
pressure relative to the oil compensation volume (∆V) of the gas-charged ac-
cumulator. To stay within 1.5 bar and 4 bar (p1 =1.5 bar, p2 =4 bar), it requires
an initial gas volume of 2 times ∆V if the gas process is assumed to be adi-
abatic (κ=1.4 for nitrogen [101]) and 1.6 if an isothermal process is assumed
(κ=1). Especially for long stroke cylinders requiring a large compensation
volume, the accumulator turns out to be large. It is desirable to implement
other types of accumulators to increase compactness and even more impor-
tantly to avoid the need of gas, as leaking gas to the oil or the surroundings
may lead to system failure.

Alternative reservoir types include spring-charged, mass-charged and self-
pressurising reservoirs as shown in Fig. 4.5.

In the spring-charged accumulator a spring simply replaces the pressurised
gas from the piston type gas-charged accumulator. The compression of the
spring elevates the fluid pressure. To store large oil volumes either a large
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Fig. 4.5: Alternatives to gas-charged accumulators. (a) Spring-charged. (b) Mass-charged. (c)
Self-pressuring or bootstrap reservoir.

area piston or a long stroke is required. In either case this leads to large
and heavy springs. Therefore spring-charged accumulators are only suitable
for small accumulators [102]. The mass-charged accumulator works by pres-
surising the oil by the gravity forces of a large mass. This means that this
solution is not feasible for the knuckle boom crane application as this does
not allow for working in tilted orientations.

Bootstrap reservoirs or self-pressurising reservoirs are essentially two inter-
connected differential hydraulic cylinders. As seen in Paper D and E, the
chambers of the hydraulic cylinders may be connected in different configura-
tions, but in this work the configuration shown in Fig. 4.5c is used, i.e. the rod
chambers are vented to atmosphere. In the absence of frictional and gravi-
tational forces, the bootstrap reservoir simply works as a volume-pressure
transmission, where the reservoir pressure is elevated by the charge pressure
as pR = pC αB with αB = AC /AR and utilizing relative pressures. Bootstrap
reservoirs are used widely in both commercial and military air-crafts [103],
where they form a pressurised reservoir being charged by the constant pump
outlet pressure of the hydraulic system of the aircraft. The ability to contain a
compensation oil volume in the bootstrap reservoir is due to the piston area
ratio αB . In commercially available bootstrap reservoirs the reservoir piston
area, AR , may be as much as 85 times larger than the charge chamber piston
area, AC [104].

The volume saving potential of a bootstrap reservoir compared to the gas-
charged accumulator is investigated by calculating the required chamber vol-
umes of the charge chamber and reservoir chamber needed to obtain a certain
compensation volume ∆V as visualised in Fig. 4.6.

In the fully extended position the reservoir chamber is filled with its maxi-
mum oil volume of VR,max = AR Lsz while the charge chamber is empty. In
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Fig. 4.6: In the fully extended position the reservoir chamber is completely filled with oil while
the charge chamber is empty. As the piston retracts, fluid is displaced from the reservoir chamber
to the charge chamber. Due to a larger area of the reservoir piston compared to the charge piston,
some oil is available for volume compensation in the remaining system (∆V).

the fully retracted position the reservoir chamber is empty while the charge
chamber is filled with its maximum oil volume VC,max = AC Lsz . The to-
tal volume of the bootstrap reservoir is the sum of both chamber volumes
(Vboot = (AR + AC)Lsz ), while the compensation volume may be found as the
difference of the maximum chamber oil volumes, ∆V = VR,max − VC,max as il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.6. The ratio of Vboot to the compensation volume ∆V is
given as:

Rboot =
Vboot

∆V
=

(AR + AC)Lsz

AR Lsz − AC Lsz

=
AR + αB AR

AR − αB AR

=
1 + αB

1− αB

(4.2)

Fig. 4.7 shows the volume ratio Rboot from Eq. 4.2 as a function of the inverse
of the area ratio α−1

B
= AR /AC .

Fig. 4.7: Plot of Rboot (Eq. 4.2) as a function of the inverse of the area ratio α−1
B = AR/AC.

Recall, that for the allowed pressure range the gas-charged accumulator re-
quired a gas volume twice as big as the oil compensation volume. From
Fig. 4.7 it may be seen that to obtain significant volume reductions for the
bootstrap reservoirs the reservoir piston needs to be several times larger than
the charge piston. Note that Racc depends on the allowed reservoir pressure
range, while for the bootstrap reservoir it is assumed that the charge pressure
is controlled to keep the reservoir pressure within limits.

As an example Rboot = 1.22 and Rboot = 1.08 for area ratios of αB = 1/10 and
1/25 respectively. This corresponds to volume savings potentials of 38 % and
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45 % respectively compared to gas-charged accumulator in adiabatic condi-
tions. Note that these potential volume savings are only based on the theo-
retical gas and chamber volumes. This means that the material thicknesses
and additional inactive lengths of the bootstrap reservoir chambers needed
for practical realisation has not been included.

As noted in paper D, a controllable charge source is needed to keep the
charge pressure sufficiently high during operation. This charge source may
be constituted by the low pressure cylinder chamber, as this is kept at an
elevated level during motion in order to keep the load holding valves fully
open. The inverse shuttle valve used to select the pilot pressure of the load
holding valves, may therefore be re-used to connect the charge chamber of
the bootstrap reservoir with the low pressure cylinder chamber. This is also
considered in paper E for a system without load holding valves. In Paper E
a closed center inverse shuttle valve is used, leading to an insufficient charge
pressure at some loading conditions. One of the findings from paper E is
thus that an open center inverse shuttle valve should be used to ensure the
charge chamber to be connected to a cylinder chamber at all times, in order
to maintain a sufficient charge pressure in all loading situations.

4.3 Four Quadrant Operation Diagram

The ECD system with incorporated load holding valves developed in Sec.
4.1 and the gasless bootstrap reservoir introduced in the previous section
is referred to as ECD+ to indicate the additional functionality. Simplified
schematics of the ECD+ is given in the four quadrant operational diagram in
Fig. 4.8.

In Fig. 4.8 the lowest chamber pressure of the cylinder is controlled such that
the load holding valves LHA and LHB are fully open. This mode is denoted
Motion operation mode. Chamber pressures and their adjacent transmission
lines are equally coloured to indicate that the pressure drop across the load
holding valves in motion operation mode is considered negligible.

In quadrant 1 and 2 of Fig. 4.8 the external load prescribes the piston chamber
pressure pA to be bigger than the rod chamber pressure pB such that the
inverse shuttle valve, ISV, connects pB to the pilot lines of the load holding
valves and to the charge chamber of the bootstrap reservoir.

In quadrant 1, the cylinder is extending and both electric motors deliver
power into the system. As the cylinder is extending this will contain more
fluid, which is delivered by pump 2 into the closed circuit. This means that
the bootstrap reservoir piston must retract to balance this flow requirement.
The steady state speed of the reservoir pistons, ż, as a function of cylinder
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speed ẋ may, in the absent of pump leakage, be calculated as:

QA = QR + QP1

QB = QC + QP1



 = QB = QA −QR + QC ⇒ ẋAA α = ẋAA + żAR − żAR αB

⇔ żAR (1− αB) = −ẋAA (1− α) ⇔ ż = − AA (1− α)

AR (1− αB)
ẋ (4.3)

Eq. 4.3 is valid for all operation quadrants and reveals that in the case of
a symmetric cylinder (α = 1), ż is 0, which indeed is the case as no flow
balancing is needed for a symmetric actuator (compression and thermal ex-
pansion absent). On the other hand if the bootstrap reservoir is symmetric, ż
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Fig. 4.8: Four quadrant operation schematics in motion operation mode.
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approaches infinite, which happens because a symmetric bootstrap reservoir
does not have the ability of flow compensation, because all oil leaving the
reservoir chamber need to enter the charge chamber (steady state).

Due to the retraction of the bootstrap reservoir pistons in the first quadrant,
the charge chamber expands and a part of the flow leaving the rod chamber of
the cylinder enters the charge chamber of the reservoir as these are connected
by the ISV. This means that pump 1 does not need to displace as much fluid
as for a system without a bootstrap reservoir. With pump leakage absent,
the steady state volume flow QP1 in the first quadrant may be calculated
as:

QP1 = QA −QR = ẋAA + żAR =

(
AA −

AR AA (1− α)

AR (1− αB)

)
ẋ

=

(
1− 1− α

1− αB

)
AA ẋ =

α− αB

1− αB

AA ẋ (4.4)

Eq. 4.4 shows that the smaller αB is, the smaller is the impact on the needed
pump flow compared to a system with no bootstrap reservoir. If αB = 0, i.e
the charge chamber has zero area, the required pump flow is not affected
because no fluid enters the charge chamber. If the bootstrap reservoir is
symmetric, αB = 1, the needed pump flow approaches infinity for a required
cylinder speed because all flow delivered by the pump enters the charge
chamber (steady state). Interestingly if α = αB pump 1 does not need to
deliver any flow in this quadrant, independently of the actual area of the
bootstrap reservoir pistons.

Compared to a system without a bootstrap reservoir pump 2 needs to dis-
place more fluid to maintain a certain cylinder speed to compensate the
smaller flow of pump 1. Neglecting leakage, the steady state flow QR may be
found as:

QR = −żAR =
1− α

1− αB

AA ẋ (4.5)

If αB = α, Eq. 4.5 confirms that the entire piston area flow of the cylinder
needs to be delivered by pump 2 as pump 1 is inactive in this case. If αB = 0,
pump 2 must deliver the rod volume flow as the case in a system with no
bootstrap reservoir.

In quadrant 2 the cylinder is retracting under an assistive load, such that
both motors work as generators showing a potential for recovering the power
supplied by the load. A part of the flow entering the rod side chamber is
supplied from the charge chamber of the bootstrap reservoir. This means
that the steady state flow supplied from pump 1 and pump 2 is changed
compared to a system with no bootstrap reservoir according to Eq. 4.4 and
4.5 respectively.
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In the third and fourth quadrant of Fig. 4.8 the external load prescribes the
rod side chamber pB to be larger than pA . This means that the inverse shuttle
valve connects the piston chamber of cylinder with the charge chamber of
the reservoir and the pilot lines of the load holding valves. An important
difference from quadrant 1 and 2, is the fact that the electric motors work
in different modes. In the third quadrant motor 1 is supplying power to the
system while motor 2 works as generator with the opposite being true in the
fourth quadrant. This situation arises, because the pressure pA is required to
be above the reservoir pressure to keep the load holding valves fully open.
If this was not needed and pA could be controlled to equal the reservoir
pressure, motor 2 would idle (losses absent) and the cylinder output power
would be delivered entirely by motor 1.

The inverse shuttle valve connects the piston chamber and the charge cham-
ber in quadrants 3 and 4. This means that the volume expansion of these
chambers have the same sign, due to the opposite motion direction shown
in Eq. 4.3. This means that in quadrant 3 both chambers contract while in
quadrant 4 both chambers expand. In turn this means that pump 2 must
displace more fluid than in a system with no bootstrap reservoir, as given in
Eq. 4.5. Notice, that Eq. 4.5 is valid in all operation quadrants such that to
maintain a certain cylinder piston speed, the flow requirements of pump 2
generally increases. This means that if a bootstrap reservoir is implemented
in an existing system, the steady state cylinder velocity range is decreased if
the flow capacity of pump 2 is unchanged. To mitigate this effect αB should
be chosen as small possible.

In quadrant 3 and 4 the flow requirement of pump 1 is not altered by the
implementation of the bootstrap reservoir. In steady state conditions and in
the absent of losses the flow is given as:

QP1 = AA αẋ (4.6)

Even though it may be tempting to select αB = α such that pump 1 may be
inactive in quadrants 1 and 2 (Eq. 4.4) this is not sensible for an application
working in four quadrants. The consequence will be an increased flow re-
quirement for pump 2 in all operation quadrants, while pump 1 cannot be
inactive in quadrants 3 and 4.

Self-Locking Mode
In load holding or self-locking mode the lowest chamber pressure is con-
trolled to be below the cracking pressure of the load holding valves. This
ensures that these are fully closed and the cylinder chambers are discon-
nected from the remaining system. In case of a failure e.g. power loss or hose
burst, the lowest chamber pressure cannot be kept above the opening pres-
sure of the load holding valves, meaning that the system enters self-locking
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mode.

The self-locking mode may also be engaged actively during nominal opera-
tion to save energy in stationary situations. In these situations it is obviously
beneficial to control the pressure in the transmission lines to equal the at-
mospheric pressure to yield zero torque on the pump shafts. This operation
mode is illustrated in Fig. 4.9.

pR

pC

Self‐Locking Mode
x

M1

M2
P2

LHB

P1

ISV

pA pB
LHA

Atmospheric pressure

Rod chamber pressure
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Fig. 4.9: During failure such as power loss or hose burst the system enters the self-locking mode,
where the load holding valves are fully closed to keep the load stationary. This operation mode
may also be used to actively save energy in stationary situations.

4.4 Steady State Performance

The steady state performance of the proposed ECD+ system architecture is
investigated similarly to the steady state performance of the benchmark ac-
tuation system (VCD) and the ECD with a vented tank and without load
holding valves from Chapter 3. The aim of this is to validate that the inser-
tion of these features does only alter energy consumption to a small extent
and validate that the reservoir pressure is kept within limits during steady
state conditions.

4.4.1 Bootstrap Reservoir Dimensions

The dimensions of the bootstrap reservoir impact the performance of the sys-
tem to a large extent. Especially the area ratio of the bootstrap reservoir, αB ,
has conflicting optimization targets as investigated in Paper E. On one hand
it should be low in order to decrease the volume of the bootstrap reservoir
(Eq. 4.2) and to decrease the flow requirement of the charge chamber. On
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the other hand a small area ratio requires a large charge pressure to maintain
a certain reservoir pressure according to pR = pC αB . As the charge pres-
sure is selected as the lowest chamber pressure of the cylinder a large charge
pressure decreases the force capabilities of the cylinder.

The load holding valves selected for this theoretical study are fully open for
a pilot pressure above 20 bar. To include some margin for back-pressure in
the drain line and imperfect pressure control a reasonable lower chamber
pressure may be selected to 25 bar. This is also beneficial in regard to the
fluid bulk modulus which is highly varying for small pressure values while
being almost constant for pressures above approximately 25 bar (depending
on air content). The allowed reservoir pressure is 1.5 bar to 4 bar (absolute),
leading to a desired area ratio of 1/13.8 for the bootstrap reservoir, aiming
for a average reservoir pressure of 2.75 bar. From commercially available
piston areas this ratio cannot be obtained. Increasing the area ratio to 1/16 a
number of available piston areas can be combined to yield the desired ratio.
Still aiming for a reservoir pressure of 2.75 bar, the lowest chamber pressure
must then be controlled to 28.8 bar.

Papers D and E investigates how the selection of the piston areas affects the
system dynamics. Paper D shows that selecting a bootstrap reservoir with
an eigenfrequency in the vicinity of the eigenfrequency of the cylinder leads
to severely changed system dynamics with regards to the position state of
the cylinder. Paper E investigates the dynamic couplings of the system us-
ing the RGA-number and shows that for small piston areas the control of
the reservoir pressure and cylinder motion would be close to ideally decou-
pled. However from a practical point of view selecting small piston areas
may turn infeasible, as this requires a very long stroke length of the boot-
strap reservoir. Therefore it is found more pragmatic to select piston areas
yielding a feasible stroke length and handle the dynamic couplings during
controller design. For this study a reservoir piston diameter of dR =320 mm
and a charge chamber piston diameter of dC = 80 mm is selected. This yields
a stroke length of 1.15 m, such that the bootstrap reservoir is able to com-
pensate a volume corresponding to 120 % of the rod volume of the cylinder.
Note that the minimum length of the bootstrap reservoir is twice the stroke
length.

4.4.2 Selecting Pump Displacements

In Chapter 3, the geometric displacements of the pumps in the system with
no bootstrap reservoir were found based on the required steady state pump
flows. This included a margin of 25 % of the allowed maximum pump speed
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for compression flows, transient control efforts, pump leakage etc.:

Dp,1 =
AB ẋmax

0.75ωmax

Dp,2 =
(1− α)AA ẋmax

0.75ωmax

(4.7)

where ẋmax = 40 mm/s is the maximum knuckle boom cylinder speed and
ωmax = 3000 RPM is the maximum rotational speed of the pump.

For αB < α including a bootstrap reservoir does not change the required
displacement of pump 1, as the numerically largest pump flow is occuring in
quadrants 3 and 4.

For pump 2, the required displacement when including a bootstrap reservoir
may be calculated as:

QR = 1−α
1−αB

AA ẋ
QR = ω2 Dp,2

}
⇒ Dp,2 =

(1− α)AA ẋmax

0.75(1− αB)ωmax

(4.8)

The calculated and selected displacements available from the considered pump
series (Bosch Rexroth A10 piston pumps [78]) are summarised in Tab. 4.1.

Table 4.1: Selection of pump displacements. The calculated values are found from Eqs. 4.7 and
4.8 aiming to obtain the steady state flow requirement at 75 % of the maximum pump speed.
The margin is calculated with respect to the selected pump displacement and maximum allowed
pump shaft speed of 3000 RPM.

Without Bootstrap With Bootstrap
Reservoir (Chapter 3) Reservoir (αB = 1/16)

Dp,1

Calculated 25.21 cm3/rev 25.21 cm3/rev
Selected 26 cm3/rev 25 cm3/rev
Margin 818 RPM / 21 L/min (27 %) 731 RPM / 18 L/min (24%)

Dp,2

Calculated 27.14 cm3/rev 28.95 cm3/rev
Selected 28 cm3/rev 28 cm3/rev
Margin 819 RPM / 23 L/min (27 %) 673 RPM / 19 L/min (22 %)

For the Bosch Rexroth A10 pump series, no pump between 28 cm3/rev and
32 cm3/rev is available. Therefore the displacement is selected as Dp,2 =

28 cm3/rev for the system with a bootstrap reservoir as seen in Tab. 4.1,
accepting that a 25 % shaft speed margin is not fulfilled (22 % instead). To
obtain a fairly good steady state pump matching between pumps 1 and 2, the
displacement of pump 1 is reduced from 26 cm3/rev to 25 cm3/rev .

Note that inserting the load holding valves and the bootstrap reservoir has
changed the steady state characteristics of the ECD+ compared to the ECD in
Chapter 3, which is partly caused by the inability to obtain a similar pump
displacement matching using the considered pump series. This has caused
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the maximum obtainable steady state piston speed to be decreased from 55
mm/s to 51.6 mm/s, corresponding to a decrease of 6.2 %. Additionally
the basic ECD without load holding valves and bootstrap reservoir features
the possibility of lowering the lower chamber pressure to increase the steady
state force capabilities while still allowing piston motion. This is not possible
for the ECD+ system as the load holding valves requires a minimum pilot
pressure of 20 bar to be kept fully open.

4.4.3 Energy Efficiency

The steady state solution to the equations modelling the ECD+ system with
load holding valves and bootstrap reservoir is given in Appendix C and used
to evaluate the efficiency and energy consumption in this section. The proce-
dure and the loss models are similar to the ones used in Chapter 3.

Fig. 4.10 shows the instantaneous efficiency of the knuckle boom actuator in
the entire operating range of the crane for m3 =10 ton, ẋref,2 = 40 mm/s.

Fig. 4.10: Evaluated efficiency of knuckle boom actuation system (ECD2) in the entire crane
range for ẋref,2 = 40 mm/s, m3 = 10 ton. (a) ECD with a vented tank as considered in Chapter
3 and without load holding valves. (b) ECD+ system with bootstrap reservoir and load holding
valves. (c) The efficiency change in percentage points [pp]. The negative sign indicate a lower
efficiency of the ECD+ system.

Fig. 4.10 illustrates that the inclusion of the bootstrap reservoir and load
holding valves, decreases the efficiency in the entire operating range, mainly
due to throttling losses and friction losses of bootstrap reservoir pistons. The
difference may be as large as 7 percentage points. This however occurs in
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loading conditions with small drive powers. In the main part of the operating
range the efficiency change is below 2 percentage points.

To investigate the actual additional energy consumption of the knuckle boom
actuation system, the motion trajectory defined in Sec. 3.4.1 is studied in the
following section.

4.4.4 Energy Consumption for Motion Trajectory

In Fig. 4.11a and b the steady state shaft speeds during the motion trajectory
are compared between the ECD and the ECD+ system. Fig. 4.11a shows a
change in the shaft speed of pump 1 in the ECD+ system when the external
load force changes direction, i.e. due a position change of the inverse shuttle
valve. This was anticipated by Eqs. 4.4 and 4.6. The change is approximately
160 RPM, and is shown in the zoom window in Fig. 4.11a. Fig. 4.11b confirms
that pump 2 needs to rotate faster when the bootstrap reservoir is included,
which is clearly seen in the zoom window. This is caused by the extension
or retraction of the charge chamber. At maximum speed approximately 4
L/min is required by the charge chamber leading to an increase in rotational
speed of pump 2 of approximately 145 RPM.

Fig. 4.11c shows that the steady state reservoir pressure is kept within the al-
lowed range of 1.5 to 4 bar (absolute) for the ECD+ system. Fig. 4.11d shows
the additional losses for the ECD+ system including throttling losses across
load holding and inverse shuttle valves and friction losses of the bootstrap
reservoir pistons.

Fig. 4.12 compares the energy distribution of the knuckle boom actuator for

Fig. 4.11: Steady state calculation results for considered motion trajectory for ECD and ECD+
systems. (a) Steady state shaft speeds of motor 1. (b) Steady state shaft speeds for motor 2. (c)
Absolute steady state pressure in reservoir chamber of bootstrap reservoir. (d) Throttling and
bootstrap friction power losses.
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the entire motion trajectory presented in Sec. 3.4.1 using Sankey diagrams.
Note that Fig. 4.12 does not include power sharing with the ECD system
actuating the main cylinder. For the basic ECD system it may be seen that
595 Wh is supplied from the DC-link to the system, whereof 335 Wh is con-
verted to positive cylinder output work. 335 Wh is aided by the cylinder
load whereof 164 Wh is stored in the energy storage system. If this energy is
used in resistive loading situations the net energy demand from the DC-link
is decreased to 431 Wh.

For the ECD+ system the addition of the load holding valves and bootstrap
reservoir has introduced 10 Wh of throttling losses and 5 Wh of bootstrap
piston friction losses. In addition to this, the changed operation conditions
have lead to a changed loss behaviour of the pump and motors. This causes
the energy demand from DC-link to be increased to 606 Wh, which corre-
sponds to an increase of 1.9 % compared to the basic ECD system. 158 Wh
of energy may be stored in the energy storage system for the ECD+, leading
to a net demand of 448 Wh corresponding to an increase of 4 % compared to
the basic ECD system.
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Fig. 4.12: Energy distribution of knuckle boom actuation system for the entire motion trajectory
presented in Sec. 3.4.1 for the basic ECD system (no bootstrap reservoir or load holding valves)
and the ECD+. Power sharing with the ECD system actuating the main cylinder is not included.

4.5 Chapter Summary and System Diagram

In this chapter the basic ECD technology has been matured such that it is
found feasible for actuation of the knuckle boom cylinder. This system is
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denoted ECD+ to indicate additional functionalities. It is found that the in-
troduction of the load holding valves and the gasless bootstrap reservoir has
increased the energy consumption of the ECD+ system. These additions are
however necessary means in order to develop a drive system feasible for local
installation and actuation of the knuckle boom cylinder. As the ECD+ sys-
tem still offers a significant energy saving potential compared to the current
valve-controlled actuation systems, it is found reasonable to continue with
the ECD+ system. In the final chapters of this dissertation, dynamic mod-
els of the drive system are therefore developed in order to design control
structures such that the motion of the cylinder piston as well as the locking
mechanism may be controlled.
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CVA

z
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Possible high pres‐
sure filter location
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Fig. 4.13: Hydraulic diagram of the ECD+ system with bootstrap reservoir and load holding
valves. Possible locations of oil filters and coolers are indicated.

The hydraulic diagram of the developed ECD+ system is shown in Fig. 4.13.
Note that in addition to the already introduced components, two normally
open 2/2-way solenoid operated on/off valves (denoted safety valves) are
included. These are used to decompress the chambers PA and PB, which en-
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sure that the load holding valves are rapidly closed in the event of electrical
power loss. If not included the leakage behaviour of the pumps would deter-
mine the closing of the load holding valves. Additionally four anti-cavitation
check valves and three pressure relief valves are implemented. Fig. 4.13 also
shows possible locations of oil filter and coolers. The implementation of these
auxiliary components are not studied further.

Tab. 4.2 shows the key information of the selected drive components accord-
ing to Fig. 4.13.

Table 4.2: Main components of the proposed ECD+ system for actuation of the knuckle boom,
according to the diagram in Fig. 4.13. †Note that the indicated dimensions of the bootstrap
reservoir refer to the two piston diameters whereas the dimensions of the cylinder refer to the
piston and rod diameter.

ID Description Model Notes

M1 Permanent magnet Bosch Rexroth Rated torque: 133 Nm
M2 synchronous machine MS2N13-D1BNC Rated speed: 3000 RPM

Bosch Rexroth Maximum speed: 3000 RPM
P1 4Q hydraulic unit A10FZG025 25 cm3/rev (fixed)
P2 2Q hydraulic unit A10FZO028 28 cm3/rev (fixed)

RVA

Pressure relief valve Not specified
Cracking pressure: 315 bar

RVB Cracking pressure: 315 bar
RVR Cracking pressure: 5 bar

LHA Load holding valve
Sun Hydraulics ∆p: 7 bar at 375 L/min

LHB DKJSXH Pilot pressure: 20 bar

CVA

CVB Anti-cavitation Bosch Rexroth ∆p: 0.8 bar at 65 L/min
CVPA check valves M-SR15KE02 Cracking pressure: 0.2 bar
CVPB

ISV
Inverse shuttle Bucher ∆p: 3.5 bar at 53 L/min
valve HOSV-10-N-O Open transition

SVA 2/2-way on/off valve Sun Hydraulics ∆p: 13 bar at 60 L/min
SVB Solenoid operated DTDFXH Response time: 50 ms

Cyl Differential cylinder Not specified 250/180-2846 mm

BR Bootstrap reservoir Not specified
320/80†-1153 mm
Compensation volume: 87 L

Note that for the maximum allowed pressure of 315 bar the ideal pump
torque is 140 Nm. According to Tab. 4.2 the rated or continuous torque of the
motors is 133 Nm, showing that these are rather conservatively dimensioned,
and there is a potential for downsizing in further design iterations.
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Chapter 5

Dynamic System
Modelling

Before the simulation model of the ECD+ system is derived, an example
showing the importance of using mass flows for modelling closed hydraulic
systems is given.

5.1 General Considerations on Modelling of Closed
Circuit Hydraulic Systems

Consider the simple hydraulic circuit in Fig. 5.1, used as an example in this
section only. It consists of two equally dimensioned hydraulic cylinders each
actuating a mass against an external force Fext . The cylinder rod side cham-
bers are vented to the atmosphere, while the piston chambers are connected
to eachother by a pump and two orifices.

MFext

FFB

M Fext

FFA

z x

pB
pB1 pA1

pA

QvB

ω +

Qp
QvA

Fig. 5.1: Architecture used as a simple example for showing the importance of using mass flow
models for modelling closed hydraulic circuits.

The pressure and motion dynamics of the system is modelled as:

ṗA =
βA

V0 + ẋAA

(QvA − ẋAA) ṗA1 =
βA1

V0

(
Qp −QvA

)
(5.1)
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ṗB =
βB

V0 + żAA

(−QvB − żAA) ṗB1 =
βB1

V0

(
−Qp + QvB

)
(5.2)

ẍ =
1
M

(pA − Fext − Bẋ) z̈ =
1
M

(pB − Fext − Bż) (5.3)

where β• is the oil bulk modulus, V0 is the initial volume of the control
volumes and QvA , QvB are orifice volume flows. Qp is the pump volume flow,
which is modelled ideally as Qp = ωDp with ω being the shaft speed and
Dp the pump displacement. The friction forces FFA and FFB are modelled as
viscous friction only, using the viscous friction coefficient, B.

5.1.1 Valve Flows

For large pressure drops across the orifices, the volume flows QvA and QvB ,
are modelled using the orifice equation, which are derived under the assump-
tion that viscous fluid friction losses are neglectable. According to [105, 106]
using the orifice equation for modelling dynamic systems, may cause nu-
merical issues for ODE-solvers when the pressure difference across the valve
approaches 0 Pa. This may lead to infinite first order derivatives of the flow
with respect to pressure. To reduce throttling losses the valves used in ECD
systems, e.g. for load holding, are usually characterised by large flow gains,
such that the pressure drops across the valves are close to 0 Pa. From a
physical point of view it is also sensible not to use the orifice equation at low
pressure drops, as the pressure drop (losses) is here mainly caused by viscous
fluid friction. At low pressure drops, i.e. low Reynolds numbers, the volume
flow is modelled as a laminar flow, meaning that flow is a linear function of
the pressure drop [107]. A two-regime flow model is therefore utilised where
a transition pressure (pt ) determines which model to use. To ensure that the
volume flow and the first derivative is identical at pt , a polynomial approach
is utilised, i.e. the flow model below the transition pressure consists of a
linear and second order term, according to [107]:

Q =





y Qnom√
∆pnom

√
|∆p| sign (∆p) for ∆p ≥ pt

y

(
3 Qnom ∆p

2
√

∆pnom pt
− Qnom ∆p|∆p|

2
√

∆pnom p3
t

)
for ∆p < pt

(5.4)

where y is the normalised valve opening, which in this example is 1. ∆p is
the pressure drop across the valve, Qnom is the nominal volume flow at the
nominal pressure drop ∆pnom .

In Fig. 5.2 it is visualised how the proposed two-regime flow model compares
to the turbulent flow (orifice) model.
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5.1. General Considerations on Modelling of Closed Circuit Hydraulic Systems

Fig. 5.2: Volume flows modelled by the orifice/turbulent flow model and the two-regime flow
model from Eq. 5.4

5.1.2 Fluid Properties

The bulk modulus of the oil is modelled using the temperature independent
fluid properties derived in paper F. Here the thermal expansion of the fluid
is neglected (α = 0) such that the density of the oil-air mixture is constant for
varying mixture temperatures. Hydraulic oil expands approximately 3.5 %
for a temperature increase of 50 K (Paper F). From paper F the temperature
independent density and bulk modulus of the oil-air mixture are:

ρ =
(ρ0F + (ρ0A − ρ0F) ε) (β0F + p− p0) p

(p0 − β0F) (p− p0) ε + β0F p
(5.5)

β =
p ((p0 − β0F) (p− p0) ε + β0F p) (β0F + p− p0)(

p2
0
− (β0F + 2p) p0 + p2

)
(p0 − β0F) ε + β0F p2

(5.6)

where ρ0F , ρ0A , β0F is the oil density, air density and oil bulk modulus respec-
tively at pressure p0 . ε is the volumetric content of free air at p0 , and p is
the current absolute pressure. Note that this model assumes the fluid density
to be a function of pressure and approximates this with a first order Taylor
series expansion as elucidated in Paper F. Furthermore the air is modelled
as an ideal gas, such that the air density may be found as ρA = p(RT0)

−1.
Here R is the gas constant for air, T0 is the constant temperature. A detailed
derivation of the fluid properties is found in Paper F.

Zoom

Fig. 5.3: Modelled density and bulk modulus of fluid-air mixture as a function of pressure. (a)
Density. (b) β is evaluated using Eq. 5.6, while βeff includes mechanical elasticity.

In Fig. 5.3, the oil-air mixture densities and bulk moduli are given as a
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function of pressure and for three volumetric air contents. In this disserta-
tion a volumetric content of free air at atmospheric pressure of 1 % is used.
In Fig. 5.3b, the effective bulk modulus βeff is also given, which includes me-
chanical elasticity introduced in Eq. 5.9 on page 96.

5.1.3 Simulation Results

No shaft speed dynamics is included and the shaft speed is found as:

ω = Kx (xref − x) + Kẋ ẋref (5.7)

where Kx , Kẋ are controller parameters and xref , ẋref are position and velocity
references, such that one of the cylinder pistons is feedback controlled. The
parameters used in this example study, is given in the Tab. A.5 on page
257. xref is a sinusoidal position reference with a frequency of 0.2 Hz. The
simulated position and chamber pressures are given in Fig. 5.4.

Fig. 5.4: (a) Simulated piston positions. (b) Simulated chamber pressures.

In the first 10 s of the simulation, Fig. 5.4a shows that the piston positions
equal eachother with a phase shift of 180◦, which is as expected. This is
also true for the chamber pressures in Fig. 5.4b. Note that the pressures pA1

and pB1 almost resembles the shown pressures pA and pB due to a large flow
gain of the orifices. If continuing the simulation, here for 60 minutes, unan-
ticipated behaviour occurs. The piston position of the uncontrolled cylin-
der is drifting, as shown in Fig. 5.5a. It can be shown that the pressures
are not drifting, i.e. the position drift cannot be explained by compression
flows. Thermal expansion is not included, so this cannot be the explanation
either.

By evaluating the total oil-air mass in the system it can be observed that the
oil mass increases in Fig. 5.5b. This happens despite the system is sealed
from the surroundings, i.e. the simulation violates the conservation of mass
principle. This happens because the pressure dynamics is modelled using
a compressible fluid leading to a finite bulk modulus. The transfer of oil
through the orifices and the pump however assumes the density to be con-
stant leading to an infinite bulk modulus (incompressible fluid). This means
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5.1. General Considerations on Modelling of Closed Circuit Hydraulic Systems

that the oil volume is preserved in the fluid transfer process, but as the den-
sities in the control volumes are not equal, mass is not preserved. As the
changes in density is small as pressure increases, this does not constitute a
significantly problem in terms of accuracy for most short time simulations.
However, if simulating for longer, e.g. to simulate thermal behaviour, this
may cause problems such as drifting accumulator pressures if a gas-charged
accumulator is used, or position drift as seen here.

Fig. 5.5: (a) Simulated piston positions. (b) Simulated oil-air mixture mass.

For the orifice equation, the mass-drift problem occurs because the oil density
is assumed equal upstream and downstream the orifice as well as in the vena-
contracta. This leads to significant simplifications of the Bernoulli equation,
laying the theoretical foundation of the orifice equation. For a complete the-
oretical solution of the mass-drift problem, one may want to reformulate the
orifice equation without using the incompressibility assumption. However,
as the mass-drift problem is primarily a concern in long term simulations
and does not affect short term accuracy significantly, this problem is probably
primarily of academic interest. This is supported by the simple observa-
tion that volume flow models derived by assuming incompressible fluids,
have been used for decades to simulate hydraulic systems and for model
based controller design with satisfying results in terms of pressure and mo-
tion dynamics. Therefore a very simple solution to the problem is proposed
here to make the simulation models operational and stable for long term
simulation usage. Instead of treating the components (orifices, pumps) as
volume-preserving, they are modelled as mass-preserving by compensating
the calculated volume flow by the average density in the adjacent chambers
ρ̄, as done in [108]:

ṁ = ρ̄Q (5.8)

Using Eq. 5.8 to calculate mass flows from the presented volume flow equa-
tions, a new simulation has been performed. Comparing the simulated pres-
sures and piston speeds of this new model shows insignificant differences
compared to the original volume flow formulation.

Fig. 5.6a shows no piston drifts during a 60 minutes simulation, while
Fig. 5.6b shows that the oil-air mass is constant within numerical accuracy
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during the entire simulation.

Fig. 5.6: Simulation performed using mass flow formulation of components. (a) Simulated piston
positions. (b) Simulated oil-air mixture mass, given as the difference between current mass and
initial mass (∆Mass = current mass−initial mass). Initial mass is 5.065 kg.

5.2 Model Simplifications and Assumptions

Focus is now turned towards modelling the ECD+ system used for actuation
of the knuckle boom crane. All parameters used to model the dynamics of
the ECD+ system are given in Tab. A.6 on page 257.

The main components of the ECD+ drive system are shown in Fig. 5.7. An
electrical supply unit rectifies the grid supplied AC to DC. The DC-link fur-
ther includes a capacitor to maintain a stable DC-voltage supply as well as a
braking resistor to dissipate power if the DC-link voltage increases above a
threshold. The latter may happen during braking operation of the electrical
motors. As an alternative to dissipate excess power across a braking resistor,
electrical energy storage systems such as lithium-ion batteries may be con-
nected to the DC-link. Alternatively a regenerative supply unit capable of
supplying power back to the AC grid may be used [109].

The shaft torques generated by the PMSMs are controlled using three phase
motor inverters, which modulates the DC-voltage to appropriate motor phase
voltages, uABC , using field oriented control (FOC) techniques. The PMSMs are
used to control the motion of the hydraulic pump units, in turn controlling
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Fig. 5.7: General overview of the complete drive system.
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the piston motion and pressure level of the hydraulic cylinder. During model
formulation a few simplifications compared to the overview in Fig. 5.7 are
introduced. It is assumed that a constant DC-voltage is available, such that
the supply unit, capacitor and the braking resistor are not modelled. Even
though the electrical grid on ships and offshore platforms currently are pre-
dominantly AC-grids, the authors in [110], spot a trend towards electrical
DC-grids on ships and drilling rigs in the future. This is motivated by eas-
ier integration of variable-speed motor drives and electrical energy storage
systems such as lithium-ion batteries, already being utilised on a few marine
vessels and drilling rigs [111]. The voltage level of the DC-link is assumed to
be UDC = 750 V [109]. Furthermore the electrical circuits of the PMSM and
the inverters are not modelled in the physical a,b,c-domain, but rather in the
dq-domain. As such the modulation of the DC-voltage to the demanded dq-
voltages is not considered, meaning that demanded dq-voltages are realised
ideally. Fig. 5.8 visualises these simplifications to the electrical sub-models,
and shows that model development may conveniently be divided into three
main parts: electrical drive models, hydraulic transmission model and model
of the load, i.e. the knuckle boom crane. The latter model was presented in
Sec. 2.2

From Fig. 5.8 it is furthermore illustrated that the drive system needs only
to be supplied with DC-power and shaft speed references. The PMSM shaft
torque references are generated by a speed control loop here included in
the electrical drive models. Notice that in this work, the control task is to
manipulate the hydraulic drive dynamics by a proper shaft speed reference,
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Fig. 5.8: Simplified model structure. During model establishment it is assumed that a constant
DC-voltage is available. It is convenient to separate model development into: Electric Drive
Model, Hydraulic Transmission Model and Load Model.
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i.e. utilizing the conventional speed loop of variable-speed PMSM drive units.
Alternatively, so-called secondary control approaches may be considered [64,
92, 112]. Here the conventional speed loop is not utilized, but the system
dynamics are manipulated by proper shaft torque references.

The modelling task is thus to establish dynamic equations describing the
behaviour of the drive system, when applying shaft speed references. This
includes modelling of motion, temperature and pressure states, as well as
modelling the power losses, such that energy consumption may be estimated.
The outer control loops, i.e. calculating shaft speed references to obtain the
desired drive behaviour are established in Chapter 6.

The assumptions made during model development are summarised as:

� DC-voltage is constant and motors are modelled in dq-frame only

� Modulation of DC-voltage to dq-frame is assumed ideal
(no switching or modulation is modelled)

� Steady state component loss models are utilised

� Power consumption for valve actuation and sensors are neglected

� Cylinder and external leakages to surroundings are neglected

� Transmission line dynamics and pressure drops are neglected

� Volume changes caused by valve spool/seat movement are neglected

� Dissolved air in fluid is not released (mass ratio of free air is constant)

� Vaporisation of air or fluid are not included in fluid models

� Steady state pump models are used, i.e. no flow ripples are included

� Bootstrap reservoir is assumed to be horizontally oriented

� Heat transfer is assumed to be entirely natural convection and radiation

� Electric machines are thermally isolated from remaining system

5.3 Hydraulic Transmission Model

The modelling of the hydraulic transmission takes offset in the thermo-hy-
draulic modelling approach derived in Paper F. In this paper two model
complexities are compared. The benchmark modelling approach was previ-
ously developed by the co-authors and documented in [71, 72]. This bench-
mark model, showed accurate results compared to experimentally obtained
data. However, the parametrisation of this model requires accurate knowl-
edge about system dimensions, oil flow paths etc. Alternatively, the reduced
model is based on a coarse discretization of control volumes and assumes
that oil temperature is uniform such that all components in contact with the
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5.3. Hydraulic Transmission Model

oil are at the same temperature (i.e. infinite forced convection). This leads
to a much simpler model structure, because only a single temperature state
is needed. In paper F, a comparison shows that the reduced model still pro-
vided rather accurate results. Due to this and because detailed knowledge of
the system dimensions are not available during this investigation phase, the
reduced modelling approach is utilised in the remainder.

The simplified ECD+ hydraulic schematics used for model derivation is given
in Fig. 5.9. Pressure relief valves are not included during model derivation
as these are closed during nominal operation of the system.
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Fig. 5.9: Simplified diagram of the hydraulic transmission. Pressure relief valves are not in-
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5.3.1 Pressure and Temperature Dynamics

The pressure and temperature dynamics of a lumped control volume includ-
ing mechanical elasticity is derived in Paper F, as:

ṗV
β︸︷︷︸

Compression
of oil

− ṁ
ρ︸︷︷︸

Volume
flow

+ V̇x︸︷︷︸
Expansion

due to
movement

+ V̇x

p− p0

βmech︸ ︷︷ ︸
Expansion due

to pressurisation
of "new" volume

+
Vx

βmech

ṗ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Expansion due
to pressure

change

− αVṪ︸︷︷︸
Thermal

expansion

= 0

ṗ =




ββmech

βmech + β
βmech

βmech+p−p0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
βeff

(
ṁ

ρV
− V̇x

Vx

+ αṪ
)

, V = Vx

(
1 +

p− p0

βmech

)

Ṫ =
1

mcp

(
Q̇ + Ẇshaft + ∑

i
ṁi (hi − h) + TαVṗ

)
(5.9)

where m, ṁ, Q̇, Ẇshaft are the fluid mass in the control volume, the net mass
flow into the control volume and the net rate of heat flow and shaft work
transferred to and done on the control volume. T and p are the temperature
and absolute pressure of the control volume, with Vx being the uncompressed
volume i.e. the volume at p0 and V the expanded volume including mechan-
ical elasticity. ρ, α, cp are the density, the thermal expansion coefficient and
the specific heat of the fluid in the control volume. ∑i ṁi (hi − h) is the sum
of inlet mass flows times the difference in specific enthalpy of the fluid in the
control volume, h, and of the incoming fluid, hi . i is used to index the number
of incoming fluid flows. The specific enthalpy is calculated based on the pres-
sure and temperature as shown in Paper F. β and βeff are visualised in Fig.
5.3b on page 89 and are the bulk modulus of the oil-air mixture and the effec-
tive bulk modulus including mechanical compliance. βeff is calculated based
on the tuning parameter βmech , where a large value of βmech corresponds to a
stiff volume. In this study with βmech = 2 GPa is used, corresponding to a
volume expansion of 1 % at 200 bar.

As mentioned previously, the current model is based on the reduced model
formulation in Paper F, and assumes the temperature of the system to be
uniform. Only a single temperature state is therefore included, which is
conveniently done by neglecting the dynamic coupling of the pressure and
temperature dynamics in Eq. 5.9. This may be done without sacrificing much
accuracy as shown in [113]. The previously defined fluid density and bulk
modulus in Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6 lead to a thermal expansion coefficient of α = 0,
such that the dynamic couplings are neglected. This simplifies model de-
velopment significantly, as the number of thermal resistances to consider re-
duces drastically. However, the price to pay for this simplification, is that the
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small piston movement of the bootstrap reservoir caused by thermal expan-
sion of the fluid is not modelled. Furthermore, is the individual temperature
distribution of the system components and oil volumes not modelled. How-
ever both of these are found to be small for the system modelled in Paper F
justifying the simplification made here.

Thus, the pressure dynamics of the six control volumes from Fig. 5.9 is:

ṗA = βeff,A

(
ṁA + ṁCVA

ρA VA

− ẋAA

VAx

) VAx = V0A + xAA

VA = VAx

(
1 +

pA−p0
βmech

) (5.10)

ṗB = βeff,B

(
ṁCVB − ṁB

ρB VB

+
ẋAB

VBx

) VBx = V0B − xAB

VB = VBx

(
1 +

pB−p0
βmech

) (5.11)

ṗC = βeff,C

(
ṁISA + ṁISB

ρC VC

+
żAC

VCx

) VCx = V0C − zAC

VC = VCx

(
1 +

pC−p0
βmech

) (5.12)

ṗPA = βeff,PA

(
ṁA1 + ṁA2 + ṁCVPA − ṁSA − ṁISA − ṁCVA − ṁA

ρPA VPA

)
(5.13)

ṗPB = βeff,PB

(
ṁB + ṁCVPB − ṁB1 − ṁSB − ṁISB − ṁCVB

ρPB VPB

)
(5.14)

VPA = V0PA

(
1 +

pPA − p0

βmech

)
VPB = V0PB

(
1 +

pPB − p0

βmech

)
(5.15)

ṗR = βeff,R

(
ṁSA + ṁSB + ṁL1 + ṁL2 − ṁB2 − ṁCVPA − ṁCVPB

ρR VR

− żAz

VRx

)
(5.16)

VRx = V0R + zAR VR = VRx

(
1 +

pR − p0

βmech

)
(5.17)

where A• , ṁ• , V0• are areas, mass flows according to Fig. 5.9 and initial
volumes. The temperature dynamics of the uniform system temperature is
given as:

Ṫsys =
1

Cp,sys

(
Q̇losses − Q̇amb + Ḣsys

)
Cp,sys = moil cp,oil + msteel cp,steel (5.18)

where moil , msteel are the oil and steel mass of the system and cp,steel , cp,oil the
specific heat of steel and oil modelled as linear functions of system temper-
ature as given in Paper F. Q̇losses is the frictional losses of the cylinder and
pumps, and Q̇amb is the rate of heat transferred from the system to the am-
bience by natural convection and radiation. Ḣsys is the sum of enthalpy flow
rates occurring with the mass transfer to the control volumes. Ḣsys inher-
ently accounts for throttling losses, such that these need not to be included
in Q̇losses . The modelling of the mass flows (ṁ), enthalpy flow rate (Ḣsys ) and
convection and radiation heat flow rate (Q̇amb ) is presented in appendix D.
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The valve flows are modelled according to the two-regime mass flow model
presented in Eqs. 5.4 and 5.8. The pump model is in close resemblances with
the model used in Paper F and reuses the steady state losses presented in Fig.
3.2 on page 41. The opening dynamics of the valves is modelled as first order
linear systems.

In terms of thermal behaviour it is worth mentioning that it is assumed that
the electric motors are thermally isolated from the remaining system. This is
done because the selected electric motors are cooled by a fan (forced convec-
tion), and are as such dimensioned to stay within its temperature limits for
the experienced loadings. This means that neither the motor losses, the heat
transfer to the remaining system nor the heat transferred to the ambience
by ventilation are included in the temperature dynamics in Eq. 5.18. Addi-
tionally, the conductive heat transfer occurring between the system and the
crane structure and the forced convection to the ambience caused by move-
ment or wind is not included. As such only natural convection and radia-
tion heat transfer rates from the knuckle boom cylinder, the bootstrap reser-
voir, the pumps and the hydraulic manifold to the ambience are included in
Q̇amb , which is a conservative estimate. To simplify the radiation analysis all
surfaces are assumed to be grey diffuse surfaces (emissivity independent of
wavelength and direction) with an emissivity of ε = 0.8 for all surfaces, as a
conservative estimate for coated, varnished or painted surfaces [114].

In further design iterations it may be beneficial to include the effect of the mo-
tor fans to guide air flows across the hydraulic manifold, bootstrap reservoir
or cylinder to improve the thermal design.

5.3.2 Motion Dynamics and Friction Modelling

The linear force exerted on the crane structure from the knuckle boom cylin-
der, in Fig. 5.9, is calculated by:

Fcyl2 = pA AA − pB AB − p0 (AA − AB)− FFric,x (5.19)

where p0 is the atmospheric pressure and the cylinder friction FFric,x is mod-
elled by a Stribeck curve as:

FFric,x =

(
FC,x +

(
FS,x − FC,x

)
e
−|ẋ|
vsw

)
tanh (γF ẋ) + Bx ẋ (5.20)

where FC,x , FS,x are Coulomb and static friction parameters, vsw is a Stribeck
curve decay parameter, γF is a directional switching parameter and Bx is a
viscous friction coefficient. The friction parameters FC,x , FS,x , Bx has been
obtained by scaling these linearly with the circumference of the piston and
rod from a validated friction model of a smaller cylinder [51].
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To utilise the dynamic knuckle boom crane model derived in Sec. 2.2 on page
32, the linear cylinder force is mapped to an external torque by Eq. 2.13 on
page 35. Note that only cylinder friction according to Eq. 5.20 is included
in the dynamic model. The cylinder position and velocities (x, ẋ) used in the
continuity equations 5.10 and 5.11 are calculated from the simulated gener-
alised coordinates using the formulae introduced in Sec. 2.2.

The motion dynamics of the bootstrap reservoir pistons is modelled by as-
suming the bootstrap reservoir to be constantly oriented horizontally, even
though orientation changes with the movement of the booms. However, as
the mass of the moving bootstrap pistons is small, the gravitational load is
small compared to the pressure forces even for a vertically oriented bootstrap
reservoir:

z̈ =
1

Mz

(
pR AR − pC AC − p0 (AR − AC)− FFric,z

)
(5.21)

where Mz , p0 and FFric,z are the moving mass, the atmospheric pressure and
the friction force. As the bootstrap piston moves with a small velocity and
stick-slip phenomenons potentially lead to reservoir pressure oscillations it
is desired to use sealing systems optimised for low speed operation. Sev-
eral manufacturers offer piston sealing solutions featuring "no stick-slip ef-
fect" [115] and "minimal break-away and dynamic friction and no stick-slip ten-
dency ensures uniform motion even at low speeds" [116]. The friction force of the
bootstrap reservoir pistons is thus modelled as:

FFric,z = FC,z tanh (γF ż) + Bz ż (5.22)

where FC,z is the Coulomb friction and Bz is a viscous friction coefficient.

5.4 Electrical Drive Models

In the appended papers C, D, E, the electrical motor dynamics is modelled
as a linear second order system, without considering physically motivated
models. In this dissertation the PMSM is modelled in the dq-reference frame
to include the current dynamics and current dependent losses.

The current dynamics is given as [117]:

d
dt

id =
ud − Rid + PωLq iq

Ld

d
dt

iq =
uq − Riq − Pω

(
Ld id + λpm

)

Lq

(5.23)

where uq , ud and iq , id are q-axis and d-axis voltages and currents. R is the
stator resistance, P is the number of pole pairs, ω is the mechanical rotor
speed and λpm is the flux linkage linking the rotor magnets with the stator.
Lq and Ld are q-axis and d-axis inductances respectively.
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The electro-magnetic motor torque (τem ) and shaft dynamics is given as:

τem =
3
2

P
(

λpm iq +
(

Ld − Lq

)
id iq

)
ω̇ =

τem − τL

Jshaft

(5.24)

where Jshaft is the total shaft inertia and τL is the pump load torque.

The dq-currents are controlled by their voltages using PI-controllers as shown
in [64]:

ud = ωI Ld ed + ωI Rēd − Lq iq ωP ˙̄ed = ed = id,ref − id (5.25)

uq = ωI Lq eq + ωI Rēq +
(

Ld id + λpm

)
ωP ˙̄eq = eq = iq,ref − iq (5.26)

The voltages are limited to
√

u2
d
+ u2

q < 0.71UDC according to [118]. The

modulation of the DC-voltage to the demanded dq-voltages is not considered,
and it is as such assumed these are realised ideally.

In this work a surface mounted PMSM is utilised (Lq = Ld ) such that the
current references are conveniently chosen as in [64]:

id,ref = 0 iq,ref =
2
3

τem,ref

Pλpm

(5.27)

The torque dynamics may be established using the approach from [92] by
combining the q-axis current dynamics in Eq. 5.23, the torque relation in Eq.
5.24 the control voltages in Eq. 5.26 and the q-axis current reference in Eq.
5.27:

τ̇em =
3
2

Pλpm

d
dt

iq =
3
2

Pλpm

(
ωI eq + ωI

R
Lq

ēq −
R
Lq

iq

)
(5.28)

˙̄eq = iq,ref − iq =
2

3Pλpm

τem,ref − iq =
2

3Pλpm

(
τem,ref − τem

)
(5.29)

By Laplace transforming these linear equations and inserting Eq. 5.29 into
Eq. 5.28 a first order linear transfer function relation between the torque
reference and the motor torque is found [92]:

τ̃em(s)
τ̃em,ref(s)

=
ωI

s + ωI

(5.30)

where •̃ denotes a change variable of state • and s is the Laplace variable. ωI

is the desired current/torque bandwidth. This is limited by the bandwidth
of which the control voltages may be realised, i.e. limited by the switching
frequency of the motor inverter. The switching frequency is typically no
less than 4000 Hz (8000π rad/s) [64, 92]. To limit the dynamic impact of
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the voltage bandwidth ωI is selected to be a decade below the switching
frequency, i.e. ωI = 800π rad/s (400 Hz) [64, 92]. The dynamics in Eq. 5.30
is only realised in the case of known motor parameters to parameterise the
current controller (Ld , Lq , R, λpm and ω).

The torque reference τem,ref is provided by a PI shaft speed controller as:

τem,ref = K
ωP eω + K

ωI ēω + τ̂L (5.31)

˙̄eω = eω = ωref −ω τ̂L = Dp ∆p (5.32)

where τ̂L is the estimated load torque, K
ωP , K

ωI are controller parameters and
ωref is the reference shaft speed.

As mentioned in Sec. 5.2, the hydraulic drive dynamics is manipulated by
appropriate shaft speed references. To simplify the system analysis and con-
troller design in Chapter 6, the shaft speed dynamics is modelled as a linear
first order system. This may be justified by a careful selection of the controller
parameters K

ωP and K
ωI [64].

Consider the shaft speed dynamics (Eq. 5.24) including the shaft speed con-
troller (Eq. 5.31) under the assumption that τem ≈ τem,ref :

ω̇ ≈
τem,ref − τL

Jshaft

=
K

ωP eω + K
ωI ēω + τ̂L − τL

Jshaft

(5.33)

To parametrise the shaft speed controller, i.e. select parameters K
ωP and K

ωI ,
consider the load torque τL being decomposed as:

τL = τT + Bshaft ω + τ
δ

K
ωP = ωω Jshaft K

ωI = ωω B̂shaft (5.34)

where τT is the ideal or pressure induced torque (τT = DP ∆p). Bshaft and
B̂shaft are the true and estimated shaft viscous friction coefficient, and τ

δ
is the

additional or non-modelled torque losses. ωω is the desired closed loop speed
bandwidth. As τ̂L = τT , the following transfer function relation from shaft
speed reference and non-modelled shaft torque to shaft speed is given:

ω̃(s) =
ωω s + ω2

n,ω

s2 + 2ωn,ω ζn,ω + ω2
n,ω

ω̃ref(s)−
ω2

n,ω s
s2 + 2ωn,ω ζn,ω + ω2

n,ω

τ̃
δ
(s)

B̂shaft ωω

(5.35)

ωn,ω =

√
B̂shaft ωω

Jshaft

ζn,ω =
Jshaft ωω + Bshaft

2
√

Jshaft B̂shaft ωω

(5.36)

The non-modelled shaft torque may be considered a disturbance to the closed
loop shaft speed control loop that dies out eventually. Considering τ̃

δ
(s) = 0,

the simplified shaft dynamics is represented by a linear second order system
with a zero placed at s = −ω2

n,ω /ωω . For the second order system it may
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be seen that a large value of B̂shaft leads to an increased ωn,ω but a smaller
damping ratio ζn,ω . In the event of B̂shaft = Bshaft , i.e. ideal parameter estimate,
the choice of controller parameters in Eq. 5.34 leads to the closed loop shaft
dynamics given in the absence of disturbances:

ω̃(s)
ω̃ref(s)

=
ωω

s + ωω

(5.37)

Notice that these dynamics is obtained under the assumption that τem,ref ≈ τem ,
which means that the closed loop speed bandwidth must be selected at least
5-10 times smaller than the torque bandwidth, i.e. 10 ωω ≤ ωI .

The presented simplifications are used subsequently for controller design
purposes and dynamic analysis. For this purpose the simplified dynamics
in Eq. 5.37 are represented in state-space form as:

ẋu = Au xu + Bu uref , yu = Cu xu = xu (5.38)

xu =
[
ω̃1 ω̃2

]T , uref =
[
ω̃1,ref ω̃2,ref

]T (5.39)

Au =

[−ωω 0
0 −ωω

]
, Bu =

[
ωω 0
0 ωω

]
(5.40)

5.4.1 Power Losses

The power losses of the motor inverter, Pinv , and electric motor is modelled
as steady state loss models, according to the procedure and equations used
in the steady state modelling of the ECD in Sec. 3.2.2 on page 49.

5.5 Chapter Summary

A simple modelling example showed the importance of using a mass flow
description of the fluid flows instead of a volume flow formulation. This
eliminates the risk of mass drift causing cylinder piston or reservoir pressures
to drift for long term simulations. A dynamic thermo-hydraulic simulation
model has been derived, based on a simplified approach where only a single
lumped system temperature is modelled as showed in Paper F. Simplified
shaft speed dynamics has been established for system analysis and controller
design purposes in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

System Analysis and
Controller Design

In this chapter the controller structures used to control the ECD+ system
are designed. In paper C, a control strategy for a system incorporating the
load holding valves but without the bootstrap reservoir is developed. Pa-
per E presents a control strategy for a system including a bootstrap reservoir
but without load holding valves. Both strategies are based on controlling
virtual states by virtual inputs to deal with the strong dynamic couplings
between the physical inputs and the outputs desired to control. This strategy
is re-used in this chapter where a unified approach for controlling the ECD+
system including both the load holding valves and a bootstrap reservoir is
derived. The approaches in Papers C and E are based on tuning controllers
using frequency responses, i.e. a numerical approach. In this chapter how-
ever, control laws are defined based on a few fundamental system parameters
which for the most cases are easy obtainable. This is inspired by the method
presented in [64] and is found to be more versatile and easier to implement
and tune for commissioning personnel.

A schematic overview of the control structure is given in Fig. 6.1. Here it is
seen that the combined system controller basically consists of four cascaded
control loops, e.g. current controllers, shaft speed controllers, pressure con-
trollers, and a motion controller. The two inner control loops, i.e. current
and shaft speed controllers are not considered in this chapter, because basic
control laws were outlined in Sec. 5.4. This means that the task is to ma-
nipulate the ECD+ system using the shaft speed references as inputs. In this
dissertation this is done by designing two inner loop pressure controllers,
controlling the load pressure and the minimum chamber pressure respec-
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Chapter 6. System Analysis and Controller Design

tively. Based on measurements of the system states the pressure controller
coefficients are updated, but the structure of the controllers does not change.
This is in contrast to the approach in paper C where controllers, controlling
different outputs are disengaged or engaged depending on the desired oper-
ation mode. This is found to cause timing issues during closing and opening
of the load holding valves. Another difference between the current approach
and the approaches presented in the papers, is that in paper E, the pressure
in the bootstrap reservoir chamber is controlled using a virtual weighted sum
of the three system pressures. In the current approach the reservoir cham-
ber pressure is controlled indirectly by controlling the pressure in the charge
chamber. From the steady state solutions presented in Fig. 4.11 on page 83
this is found to keep the reservoir pressure within allowed limits, provided
that the charge chamber pressure is appropriately controlled.

In motion operation mode the load pressure reference is generated by an
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Fig. 6.1: Overview of system control loops.
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outer loop motion controller, while the minimum chamber pressure refer-
ence is constant. Motion references are generated by filtering the operator
joystick position as described in Sec. 3.4.1. The desired operation mode, i.e.
motion or self-locking mode is determined based on the state of a switch
outputting the binary variable uLH . When engaging or disengaging the self-
locking mode, the references to the pressure loop controllers are generated by
the pL,ref and pmin,ref generator blocks in Fig. 6.1. The references are generated
to open or close the load holding valves appropriately. A System State Selector
is designed to ensure smooth transition between operation modes.

In this chapter focus is on designing the pressure controller structure and the
motion controller from Fig. 6.1. The System State Selector and associated pres-
sure reference blocks are designed in Sec. 7.2. Fig. 6.1 shows that all control
loops and reference generation blocks except the current controller are im-
plemented discretely at the sample rate, Tsample . In Sec. 7.2 the controller
structures are implemented in the simulation model with Tsample = 1 ms, but
in this chapter discretization effects are neglected, because the bandwidths of
the control loops to be derived are much lower than 1000 Hz.

During controller design it is assumed that all pressure states, the piston po-
sition, and piston velocity are available from measurements, in addition to
the measurements required for current and shaft speed control. This means
that neither the position or velocity of the bootstrap reservoir piston is mea-
sured. For practical realisation it may be considered to use proximity limit
switches to stop system operation prior to hitting end-stops.

The chapter starts by presenting the simplified modelling equations of the
system used throughout the chapter. Based on the simplified model the
chapter continues with deriving and tuning the pressure controllers and the
motion controller. The chapter is finalised by a numerical investigation of the
local stability of the system.

6.1 Simplified Modelling Equations

To simplify the controller design and system analysis the modelling equa-
tions presented in Chapter 5 are significantly simplified. The electric motor
speed dynamics is approximated by a linear first order system as showed in
Sec. 5.4 and additionally the following simplifications are imposed on the
hydraulic submodels:

� System temperature is constant (i.e. no temperature state included).

� Valve flow gains of load holding and inverse shuttle valves are assumed
to be large, such that pressure drops across these valves are neglected.
This means that the number of pressure states are reduced by three.
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� The state of the load holding and inverse shuttle valves depend dis-
cretely on the system states, i.e. valves are either fully open (with no
pressure drop) or fully closed (zero flow). Valve dynamics is neglected.

� Pump and valve leakages are neglected.

� Oil-air density is constant and equal in all control volumes (i.e. pump
volume flow models are re-introduced)

� The pressure dependency of volumes is neglected
(V = Vx(1 + (p− p0)/βmech) = Vx ).

� Mechanical elasticity is included in the bulk moduli expressions such
that βeff from Sec. 5.3.1 is still utilised.

� Static and Coulomb friction of the cylinder are neglected and thus only
viscous friction is included.

� Anti-cavitation check valves are not included. Safety valves (SVA and
SVB) are energised/closed.

� The equivalent cylinder loads are simplified compared to the model of
the knuckle boom crane derived in Sec. 2.2.

– Loads are evaluated by assuming remaining axes at standstill and
zero acceleration.

– The equivalent mass/inertia (Meq ) and gravitational load (FG ) are
assumed constant.

– The velocity dependent forces (denoted Cx ) are neglected, due to
insignificance compared to the gravitational load.

The simplifications lead to the following simplified modelling equations:

Meq (x) ẍ = pA AA − pB AB − Fvel (x, ẋ) ẋ− FG (x)− Ffric (ẋ) ⇓ (6.1)

ẍ =
1

Meq

(
(pPA AA − pPB AB − FG)Ksw,LH − Bx ẋ

)
(6.2)

z̈ =
1

Mz

(
pR AR −

(
Ksw,ISV pPB +

(
1− Ksw,ISV

)
pPA

)
AC − Bz ż

)
(6.3)

ṗPA =
βeff,PA

VPA

(
ω1 Dp,1 + ω2 Dp,2 − Ksw,LH ẋAA +

(
1− Ksw,ISV

)
żAC

)
(6.4)

ṗPB =
βeff,PB

VPB

(
−ω1 Dp,1 + Ksw,LH ẋAB + Ksw,ISV żAC

)
(6.5)

ṗR =
βeff,R

VR

(
−ω2 Dp,2 − żAR

)
, VR = V0R + zAR (6.6)

VPA = V0PA + Ksw,LH (V0A + xAA) +
(
1− Ksw,ISV

)
(V0C − zAC) (6.7)

VPB = V0PB + Ksw,LH (V0B − xAB) + Ksw,ISV (V0C − zAC) (6.8)
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Meq and FG is the equivalent mass and gravitational load working on the
cylinder and Mz is the moving mass of the bootstrap reservoir pistons. p•
and A• are gauge pressures and areas corresponding to Fig. 6.2. Bx and Bz

are viscous friction coefficients. βeff,• are the effective bulk modulus evaluated
for each chamber including mechanical elasticity (refer to Sec. 5.3.1). V• are
chamber volumes calculated without including mechanical elasticity with V0•
being the initial chamber volume. ω1 and ω2 are pump shaft speeds. Dp,1

and Dp,2 are geometric pump displacements. Ksw,LH and Ksw,ISV are virtual
discrete/binary switching conditions based on the pressure states as:

Ksw,LH =

{
0 for min(pPA , pPB)− pR < pCR,LH

1 for min(pPA , pPB)− pR ≥ pCR,LH

(6.9)

Ksw,ISV =

{
0 for pPA < pPB

1 for pPA ≥ pPB

(6.10)

Notice that Ksw,LH and Ksw,ISV as such are simple binary representations of the
load holding and inverse shuttle valve openings respectively, neglecting valve
dynamics and leakage flows. The equations above may therefore represent
the system in both motion operation and self-locking mode with either pPA
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Fig. 6.2: The simplified modelling equations describe the system by four distinct model struc-
tures determined by the state of the virtual binary switching variables Ksw,LH and Ksw,ISV.
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or pPB being the lower pressure, leading to four distinct model structures as
visualised in Fig. 6.2.

Due to the switching of the load holding and the inverse shuttle valves the
system is a switched system with state dependent switching events [119].
This is a subclass of hybrid models incorporating both continuous and dis-
crete states. However, the current work is delimited from analysis of the
switched system as such. This means that the subsequent analysis is carried
out locally based individually on the four distinct system structures, without
considering the discrete switching behaviour between these structures.

The equivalent mass Meq and the gravitational load FG are assumed constant
during analysis and controller design. The variations for cylinder 2 expe-
rienced along the motion trajectory, (Sec. 3.4.1), are illustrated in Fig. 6.3.
According to Fig. 6.3 the gravitational load ranges between -333 kN and 901
kN, while the equivalent mass ranges from 176 ton to 835 ton.

Fig. 6.3: Gravitational load and equivalent mass working on cylinder 2 during the trajectory.
Illustrated for a total payload of 5 ton (empty lifting yoke) and 10 ton.

6.1.1 Linear Model

Linear system models are subsequently used to evaluate input-output cross
couplings and for local stability analysis. In addition to the mentioned model
simplifications, the linear models assume that:

� The effective bulk modulus is constant for each chamber in the consid-
ered linearisation point [32].

� The position dependency of volumes are neglected and the chamber
volumes are assumed constant in the considered linearisation point [32].
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The linear models are concerned with change variables, here denoted •̃ of
state •. By a first order Taylor series expansion the linear counterparts of
Eqs. 6.2 to 6.6 may be established:

∆ẍ = ¨̃x =
∂ẍ

∂Meq

∣∣∣∣∣
0

(
Meq −Meq0

)
+

∂ẍ
∂pPA

∣∣∣∣
0
(pPA − pPA0) (6.11)

+
∂ẍ

∂pPB

∣∣∣∣
0
(pPB − pPB0) +

∂ẍ
∂FG

∣∣∣∣
0

(
FG − FG,0

)
+

∂ẍ
∂ẋ

∣∣∣∣
0
(ẋ− ẋ0) (6.12)

=
1

Meq0

(
Ksw,LH ( p̃PA AA − p̃PB AB)− Bx

˙̃x
)

(6.13)

¨̃z =
1

Mz

(
p̃R AR − Ksw,ISV p̃PB AC −

(
1− Ksw,ISV

)
p̃PA AC − Bz

˙̃z
)

(6.14)

˙̃pPA =
βeff,PA0

VPA0

(
ω̃1 Dp,1 + ω̃2 Dp,2 − Ksw,LH AA

˙̃x +
(
1− Ksw,ISV

)
AC

˙̃z
)

(6.15)

˙̃pPB =
βeff,PB0

VPB0

(
−ω̃1 Dp,1 + Ksw,LH AB

˙̃x + Ksw,ISV AC
˙̃z
)

(6.16)

˙̃pR =
βeff,R0

VR0

(
−ω̃2 Dp,2 − AR

˙̃z
)

(6.17)

where Meq0 , βeff,•0 and V•0 are the equivalent mass, bulk modulus and volume
evaluated in the linearisation point. Note that the discrete virtual switching
parameters Ksw,LH and Ksw,ISV are evaluated based on the conditions in the
linearisation point only. This means that the valves will stay fully open or
closed, disregarding how the change variables •̃ are developing.

The linear model of the system without electric motor (actuator) dynamics
may be represented in state space form as:

ẋP = AP xP + BP uP , yP = CP xP (6.18)

AP = (6.19)



0 1 0 0 0 0

0 − Bx
Meq0

0
AA

Meq0
Ksw,LH − AB

Meq0
Ksw,LH 0

0 0 − Bz
Mz

−
(

1−Ksw,ISV

)
AC

Mz
−Ksw,ISV AC

Mz

AR
Mz

0 − βeff,PA0 AA Ksw,LH
VPA0

βeff,PA0 AC (1−Ksw,ISV )

VPA0
0 0 0

0
βeff,PB0 AB Ksw,LH

VPB0

βeff,PB0 AC Ksw,ISV
VPB0

0 0 0

0 0 − βeff,R AR
VR0

0 0 0
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xP =
[
x̃ ˙̃x ˙̃z p̃PA p̃PB p̃R

]T , uP =
[
ω̃1 ω̃2

]T (6.20)

BP =




0 0 0
βeff,PA0

VPA0
Dp,1 − βeff,PB0

VPB0
Dp,1 0

0 0 0
βeff,PA0

VPA0
Dp,2 0 − βeff,R0

VR0
Dp,2




T

(6.21)

The subscript •P denotes the reduced or simplified plant model without ac-
tuator dynamics. The output matrix CP is used to select the relevant outputs.
The linear plant model may be extended with the linear actuator dynamics
from Sec. 5.4 according to:

ẋE = AE xE + BE uref , yE = CE xE , CE =
[
0 CP

]
(6.22)

xE =

[
xu

xP

]
, AE =

[
Au 0

BP Cu AP

]
, BE =

[
Bu

0

]
(6.23)

where the subscript •E denotes the extended linear model.

In appendix E the extended linear model is compared to the nonlinear model
defined in Chapter 5 and a full linear model including pump leakages and
the three additional pressure states. It is concluded that important dynamics
properties such as oscillation frequencies and damping ratios are captured
with a satisfactorily accuracy, for further analysis and controller development
using the presented simplified modelling equations.

Subsequently, numerical evaluations of the linear models are used to evaluate
system cross couplings, system responses etc. Unless otherwise noted two
linearisation points are used throughout. To evaluate the system in motion
operation mode, cylinder 2 (knuckle boom cylinder) moves at 20 mm/s in
the linearisation point and the lower chamber pressure is defined to 28.8 bar
(absolute). The remaining states in the linearisation point are calculated such
that ẋE = 0, except for the position state x̃. The position change variable x̃ does
not affect the dynamics and is only included in the linear model because a
position controller is to be designed subsequently. Note however, that the
position x in the linearisation point may severely affect system dynamics due
to changed volume evaluations in the linearisation point. Volumes are here
evaluated in the center position and the cylinder loads are evaluated with
cylinder 1 fully extended and at rest using a payload, m3 , of 10 ton.

In self-locking mode with load holding valves fully closed, the pressures in
the linearisation point are chosen to pPA0 = 5 bar and pPB0 = 3 bar. Remaining
states are selected such that ẋE = 0.

6.2 Linear Coupling Analysis

The degree of dynamic cross couplings or interactions between system inputs
and outputs are analysed by the concept of the linear Relative Gain Array
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(RGA) [120]. RGA analyses are also performed in Papers C and E.

In a multi-variable system the RGA-number (RGA#) can be used to establish
if the system can be regarded as a diagonal system, equivalently to indicate
the severity of the off-diagonal elements (cross couplings). If a system is
diagonal or close to diagonal, decentralised control approaches may yield
satisfying results. Therefore an RGA analysis may be used to establish proper
input-output pairings.

In the mentioned papers C and E, severe cross couplings between the inputs
and the physical states have been identified. For now a linear cross coupling
analysis is conducted between the physical inputs and virtual outputs being
the load and the minimum chamber pressures:

pL = pPA − αpPB (6.24)

pmin = min (pPA , pPB) =
(
1− Ksw,ISV

)
pPA + Ksw,ISV pPB (6.25)

By proper definition of the output matrix CP , the change variables of the load
and minimum pressures p̃L and p̃min may be analysed:

CP =




0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 −α 0
0 0 0 (1− Ksw,ISV) Ksw,ISV 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


 (6.26)

The output of the extended linear model with virtual pressures as outputs is
expressed in the Laplace domain by the transfer function matrix:

yE(s) = GE(s)uref(s), GE(s) = CE (sI−AE)
−1 BE (6.27)

Note that due to the definition of CP only four entries in the 8×8 transfer
function matrix GE(s) are non-zero, given by the sub-matrix:

GE1 =

[
Gω̃1,ref )p̃L

Gω̃2,ref )p̃L
Gω̃1,ref )p̃min

Gω̃2,ref )p̃min

]
(6.28)

The dynamic cross couplings are evaluated by the Relative Gain Array num-
ber (RGA#), which for a diagonal input-output pairing is defined in Eq. 6.29.
Off-diagonal definition of the RGA-numbers is given by Eq. 6.30, [121]:

RGA#dia = ∑
i,k

∣∣∣∣GE1(jω)×
(

G−1
E1

(jω)
)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
RGA Elements

−
[

1 0
0 1

] ∣∣∣∣ (6.29)

RGA#off = ∑
i,k

∣∣∣∣GE1(jω)×
(

G−1
E1

(jω)
)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
RGA Elements

−
[

0 1
1 0

] ∣∣∣∣ (6.30)
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Here × denotes element-by-element multiplication or Hadamard product.
i, k denotes rows and columns in the transfer function matrix. For further
details on the RGA and RGA-numbers the references [120] and [121] may be
consulted. In this dissertation it suffices to note that for a 2×2 system an ideal
diagonal input-output decoupling are indicated by the RGA#dia and RGA#off
attaining the values 0 and 4 respectively for all frequencies. For RGA#dia and
RGA#off attaining the values 4 and 0 respectively for all frequencies indicates
an ideal decoupling utilizing an off-diagonal input-output pairing.

Fig. 6.4a and b show the RGA-numbers for GE1 in motion operation mode
and self-locking mode respectively. In motion operation mode, the RGA
numbers are showing severe dynamic coupling making a decentralised con-
trol approach infeasible using the physical inputs. In self-locking mode close
to ideal RGA-numbers are found up to around 35 Hz, which is the eigenfre-
quency of the bootstrap reservoir piston at this specific operation point. This
suggests that decentralised control approaches may be feasible, but this is
complicated by the observation that the ideal input-output pairing are chang-
ing depending on the position of the inverse shuttle valve.

Fig. 6.4: RGA numbers for diagonal and off-diagonal input-output pairings of GE1. (a) Motion
operation mode. (b) Self-locking mode, solid lines are for pPA > pPB (Ksw,ISV = 1) and dashed
lines are for pPA < pPB (Ksw,ISV = 0).

6.3 Pressure Controller Design

Due to the severe cross couplings a control strategy for controlling the load
and minimum pressure is established using virtual system inputs. This is
done by properly defining an input mapping between the virtual system
inputs and the physical system inputs (shaft speed references).
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The dynamics of the virtual pressure states pL and pmin can by found using
the dynamics of the physical states in Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5. The desired closed
loop virtual pressure dynamics is denoted as •∗:

ṗL = ṗPA − α ṗPB ṗ∗
L
= ωL

(
pL,ref − pL

)
(6.31)

ṗmin = (1− Ksw,ISV) ṗPA − Ksw,ISV ṗPB ṗ∗
min

= ωM

(
pmin,ref − pmin

)
(6.32)

where ωL and ωM are the desired bandwidths of the closed loop dynamics of
the virtual pressures.

Defining two equations as ṗL = ṗ∗
L

and ṗmin = ṗ∗
min

and solving for the two
shaft speeds ω1 and ω2 yields:

ω1 =
Ksw,ISV − 1

Γ1

VPB ṗ∗
L
+

VPB

Γ1

ṗ∗
min

+
Ksw,LH AB

Dp,1

ẋ +
AC Ksw,ISV

Dp,1

ż (6.33)

ω2 =

(
1− Ksw,ISV

)
VPB βeff,PA − Ksw,ISV VPA βeff,PB

Γ2

ṗ∗
L
−

VPA βeff,PB α + VPB βeff,PA

Γ2

ṗ∗
min

+
AA − AB

Dp,2

Ksw,LH ẋ− AC

Dp,2

ż (6.34)

Γ1 =
(
(α− 1)Ksw,ISV − α

)
Dp,1 βeff,PB , Γ2 = βeff,PB βeff,PA Dp,2

(
(α− 1)Ksw,ISV − α

)

VPA = V0PA + Ksw,LH (V0A + xAA) +
(
1− Ksw,ISV

)
(V0C − zAC) (6.35)

VPB = V0PB + Ksw,LH (V0B − xAB) + Ksw,ISV (V0C − zAC) (6.36)

If the shaft speeds satisfy Eqs. 6.33 and 6.34, then the desired closed loop
pressure dynamics are obtained. Eqs. 6.33 and 6.34 may therefore be re-
garded an input mapping from the virtual inputs being the desired virtual
pressure dynamics. However, in reality the shaft speeds are realised and lim-
ited by the actuator dynamics while the volumes, bulk moduli and z, ż are not
known exactly. This means that estimated quantities are used in a realistic
controller [64] given as Eqs. 6.37 to 6.40:

ω1,ref =
Ksw,ISV − 1

Γ̂1

V̂PB ṗ∗
L
+

V̂PB

Γ̂1

ṗ∗
min

+
Ksw,LH AB

Dp,1

ẋ +
AC Ksw,ISV

Dp,1

˙̂z (6.37)

ω2,ref =

(
1− Ksw,ISV

)
V̂PB β̂eff,PA − Ksw,ISV V̂PA β̂eff,PB

Γ̂2

ṗ∗
L
−

V̂PA β̂eff,PB α + V̂PB β̂eff,PA

Γ̂2

ṗ∗
min

+
AA − AB

Dp,2

Ksw,LH ẋ− AC

Dp,2

˙̂z (6.38)

Γ̂1 =
(
(α− 1)Ksw,ISV − α

)
Dp,1 β̂eff,PB , Γ̂2 = β̂eff,PB β̂eff,PA Dp,2

(
(α− 1)Ksw,ISV − α

)

V̂PA = V̂0PA + Ksw,LH

(
V̂0A + xAA

)
+
(
1− Ksw,ISV

) (
V̂0C − ẑAC

)
(6.39)

V̂PB = V̂0PB + Ksw,LH

(
V̂0B − xAB

)
+ Ksw,ISV

(
V̂0C − ẑAC

)
(6.40)
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Note, it is assumed that pump displacements, piston areas, and state mea-
surements are known exactly. Ksw,LH and Ksw,ISV are implemented with a
hysteresis-band of 1 and 3 bar respectively to avoid oscillations close to
the switching conditions according to [122]. The estimated bootstrap pis-
ton speed and position are found from the steady state relationship between
ẋ and ż, assuming the initial position to be known:

˙̂z = Kẋ )ż ẋ = − AA (1− α)

AR (1− αB)
ẋ (6.41)

6.3.1 State Space Representation

For analysis purposes the linear counterparts of Eqs. 6.37 to 6.40 may be
established. This is done by enforcing the mentioned assumptions of con-
stant volumes (V̂PA0 ,V̂PB0 ), bulk moduli (β̂eff,PA ,β̂eff,PB ) and switching parame-
ters Ksw,ISV , Ksw,LH close to the linearisation point. By doing so the controller is
linear in the states and the virtual inputs p̃L,ref and p̃min,ref . Thus the controller
may be represented as a state feedback gain matrix KPC and a pre-filter FPC ,
using the physical states and virtual inputs:

uref =

[
ω̃1,ref

ω̃2,ref

]
= FPC uP-ref −KPC xP , uP-ref =

[
p̃L,ref

p̃min,ref

]
(6.42)

FPC =




(
Ksw,ISV−1

)
V̂PB0 ωL

Γ̂1,0

V̂PB0 ωM
Γ̂1,0

−ωL

(
V̂PB0

(
Ksw,LH−1

)
β̂eff,PA+Ksw,ISV V̂PA0 β̂eff,PB

)

Γ̂2,0
−
(

αV̂PA0 β̂eff,PB+β̂eff,PA V̂PB0

)
ωM

Γ̂2,0




KPC =




0 − AC Ksw,ISV Kẋ )ż+Ksw,LH AB
Dp,1

0

(
Ksw,ISV−1

)
V̂PB0(ωL−ωM)
Γ̂1,0

KKP1 0

0
(AB−AA)Ksw,LH+AC Kẋ )ż

Dp,2
0 KKP2 KKP3 0




KKP3 =

((
V̂PB0 ωL β̂eff,PA+β̂eff,PB V̂PA0(ωL - ωM)

)
α - V̂PB0 β̂eff,PA ωM

)
Ksw,ISV - αV̂PB0 β̂eff,PA ωL

Γ̂2,0

KKP1 = −
((

Ksw,ISV − 1
)

αωL −ωM Ksw,ISV

)
V̂PB0

Γ̂1,0

, KKP2 = (6.43)

−V̂PB0 (ωL −ωM)
(
Ksw,ISV − 1

)
β̂eff,PA + β̂eff,PB

(
α
(
Ksw,ISV − 1

)
ωM − Ksw,ISV ωL

)
V̂PA0

Γ̂2,0

The linear ECD+ system with closed loop pressure controllers may be repre-
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sented as:

ẋPC = APC xPC + BPC uP-ref , yPC = CE xPC , xPC = xE (6.44)

APC = AE − BE

[
0 KPC

]
, BPC = BE FPC uP-ref =

[
p̃L,ref

p̃min,ref

]
(6.45)

where the subscript •PC denotes the pressure controlled linear model.

6.3.2 Linear Couplings in Pressure Controlled System

In Fig. 6.5, the RGA-numbers for the closed loop pressure controlled ECD+
system are shown. Here both a case assuming ideal parameter estimates
with actuator dynamics absent and a case including actuator dynamics and
with realistic parameter estimates are considered. The realistic parameter
estimates here assume the inactive or dead chamber volumes to be estimated
20% larger than the real values. The bulk moduli are estimated to 15000 bar,
which is close to the maximum value for the oil itself, disregarding the effect
from mechanical elastisity, see. Fig. 5.3 on page 89. This means that the bulk
moduli are overestimated compared to the true values.

Fig. 6.5 shows that in the absence of actuator dynamics (ω = ωref ) and by as-
suming ideal parameter estimates, the system is an ideal diagonal system. As
such p̃L,ref may be used to control p̃L without introducing any cross coupling
effects to p̃min which is controlled by p̃min,ref . However when parameters are
not known ideally, RGA numbers are deviating from the RGA numbers of an

Fig. 6.5: RGA numbers for the system under closed loop pressure control. Solid lines are RGA
numbers assuming ideal parameter estimates and no actuator dynamics while dotted lines in-
clude actuator dynamics and realistic parameter estimates. (a) Motion operation mode. (b)
Self-locking mode.
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ideally decoupled system at a frequency corresponding to the eigenfrequency
of the bootstrap reservoir pistons. This is found to happen, because the boot-
strap reservoir piston velocity is estimated and because the eigenfrequency is
above the bandwidth of the actuators (electric motors). To mitigate this effect,
the dimensions of the bootstrap reservoir may be changed or its piston mass
increased. However, because the cross couplings are introduced at a rela-
tively high frequency and well above the desired bandwidth of the pressure
control loops, the cross couplings at high frequencies are accepted.

6.3.3 Time Domain Response

Fig. 6.6 shows an example of the pressure response in the time domain of
the pressure controlled system in motion operation mode. As expected, if
ideal parameter estimates are utilised and actuator dynamics neglected, the
desired first order pressure response is obtained. For realistic estimates, the
response is slightly slower than desired and with a small steady state error
and cross coupling disturbances. For comparison the nonlinear pressure re-
sponses are also shown in Fig. 6.6. Beside small cross coupling disturbances,
it is noticeable that steady state errors are present. These are caused by the
pump leakages, which have not been included in the linear model.

Fig. 6.7 shows an example of the pressure responses in the time domain of
the pressure controlled system in self-locking mode. For ideal parameter es-
timates no cross coupling effects are present and the desired dynamics are
obtained. However, for realistic parameter estimates, the pressure response
of the ECD+ system in self-locking mode is found to be sensitive to estima-
tion errors. Note that the estimated bulk moduli are here even lowered to

Fig. 6.6: Linear closed loop pressure responses in motion operation mode. For comparison the
nonlinear response is included. (a) Load pressure, pL. (b) Minimum pressure, pmin.
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8000 bar, but this is still much larger than the true values ranging from 800
to 1900 bar in this example. Additionally the volume estimation errors are
here relatively larger compared to motion operation mode, as the volumes of
the cylinder chambers are not included due to the load holding valves being
closed. Finally, the velocity of the bootstrap reservoir piston is estimated to 0,
because the main cylinder is stationary. Altogether this means that the pres-
sure response significantly differs from the desired. This is especially true for
the nonlinear model, as the pump leakages are here a relatively large contri-
bution compared to the compression flow estimated by the controller.

Fig. 6.7: Linear closed loop pressure responses in self-locking mode. For comparison the non-
linear response is included. (a) Load pressure, pL. (b) Minimum pressure, pmin.

6.3.4 Controller Tuning

The tuning of the pressure controllers is related to the selection of the esti-
mated bulk moduli, initial volumes and desired closed loop bandwidths ωL

and ωM . Note that the pressure controllers assume that ω ≈ ωref , meaning
that ωL , ωM � ωω . The desired closed loop bandwidths are selected 10 times
smaller than the closed loop shaft speed bandwidth:

10ωL = ωω 10ωM = ωω (6.46)

The initial dead volumes are assumed to be known within 20 %, such that
the estimated values are 20 % larger than the real values in this study.

Even though the true bulk moduli vary significantly with the pressure levels,
the estimated bulk moduli β̂eff,PA and β̂eff,PB are selected to be constant. Note
again, that the pressure controllers assume ω ≈ ωref , meaning that the selec-
tion of the estimated bulk moduli should not turn this assumption invalid,
i.e. not result in a higher closed loop bandwidth than specified by ωL , ωM . In
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[64] it was shown analytically for a simpler SISO system, that this is fulfilled
by selecting the estimates equal to the highest expected values. Due to a high
order of the considered system (8 states), this has not been solved analyti-
cally in this dissertation. Instead Fig. 6.8, shows numerically how the step
response of the closed loop system changes when the estimated bulk moduli
are varied between 10 % and 200 % of the true values.

Fig. 6.8: Linear model responses of idealised pressure control loops (no actuator dynamics and
known ż), as the estimated bulk moduli are varied. (a) Change variable of load pressure. (b)
Minimum pressure.

Fig. 6.8 shows that choosing β̂ < β results in a higher bandwidth than desired
while choosing β̂ > β results in a smaller bandwidth. Ideally both should be
avoided, as a high bandwidth renders the system sensitive to measurement
noise, and may lead to on-off like behaviour of the control system when
considering actuator saturation in the nonlinear model. If the bandwidth is
significantly smaller than desired, this may influence the performance of the
outer motion control loop, as this is later designed based on the assumption
that the pressure loop has the specified bandwidth. However, the conserva-
tive choice is to select β̂ at the maximum expected value, which generally is
the bulk modulus of the pure oil. Thus:

β̂eff,PA = β̂eff,PB = 15000 bar = 1.5 GPa (6.47)

To sum up, a pressure control strategy able to handle the dynamic cross
couplings of the ECD+ system has been proposed. The controller may be
tuned easily based on physical parameters and if good parameter estimates
are available, decent results can be obtained. However, for realistic parame-
ter estimates, steady state errors, slower responses, and slight cross coupling
effects must be accepted. Especially in self-locking mode the performance
is sensitive to estimation errors, meaning that fast responses with no steady
state errors can not be expected. In Sec. 7.2 the limitations induced by this
in terms of closing and opening the load holding valves are discussed. If one
is keen on removing pressure steady state errors, integral action may be in-
cluded in the control laws. This is not considered in the current work. In mo-
tion operation mode, the pressure steady state error can be accepted because
an outer motion control loop is providing the reference to the control loop.
Likewise, small pressure errors of pmin are not considered a problem.
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6.4 Motion Controller

The motion controller design is based on the simplified modelling equation
of the main piston dynamics (Eq. 6.2). The motion controller is only active
when the load holding valves are estimated to be open (Ksw,LH = 1), leading
to the following equation:

ẍ =
1

Meq

(pPA AA − pPB AB − FG − Bx ẋ) =
1

Meq

(pL AA − FG − Bx ẋ) (6.48)

The motion controller must be a control law calculating the load pressure
reference pL,ref . FG 6= 0 and pL,ref 6= 0 for x = xref , meaning that integral
action is required [64]. A sensible control law for the motion controller may
therefore be constituted by:

pL,ref = Kẋ
(

ẋref − ẋ
)
+ KPxex + KIx ēx , ˙̄ex = ex =

(
xref − x

)
(6.49)

By assuming pL,ref ≈ pL and inserting Eq. 6.49 into Eq. 6.48:

ẍ =
1

Meq

(
Kẋ
(

ẋref − ẋ
)
+ KPxex + KIx ēx AA − FG − Bx ẋ

)
(6.50)

By regarding FG to be a disturbance, the transfer function from x̃ref → x̃ may
be derived based on Eq. 6.50:

x̃
x̃ref

=
Kẋs2 + KPx s + KIx

Meq
AA

s3 +
(

Bx
AA

+ Kẋ

)
s2 + KPx s + KIx

(6.51)

Eq. 6.51 is a closed loop system consisting of three poles and two zeros. The
control law has three real coefficients that may be selected freely. By selection
of these control parameters it is possible to place three of the five poles and
zeros where desired. Here it is chosen to control the locations of the three
poles to ensure stability and thus accept the resulting locations of the zeros.
A natural choice is to place the poles as a pair of complex conjugate poles
and a single non-complex pole. By selecting the control parameters as given
in Eqs. 6.52 and 6.53 this is achieved. In the case of ideal parameter estimates
(M̂eq = Meq ,B̂x = Bx ) and pL,ref = pL the corresponding closed loop dynamics
given in Eq. 6.54 is obtained as:

Kẋ =
(2ζxx ωxx + ωx) M̂eq − B̂x

AA

, KIx =
M̂eq ωx ω2

xx

AA

(6.52)

KPx =
(2ζxx ωx + ωxx) M̂eq ωxx

AA

⇒ (6.53)

x̃
x̃ref

=
1

KIx

ωx ω2
xx

(
Kẋs2 + KPx s + KIx

)

(s + ωx)
(
s2 + 2ζxx ωxx s + ω2

xx

) (6.54)
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where ωx , ωxx , and ζxx are the desired frequency of the motion control loop
poles and damping ratio of the complex conjugated pair of poles.

6.4.1 State Space Representation

The linear ECD+ system including the outer loop motion controller may be
represented in state space form by first augmenting the system with an inte-
grator:

[
ẋPC
˙̄ex

]
=

[
APC 0
−CI 0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
AI

[
xPC

ēx

]
+

[
BPC

0

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
BI

[
p̃L,ref

p̃min,ref

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
uP-ref

+

[
0 0
1 0

] [
x̃ref

p̃min,ref

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
uMC-ref

(6.55)

CI =
[
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

]
(6.56)

The motion controller may be represented by the state feedback matrix KMC ,
the prefilter FMC and the derivative input matrix FMCd , assuming that the
derivative ˙̃pmin,ref = 0:

[
p̃L,ref

p̃min,ref

]
= −KMC

[
xPC

ēx

]
+ FMC

[
x̃ref

p̃min,ref

]
+ FMCd

[ ˙̃xref

0

]
(6.57)

KMC =

[
0 0 KPx Kẋ 0 0 0 0 −KIx

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

]
(6.58)

FMC =

[
KPx 0
0 1

]
FMCd =

[
Kẋ 0
0 0

]
(6.59)

Inserting Eq. 6.57 into Eq. 6.55 yields:
[

ẋPC
˙̄ex

]
= [AI − BI KMC ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

AMC

[
xPC

ēx

]
+

[
BI FMC +

[
0 0
1 0

]]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
B0

[
x̃ref

p̃min,ref

]
+ BI FMCd︸ ︷︷ ︸

B1

[ ˙̃xref

0

]

To arrive at the final representation the input derivative needs to be elim-
inated by using an equivalent linear representation. Here the method de-
scribed in [123] is applicable, assuming that the derivative ṗmin,ref = 0:
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xMC =

[
xPC

ēx

]
− B1

[
x̃ref

p̃min,ref

]
, (6.60)

ẋMC = AMC

[
xPC

ēx

]
+ B0

[
x̃ref

p̃min,ref

]
+ B1

[ ˙̃xref

0

]
− B1

[ ˙̃xref

0

]

= AMC

(
xMC + B1

[
x̃ref

p̃min,ref

])
+ B0

[
x̃ref

p̃min,ref

]

= AMC xMC + (AMC B1 + B0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
BMC

uMC-ref = AMC xMC + BMC uMC-ref (6.61)

yMC = CMC

[
xPC

ēx

]
= CMC xMC + CMC B1︸ ︷︷ ︸

DMC

uMC-ref (6.62)

where the subscript •MC denotes the motion controlled linear model of the
ECD+ system. CMC is chosen such that the outputs of the linear models are x̃
and p̃min , leading to DMC = 0.

6.4.2 Time Domain Response

The step responses of the linear model in Eqs. 6.61 and 6.62 are shown in Fig.
6.9. Notice that the linearisation point is here slightly changed compared to
earlier, as the piston velocity in the linearisation point is 0 m/s, (ẋ = 0). In
Fig. 6.9a the response to a position step is shown. Interestingly it is seen
that even if the pressure dynamics is neglected (pL = pL,ref ), the response is
underdamped caused by the zeros in Eq. 6.54. Furthermore Fig. 6.9a shows
that including pressure dynamics and realistic parameter estimates (M̂eq =

1.5Meq , B̂x = 0) renders the response less damped and with a significant
overshoot, i.e. the response is further away from the desired response.

However, even small position steps may lead to high required piston speeds.
This means that position step inputs are generally avoided, such that motion
references are generated based on filtering the position of the operator’s joy-
stick, as described in Sec. 3.4.1. Fig. 6.9b and c show the piston velocity and
position response during an acceleration from standstill to maximum speed
(40 mm/s).

The three linear model responses in Fig. 6.9b and c are almost similar, and
both the velocity and position errors are small. Small position and velocity
errors are also found in Fig. 6.10 where the response of the nonlinear model
during acceleration phases are shown, using estimated controller parameters.
Fig. 6.10a and b shows that the maximum position error is around ±0.3 mm
and the maximum velocity error is less than ±2.5 mm/s.
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Fig. 6.9: Linear model responses. (a) Position step. (b) and (c) Motion reference generated
by filtering the joystick position (Sec. 3.4.1). The ideal model neglects the pressure dynamics
(pL = pL,ref). The ideal parameter case neglects the electric motor dynamics. For the realistic
parameter case the parameters for the pressure controller are equivalent to Sec. 6.3.3 whereas
M̂eq = 1.5Meq and B̂x = 0 is selected for the motion controller.

Fig. 6.10c shows the pressure response of the nonlinear model and the linear
model with estimated parameters during the acceleration phase, confirming
the findings in the previous section. These include that a small steady steady
error is present in the nonlinear model. Furthermore minor cross coupling
effects caused by actuator dynamics and realistic parameter estimates yield
the minimum pressure to deviate ±0.3 bar from the reference value.

6.4.3 Controller Tuning

The tuning of the motion controller is related to the choice of ωx , ωxx , ζxx ,
B̂x , and M̂eq . Indeed the dynamics in Eq. 6.54 on page 119 are only obtained
if pL,ref = pL which is unachievable, as the load pressure is ideally obtained
with first order dynamics. Therefore the obtained dynamics even in the case
of ideal parameter estimates is only approximately equal to Eq. 6.54, if the de-
sired frequency of the motion control loop poles is selected sufficiently below
the pressure control bandwidth. Here the following choice is made:

5ωx = ωL , 5ωxx = ωL , ζxx = 1 (6.63)
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Fig. 6.10: (a) and (b) Simulated position and velocity of nonlinear model. (c) Simulated minimum
chamber pressure pmin. The linear model is derived from estimated parameters.

From the controller coefficients in Eqs. 6.52 and 6.53, it is clear that B̂x has
a small influence, due to the high Meq , leading to the choice B̂x = 0. Even
though Meq varies significantly along the motion trajectory, as illustrated in
Fig. 6.3 on page 108, M̂eq is selected to be constant. A numerical investigation
is used to obtain insights into how the selection of M̂eq may affect system
response and stability.

Fig. 6.11a shows how the linear closed loop position response changes, in the
considered linearisation point, as M̂eq varies between 20 % and 500 % of Meq .
Bad estimates lead to oscillating responses. If M̂eq > Meq , high frequency os-

Fig. 6.11: (a) Linear step response for varying M̂eq. (b) Pole locations (closest to the right half
plane) for varying M̂eq.
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cillations are observed, which may violate pL,ref ≈ pL . To be conservative M̂eq

should therefore be chosen to be the minimum value experienced through
the motion trajectory. However Fig. 6.11b shows that both too low and too
high estimates may lead to system instabilities by displaying the eigenvalues
of AMC located closest to the right half plane. Here M̂eq varies between 10 %
and 2000 % of Meq . To keep M̂eq within 25 % of the maximum Meq , Meq is
chosen to 208.75 ton. This choice leads to 0.25Meq ≤ M̂eq ≤ 1.2Meq .

6.5 Local Stability

As mentioned earlier the system may be characterised as a switched lin-
ear system, because the system matrix changes discretely depending on the
switching variables Ksw,LH and Ksw,ISV . This section contains a simple numeri-
cal investigation of the stability of the distinct model structures, i.e only the
continuous states are considered. This means that the switching behaviour
as such are not included from a stability point of view.

Fig. 6.12 shows the eigenvalues of AMC located closest to the right half plane,
as the cylinder extends through the motion trajectory, utilizing the controller
parameters given above. It is seen that for all cylinder positions, the sys-
tem is stable both considering an empty lifting yoke, m3 = 5ton, and a full,
m3 = 10ton. Note here that the velocity in the linearisation point is 0 for
all considered piston positions, because it is found that the velocity in the
linearisation point, only has a minor impact on pole locations.

Fig. 6.12: Pole locations (closest to the right half plane) of closed loop motion controlled sys-
tem for varying piston positions, along the motion trajectory. (a) Pole locations for Ksw,ISV = 0,
m3 = 5 ton. (b) Pole locations for Ksw,ISV = 1, m3 = 5 ton. (c) Pole locations for Ksw,ISV = 0,
m3 = 10 ton. (d) Pole locations for Ksw,ISV = 1, m3 = 10 ton.
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Simulation Results

In this chapter, the work presented in the proceeding chapters are all com-
bined. This includes the ideas developed in Chapter 4 leading to the pro-
posed ECD+ system. From here a dynamic thermo-hydraulic model was
presented in Chapter 5, and control laws were derived in the previous chap-
ter. The current chapter presents simulation results for the ECD+ system.
This includes the dynamic load model of the knuckle boom crane derived in
Sec. 2.2, with the crane performing the motion trajectory from Sec. 3.4.1. The
system parameters can be found in Tab. A.6 on page 257. The control param-
eters are given in Tab. A.7 on page 259. All models have been implemented
in MATLAB Simulink and simulated using the ODE45-solver.

7.1 Continuous Controller Implementation

Initially, the conditions for which the control laws were derived are applied.
Therefore the control laws are implemented as continuous calculations. This
means that the controller calculations are performed with the same sampling
frequency as the integration of the physical system states in the MATLAB
Simulink environment. Furthermore the measurements are obtained with-
out noise and without including sensor resolutions. During the first simu-
lations, the ECD+ system is kept in motion operation mode, i.e. the load
holding valves are kept open and the safety valves SVA and SVB are ener-
gised/closed.

Fig. 7.1 shows the reference values, actual values and corresponding control
errors of the motion and virtual pressure control loops. In Fig. 7.1a and b
it is observed that the position and velocity errors during the trajectory are
generally larger for the 10 ton load than for the 5 ton load, which is expected
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as the estimated mass M̂eq used in the motion control law is closer to the
value experienced with the 5 ton load. Furthermore control errors are found
to be slightly larger than for the case with a constant load in Fig. 6.10. This
is caused by disturbances from motion of the main axis and the swinging
payload as well as the varying Meq . During the entire trajectory the position
error is kept within ± 3 mm, which according to [37] is within expectations
as "the expected accuracy for hydraulic cranes is typically worse as the maximum
position error is frequently higher than 15 mm".

The performance of the inner loop pressure controllers are visualised in Fig.
7.1c and d. The load pressure is kept within ± 2.25 bar of the reference,
whereas the minimum pressure is kept within ± 1.25 bar of the constant
reference. This ensures that the load holding valves are kept fully open and
a sufficient charge pressure for the bootstrap reservoir is available.

Fig. 7.1: Reference values, actual values and corresponding control errors of the motion and
virtual pressure control loops. (a) Position. (b) Velocity. (c) Load pressure. (d) Minimum
pressure.
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Fig. 7.2 shows the physical pressures during the trajectory. In Fig. 7.2a the
piston and rod chamber pressures are shown. It is clearly seen that the con-
trol system is capable of switching between which pressure to be controlled
as the minimum chamber pressure. Note that the corresponding pPA and pPB

pressures are not shown, because the pressure drop across the load holding
valves are less than 0.8 bar.

Fig. 7.2b shows the absolute pressures in the bootstrap reservoir. It may be
observed that the reservoir pressure is kept well above the 1.5 bar limit in
the entire trajectory. Additionally the reservoir pressure is kept well below
the maximum pressure limit of 4 bar, except for short peaks where the reser-
voir pressure is just at the 4 bar limit. Observing the charge pressure also
visualised in Fig. 7.2b shows that this happens because the charge pressure
increases well above the reference of 28.8 bar. This happens even though the
cylinder chamber pressures are controlled in close vicinity of 28.8 bar. Fur-
ther examining this issue reveals, that this situation occurs, when the load
force changes direction and the velocity of the bootstrap pistons are positive.
The former causes a position change of the inverse shuttle valve. This leads
to a situation where an insufficient amount of oil are able to leave the charge
chamber leading to an increasing pressure. This happens despite the inverse
shuttle valve transition occurs with an open center. The open center is mod-

Fig. 7.2: (a) Piston and rod chamber pressures (absolute). (b) Absolute charge and reservoir
pressures of the bootstrap reservoir. (c) Bootstrap reservoir motion states during the trajectory.
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elled as a leakage flow when the spool position is close to 0. The level of the
pressure peak is distinct because this happens at the maximum piston speed.
This potential problem may be mitigated by increasing the leakage rate of the
inverse shuttle valve during transition. Alternatively a pressure relief valve
or pressure compensator between the charge and reservoir chambers may be
included as considered in Paper D. Fig. 7.2c shows the motion states of the
bootstrap reservoir piston. A position margin of approximately 160 mm to
the end-stops (at z = 0 mm and z = 1153 mm) is present. This corresponds
to 12.4 L available compensation volume.

The previous figures confirm that the main control objectives have been met,
i.e. a reasonable motion accuracy and a reservoir pressure kept within range.
It is equally important to observe how this performance is obtained in terms
of requirements or reference commands to the system actuators. Even though
accurate and swift performance is obtained regarding the controlled states,
this should not lead to large and oscillating actuator references, requiring
immense power to obtain the required shaft accelerations. Fig. 7.3 is used
to examine this topic. In Fig. 7.3a, the shaft speeds are visualised. The
maximum absolute shaft speed is 2750 RPM, leaving a 250 RPM margin to
the maximum allowed pump speed of 3000 RPM. Generally, the shaft speeds

Fig. 7.3: (a) Shaft speeds. (b) Electric motor torques. (c) Shaft accelerations.
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exhibit a well-damped behaviour. Even when the position of the inverse
shuttle valve changes, oscillatory behaviour is avoided, as seen in the left-
most zoom. This is partly achieved by imposing first order dynamics on
Ksw,ISV , Ksw,LH . This means that these do not change abruptly, i.e. control
law gains do not change instantaneously or jump. During acceleration and
deceleration in Fig. 7.3a, some oscillations are present, which are found to
origin from rejecting the disturbances caused by motion of the main axis and
the payload. These oscillations are not found to be critical, which is con-
firmed by the motor torques in Fig. 7.3b. The torques are seen to oscillate
slightly during acceleration and deceleration, but without resembling on/off
behaviour i.e. oscillating between maximum and minimum torque. Finally,
Fig. 7.3c shows the shaft accelerations for motor 2 during the trajectory. The
acceleration for motor 1 is left out as this resembles the one for motor 2, but
with smaller maximum values. The maximum absolute shaft acceleration is
approximately 11500 RPM/s, which is far away from the maximum allowed
shaft acceleration of 106950 RPM/s (11200 rad/s2 [78]) for the pumps.

Fig. 7.4a shows the required power from the DC-link and the cylinder out-
put power or rate of work. The switching of the inverse shuttle valve and

Fig. 7.4: (a) DC-link power required for both motor inverters during the trajectory and cylinder
power. (b) Comparison of system losses (friction and sum of enthalpy flow rates) and passive
heat transfer rate from the system to the ambience. (c) System temperature.
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the associated accelerations of the motor shafts do not require huge power
amounts, even though the switching is observable from the power curve as
local peaks. Two of these peaks are marked in Fig. 7.4a.

Fig. 7.4b compares Q̇losses + Ḣsys with the passive heat flow rate from the
system to the ambience, Q̇amb . Recall, that Q̇losses includes the frictional losses
of the pumps, cylinder and bootstrap reservoir pistons and Ḣsys the sum of
enthalpy flow rates occurring with the mass transfer to the control volumes.
As noted in the modelling chapter the losses of the electrical machines are
not included in the system temperature dynamics, as the electrical motors
are regarded as thermally isolated from the remaining system.

It can be observed in Fig. 7.4b, that the passive heat transfer rate to the
ambience at 20 °C is almost constant because the system temperature varies
insignificantly. In most of the operating cycle, the heat transfer rate to the
ambience is larger than the system losses. However, at large loadings the
losses exceed passive heat transfer rates. This means that operation breaks
are required to obtain thermal equilibrium at an acceptable oil temperature.
Considering the whole motion cycle, the amount of heat transferred to the
ambience exceeds the energy losses, meaning that the temperature drops dur-
ing the motion trajectory. This is confirmed in Fig. 7.4c, where the system
temperature decreases from 65 °C to 64.8 °C. The small temperature gradi-
ent is related to a large heat capacity of the system. For the given operating
conditions and assuming that the system losses are valid at 65 °C the results
suggest that passive heat transfer is sufficient. This also assumes that a tem-
perature difference of 45 K to the ambience is present. Note, that if using a
VG46 oil, continuous operation of the pumps are allowed within 5 °C and
70 °C [78].

Fig. 7.5 shows the distribution of energy in the dynamic simulation of the
ECD+ system. Note that the visualisation of the energy distribution is slightly
different than the Sankey diagrams used earlier. The frictional and throttling
losses do not leave the system as such, but is rather converted to heat and
subsequently transferred by passive heat transfer to the ambience.

Compared to the steady state energy consumption, more energy is required
from the DC-link (increase of 4.3 % from 606 Wh to 632 Wh), due to dynamic
effects such as shaft accelerations and compression flows. The latter is lead-
ing to larger shaft speeds causing changed loss behaviour of inverters, electric
machines, and pumps. Likewise, the positive output work of the cylinder is
slightly larger than for the steady state case. It is observed that the negative
cylinder work (available for energy recuperation) is slightly smaller than the
positive cylinder work. This difference is originating from disturbance rejec-
tion caused by the swinging payload. The energy transferred to the energy
storage system (ESS) is larger than for the steady state case meaning that the
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Fig. 7.5: Visualisation of energy distribution for the whole motion trajectory. ∆U is the change
in internal energy. Qamb and Wminor are heat transferred to the ambience and minor work done
on the system respectively.

net amount of energy required from the DC-link is 466 Wh compared to 448
Wh (4 % larger) for the steady state case.

In Fig. 7.5 two energy contributions not observed in the previous Sankey di-
agrams have been included. These include heat transferred to the ambience
by passive heat transfer Qamb and Wminor . Wminor accounts for work done on
the system due to slightly changed conditions by the end of the simulation
compared to the initial conditions. This includes smaller shaft speeds (ap-
proximately -1 RPM) and slightly changed system pressures. The latter both
causes work due to mechanical elasticity and causes a net oil volume needed
for fluid compression. This leads to a changing bootstrap position causing a
net work to be done on the system.

Finally, Fig. 7.5 shows that the internal energy of the system has decreased
by 60 Wh, due to the work and heat transferred to and from the system
(dU = Ẇ + Q̇). This has been evaluated as:

Solid : ∆U =
∫ t2

t1

Ṫsys msteel cp,steel dt (7.1)

Fluid : ∆U =
∫ t2

t1

U̇dt (7.2)

U̇ = ṁu + mu̇ = ṁ (h− pν) + m
(
ḣ− ṗν− pν̇

)
(7.3)

= ṁh + mḣ− ṗV − pV̇ (7.4)

The change in internal energy is evaluated for each control volume using the
equations above.
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7.2 Switching Between Operation Modes

In this section it is investigated how a smooth transition between motion
operation mode and self-locking mode may be obtained for the ECD+ system.
For this, the motion trajectory previously defined is slightly changed, as the
load is kept constant at m3 = 5 ton. The cylinders only extend and retract
once, with the system entering self-locking mode whenever the cylinder is
at a standstill. All control loops and reference generation blocks except the
current controllers are implemented discretely at a sample rate of 1 ms. The
control laws have been discretised by emulation of the continuously designed
controllers using the bilinear or Tustin’s rule.

For a realistic evaluation of the control loops, sensor noise and finite sensor
resolutions have been included in this section. The position sensor of the
main cylinder, is simulated with a resolution of 5 µm. The resolution of the
velocity measurement is assumed to 0.1 mm/s. Both of these criteria are met
by the magnetostrictive sensors in [124]. Only quantification noise has been
included for the position and velocity measurements. The measurements are
filtered with a first order low pass filter having a bandwidth 10 times higher
than the desired frequency of the motion control loop poles. For the ana-
logue pressure sensors zero mean white noise with a standard deviation of
σ=0.1 bar is added to all pressure sensor measurements. The control loops
are found to be sensitive toward noise in the pressure measurements, leading
to noise propagation to the shaft speed references causing highly oscillating
motor torque references. Therefore the measurements are subsequently fil-
tered with third order low pass filters having a frequency five times larger
than the desired bandwidth of the pressure control loops. This is exemplified
in Fig. 7.6, where it is seen that the filtered signal, denoted sensor output,
adds substantial phase compared to the true state. Filtering the signals is
a compromise between adding phase and propagating noise to the control
loops. Alternatively more sophisticated filtering techniques may be applied,
e.g. Kalman filters as investigated in [125].

Fig. 7.6: Sensor noise is added to the pressure states in current simulations. The sensor output
is obtained using a third order low pass filter.
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To further reduce the impact of the measurement noise to the internal system
states it is found beneficial to decrease the desired bandwidth of the pressure
control loops while maintaining the desired frequency of the motion loop
poles. This leads to:

15ωL = ωω , 15ωM = ωω , 3.33ωx = ωL , 3.33ωxx = ωL (7.5)

A local stability analysis equivalent to Sec. 6.5 reveals that this does not lead
to system instability.

7.2.1 Switching Logic

The System State Selector and pressure generator blocks from Fig. 6.1 on page
104 are designed here. Fig. 7.7 shows a visualisation of the System State Se-
lector showing the five distinct states the system may operate within in order
to enable smooth transition between motion operation mode (state 3) and
self-locking mode (state 0). State 1, 2 and 4 may be regarded as intermediate
states.

4
Close

uLH = 0

2
Open

1
Charge

0
Locked

3
Motion

pmin > 9 bar
pmin < 9 bar

uLH = 1

uLH = 1

pmin < 6 bar

pmin > 6 bar

Fig. 7.7: Five states are defined to ensure proper switching between motion operation mode
(state 3) and self-locking mode (state 0).

The switching logic illustrated in Fig. 7.7 is elaborated in the following start-
ing from the system being in motion operation mode (state 3):

State 3 (Motion operation mode)
The system remains in motion operation mode as long a self-locking switch
remains at uLH = 1.

State 3→ State 4
When uLH is toggled to uLH = 0, the system will attempt to switch to state 4
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(closing state). This is only successful if the position error is below 0.5 mm,
the velocity reference is 0, i.e. the operator joystick is at neutral position,
and the measured velocity is below 0.25 mm/s.

State 4 (Closing)
The closing of the load holding valves are obtained by reducing the mini-
mum pressure reference to 1.01 bar (atmospheric pressure).
The system remains here if the measured minimum pressure is above 9 bar.

State 4→ State 0
When the minimum pressure falls below 9 bar, the load holding valves are
estimated to be fully closed, such that the system can safely enter state 0.

State 0 (Self-locking mode)
To decompress the chambers PA and PB quickly the system enters a safe
state where the safety valves SVA and SVB opens/de-energises. Addition-
ally in this safe state the motion errors are defined to 0 to avoid integrator
windup if a small position error is present. Additionally, the motor control
references i.e. speed, torque, currents and control voltages are all defined
to zero, including their control errors. All integrators are reset to 0. The
system remains here as uLH = 0.

State 0→ State 1
When the operator toggles uLH = 1 the system will enter state 1.

State 1 (Charging)
In this state the safety valves will close and the motor control references are
not forced to zero. However, the motion control errors are still defined to
zero to maintain motion control integrators inactive. In this state the pres-
sures in the chambers PA and PB are increased to raise reservoir pressure
prior to entering the motion operation mode. This is done by increasing the
minimum pressure reference, still keeping this below the cracking pressure
of the load holding valves. The system remains in this state for pmin < 6 bar.

State 1→ State 2
When pmin increases above 6 bar state 2 is initiated.

State 2 (Opening)
Motion control errors are still defined to zero to maintain integrators in-
active. The virtual pressure references are chosen such that the virtual
load pressure pPA − αpPB matches the load pressure of the cylinder, i.e.
pL,ref = pA − αpB . The minimum pressure reference is increased to open the
load holding valves.

State 2→ State 3
Due to a steady state error (as discussed in Sec. 6.3.3), the obtained load
pressure pPA − αpPB will be lower than the reference. Therefore, when the
maximum cylinder pressure is within 0.5 bar of the maximum pressure of
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either pPA or pPB this indicates that the load holding valves are open and
the system enters state 3.

State 3
As the system re-enters state 3, the load pressure is generated by the motion
controller. The initial controller output of the motion controller is chosen
to equal the last load pressure reference by adjusting the integrator value.

To obtain smooth pressure references during mode switching, the pressure
references are rate limited and filtered by a first order low pass filter. Tab. 7.1
summarises the virtual pressure references and their rate limits.

Table 7.1: Virtual pressure references and rate limits. †The rate is selected such that pmin,ref
crosses the opening pressure of the load holding valves as pL,ref reaches pA − αpB .

State pL,ref

pL,ref pmin,ref

pmin,ref

rate limit rate limit

0 0 bar - 1.01 bar 10 bar/s

1
6.15 bar, if pA > pB 5 bar/s 8.00 bar 5 bar/s

0 bar otherwise
2 pA − αpB 75 bar/s 28.80 bar †
3 Motion Controller - 28.80 bar 15 bar/s
4 Motion Controller - 1.01 bar 10 bar/s

Note, that for the generation of pL,ref in state 1, a distinction is made based
on which cylinder chamber pressure is largest to ensure that pPA − pPB does
not change sign when entering motion operation mode. This ensures no
unnecessary position changes of the inverse shuttle valve.

Fig. 7.8 shows the virtual pressure references and how the system states
change during the trajectory considered in this section according to Tab. 7.1.
Fig. 7.8b shows the active load pressure reference where the red plot is gen-
erated by the motion controller and the black plot is from the reference gen-
erator. When switching from state 4→0, the non-smooth reference change is
acceptable because the system enters a safe state.
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Fig. 7.8: (a) Current and desired system state during the trajectory considered in this section. (b)
Load pressure reference. (c) Minimum pressure reference.

7.2.2 Simulation Results

The performance of the system in motion operation mode (state 3) closely
resembles the results already presented in the previous section. Therefore
focus is on evaluating the system performance during change of operation
mode. For convenience a simplified system diagram is given in Fig. 7.9 to
keep track of the different states referred to in the following. The locking
and unlocking procedure taking place at around 100 s in Fig. 7.8 is used as
an example in Fig. 7.10 on page 138 to evaluate the switching logic and the
performance of the ECD+ system during mode transition.

The left hand five plots of Fig. 7.10 show the virtual pressure states and their
references, the physical pressures and the piston position when switching to
self-locking mode. The right hand five plot show the same states when re-
turning to motion operation mode. In Fig. 7.10c it seen how the minimum
pressure slowly decreases to close the load holding valves. When the mini-
mum pressure reaches 9 bar the system switch to state 0 where all pressures
reduce quickly due to the opening of the safety valves. Note in Fig. 7.10i
how the reduction of the minimum pressure initially creates a small position
error of less than 0.1 mm. This is eliminated by the motion controller, before
entering the self-locking mode.
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Fig. 7.9: Simplified system diagram intended to be useful for the reader as the simulation results
are presented in the following.

When re-entering motion operation mode it is clear how the virtual pressure
reponse is not ideal due to bad parameter estimates as discussed in Sec.
6.3.3. This is especially true in state 1. However as the minimum pressure in
Fig. 7.10d reaches more than 6 bar, state 2 is initiated and pressure references
are increased. As parameter estimates (bulk moduli) are now closer to the
true values caused by the higher pressures, the virtual pressures are realised
with smaller errors. In Fig. 7.10b it is clearly seen that a steady state error is
present in the load pressure response, in state 2. In this case this means that
the physical pressure pPA is smaller than the corresponding cylinder chamber
pressure pA . Despite this, it is possible to obtain a reasonable performance
when opening the load holding valves. This is possible because the cylinder
chambers are being significantly larger than the chambers PA and PB. This
means that if the load holding valves are opened while the pressures differ
slightly, the small chambers PA and PB will be pressurised without affecting
the cylinder position significantly. This is also seen in Fig. 7.10. As the
minimum pressure continues to increase in state 2 (Fig. 7.10d), the load
holding valves finally open, which is visible just before entering state 3 as
pPA quickly increases to equal pA . This triggers entering state 3, where the
minimum pressure reference rate is increased compared to state 2. In Fig.
7.10j the pressurisation of chambers PA and PB, as the state changes from
2 to 3 and the increase of the minimum pressure in state 3, causes a small
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Fig. 7.10: Left hand plots: References and states as the system enters self-locking mode (state
0). Right hand plots: References and states as the system enters motion operation mode (state
3). (a)-(b) Reference and simulated load pressure. (c)-(d) Reference and simulated minimum
pressure. (e)-(f) Simulated piston side pressures (g)-(h) Simulated rod side pressures. (i)-(j)
Reference and simulated piston position.

piston error (approximately 0.1 mm), before motion is initiated after 115 s.

Altogether Fig. 7.10 confirms that smooth switching of the load holding
valves is obtainable by properly controlling the virtual pressure states. Small
position errors occur during the locking and unlocking process. These may
be reduced by allowing the process to last for longer i.e. smaller pressure
reference rates. Faster transition processes on the other hand lead to larger
control errors, lower reservoir pressures during transitions (cavitation risk)
and larger motor shaft accelerations. The results presented here therefore
represent a compromise. The closing of the load holding valves lasts 2.5 s
and opening takes around 5 s.
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In the previous section is was shown how the reservoir pressure was kept
within the limits of 1.5 to 4 bar in motion operation mode. As the sys-
tem pressures are reduced to atmospheric pressure during self-locking mode,
this is obviously not possible to obtain while changing operation mode. Fig.
7.11a shows the simulated charge and reservoir pressure. It is seen that the
reservoir pressure drops to atmospheric pressure in self-locking mode. In the
zoomed window of Fig. 7.11a it is even seen how the reservoir pressure drops
below atmospheric pressure when returning to motion operation mode. This
happens because compression flows are needed in order to increase pres-
sure levels, meaning that the bootstrap reservoir pistons need to retract. This
causes a friction force in the same direction as the force generated by the
reservoir pressure, leading to pressures below the ambient pressure. Even
though the reservoir pressure is kept above 0.85 bar and thus above the mini-
mum allowed suction pressure of the pumps (0.8 bar [78]), this needs further
examination. Low pressures may cause severe cavitation problems and thus
reduce system reliability. The examination is preferably done through exper-
imental testing, as the magnitude of the modelled friction force is seen to
impact the reservoir pressure significantly.

For completeness Fig. 7.11 shows the simulated piston position. It may be
observed that there are no significant differences regarding control error com-
pared to the continuous controller implementation case neglecting measure-
ment noise from the previous section.

Fig. 7.11: (a) Charge and reservoir pressures. (b) Simulated and reference piston position.

Fig. 7.12 shows how the measurement noise propagates to the actuator ref-
erences, i.e. shaft speed and torque references. In Fig. 7.12a it may first be
observed how mode operation changes require small shaft speeds only. This
is the case because the mode switching is fundamentally done by control-
ling the pressures in the small chambers PA and PB as well as the charge
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chamber of the bootstrap reservoir. The maximum speed during transition
is roughly 375 RPM. Fig. 7.12a also shows that measurement noise causes
the shaft speed references to oscillate with an amplitude of around 10 RPM.
The oscillating shaft speed references propagate to oscillating motor torque
references of up to 10 Nm as seen in Fig. 7.12b.

Finally, Fig. 7.12c shows the required power from the DC-link, which is
oscillating caused by the varying shaft speed and torque references. Fig.
7.12c also clearly demonstrates the advantage of entering self-locking mode
in terms of energy consumption. Instead of having a standby consumption of
roughly 700-900 W at standstill if load holding valves remain open this may
be reduced to 0 W in self-locking mode.

Fig. 7.12: (a) Shaft speed references. (b) Motor torque references. (c) Power required from DC-
link.
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8.1 Conclusions

This dissertation is motivated by the poor energy efficiency of conventional
hydraulic systems. It is concerned with designing and simulating an efficient
electro-hydraulic compact drive (ECD), meeting the requirements defined by
load carrying applications working in four quadrants, such as cranes and ex-
cavators. As a case study a medium sized knuckle boom crane is considered.
The specific requirements include the design of a gasless reservoir solution
permitting the system to operate in tilted orientations as well as the design of
a load holding functionality not preventing the ECD system from recovering
potential energy as the crane lowers its load.

To initiate the study, the energy consumption characteristics of a basic ECD
system has been compared to a valve-controlled system architecture consider-
ing actuation of the knuckle boom crane. This analysis showed a potential for
energy savings in the range of 58 % to 75 % for a realistic motion cycle. This
is partly achieved by superior energy efficiencies in resistive load quadrants
and due to the ability of the ECD to recover energy in aided load quadrants.
ECDs may be designed as decentralised compact units integrating the elec-
trical prime mover, hydraulic pumps, reservoir and cylinder. This eliminates
the need for hydraulic piping to the cylinder but reduces the static payload
capacity. To investigate the specific reduction for the considered crane, a me-
chanical crane model is established showing that a decentralised location of
the ECD reduces the static payload capacity by approximately 3 %.

To meet the requirements in terms of load holding functionality and a gas-
less oil reservoir a novel system architecture is proposed. This system con-
sists of a self-pressurising reservoir charged by internal system pressures and
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a so-called indirectly controlled hydraulic lock. The lock ensures that the
cylinder is hydraulically locked in case of power loss or hose burst, but may
be unlocked by properly controlling the internal pressure states. Two elec-
trical motor-pump units are included to permit sufficient control possibili-
ties and to increase the scalability properties, thus expanding the application
range.

To ensure that the load holding valves are fully open and to keep the reservoir
pressure within an allowed range during operation, it is important to main-
tain a certain minimum pressure level in the cylinder chambers. To enable
smooth opening and closing of the load holding valves it is furthermore re-
quired that the pressure level may be adjusted during operation. As two elec-
tric motor drive units are used as system inputs a multiple-input-multiple-
output control system consisting of two virtual pressure control loops and
an outer motion control loop have been designed, analysed and simulated in
this dissertation. A linear analysis reveals strong dynamic cross couplings be-
tween the virtual pressure states and the physical inputs, which are handled
by defining an input mapping between desired virtual pressure dynamics
and the physical shaft speed references. All designed control loops may be
parametrised by a few basic parameters such as chamber volumes, pump
displacements, cylinder areas, and equivalent mass. This is assessed to be a
versatile approach that is easier to implement and tune for commissioning
personnel compared to numerical or frequency response based design and
tuning methods. By defining five operation modes for the system, simulation
results show that it is possible to control the opening of the load holding
valves, as well as obtaining proper motion performance while keeping the
reservoir pressure elevated. Thus it is found possible to design and control
an ECD system meeting the requirements defined by load carrying applica-
tions still offering significantly improved energy characteristics compared to
valve-controlled systems.

For the considered motion cycle, a thermo-hydraulic analysis shows that the
passive heat transfer from the system to the ambience is sufficient in order
to maintain the oil temperature at reasonable levels. This suggest that active
cooling may be avoided. This result is based on a thermo-hydraulic mod-
elling method derived within the project and verified using experimental
data obtained from a smaller version of an ECD.

The dissertation contributes with knowledge to the research field by sug-
gesting new technical solutions to the load holding and oil reservoir design
challenges. Additionally, insights into how the thermal behaviour of ECDs
may be simulated are provided. These findings may lead to an expansion of
the application range, and thus a wider acceptance of ECDs as a viable en-
ergy efficient alternative to conventional valve-controlled hydraulic systems,
which is also relevant for safety critical load carrying applications.
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8.2 Future Work

As a natural next step, the further studies should include experimental val-
idation of the proposed system architecture and associated control method-
ology. This includes investigations considering the obtainable energy effi-
ciency, the ability to smoothly engaging and disengaging the hydraulic lock
and evaluation of motion tracking performance. Furthermore, the applicabil-
ity of the bootstrap reservoir must be investigated, with special attention on
the friction and leakage characteristics.

Due to practical and economical restrictions, it is beneficial to conduct a first
round of experimental tests on a downscaled ECD. For this purpose an ECD
with a maximum electrical motor power of 9.7 kW has been designed and
manufactured as a part of the project. The ECD has been manufactured
without attaching a hydraulic cylinder yet, to facilitate easy changeover be-
tween different cylinder sizes and thus applications. The ECD may deliver a
piston side flow of up to 21.6 L/min, and is optimised for a cylinder with an
area ratio of 2/3 in terms of pump displacement matching.

The designed ECD prototype offers a number of additional configuration

Electric 
motor

For diaphragm 
accumulator

To rod cham
ber

19
9m

m

To piston 
chamber

Pump Coupling house

Change pilot 
pressure

To reservoir
chamber 

To charge 
chamberShortcircuit 

load holding valves

Fig. 8.1: Configurable ECD prototype that has been manufactured within the project to validate
the proposed system architecture and derived control methods. Unfortunately it has not been
possible to obtain experimental results within the project period and the prototype awaits testing
by upcoming PhD students within the SFI Offshore Mechatronics Research Project.
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possibilities. Manually controlled ball valves may be adjusted to short-circuit
the load holding valves if an application does not require this functionality.
Additional directional valves may change the pilot setting of the load holding
valves. This enables using the crossport of the cylinder as the pilot pressure
(illustrated in section 4.1.2) or using the lowest chamber pressure as investi-
gated in this dissertation. Finally, it is possible to either include a gas-charged
accumulator to the system or to utilise a bootstrap reservoir. Fig. 8.1 shows
a drawing of the manufactured ECD system. In Fig. 8.2 a bootstrap reservoir
prototype capable of delivering a compensation volume of 1.9 L is shown.

Charge chamber

Reservoir chamber

Alignment coupling

125/32‐160mm

25/16‐160mm Silencer

Fig. 8.2: Bootstrap reservoir prototype that has been manufactured within the project.
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Abstract: Pump-controlled hydraulic cylinder drives may offer improved energy efficiency,
compactness, and plug-and-play installation compared to conventional valve-controlled hydraulic
systems and thus have the potential of replacing conventional hydraulic systems as well as
electro-mechanical alternatives. Since the late 1980s, research into how to configure the hydraulic
circuit of pump-controlled cylinder drives has been ongoing, especially in terms of compensating
the uneven flow requirements required by a differential cylinder. Recently, research has also focused
on other aspects such as replacing a vented oil tank with a small-volume pressurized accumulator
including the consequences of this in terms of thermal behavior. Numerous references describe
the advantages and shortcomings of pump-controlled cylinder drives compared to conventional
hydraulic systems or electro-mechanical drives. This paper presents a throughout literature
review starting from the earliest concepts based on variable-displacement hydraulic pumps and
vented reservoirs to newer concepts based on variable-speed electric drives and sealed reservoirs.
By classifying these drives into several proposed classes it is found that the architectures considered
in the literature reduce to a few basic layouts. Finally, the paper compares the advantages and
shortcomings of each drive class and seek to predict future research tasks related to pump-controlled
cylinder drives.

Keywords: pump-controlled cylinder drives; direct-driven hydraulics; throttleless hydraulics;
valveless hydraulic drive; linear hydraulic actuation

1. Introduction

With an increased industrial focus on energy efficiency, plug-and-play installation, and
compactness, conventional valve-controlled hydraulic cylinder drives are increasingly being replaced
by electro-mechanical alternatives, such as roller or ball screws [1], especially for small power
classes. This happens despite the well-known advantages of hydraulic linear actuation such as large
force/power densities, reliability, and robustness. Hydraulic actuation is, however, still the preferred
solution for many applications such as industrial presses, large mobile machinery, crane manipulators,
primary aircraft control etc. [2–4]. Among other reasons this is due to certain limitations for the
electro-mechanical alternatives, such as limited reliability (e.g., shock loads damage), the difficulties
of implementing overload/failure protection and/or limited force capabilities [5–7]. To strengthen
the position regarding these applications and to make hydraulic cylinder drives competitive with
electro-mechanical drives for low power applications, there is a need to enhance both the energy
efficiency and the overall flexibility of hydraulic cylinder drives.
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The flexibility of a hydraulic system may be related to how power is being distributed between the
prime mover and the actuator(s). As illustrated in Figure 1, at least three different power distribution
topologies exist: hydraulic, mechanical, and electrical distribution.

Figure 1. Three different power distribution topologies. In (a) power is distributed hydraulically by
common pressure rails (CPR) to a control element controlling each actuator. In (b) power is distributed
mechanically by a rotating shaft to multiple rotating hydraulic pumps, each controlling the motion of a
cylinder. The shaft may be driven by an internal combustion engine (ICE). In (c) power is electrically
distributed, requiring both an electric machine and a hydraulic pump for controlling each cylinder.

In conventional hydraulic systems a centralized hydraulic power unit (HPU) delivers power to
all actuators through a common pressure rail (CPR). Each actuator is controlled by a throttling valve,
leading to significant losses. To enhance the energy efficiency, the resistive losses associated with
throttling must be reduced. A main challenge is to achieve this with preserved controllability at a
justifiable cost level. Examples of improving the energy efficiency and maintaining the CPR counts the
so-called digital hydraulics where the proportional valve is replaced by multiple on/off valves [8–12]
and hydraulic transformers, namely throttleless control devices that replace control valves. The latter
is investigated in [13–15], where the variable INNAS floating cup transformer is considered, see
Figure 1a. Conversely, for a conventional constant hydraulic transformer unit this is investigated
in [16]. Hydraulic transformers can be considered as a retrofit solution to conventional systems, as only
the control element is replaced while the hydraulic power supply, the common pressure rail and
the cylinder remain unchanged. Because the piping is preserved, the flexibility of the system is not
significantly improved and so these systems cannot be considered an alternative to electro-mechanical
cylinder drives.

Another approach for reducing throttle related losses is represented by pump-controlled cylinder
drives. Here the motion of the cylinder is controlled by varying the flow delivered by the pump.
Since the pump is used as the control element, a pump is needed for each actuator, which necessitates
a complete redesign of the system architecture but also enables the avoidance of the common pressure
rail. If a single prime mover is used to drive multiple variable-displacement pumps each controlling a
single actuator, the power distribution may be considered mechanical, see Figure 1b. This approach
has been of particular interest in mobile machinery, where the internal combustion engine (ICE) acts
as the only prime mover. Because the hydraulic pumps are mounted on the same shaft, substantial
piping may still be required to each cylinder.

The highest level of flexibility and compactness is achieved if power is distributed electrically
and each cylinder is equipped with an individual pump and electric motor. This is especially the
case if the conventional vented oil tank is replaced by a sealed accumulator, meaning that only an
electrical and mechanical machine interface is present. This aids to the flexibility and compactness of
the solution because hoses and pipes related to having a centralized HPU are avoided. For this reason,
some researchers also use the term decentralized or zonal hydraulics. These self-contained or compact
electro-hydraulic drives are aiming at combining the energy efficiency and flexibility of electric drives
while retaining the reliability and force capabilities of hydraulic drives. Even for applications with
no electric grid connection readily available, such as mobile machinery, it may be profitable to either
replace the ICE with an electric machine and batteries (full electrification) [17] or even to generate
a local electric grid by connecting an electric generator to the ICE [18]. Generally, pump-controlled
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systems can recover kinetic or potential energy (e.g., during load lowering). This is a significant
difference compared to conventional valve-controlled systems, where energy recovery is generally not
possible, due to throttling across the control valve. If a system contains multiple actuators with the
ability to share power (e.g., through a common DC-bus), pump-controlled systems may offer increased
energy efficiency, not only on an actuator level but also on a system level. The opportunity of sharing
power and recovering kinetic and potential energy opens new possibilities for designing "intelligent
energy-optimized systems" [19]. This may especially be the case if including energy storage technologies
such as batteries, super-capacitors, or fly-wheels. By proper energy management this may be used to
minimize the power peaks requiring by the DC-supply [19], or to optimize loading of the ICE enabling
reduced fuel consumption and/or downsizing of the prime mover’s rated power.

Compact pump-controlled cylinder drives match the ongoing industrial trend of electrification
and countless applications would benefit from a decentralized, energy efficient, compact, and flexible
hydraulic drive. Numerous references (e.g., [20,21]) focus on which advantages and disadvantages
pump-controlled cylinder drives possess compared to conventional valve-controlled hydraulics or
electro-mechanical drives. As will be evident, pump-controlled cylinder drives may be configured
in different ways but, so far, no references compare these approaches thoroughly. This paper is
creating an overview of system architectures for pump-controlled hydraulic differential cylinder drives
found in literature and industry and classifies these into several proposed classes. This is done to
compare general advantages and shortcomings between the drive classes instead of each individual
system architecture.

The paper is organized in the following way: In section 3 the classes used to classify the drive
architectures are presented, while Section 4 presents the literature review. Section 5 identifies which
research areas are currently in focus. Also, future research topics in order for pump-controlled
differential cylinder drives to be valid alternatives to electro-mechanical drives and a valid successor
for conventional valve-controlled cylinder drives are proposed. In Section 6 the advantages and
shortcomings of the presented classes are summarized and compared. A general introduction to the
technology is given in the next section.

2. Overview of Pump-Controlled Differential Cylinder Drives

According to the definition made in this paper, a pump-controlled differential cylinder drive
consists of a differential cylinder, a hydraulic supply, an oil reservoir, and auxiliary components
which may include valves for safety functions, load-holding, and flow-balancing components. This
is illustrated in Figure 2. In the literature these drives are also denoted as self-contained or compact
electro-hydraulic/hydrostatic actuators, direct-driven hydraulics, valveless/throttleless actuators etc.

Figure 2. Conceptional illustration showing the subsystems constituting a pump-controlled differential
cylinder drive as defined in this text.

For pump-controlled differential cylinder drives to be valid alternatives to both electro-mechanical
drives and conventional valve cylinder drives for general applications, capability of four-quadrant
operation is required. Figure 3 exemplifies how a compact pump-controlled differential cylinder drive
capable of four-quadrant operation may be designed [2,22]. The hydraulic supply consists of a single
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fixed-displacement pump connected to a variable-speed electric machine. The reservoir is sealed,
and the so-called inverse shuttle valve needed for uneven flow compensation may be regarded as an
auxiliary component.

In quadrant Q1, the fluid is pumped into the piston side chamber. Due to the asymmetry of
the cylinder, a larger flow is required by the piston chamber than the flow leaving the rod side
chamber. This differential flow (or rod volume flow) is supplied from a sealed accumulator, through
the inverse shuttle valve, which is passively actuated to connect the low-pressure chamber of the
cylinder with the accumulator. The accumulator is usually pressurized to a couple of bars (1–3 bar),
as a low-pressure leakage line is required for common pump types such as commercially available
internal gear pumps [23], external gear pumps [24–26] and axial piston pumps [27,28].

In quadrant Q3 the piston is retracting under a resistive load, causing the rod side chamber to
be at a higher pressure than the piston side chamber. This causes the inverse shuttle valve to change
position compared to Q1 and connects the piston chamber with the accumulator. The additional flow
leaving the piston side chamber is thus guided to the accumulator. In Q1 and Q3 the load is resistive, so
power is being supplied to the drive, while in Q2 and Q4 the load is aiding the piston motion. In these
quadrants the hydraulic pump works in motoring mode, and a potential of recovering some of the
energy supplied by the external load is present.

Figure 3. Four-quadrant operation of a pump-controlled differential cylinder drive. This particular
architecture consists of a variable-speed electric motor connected to a fixed-displacement pump.
The uneven cylinder chamber flow is compensated by a so-called inverse shuttle valve [2,22].

The research emphasis was initially on symmetric actuators controlled by variable-displacement
pumps. This concept was already examined by [29] in 1967. The PhD dissertation from [30] from the
late 1970s is one of the first references dealing thoroughly with pump-controlled double rod cylinder
drives. Initial effort was placed on characterizing the dynamical behavior of variable-displacement
pumps, to assess their applicability as primary control elements [31–33]. In [34] these are found to
be well suited for primary control tasks, while in [35,36] it was pointed out that the dynamics of
variable-displacement pumps is generally inferior compared to a conventional control valve. Later [37]
found that pump control bandwidths above 45 Hz are achievable and [38] experimentally found closed
loop pump control bandwidths of 80 Hz. These results are confirmed in [39], who also concludes that
the "commonly found prejudice that pump-controlled systems suffer from slow dynamics of the servo pump
used as a final control element are not justified." As pointed out in [40] such dynamic behavior is generally
reserved for custom-built pumps e.g., used for research purposes or special applications. Commonly
used pumps exhibit much slower control dynamics. Displacement-controlled actuators have been
investigated intensively in relation to mobile machinery. For example, in [41] it was found that for
controlling the working hydraulics in a 5 ton excavator, a pump bandwidth of 15–20 Hz at ±10%
displacement is required. This result is generalized to other larger displacement-controlled mobile
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applications and it is concluded that a pump bandwidth of 15–20 Hz satisfies even the most strenuous
frequency requirements.

The advances within power electronics and electric servo drives enabled using variable-speed
electric drives in combination with fixed-displacement pumps for primary control of hydraulic double
rod cylinders, which facilitated electrical power distribution instead of hydraulic distribution [42].
Based on thermal considerations, the improved energy efficiency compared to valve-controlled systems,
further enhanced the possibility of reducing the oil volume compared to conventional valve cylinder
drives. This led to the development of the electro-hydraulic actuator (EHA), characterized by having a
pressurized sealed oil reservoir (accumulator) instead of a vented tank. During the 1990s the EHA
emerged in the aircraft industry, and are now used for primary flight control in e.g., the Airbus A340
and A380, [2,42].

Due to increased cost and size, the use of double rod cylinders is limited in other industries,
where the preferred linear actuator is the differential cylinder [2,43]. Using a single rod cylinder
leads to unequal flow rates required by the cylinder chambers. The main focus has therefore been
on developing and investigating system architectures capable of compensating this flow difference.
A variety of different methods has been proposed. Roughly speaking, the focus on differential cylinders
in combination with variable-displacement pumps started in the late 1980s, while the combination
of differential cylinders and variable-speed drives can be traced back to the mid-1990s. Compact or
self-contained (i.e., using a sealed accumulator) differential cylinder drives emerged around 2010.

Pump-controlled differential cylinder drives have primarily been of interest in the academic
community, but recently commercial products have entered the market, e.g., by Parker Hannifin [44],
Bosch Rexroth AG [45] and Servi Group [46]. The real industrial breakthrough is however yet to come.

3. Classification of Pump-Controlled Differential Cylinder Drives

As mentioned previously pump-controlled cylinder drives may be able to recover energy, and
thus offers new opportunities in terms of designing energy-optimized systems, by incorporating
power-sharing and energy storage. It is generally important to recognize that the hydraulic drive
is part of a bigger system, meaning that to optimize energy consumption of the system, it may not
be sufficient to optimize energy consumption on an individual drive level. It is, therefore, always
necessary to take into account in which system the drive is included to select and design the actuator
best suited for the task. This paper, however, focuses on classifying and reviewing pump-controlled
systems on a drive level, e.g., not considering in which context the cylinder drive or actuator is
used. This is done even though the authors recognize that it may not be fair to directly compare
pump-controlled hydraulic drives optimized for different applications. On a general level, it is however
assessed that main advantages and drawbacks for different circuit architectures is identifiable.

A drive classification may generally be performed on different detail levels. To focus on main
functionality and to keep the number of classes reasonable, a high level classification is proposed.
As an example a drive may be classified based on whether the used hydraulic pump is a fixed or
variable-displacement type (higher level), or more specific which machine topology is used, e.g.,
axial/radial piston, internal/external gear etc. (lower level). Similarly, a drive may be classified based
on whether a constant-speed or variable-speed prime mover is used (higher level), or specifically
whether e.g., an asynchronous induction, a switched reluctance or a permanent magnet synchronous
machine is used (lower level).

The lower level classification is relevant during the design phase for a specific application,
but counterproductive when obtaining an overview concerned with the main functionality. A system
classification based on main hardware components and their configuration is therefore proposed.
As such, only a classification of the basic system architectures is within the scope of the paper. Such
classifications have previously been presented in various publications. In [47] the authors distinguished
between valve compensated and pump compensated circuits, while [48] presented a basic classification
of architectures using two pumps, based on the configuration of the pumps. In [22] a classification
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also including single-pump solutions and different auxiliary components needed for uneven flow
compensation was presented. The classification proposed in this paper, is closely related to the one
presented in [22], however the type of hydraulic supply (variable-displacement or speed-variable
pumps) is included in the following. This extension is made to assess how the chosen type of hydraulic
supply affects the performance characteristics of the pump-controlled cylinder drive.

Figure 4 shows the classes emerging when classifying the pump-controlled cylinder drives based
on: hydraulic supply (type and number of prime movers and hydraulic pumps), circuit architecture
(open or closed) and uneven flow compensation method. A circuit architecture is said to be open if one
of the pump ports is always being connected to a reservoir/accumulator. This means that oil leaving
a cylinder chamber is not able to enter the other chamber in all four operating quadrants without
entering a reservoir first. An open-circuit architecture normally does not require a four-quadrant
pump. A closed-circuit architecture requires at least one four-quadrant pump, i.e., some of the oil
may be pumped directly from one-cylinder chamber to the other, without passing the reservoir, thus
constituting a closed circuit.

The classification is based on the following delimitations:

1. The classes based on variable-speed electric drives combined with variable-displacement
hydraulic pumps are omitted in this classification due to the lack of research efforts and the
higher cost. It is however likely that a higher energy efficiency is obtainable [42,49,50], meaning
that future pump-controlled cylinder drives may be based on this approach.

2. The classification only includes the use of one or two prime movers, as none of the considered
publications deal with more prime movers.

3. The classes based on two constant-speed prime movers are not considered because this is only
relevant for dimensioning considerations. The general functioning of the drive does not change
compared to using a single prime mover, because the control functionality is handled by the
variable-displacement pump(s).

4. Classes based on two variable-speed prime movers in combination with a single hydraulic pump
are omitted, because this architecture is functionally similar to single variable-speed prime mover
and single-pump classes.

Additional components to handle the uneven cylinder flow are needed for the classes based on a
single pump (A and E). Some suggestions are shown in the green (functional) classes A.1 to A.3 and
E.1 to E.3. For multiple-pump hydraulic supplies (class B, C, D) uneven flow compensation may be
realized without the need for additional components.

Based on the hydraulic supply class only, the above considerations lead to five main classes
(A to E) and 13 functional sub-classes, shown as green boxes in Figure 4. The classification leads to
a limited number of basic system architectures, whereas numerous different varieties of these basic
architectures may be derived to obtain specific characteristics needed for a given application (or family
of applications). The specific architectures may include auxiliary components such as load-holding
and safety valves, oil filter, cooler etc., and the chosen reservoir type (sealed or vented).

Please note that the distinction made between variable-displacement and variable-speed hydraulic
supplies increase the functional solution groups compared the e.g., the classification made in [22].
It is however important to emphasize that the solution space for the architectures in e.g., class A is
exactly the same as for class E, because the only difference is the method of controlling the pump flow.
The same is true for classes B.1, C.1, D.1 and B.2, C.2 and D.2. Some flow compensation methods are
however more suitable for some classes. For example, even though the hydraulic transformer solution
is only listed for class E, this would also be functional for class A.
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Figure 4. Proposed classification of pump-controlled differential cylinder drives. The green boxes
denote classes generally functional in four quadrants: Five main classes (A–E) and 13 sub-classes
are proposed.

4. Reviewing and Classifying the State-of-the-Art

In the following sub-sections, a literature review is conducted, and the identified systems are
classified into the classes proposed in Figure 4.

4.1. Class A—Single Variable-Speed Prime Mover and Single Pump

Class A drives work by controlling the rotational direction and speed of a variable-speed electric
machine connected to a single fixed-displacement pump. As the cylinder chamber flows are uneven,
additional components are needed to compensate this difference to avoid cavitation or/and excessive
pressure build up. In general, class A drives are characterized by a simple hydraulic circuit only
requiring a small number of components and a relatively low control complexity due to a rather
constrained system as only a single input is generally present. This also leads to a general inability to
control the pressure of the non-load-carrying chamber, resulting in the low-pressure chamber being
close to the accumulator/tank pressure. This causes the overall drive stiffness to be low, decreasing the
eigenfrequency of the drive which may lead to positioning inaccuracy [51] and unsatisfying dynamic
performance of the drive e.g., at impact loads.

The contributions identified in the literature for the sub-classes A.1 to A.3 are presented in the
following. Open-circuit variable-speed architectures using directional control valves in the main
transmission lines (pump to cylinder) have not been found in the literature. For open-circuit displacement-
controlled drives, however, a few examples are shown in Section 4.5.3. These architectures would also be
feasible in combination with open-circuit single-pump variable-speed supplies.

4.1.1. A.1—Passive Valves

A simple solution to compensate uneven cylinder flows using a flushing/inverse shuttle valve was
patented in [52], see Figure 5a. The inverse shuttle valve connects the low-pressure cylinder chamber to
the reservoir to compensate the uneven cylinder flow. In aided load situations, the hydraulic pump and
the electric machine work in motoring and generator mode respectively, meaning that a potential for
recovering energy exists. Recently the inverse shuttle valve solution has been given renewed attention,
possibly because of the appealing simplicity of this configuration consisting of rather few and simple
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components [2,22]. The drive however suffers from undesired shuttle valve oscillations (so-called
mode oscillations) for certain load cases (switching loads). This rather complicated phenomenon is
occurring when the equilibrium point for the system is close to the switching pressure of the inverse
shuttle valve. If the system is poorly damped, the valve switching condition is met, while moving
towards the equilibrium point. Due to the cylinder asymmetry, this causes the structure of the system
to change, in turn causing the equilibrium point to move compared to before the valve switch [53].
The repetition of this process (potentially a limit cycle) is responsible for undesired pressure and
piston motion oscillations. Investigation of the mode oscillation issue has been addressed by multiple
researchers, see. e.g., [47,54–58].

Variable-speed, fixed-displacement, single prime mover and single pump (Class A)
A.1 - Passive Valves

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

A.2 - Active Valves A.3 - Asymmetric Pump

(e) (f)

(g)

Figure 5. Overview of class A architectures. Only main components are included, whereas e.g.,
anti-cavitation and pressure-relief valves are omitted for simplicity. Blue components indicate that
these components are only included by some researchers. (a) Architecture based on an inverse shuttle
valve; (b) Architecture based on pilot-operated check valves; (c) Architecture based on a passively
actuated directional valve; (d) EHA concept by Parker Hannifin; (e) Architecture based on actively
controlled on/off valve; (f) Architecture based on asymmetric pump; (g) Architecture based on actively
controlled directional valve.

One of the proposed solutions to counteract this undesirable behavior, is to use an under-lapped
inverse shuttle valve. This has experimentally proved to reduce the tendency of mode oscillation, at the
expense of throttling losses, and thus lower energy efficiencies [54,55]. The acceleration limits to avoid
mode oscillations for large inertia loads have been investigated in [21], and the authors experimentally
showed that these limits may be calculated to avoid oscillatory operation if the load is known.
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Another known disadvantage of this drive is the inability to control the pressure of the non-load-
carrying chamber, resulting in the low-pressure chamber being close to the accumulator/tank pressure.
This causes the overall drive stiffness to be low, which negatively affects the dynamic properties of the
drive. An additional charge pump can be used to avoid low-pressure operation [55]. This generally
has a negative impact on compactness, flexibility, reliability, and energy efficiency.

In [59] it is proposed to use counter balance valves for load-holding purposes (blue components
in Figure 5a), at the expense of not being able to regenerate energy. Compared to the to the system in
Figure 5c [60], simulation results suggest an energy saving of 57% when used to control the position
of aircraft seats. The system in Figure 5c also contains load-holding valves not shown in the figure,
and uses a passively actuated directional control valve, to guide the additional oil flow from the piston
side to the accumulator during retraction.

As an alternative to the inverse shuttle valve, two pilot-operated check valves may be used
(Figure 5b), which has been investigated intensively for displacement-controlled actuators (Class E).
This system is functionally very similar to the inverse shuttle valve solution, and suffers from the
drawbacks regarding mode oscillations and low-pressure operation. Commercial products based on
the pilot-operated check valve solution has been introduced lately by Bosch Rexroth AG [45,61]. In [3]
the authors proposed to include a passive load-holding subsystem (Blue components in Figure 5b) for
actuating a single link crane manipulator. The load-holding subsystem passively holds the load in
case of emergency e.g., power shutdown but it may also be enabled by the operator during standstill
to enhance energy efficiency. For a given test trajectory an energy efficiency of 60% is obtained
experimentally.

To address the mode oscillation issue [40] introduced two counter balance valves and a low-
pressure charge pump. By a clever sizing of the counter balance valves, significant throttling losses
are only present when the chamber pressure difference is small, which is critical regarding mode
oscillation, while the throttling losses are insignificant when the pressure difference is larger. This is
experimentally shown to yield oscillation free performance at critical loads, while the energy efficiency
is not affected for non-critical loads. The oscillation free operation comes at a cost of an increased
energy consumption of 12% for a specific operation cycle.

Another approach for compensating the uneven cylinder chamber flows is used by Parker
Hannifin [44] in their commercially available EHA, shown in Figure 5d. The EHA is available in a
power range up to 560 W [44]. Dependent on the piston motion, a passively actuated directional
control valve guides oil to/from the cylinder whenever the rod side pressure exceeds the piston side
pressure. A pressure-relief valve inserted between the reservoir and the directional valve elevates the
pressure in the non-load-carrying chamber, (back pressure), to ensure drive stiffness during piston
motion. For this reason, Parker Hannifin denotes the combination of the directional valve and the
pressure-relief valve a "back pressure valve". A closely related concept is also found in [62].

4.1.2. A.2—Active Valves

The pump-controlled drive visible in Figure 5e was investigated in a two-quadrant tote dumper
application in [63]. An electrically actuated 2/2-way on/off valve is used to direct oil from the piston
side chamber to the vented tank during retraction, while this valve is closed during cylinder extension.
Load-holding is achieved using a counter balance valve, which is found to prohibit the circuit to work
in motoring mode and thus precludes energy recovery during load lowering. A test showed decreased
energy consumption of 21% compared to a valve-controlled system for a given load cycle.

A comprehensive analysis of the mode oscillation issue known from passive valve compensated
architectures was conducted in [47]. Based on this analysis a rather simple switching logic for the
flow compensating valves counteracting mode oscillation issues is derived. This switching logic may
be realized using an actively controlled 4/3-way directional valve as shown in Figure 5g or using
architectures based on hydraulically/passively actuated valves. Experimental results for the latter are
however not presented. Beside the circuit shown in Figure 5g experimental results for circuits using
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an additional pressurized flow supply to elevate chamber pressures and to deliver the compensation
flow are presented. The experimental work is conducted on a backhoe loader performing a pendular
motion (four-quadrant operation) and the results showed that by using the proposed valve switching
logic mode oscillations did not occur independent of the operation condition, i.e., there are no critical
regions or critical loads leading to mode oscillations. This solution is not restricted to variable-speed
architectures but may also be incorporated in variable-displacement architectures.

4.1.3. A.3—Asymmetric Pump

By redesigning the valve plate of a conventional axial piston pump, an asymmetric unit with three
independent ports has been designed and tested [64–67]. This 3-port pump solution was also disclosed
in a patent application [68]. The two ports connected to the cylinder chambers may be constructed
with a displacement ratio that matches the cylinder area ratio, meaning that no additional components
are needed for flow compensation. The third port is connected to a low-pressure line. This is shown
in Figure 5f. Fundamentally, the asymmetric pump-controlled cylinder drive is similar to a drive
comprising of two fixed-displacement pumps connected on the same shaft. However, there might
be a slight advantage in terms of compactness in favor of the asymmetric pump drive. Also, a better
energy efficiency of the asymmetric pump drive compared to the double pump solution have been
reported, which may be due to reduced frictional losses as only a single pump instead of two needs
to be driven [43]. Compared to a separate-meter-in-separate-meter-out (SMISMO) valve-controlled
system, energy savings of 75% have been reported for a given load cycle when implemented in a mini
excavator [69].

4.2. Class B—Variable-Speed Single Prime Mover with Multiple Pumps

Instead of using auxiliary components to compensate the uneven flow (Class A), a fundamentally
different approach is to handle the uneven flow problem by the hydraulic supply itself, i.e., using
multiple pumps. Compared to the valve solutions in class A, this approach has the advantage of
ideally not requiring the use of additional valves for uneven flow compensation. This is especially
advantageous due to the absence of mode oscillations. Class B systems are characterized by using
simple hydraulic components in a simple hydraulic architecture. The main drawback is the inherent
low-pressure operation.

The usage of two oppositely oriented pumps in an open-circuit configuration (Figure 6a) has been
investigated by multiple researchers. Here the uneven cylinder flows are compensated by the pumps,
as the displacement ratio of the pumps ideally matches the cylinder area ratio. However, as pointed
out by [70], anti-cavitation valves and pressure-relief valves are generally required, because the
pressure dependent pump leakages make it impossible to achieve proper matching of the pump
displacement ratio and the cylinder area ratio under all operating conditions. To limit a potential
pressure increase [70] uses two proportional valves shown as the blue components to bleed off oil to
the reservoir. These valves are not included in this setup by other researchers.

For actuating a single link boom [71] reported lifting efficiencies around 55%. The sizing error
of the displacement ratio of the pumps related to the cylinder area ratio is assessed to reduce the
energy efficiency of the system. To address this, a hydraulic accumulator may be connected to the
non-load-carrying chamber. This is found to increase efficiencies as much as 30 percentage points for
this two-quadrant lifting/lowering operation [72].

To enhance compactness the conventional oil reservoir has been replaced by a pressurized
accumulator by several researchers, e.g., in [1,73,74]. In [75] the authors investigated how to install
such a compact hydraulic drive on the links of a small excavator. In particular, the focus is on evaluating
how the additional weight originating from the compact drives affect the energy efficiency and the
stresses in the boom structure. Simulation results suggested an increased energy consumption of
11–17%. A structural analysis furthermore showed that the original boom structure is safe. In [76]
lifting efficiencies ranging from 67% to 77% are simulated for the same excavator.
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To avoid low-pressure operation, which is an inherent feature of the double pump
configuration [77,78] added a third pump which is only active in the forward direction, see Figure 6c.
Using advanced control functionality, it is possible to control the pressure level (i.e., the minimum
chamber pressure) and thus the drive stiffness during motion. Experimental verification shows energy
efficiencies ranging from 18% to 51% in four-quadrant operation. A simulation study shows an energy
saving potential of 60% compared to a conventional valve-controlled system for actuation of a two-link
middle-sized knuckle boom crane for a representative load cycle [79].

Variable-speed, fixed-displacement, single prime mover and multiple pump (B)
Open-Circuit (B.1) Closed-Circuit (B.2)

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 6. Overview of class B architectures (simplified schematics). The arrow inside the pump symbols
denote main flow direction for positive shaft speeds. Blue components indicate that these components
are only included by some researchers. (a) Two pump architecture in open-circuit configuration;
(b) Two pump architecture in closed-circuit configuration; (c) Architecture based on three pumps in
open-circuit configuration.

The two pumps may also be configured in a closed-circuit architecture, as seen in Figure 6b,
offering smaller pump sizes compared to open-circuit architectures at the expense of requiring a
closed-circuit pump. Early focus on this concept and variable-speed drives in general is found
in [51] from 1997. Here the main advantage compared to variable-displacement drives (Class D/E) is
pointed out to be improved efficiency especially at part loads and avoidance of an additional pressure
source needed to control the variable-displacement pump. For the pumps available at that time it is
highlighted that to enhance the reliability these needed to be optimized for low speed operation.

In [51] the investigation was based on a vented tank configuration (Figure 6b) finding that
the drive stiffness impacts severely on the positioning accuracy. In [2,22] the vented tank was
replaced with a pressurized accumulator and the authors experimentally compared this drive with an
electro-mechanical counterpart. This investigation showed similar energy efficiencies and compactness,
superior robustness towards impact loads and overload protection but inferiority regarding drive
stiffness due to low-pressure operations. This architecture was investigated for actuating the six
cylinders of a Stewart platform used for flight simulations in [80]. The evaluated energy consumption
was between 25% to 50% of a conventional valve-controlled system. This is partly achieved by
connecting an extra accumulator to the rod side, rendering the possibility of passively carrying the
static load of the platform by cleverly pre-charging the two accumulators, which ideally results in
zero torque on the prime mover’s shaft in static situations. This also increases the drive stiffness, but
requires an additional charging/discharging circuit [81].

4.3. Class C—Two Variable-Speed Prime Movers and Multiple Pumps

Including a second variable-speed prime mover enables the possibility of controlling an additional
state, often chosen to be a pressure state, to avoid low-pressure operations. Beside the possibility
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of avoiding low-pressure operations, class C drives are characterized by being highly scalable. This
also results in a higher cost, compared to single prime mover classes for the same power output
demands. Furthermore, the control complexity generally increases as two independent inputs need to
be controlled.

In the closed-circuit architecture (Figure 7b) both prime movers operate simultaneously in motor
or generator mode, contrary to the open-circuit architecture (Figure 7a) where one prime mover works
as a motor while the other acts as a generator. This means that the closed-circuit architecture is more
scalable as larger output powers may be delivered for the same electric motor sizes. The open-circuit
solution is briefly presented in [43,51], but neither in-depth analyses nor experimental testing have
been published for this architecture.

The closed-circuit architecture (Figure 7b) has been investigated in [82–86], and a 64 kW drive
has been experimentally tested in an injection molding machine, with clamping forces up to 1600 kN
and max rod velocities of 0.8 m/s (not simultaneously). In [48] this concept is investigated with
focus on different multi-variable control concepts and a closed position control loop and closed
chamber sum-pressure loop strategy is implemented, yielding a constant chamber sum pressure,
to keep the drive stiffness high. The reference speed for the electric machines is a (scaled) sum of
the controller output, constituting a static decoupling of the input-output couplings. In this work
it is furthermore shown that using a variable-speed, variable-displacement drive does not improve
energy efficiency compared to a variable-speed fixed-displacement approach, for a considered injection
molding machine case.

Finally, no architectures using more than a single pump connected to each electric machine have
been identified.

Variable-speed, fixed-displacement, two prime movers and multiple pumps (C)
Open-Circuit (C.1) Closed-Circuit (C.2)

(a) (b)

Figure 7. Overview of class C architectures (simplified schematics). (a) Open-circuit configuration; (b)
Closed-circuit configuration.

4.4. Class D—Single Constant-Speed Prime Mover and Multiple Pumps

Instead of using variable-speed fixed-displacement drives, variable-displacement constant-speed
hydraulic units may be used. This approach is in some sense the predecessor of the variable-speed
approach, as the variable-displacement pump was investigated as a primary control element for
cylinder drives before variable-speed electric drives were economically and dynamically feasible. The
main focus on variable-displacement differential cylinder drives is related to mobile machinery.

Most attention has been given to single-pump displacement-controlled drives (Class E), whereas
the focus on using two pumps for each cylinder has been limited. This is probably due to this solution
being cost-intensive and requiring advanced control methods, which is infeasible for cost-sensitive
applications such as mobile machinery [87].

The open-circuit solution (Figure 8a) has been presented in [81,88] investigated this concept in a
0.6 MN forging press. A decentralized position and rod side pressure chamber control method has
been adopted. The positioning accuracy and forging rapidity was found to improve when increasing
the rod side chamber pressure (increased drive stiffness). The energy consumption of the press
however remained almost unchanged. The high cost of the variable-displacement pumps compared to
valve-controlled drives is pointed out to be a challenge for the market penetration of this technology.
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The closed-circuit architecture (Figure 8b) is found in [89], where emphasis was placed on
investigating suitable control strategies. Two different control methods were suggested, both aiming
at controlling the cylinder motion and at keeping a certain pressure level. The first approach only
required piston position feedback and included a hydraulically actuated pressure level valve, guiding
oil from a charge source to the cylinder chambers if the pressure sum is lower than some preset value.
The second approach did not require an additional valve but was based on multi-variable control
techniques, thus requiring both piston position and chamber pressure feedback signals.

In [90] the closed-circuit architecture (Figure 8b) was used to actuate a hydraulic broaching
machine and reduced the energy consumption with 55% compared to a conventional valve system for
a given load cycle. A similar concept is also observed in a patent application [91].

Constant-speed, variable-displacement, single prime mover and multiple pumps (D)
Open-Circuit (D.1) Closed-Circuit (D.2)

(a) (b)

Figure 8. Overview of class D architectures (simplified schematics). (a) Open-circuit configuration; (b)
Closed-circuit configuration.

Using three variable-displacement main pumps enables the opportunity to circulate oil, ideally
without affecting neither cylinder motion nor pressure levels. This may be advantageous in relation to
ensure proper oil filtration and cooling [92]. However, no references concerned with three or more
variable-displacement main pumps have been identified, which may be due to this solution being
rather expensive.

4.5. Class E—Single Constant-Speed Prime Mover and Single Pump

As mentioned in the previous section the focus on using multiple variable-displacement pumps
is limited. Conversely, using a single variable-displacement pump has obtained significant attention.
As with the single pump arranged in the variable-speed fixed-displacement configuration (Class A),
additional components are needed to handle the uneven cylinder flows. The investigated solutions
are quite similar to the methods used for class A, because the fundamental challenge is similar.
The differences between class A and E concerns the requirement of a low displacement charge pump,
which conventionally is needed to control the displacement setting of the main pump. The charge
pump is often also used to elevate the chamber pressures yielding a higher drive stiffness. Including
the charge pump and the control circuit for the main pump generally leads to a larger complexity of
the hydraulic circuit and to a higher system cost compared to variable-speed drives.

4.5.1. E.1—Passive Valves

Using a pilot-operated check valve for flow compensation in uneven cylinder drives for
two-quadrant operation was suggested in [33]. The pilot-operated check valve was used to connect
the cylinder chamber with a vented reservoir, which inherently led to low-pressure operation and
reduced stiffness. This idea has been modified into the architecture shown in Figure 9a where a charged
low-pressure line is connected to the cylinder chambers using pilot-operated check valves [93–96].
The low-pressure line is generated by a fixed-displacement pump and generally needed for controlling
the displacement of the main pump, to compensate system leakages, avoiding cavitation at the inlet
port of the main pump and recirculating oil for filtration and cooling. Additionally, this increases the
chamber pressure levels and thus stiffness. The circuit in Figure 9a has been intensively researched
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from the end of the 1990s, especially regarding mobile machinery where a combustion engine is used
to drive the working hydraulics. Some varieties in terms of including the load-holding functionality
exist. In some references, no load-holding functions are included, in others load-holding is achieved by
electrically actuated on/off valves (Figure 9a), while [97] included the load-holding capability using
hydraulically actuated logic elements. The main drive functionality however remains the same.

The architecture is especially well suited for multiple actuator mobile machinery because they
can share the same low-pressure charge line. In [87,98,99] the drive architecture was implemented on
a multi-link mobile crane and on a wheel loader respectively, and in both cases fuel savings of 15%
compared to a conventional load sensing system was reported.

Fuel savings of more than 40% have been reported when implemented in a multiple actuator
small excavator compared to a conventional load sensing system. This leads to lower working
temperature, downsized combustion engines and reduction or potential elimination of the cooling
requirements [100–103]. The authors in [104,105] suggested pump sharing between multiple actuators
to decrease the overall cost of the hydraulic system. Further activities have been related to mode
oscillation (similar to what was seen in Section 4.1.1) [106], active oscillation damping [107,108] and
thermal modelling [109,110].

In [56,57] a solution that makes use of an inverse shuttle valve for flow compensation (Figure 9c)
was investigated, and special attention was given to investigate mode oscillations. By adding additional
leakage using two electrically actuated 2/2-way valves (Figure 9c) mode oscillations are found to be
suppressed at the expense of throttling losses across these valves.

Constant-speed, variable-displacement, single prime mover and single pump (E)
E.1 - Passive Valves E.2 Hydraulic Transformer

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

E.3 Directional Control Valves (Active or passively controlled)

(e) (f)

Figure 9. Overview of class E architectures (simplified schematics). Sub-circuits for controlling
the displacement of the main pump is not showed in all schematics. (a) Architecture based on
pilot-operated check valves; (b) Architecture based on hydraulic transformer; (c) Architecture based on
inverse shuttle valve; (d) Architecture based on variable hydraulic transformer; (e) Architecture based
on passively actuated directional valves; (f) Open-circuit architecture based on actively controlled
proportional valves.
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4.5.2. E.2—Hydraulic Transformer

In [33] it is proposed to use a hydraulic transformer to compensate the uneven cylinder flows,
as illustrated in Figure 9b. In [89,111] the author investigated the hydraulic transformer as a flow
compensation device and derived six feasible ways of connecting the hydraulic transformer with a
variable-displacement pump, the cylinder, and the reservoir. Two of these configurations were combined
using a switching valve (see Figure 9d) to switch between a high speed and a high force mode. The
solution suffers from being unable to match the cylinder flow needs under all operating conditions due
to pressure dependent leakage. In [89] it was suggested to use a variable-displacement charge pump in
combination with a sum of pressure control valve to address this while [81] recommended involving a
variable-displacement transformer (illustrated with a dotted arrow in Figure 9d). As pointed out by [81],
since a conventional hydraulic transformer is "bulky, heavy and complex", it makes these solutions "less
appealing when compared to other solutions". Innovative transformer technologies may be able to change
this, e.g., the variable INNAS floating cup transformer which is significantly more compact, as only a
single rotating machine (with three ports in the valve plate) is used instead of two rotating machines [13].

4.5.3. E.3—Directional Control Valves

For single-pump open-circuit architectures, directional valves in the main transmission lines
(between pump and cylinder) are needed to accommodate four-quadrant operation. One approach is
shown in Figure 9e where the two directional valves connect the cylinder chambers with the reservoir,
unless the pressure on the pump side exceeds the chamber pressure. This means oil leaving the
cylinder chambers is directed to the reservoir disabling the opportunity for energy recovery. This
architecture is briefly presented in [2] without any further examination.

A more elaborate architecture combining the advantages of pump-controlled cylinder drives with
the advantages of separate metering valves is shown in Figure 9f. This architecture is characterized by
controlling the piston motion in different modes dependent on the positions of the four 2/2 valves. This
expands the operating region (force and speed) compared to single-pump closed-circuit solutions [112].
For example, is the cylinder piston retracting speed not limited by the pump size in aided load
situations, because oil may also be guided to the other cylinder chamber (differential lowering) or
directly to the reservoir (meter out flow control) [113]. This is a significant advantage in relation to
some mobile machinery where the lowering speed is often demanded to be twice as high as the lifting
speed [114]. Using the proposed architecture, the pump may be downsized compared to equivalent
closed-circuit architectures. The challenges for this architecture are related to the control of pump and
valves required for smooth transition between operation mode and quadrant [112,115]. In [113] fuel
savings of 10% to 20% compared to a conventional load sensing hydraulic system was achieved, when
implemented in a wheel loader. Using a closely related architecture in a 300 ton mining excavator [116]
investigated a closely related open-circuit concept and simulated fuel savings of 28% compared to a
conventional system.

5. Current and Future Research Topics

As mentioned in the introduction the industrial breakthrough for pump-controlled differential
cylinder drives is yet to come. For these drives to be attractive compared to both electro-mechanical
alternatives and conventional valve cylinder drives the qualities of both these technologies need to be
combined. This means that pump-controlled cylinder drives must be comparable to electro-mechanical
cylinder drive technologies in relation to:

• Energy efficiency including energy recovery
• Compactness (Self-contained system)
• Only electrical and mechanical (machine) interface

Furthermore, pump-controlled differential cylinder drives must be comparable to conventional
valve cylinder drives in relation to:
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• Scalability/application range
• Fluid management (cooling, filtration)
• Drive stiffness
• Reliability and durability
• Safety functionality

Based on the literature review research has previously been focused on identifying system
architectures capable of compensating uneven cylinder flows and the implementation in specific
applications. Architectures meeting all above requirements have not been identified. Therefore, such a
system architecture is a natural focus for future research.

When considering compact and sealed hydraulic drives, one of the major challenges is the
significantly reduced oil amount compared to conventional systems. This causes the oil filtration and
cooling to be handled differently to avoid the conventional use of an additional subsystem connected
to the oil tank to manage the fluid condition.

An attractive idea is the complete avoidance of both the cooling and filtration elements.
This would enhance compactness of the system, but would also require the energy losses of the
system to be balanced only by the passive heat transfer to the surroundings, to keep the oil and
component temperature within acceptable ranges. This has led to research concerned with thermal
modelling and temperature investigation of pump-controlled cylinder drives [110,117–120]. In [121],
experimental results for a compact pump-controlled system equivalent to the system in Figure 5a,
reveal oil temperatures above 70 ◦C, at indoor working conditions if no oil cooler is used. For standard
hydraulic components and fluids this may be beyond limits, which may cause reduced durability and
reliability. On the contrary [122] tests a pump-controlled system running with oil temperatures below
0 ◦C, sometimes experienced by mobile machinery in the Scandinavian countries, Canada, Russia
etc. The investigation shows drastically decreased efficiencies at lower temperatures. Furthermore,
significant differences are observed for the two different types of working fluids included in the study.
No investigation into how operating with very low oil temperatures affects the wear and reliability of
the system is included.

Investigation and modelling of thermal behavior, sizing and layout of an oil cooling/heating
methodology (either passive or active) is therefore an important research area to ensure durability and
reliability of pump-controlled cylinder drives.

Another attractive idea is the avoidance of an oil filter, which may be possible due to the sealed
nature of a compact drive. As such, only self-contamination will be present in the fluid, as external
contamination is ideally absent. Additionally, if oil is treated within design range (e.g., temperature),
lifespan oil filling may be possible. For the architecture depicted in Figure 6b, [123] found that after
960 hours of operation, the self-contamination, especially originating from the beginning of the test,
resulted in a high particle load. This leads to the observation that operating a compact pump-controlled
cylinder drive is currently not recommended without an oil filter, at least when using a standard HLP
46 hydraulic fluid. Another potential research field is therefore investigation of more suitable working
fluids (e.g., oils specifically designed for self-contained systems).

As pointed out by [92], most pump types are not able to continuously run at low rotational speeds
(<300 RPM). Running at low speed may reduce reliability and durability. None of the considered
architectures can circulate oil, without affecting cylinder motion. Therefore, it may be beneficial to
consider architectures permitting this function. Oil circulation ability may also be appropriate for
filtration and cooling purposes.

6. Classification Summary

From the literature review it is found that research has primarily been focused on classes A, B,
and E, compared to the classes with two control elements (i.e., class C and D). Taking the release date
of the literature into consideration it seems that the focus on variable-displacement drive architectures
is declining and almost exclusively is related to mobile machinery.
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The interest for variable-speed and compact architectures is broad-based across both stationary
hydraulics and mobile machinery. This is assessed mainly to be related to a lower cost, a better energy
efficiency, and a simpler hydraulic circuit compared to variable-displacement drives. Furthermore,
no variable-displacement architectures using a sealed, low volume accumulator have been identified
in the literature, which may be due to the difficulties of reducing the oil volume due to significant and
constant energy losses. This generally affects the applicability of variable-displacement systems
compared to variable-speed drives, as a trend towards compact and self-contained solutions is
occurring. This tendency may also be explained by the general industrial focus on electrification,
as this favors variable-speed technology due to the control functionality being handled by electric
components (i.e., frequency converters) instead of hydraulic control valves.

To summarize the findings of the review process, the drive classes are compared based on the
eight criteria listed below. Even though cost is an important parameter, it is chosen not to consider
this criterion because it is too difficult to assess and compare the cost between the classes as this is
heavily affected by the specific components selected to meet the requirements of a given application.
The same is true for the experienced acoustic noise levels of the drive classes. The drive acoustics are
highly dependent on the chosen pump type and whether an internal combustion engine (only class D
and E) or electrical prime mover is used. An advantage for class A, B, and C drives is that significant
acoustic noise is only present during motion of the cylinder piston.

Energy efficiency

For all drive classes a significantly reduced energy consumption compared to conventional
valve-controlled systems has been reported. In general, variable-speed drives (Class A, B, C) are
reported to achieve a better part load efficiency [42,51,82,124] compared to variable-displacement
drives. For variable-displacement drives (Class D and E) a small fixed-displacement charge pump is
often used, which is assessed to reduce the overall energy efficiency. Using a variable-displacement
charge pump may improve energy efficiency but it yields a more complicated and cost-intensive
hydraulic system. At piston standstill (i.e., no power output) energy is still consumed by both
the variable-displacement and variable-speed approaches due to inherent losses. For the classes
based on variable-speed electric drives these losses originates from the torque generated by the
fixed-displacement pumps in turn causing electric losses even though the load is kept stationary.
Because common fixed-displacement pump types, are not recommended to be operated at low pump
speeds, it may be necessary to circulate the oil, i.e., maintain a non-zero pump speed even at cylinder
piston standstill, which is associated with losses. To circumvent this, components such as pilot-operated
check valves, overcenter valves, or counterbalance valves well known from safety-critical conventional
cylinder drives may be used.

Also, for variable-displacement drive classes (Class D and E) significant input energy is required
at standstill. Especially the pump losses i.e., volumetric, mechanical, and churning losses accounts for
this. The term churning losses are used to describe the losses associated with the rotating components
stirring the oil during operation of a piston pump, and they increase with increasing rotational
speed [125]. For axial piston pumps published data from the manufacturers Eaton and Parker Hannifin
show that the energy consumption at zero delivery/zero stroke conditions for large pressure differences
may be over 10% of the input energy required at full flow [126–128].

Ability to control drive stiffness

For classes based on a single variable-speed prime mover (A and B) it is generally not possible
to control the drive stiffness/pressure level under all operating conditions. So far, this problem has
not been solved without including an additional charge source. The authors in [78] succeeded in
controlling the drive stiffness for a single variable-speed prime mover architecture, but only during
motion of the cylinder piston. If two prime movers are used (class C), multiple researchers used this
additional degree-of-freedom to control a pressure state as well as the cylinder motion to attain a
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reasonable drive stiffness. For variable-displacement drives (Class D and E), most solutions use a
low-pressure charge pump which maintains chamber pressures at an elevated level.

Ability to handle highly dynamic/switching loads

The ability to keep the drive stiffness at a reasonable level improves the ability to handle highly
dynamic loads. Furthermore, transition issues, known as mode oscillations, have been reported for
most class A and E drives at certain load cases.

Concerning oscillation reduction and active vibration damping, which are important aspects
for modern hydraulic drives, the dynamic performance/control bandwidth of the pump flow is
important. As reported by several researchers, e.g., [39] the bandwidth of the pump displacement
adjustment system (class D and E), is dominated by the characteristics of the pump-controlled valve
and it is possible to achieve small-signal bandwidths above 80 Hz [38]. As mentioned previously, the
authors in [40] argues that such bandwidths are reserved for custom-built pumps, and that commonly
available pumps exhibit much slower control dynamics. Therefore, the achievable bandwidth is highly
dependent on the chosen components.

The same is so to speak true for the variable-speed drive classes (class A, B, and C). An
investigation from 2002 [48], shows velocity control bandwidths around 5 Hz (small signal) for
standard induction motors controlled by a frequency converter. For other motor types (e.g., switched
reluctance or AC servomotors) the small-signal control bandwidth is found to be significantly higher,
approximately 30-40 Hz. In [129], a small-signal bandwidth of 120 Hz is experimentally verified for an
industrially available permanent magnet synchronous machine controlled by a frequency converter.

Furthermore, achievable bandwidths are assessed to be highly dependent on control components
(valves and frequency converters) and controller tuning. The above however shows that high control
bandwidths are achievable for all drive classes. The upper limit is assessed to be the highest for
custom-built variable-displacement pumps (class D and E), because high-end servo valves with very
high dynamic capabilities may be used if necessary.

Drive compactness and flexibility

Drive compactness depends on the number and configuration of the components. Based on the
high-level classification considered here, it is difficult to compare compactness for each drive class,
as this is heavily affected by the specific components chosen during a design phase. For the same
power output, the size of an asynchronous induction machine is generally larger than a comparable
permanent magnet synchronous machine. However, it is generally assumed that using two prime
movers (class C) reduces the achievable compactness compared to single prime mover classes.

Concerning flexibility of the drive classes, the architectures based on electric machines for
each cylinder drive (Class A, B, and C) are assessed to be highly flexible due to the possibility of
plug-and-play-installation.

Hydraulic circuit simplicity

It is generally assumed that the multiple-pump classes are simpler than single-pump classes,
as additional components and fluid paths are needed to compensate uneven flows. Furthermore, it is
assumed that using variable-displacement pumps increases the complexity of the hydraulic circuit,
as such pumps conventionally are electro-hydraulically actuated.

Control simplicity

In general, hydraulic drives are characterized by non-linearities and uncertainties, and the control
complexity is heavily affected by the requirements set by a specific application. This means that
closed loop control structures may be arbitrary involved for all drive classes. However, it may be
generally assumed that the control complexity increases as the number of inputs increases. This is
justified by a simple observation: It is relatively easy to control the piston motion in single input
systems (class A, B and E) in an open loop manner. The operator basically just needs to guide oil
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into the cylinder chamber he desires to supply. For the multiple input classes (C and D) this is not
sufficient, as the operator must also control the amount of oil leaving the other chamber. Furthermore,
optimizing a complex control algorithm is generally more challenging than optimizing a simple one.
The performance of architectures requiring complex algorithms may therefore be affected significantly
by a poor control design.

Reliability

Long term evaluation of the reliability of pump-controlled drives is limited in the literature.
Some investigations were conducted around the year 2000 concerning the reliability of different types
of variable-speed pumps [48]. A 1000 h test cycle was performed, and the results indicated that some
pump types (i.e., radial piston pump) did not show any significantly wear after 1000 h of operating.
In fact, the efficiency of the radial piston pump improved after 1000 h of operation [48]. For other
pumps types (axial piston pumps and internal gear pumps) the efficiency is seen to be unaffected or
slightly decreased. Visual inspection shows some cavitation related damages (e.g., grooves) for both
pump types.

Due to the recent increased industrial interest in variable-speed pumps, these may have been
improved in relation to variable-speed operation. Therefore, the results in [48] may be outdated.
However, data sheet information reveals that some pump types are not recommended for continuous
low speed operation. Whether this is due to the manufacturers not having tested the pumps at
continues low speed or if this really implies a reduced reliability is unknown. For constant-speed
variable-displacement drives it is however clear that all components are used within recommended
range. This also includes oil temperatures and contamination levels as cooling and filtration are done
by offline subsystems similar to conventional systems. As mentioned for compact variable-speed
pump-controlled cylinder drives, it is challenging to filter and cool the oil sufficiently to keep oil
temperature within a prescribed range. Given the information currently available it is assumed
that the reliability of variable-displacement drives is expected to be superior compared to the
variable-speed drive classes. However, consistent research and industrial focus is needed to assess the
reliability thoroughly.

Degree of scalability

The degree of scalability is primarily decided by the available components, rather than by the
drive class. For the basic architectures, valves are primarily only used for uneven flow compensation
meaning that these are not assessed to limit scalability. As a result, the limiting factor in terms of power
is assessed to be either the (electric) prime mover or the pump.

For variable-displacement drives, the prime mover would normally be an internal combustion
engine or a synchronous induction machine running at grid frequency, which offer a wide power
range. The used pump is normally chosen as a variable piston pump, which also offer a wide
power range. Axial piston pumps with power outputs of more than 500 kW can be purchased as
standard components.

For variable-speed drive classes, a variety of different options are available, and the component
choices rather depend on the application than on the drive class. In general, asynchronous induction
machines offer a wider power range than e.g., permanent magnet synchronous machines, while the
dynamic capabilities are superior for the latter. Similarly, external gear pumps generally offer a
narrower operating range compared to e.g., internal gear units or piston pumps, but they are more
cost-effective. If the same type of components is chosen, it is obvious that the dual prime mover class
C configured in a closed-circuit architecture offers a larger power output than the single prime mover
classes (class A and B).

Table 1 provides a synthesis of the mentioned criteria where each drive class has been graded.
The grades are as follows, (- -), (-), (+), (+ +), with (- -) being the worst.
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Table 1. The derived drive classes are assessed based on eight criteria. Four different grades are used,
ranging from (- -) to (+ +), with (- -) being the worst.

Comparison between the Proposed Drive Classes

Class A Class B Class C Class D Class E

Energy efficiency + + + - -
Ability to control drive stiffness - - - + + + + + +
Ability to handle highly - - + + + + + -dynamic/switching loads
Drive compactness and + + + + + - -flexibility
Hydraulic circuit simplicity + + + + + - -
Control simplicity + + - - +
Reliability - - - + + + +
Degree of scalability - - + + + + +

7. Conclusions

Conventional valve-controlled linear hydraulic actuation systems are notoriously known for large
force/power densities, reliability, and robustness. A main drawback is however a low energy efficiency,
much lower than electro-mechanical counterparts, such as roller or ball screws. To improve the energy
efficiency of hydraulic systems it is, therefore, required to reduce throttling losses. One approach for
doing so, is represented by so-called pump-controlled cylinder drives. This paper presents a review
of different architectures found in research literature, industrial catalogues, and patent applications.
Common for these modern system architectures is that the control valve is omitted and that the motion
of the cylinder is controlled directly by the pump flow, thus requiring at least one pump per actuator.
To obtain an overview, the identified architectures are classified into several proposed classes, and it is
found that if considering main functionality, the architectures considered in literature reduce to a few
basic layouts only.

The review reveals that compared to valve-controlled systems, significant energy savings are
obtainable. Some references report energy savings up to 75% for specific applications. Furthermore,
a trend towards the architectures based on electrical prime movers rather than combustion engines
is spotted, which is found to match the industrial focus on electrification well. This is furthermore
supported by the observation that pump-controlled cylinder drives are generally able to recover energy
and share power between multiple actuators. This facilitate designing energy-optimized systems by
incorporating proper energy management on a system level, and thus pump-controlled cylinder drives
may play an important role in future hydraulically actuated applications.

The main challenges for the market penetration of the technology and thus obvious focus for
future research, is assessed to be related to thermal issues and drive controllability. As such, newer
references are focusing on replacing the vented oil tank with a small pressurized accumulator, to
enhance compactness. This may give rise to oil temperatures beyond limits, which would negatively
impact performance and reliability. Related to drive controllability, some system architectures suffer
from a low drive stiffness. This is found to affect positioning accuracy and control bandwidths
negatively, thus making these system designs inappropriate for applications requiring high control
bandwidths and positioning accuracies.
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Abstract

This paper presents a self-contained pump-controlled hydraulic linear drive including an innovative load
holding sub-circuit. For safety critical applications such as crane manipulators, locking valves or load
holding valves are enforced by legislation, but the load holding functionality may also be used actively to
decrease the energy consumption for applications where the load is kept stationary for longer periods of
time. The system proposed in this paper is based on a simple hydraulic architecture using two variable-
speed electric motors each connected to a fixed-displacement pump. This architecture is well-known in
academic literature, but in this paper a novel load holding sub-circuit has been included. To control this
load holding functionality, the low chamber pressure needs to be controlled accurately, while still being
able to control the motion of the cylinder piston as well. Due to strong cross-couplings between cylinder
piston motion and chamber pressures this task is non-trivial. The control for opening the locking valves
is indirect in the sense that it is controlled via the chamber pressures, which are actively controlled. The
fundamental control strategy presented in this paper is based on transforming the highly coupled physical
states to virtual states, significantly reducing cross-couplings.

As a case study, a two link medium sized knuckle boom crane is selected as an application exam-
ple. Simulation results confirm the applicability of the proposed system. Appropriate position tracking
performance has been achieved for the considered motion trajectory, while the low chamber pressure is
controlled in a satisfying manner. A smooth transition from motion operating mode to load holding mode
is achieved, with the system not requiring any input energy to keep the load stationary when the hydraulic
cylinder lock is engaged.

Keywords: Energy efficient hydraulic actuation, pump-controlled cylinder, cylinder direct drive, multi-
variable control, load holding, safety functionality, cylinder lock

1 Introduction

Hydraulic linear actuation technology is well-known for
its high power and force densities. This often makes
the technology the preferred solution for applications
characterised by low speed high force operation. Such
applications may include large industrial machinery,
e.g. presses, test-equipment, construction machines,
and cranes. In many industries the preferred linear
hydraulic actuator is the standard differential cylinder

(Quan et al., 2014; Weber et al., 2016). Convention-
ally, several cylinders are supplied from a centralised
hydraulic power unit (HPU), and individual valves con-
trol the motion of each cylinder by throttling the cham-
ber flows. The resulting pressure loss inherently leads
to a poor energy efficiency of conventional hydraulic
systems. To improve the energy efficiency, a load sens-
ing HPU is often utilised. Here the supply pressure
is adjusted to the needs of the cylinder requiring the
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largest pressure, which reduces the throttling losses,
especially if the pressure level is similar for all con-
sumers. In situations where a slowly moving consumer
requires a high supply pressure, while a fast moving
consumer requires a low supply pressure, significant
pressure losses are however still present.

To significantly increase the energy efficiency, the
throttle based control clearly needs to be eliminated,
while preserving controllability, still at a reasonable
cost level. An obvious idea is to completely replace
the hydraulic technology with a competing technology,
such as electro-mechanical drives, e.g. ball or roller
screws. Due to low reliability under high load condi-
tions (e.g. shock load damage) and limited force capa-
bilities this technology is not well-suited for all appli-
cations (Hagen et al., 2017; Padovani et al., 2019).

Another idea is to stay with the hydraulic technology
and the centralised HPU, and replace the control valve
with other components. The so-called digital hydraulic
technology is one approach for doing so. One branch
of digital hydraulics considers multi-chamber cylinders.
Here the conventional control valve is replaced by sev-
eral on/off valves which may be supplied by multiple
pressure lines (Hedegaard Hansen et al., 2017; Linjama
et al., 2003; Hedegaard Hansen and Pedersen, 2016;
Hedegaard Hansen et al., 2018). In Donkov et al. (2017,
2018) a simulation study investigating actuation of a
knuckle boom crane using the digital hydraulic tech-
nology was conducted. The results show an improved
energy efficiency, but an unsatisfying tracking perfor-
mance due to the discrete valve switching.

Recently, industrial and academic interest into self-
contained pump-controlled cylinder drive technology
has been increasing. Here the idea is to replace the
conventional control valve and the centralised HPU,
with one or more electric motors and hydraulic pumps
to control each cylinder. This solution holds several
benefits compared to conventional control valves. The
resistive losses associated with throttling are ideally
eliminated, leading to a significantly improved energy
efficiency. This is furthermore strengthened because
self-contained cylinder drives are generally able to re-
cover energy in aided load situations. Secondly, all
components, i.e. cylinder, motors, pumps, pressurised
oil tank, hydraulic manifold, are integrated into a single
unit, eliminating the need of piping to the centralised
HPU.

A general challenge for controlling a differential
cylinder directly by the pump flow is to compen-
sate the uneven flow requirements originating from
the asymmetry of the cylinder. Two fundamen-
tally different solutions may be found in literature:
valve-compensated and pump-compensated architec-
tures (Costa and Sepehri, 2018). A comprehensive

overview of both compensation topologies is given in
Ketelsen et al. (2019b).

In valve-compensated architectures a single (sym-
metric) pump is often used, which requires auxiliary
valves to handle cylinder flow asymmetry. In Michel
and Weber (2012); Hewett (1994); Çalkan et al. (2015)
an inverse shuttle valve is used to always connect
the low pressure chamber of the cylinder with the
low pressure reservoir. In Rahmfeld and Ivantysynova
(2001); Padovani et al. (2019); Schneider et al. (2014)
this is achieved using pilot-operated check valves. To
avoid oscillatory valve switchings - so-called mode os-
cillation - for certain load situations, Padovani et al.
(2020); Gøytil et al. (2020) suggests using actively con-
trolled on/off valves. A common disadvantage of valve-
compensated architectures compared to conventional
valve-control, is the fact that the pressure in the low
pressure chamber is close to the low pressure reservoir.
This lowers the drive stiffness which in turn causes the
realisable control bandwidth to decrease, and thus lim-
its the application range of these concepts.

The uneven flow requirement may also be compen-
sated by mounting multiple pumps, typically two, on
the same shaft. Here the displacement ratio of the
pumps must be matched to the cylinder asymmetry.
This strategy has been investigated in Pedersen et al.
(2014); Brahmer (2012); Minav et al. (2014); Grønkær
et al. (2020); Schmidt et al. (2020), where the issues
of low pressure operation similar to valve-compensated
architectures are also present. To avoid low pressure
operation Schmidt et al. (2019b,a), suggested to in-
clude rectifying check valves in combination with ac-
tively controlled proportional valves. This enables con-
trolling the cylinder flow into the cylinder by the pump
and flow from the cylinder using proportional valves.

Another approach to avoid low pressure operation
is given in Schmidt et al. (2015, 2017). Here a third
pump, only active in the forward direction is included.
By advanced control efforts, it was proven experimen-
tally possible, to control the pressure in the low pres-
sure chamber and thus maintain a desired drive stiff-
ness, while in motion. In Ketelsen et al. (2018), this
drive concept was used for actuation of a middle sized
two link knuckle boom crane. Simulation results sug-
gested a significantly improved energy efficiency com-
pared to a conventional load sensing system. For a
real life working trajectory the consumed energy was
lowered by 60 %.

The drive concept utilised in Ketelsen et al.
(2018) lacked the safety functionality often realised by
counter-balance-valves (CBV) in conventional systems,
i.e. a flow-blocking device ensuring that in case of
power shutdown or overrunning loads controllability of
the load is not lost. This is done by ensuring that a cer-
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tain back pressure is always present during operation.
In pump-controlled systems CBV’s may be utilised as
well. CBV’s are however throttling devices, meaning
that these typically reduce the achievable energy ef-
ficiency and may preclude the opportunity of energy
recovery in certain load situations (Imam et al., 2017;
Jalayeri et al., 2015).

Cylinder locking or load holding may also be
achieved by installing pilot-operated check valves or
logic elements in the main transmission lines. As shown
in Padovani et al. (2019), this may lead to undesired
oscillatory valve openings and piston motion, for some
configurations of the pilot-operated check valves. In
Hagen et al. (2018) and Schneider et al. (2014) the pi-
lot pressure is controlled using an electrically actuated
on/off valve which avoids oscillatory check valve open-
ings.

Due to a desire of keeping safety functionality in hy-
draulic/mechanical components, without compromis-
ing energy efficiency and controllability an innovative
load holding concept is presented in this paper. The
functionality of this circuit is based upon the require-
ment that the low chamber pressure may be controlled
rather accurately for all operating scenarios. Therefore
the triple pump concept, investigated by the authors
in Ketelsen et al. (2018) is found infeasible.

Instead a circuit architecture based on two variable-
speed electrical prime movers, each connected to a
fixed-displacement pump is utilised. This gives the re-
quired controllability, being able to control both pis-
ton motion and the lower chamber pressure. This

XP
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M1
M2

FEXTMeq

LHBLHA

PRV3

PRV4

PRV1

PRV2
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CV4CV2

CV1 CV3
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CV7

P1

CV6

ACC

FIL

Figure 1: Asymmetric cylinder controlled by the dual
variable-speed pump (DvSP) system.

dual variable-speed pump drive is abbreviated DvSP
in the following. Using two prime movers increases
the scalability of the drive, which may be important
for applications requiring large actuator powers, such
as crane manipulators (Ketelsen et al., 2019a; Gøytil
et al., 2019). The idea of using two variable flow suppli-
ers is not new. For variable-displacement pumps this
is found in Dantlgraber (1993); Feuser et al. (1995);
Lodewyks (1994). For two variable-speed prime movers
this is considered in Helduser (1999); Neubert (2002).
However none of the mentioned references consider
controlling a load holding device in combination with
two prime movers.

This paper is organized in the following order: In
the next section the hydraulic system is presented. In
section 3 an application example chosen as a knuckle
boom crane is presented. The hydraulic architecture
has a wide application range, but a knuckle boom crane
is found to be a well suited application, due to the
requirement of safety/load holding functionality and
the need of four quadrant operation including smooth
switching between quadrants. In section 4 and 5 non-
linear and linear models are derived and an analysis of
the input-output cross couplings is presented. Based on
the results of the coupling analysis, a control strategy
based on state decoupling is derived in section 6 and
7. In section 8 simulation results are presented.

2 Pump-Controlled Cylinder Drive
with Self-Locking Ability

The proposed DvSP drive is shown in Fig. 1. The
concept consists of a closed-circuit pump, P1, which is
connected to both cylinder chambers and driven by the
variable-speed electric machine M1. An open circuit
pump P2 is driven by the variable-speed electric ma-
chine M2 and provides uneven chamber flow compensa-
tion. A pressurized accumulator is used for storing the
cylinder rod volume, compression volume and thermal
expansion volume. To keep the reservoir pressure low,
a large gas volume is needed. For the current study a
gas volume of 288 L is used. Recently Ketelsen et al.
(2020a,b) suggested implementing a gasless reservoir in
pump-controlled systems to increase system compact-
ness. For filtering a hydraulic filter is included. Check
valves CV6 and CV7 ensure uni-directional filter flow.
The valves LHA and LHB are used to lock the cylin-
der. These valves are closed unless the pilot pressure is
high enough to open the valve against the spring force.
The pilot pressure is controlled using the inverse shut-
tle valve, SV, which is supplying the lowest chamber
pressure to the pilot line. To avoid undesired loss of
pilot pressure the shuttle valve must switch in open
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rather than closed transition. If the lowest chamber
pressure is controlled appropriately, oscillatory open-
ings of the load holding valves may be avoided. The
three valves LHA, LHB and SV constitute the cylinder
lock/load holding sub-circuit and ensure that the hy-
draulic cylinder is locked if the lowest pressure is not
controlled to be larger than the opening pressure of
LHA, LHB. In case of hose leak, power cut-off or sim-
ilar emergency the load is going to move slightly until
the volume increase in one of the chambers causes the
pressure to decrease, in turn causing the load holding
valves to close. This effectively locks the cylinder pis-
ton and load. On the other hand, if the lowest chamber
pressure is successfully controlled to be larger than the
full open pressure of the load holding valves, the cylin-
der piston is unlocked and controllable. Please note
that the load holding valves should be sized, such that
the pressure drop at full cylinder flow is small.

2.1 Operation Modes

In Fig. 2 a simplified schematics of the DvSP drive
is shown in motion operating mode (a) to (d) and in
self-locking/load holding mode (e) and (f). The desired
operation modes are described in the following.

2.1.1 Four Quadrant Motion Operation Mode

In the four operating quadrants given in Fig. 2 the
lower chamber pressure is controlled to ensure that the
load holding valves are fully open. Notice that in the
figure, chamber pressures and their adjacent transmis-
sion lines are the same color to indicate that the pres-
sure drop across the load holding valves in motion op-
erating mode is considered negligible.

In the first quadrant, Fig. 2a, the external load pre-
scribes the piston side chamber pressure PA to be larger
than the rod side chamber pressure PB, such that PB

is controlled to ensure the load holding valves are fully
open. The cylinder is extending meaning that pump
1 is moving oil from the rod chamber to the piston
chamber while pump 2 is delivering fluid from the ac-
cumulator to the piston side chamber. Both motors
are supplying energy to the system in this quadrant. If
the cylinder area ratio is 0.5, the two pumps need to
supply the same amount of flow statically.

In the second quadrant Fig. 2b, the cylinder retracts
under an assistive load. Both motors act as generators
in this operating quadrant and a potential for recover-
ing some of the energy supplied by the load exists.

In the third and fourth quadrant the external load
prescribes PB > PA. An important difference from
quadrant 1 and 2, is the fact that the operation mode
of the electric machines is not identical. For example
in the third quadrant, motor 1 is supplying energy to
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Figure 2: Four quadrant operation schematics of a asymmetric cylinder controlled by the DvSP-system.
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Figure 3: (a) Example of knuckle boom crane with two links provided by National Oilwell Varco c©; (b) Sim-
plified drawing of the knuckle boom crane used as a case study. The considered motion trajectory in
tool center space is indicated.

the system while motor 2 is in generator mode. The
opposite is true in the fourth quadrant. This situation
arises, because the pressure in the low pressure cham-
ber is required to be above the accumulator pressure,
to open the load holding valves. If this was not de-
sired, motor 2 would be idling in quadrants 3 and 4.
For operation in the third and fourth quadrant, it is
beneficial to have a shared DC supply to the frequency
converters controlling the motion of the two motors.
This would facilitate that the power generated by one
motor, may be supplied directly to the other motor.

2.1.2 Load Holding Mode

In load holding mode, Fig. 2e and 2f, the smallest
transmission line pressure is below the cracking pres-
sure of the load holding valves, such that these are fully
closed. This means that the cylinder piston is hydrauli-
cally locked. In the case of emergency i.e. power loss or
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Figure 4: Considered motion trajectory in actuator
space.

hose burst, the lowest chamber pressure cannot be kept
above the opening pressure of the load holding valves,
meaning that the system enters this operation mode.
The load holding mode may also be engaged actively
during nominal operation to save energy in stationary
situations. In these situations it is obviously benefi-
cial to control the pressure in the transmission lines to
equal the accumulator pressure to yield zero torque on
the pump shafts.

3 Application Example

A relevant application for studying the DvSP drive is
the actuation of crane manipulators. During emergen-
cies e.g. power-shutdown or hose burst, the load needs
to be locked passively by hydraulically and/or mechan-
ically actuated components. Furthermore, the power
requirements for large crane manipulators may be sub-
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Figure 5: Actuator loads for DvSP system as a function
of piston position XP.
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stantial, meaning that sharing this between two elec-
trical prime movers improves the scalability compared
to single prime mover architectures.

To show the applicability of the proposed system ar-
chitecture, a medium sized knuckle boom crane similar
to the one shown in Fig. 3 is selected as a case study.

For the study presented in this paper, the knuckle
boom actuator (cylinder 2) is considered for actuation
by the DvSP drive, while the main actuator (cylinder
1) is kept stationary. This is chosen to keep focus on
main functionality and control of the hydraulic archi-
tecture, rather than control and performance on the
machine level (crane). Using the knuckle boom ac-
tuator as a case study is suitable, since this requires
operation in all four operating quadrants (see Fig. 2).
Furthermore the DvSP drive is commanded to enable
load holding mode at point A, meaning that the tran-
sition back and forth between motion and load holding
mode is tested as well. The considered trajectory in
actuator space is given in Fig. 4

Seen from the actuator perspective the trajectory
may be considered an advanced drive task, due to
the four operation quadrants, enabling/disabling of the
load holding functionality and the large parameter vari-
ations typical for actuating a crane manipulator (See
Fig. 5).

For brevity, it has been decided to focus on how the
DvSP drive performs under such demanding conditions
rather than focusing on modelling/parametrisation of
a specific crane. Therefore it has been chosen to use
a dynamic mechanical model of the considered crane
(Fig. 3b) that was derived by the authors in Ketelsen
et al. (2018). Here it suffices to show the equivalent
inertia and gravitational load (see Fig. 5) experienced
by the knuckle boom actuator, when performing the
motion trajectory shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 4. The
velocity dependent forces (e.g. Coriolis forces) are not
shown in Fig. 5, due to insignificance compared to the
gravitational load.

4 Mathematical Model of the
DvSP Drive

During nominal operation of the DvSP drive the pres-
sure relief valves PRV1 to PRV4 and the check valves
CV1 to CV4 in Fig. 1 are closed at all times. By fur-
ther assuming CV5 to CV7 and the filter (FIL) to be
ideal the hydraulic schematic in Fig. 1 may be reduced
to the one depicted in Fig. 6, and used for deriving the
non-linear system model.

Considering Fig. 6, the DvSP system is modelled by
Eq. (1)-(18). Cylinder cross port leakage is assumed
negligible, and the following definitions are made VA =

XP
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Figure 6: Asymmetric cylinder controlled by DvSP-
system.

V0A + AAXP, VB = V0B − ABXP, α = AB/AA. The
volumes VPB, VPA, VPI and V0 (pipe/hose connection
to accumulator) are constant.

ẌP = AA(PA−αPB)−ẊPBv−FCtanh(γsign(ẊP))−f(XP ,ẊP )
Meq

(1)

ṖA =
βA

VA

(
QA − ẊPAA

)
(2)

ṖB =
βB

VB

(
ẊPαAA −QB

)
(3)

ṖPA =
βPA

VPA
(QPA1 +QPA2 −QA −QASV) (4)

ṖPB =
βPB

VPB
(QB −QPB −QBSV) (5)

ṖPI =
βPI

VPI
(QASV +QBSV) (6)

ṖACC =
QLE −QPA2

VACC+V0−Vg

βACC
+

Vg

κPACC

(7)

Vg =





VACC pACC < p0

VACC

(
P0

PACC

) 1
κ

pACC > p0

(8)

QPA1 = ω1D1 −K1(PPA − PPB)−K1(PPA − PACC) (9)

QPB = ω1D1 −K1(PPA − PPB) +K1(PPB − PACC) (10)

QPA2 = ω1D2 −K2(PPA − PACC) (11)

QLE = K1(PPA − PACC) +K1(PPB − PACC) (12)
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QA = xvAKQv

√
|PPA − PA| sign(PPA − PA) (13)

QB = xvBKQv

√
|PB − PPB| sign(PB − PPB) (14)

QASV = (1− xsv)KQsv

√
|PPA − PPI| sign(PPA − PPI) (15)

QBSV = xsvKQsv

√
|PPB − PPI| sign(PPB − PPI) (16)

ω̈1 = ω2
nω1,ref − 2ζωnω̇1 − ω2

nω1 (17)

ω̈2 = ω2
nω2,ref − 2ζωnω̇2 − ω2

nω2 (18)

xvA = xvB =





0 for PPI ≤ PCR
PPI−PCR

POP−PCR
for PCR < PPI < POP

1 for PPI ≥ POP

(19)

xsv =





0 for PPA < PPB

0.5 for PPA = PPB

1 for PPA > PPB

(20)

XP is the cylinder piston position, FC is a Coulomb
friction constant, and γ is a switching parameter. Bv

is a viscous friction coefficient and f(XP , ẊP ) contains
the gravitational load and the Coriolis force. PA, PB,
PPA, PPB, PPI, PACC are control volume pressures, Vg
is the volume of the gas in the accumulator, QPA1,
QPB, QPA2 and QLE are pump flows modelled by the
Wilson pump model using geometric pump displace-
ments D1, D2 and laminar leakage coefficients K1,K2.
QA, QB, QASV and QBSV are valve flows modelled by
the orifice equation, xvA, xvB, xsv are valve poppet po-
sitions modelled as quasi static, i.e. no poppet/spool
dynamics is included. PCR and POP are valve crack-
ing and full open pressures respectively. ω1 and ω2 are
motor shaft speeds, ζ is damping ratio and ωn is band-
width used for modelling the dynamics of the electrical
motor and drive. KQv, KQsv are valve flow gains and
the motor shaft reference speeds ω1,ref, ω2,ref are the
two system inputs. Finally, the effective bulk modulus
of the oil air mixture, βi, i = {A,B,PA,PB,PI,ACC}
is modelled being pressure dependent using, (Kim and
Murrenhoff, 2012):

βi(Pi) =
(1− ε)

(
1 + m(Pi−patm)

βF

)− 1
m

+ ε
(
patm
Pi

) 1
κ

1−ε
βF

(
1 + m(Pi−patm)

βF

)−m+1
m

+ ε
κpatm

(
patm
Pi

)κ+1
κ

where ε is the volumetric air content at atmospheric
pressure (patm), βF is the bulk modulus of the pure
fluid, m is the pressure dependent bulk modulus gradi-
ent of the pure fluid and κ is the poly-tropic constant
which is set to 1.4, assuming air to behave as an ideal
gas and the compression process to be adiabatic. The
effective bulk modulus is limited to 7500 bar, to include
some mechanical compliance. All model parameters
are listed on page 202.

5 Linear Models and Coupling
Analysis

Two linear models are defined according to the two
distinct operation modes, i.e. motion operation mode
and load holding mode.
When deriving the linear models, Meq and the accu-
mulator pressure as well as the gravitational load and
Coriolis force contained in f(XP , ẊP ) are assumed con-
stant close to the linearisation point. The bulk modu-
lus are assumed equal and constant (β0) in all control
volumes. Similarly the volume of the cylinder cham-
bers are assumed constant close to the linearisation
point, and defined by VA0 = VA|x0

, VB0 = VB|x0
,

ρ = VB/VA, ρ0 = VB0/VA0, with x0 being the state
vector at the linearisation point.

5.1 Motion Operation Mode

In motion operation mode the load holding valves LH1

and LH2 are considered ideal due to high flow gains for
these valves in the fully open position, i.e. the pressures
on each side of the valve are considered equal. Similarly
the pressure dynamics in the pilot chamber is omitted,
due to the small volume of this chamber relative to the
remaining volumes in the system.

The simplified model structure, under the mentioned
assumptions are illustrated in Fig. 7, with lowercase
letters representing linear deviation variables.
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Figure 7: Simplified model structure for deriving lin-
ear model of the system in motion operating
mode.

The linearised equations are given in Eq. (21) to (23):

ẍ
P

= Meq0
−1 (AA (p

A
− αp

B
)− ẋ

P
Bv) (21)

ṗ
A

= β0

VA0
(ω1D1 + ω2D2 − (2K1 +K2) p

A
+K1pB

− ẋAA) (22)

ṗ
B

= β0

ρ0VA0
(−ω1D1 −K1 (2p

B
− p

A
) + ẋAA) (23)
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In state space form the dynamics may be represented
as:

ẋ
M

= A
M
x

M
+ B

M
u

M
, y

M
= C

M
x

M
(24)

x
M

= [x
P
ẋ

P
p

A
p

B
]
T
, u

M
= [ω1 ω2]

T

AM =




0 1 0 0

0 − Bv

Meq0

AA

Meq0
− αAA

Meq0

0 −β0AA

VA0
−β0(2K1+K2)

VA0

β0K1

VA0

0 β0αAA

ρ0VA0

β0K1

ρ0VA0
−2 β0K1

ρ0VA0




B
M

=




0 0

0 0

β0D1

VA0

β0D2

VA0

−β0D1

ρ
0
VA0

0



C

M
=




1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




The subscript M is used to denote motion operating
mode.

5.2 Load Holding Mode

In load holding mode the load holding valves LH1 and
LH2 are closed and assumed leakage free. Utilizing this
assumption the simplified model structure is illustrated
in Fig. 8, with lowercase letters representing linear
deviation variables.
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Figure 8: Simplified model system structure in load
holding mode, used for deriving linearised
model.

The linearised equations are given in Eq. (25) to
(26), and represented in state space as:

ṗ
PA

= β0

VA0
(ω1D1 + ω2D2 − (2K1 +K2) p

A
+K1pB

) (25)

ṗ
PB

=
β0

ρ0VA0
(−ω1D1 −K1 (2p

B
− p

A
)) (26)

ẋLH = ALHxLH + BLHuLH , y
LH

= CLHxLH (27)

xLH = [pPA pPB ]
T
, uLH = [ω1 ω2]

T

A
LH

=



−β0(2K1+K2)

VA0

β0K1

VA0

β0K1

ρ0VA0
−2 β0K1

ρ0VA0




B
LH

=




β0D1

VA0

β0D2

VA0

−β0D1

ρ
0
VA0

0


C

M
=

[
1 0
0 1

]

The subscript LH is denoting load holding mode.

5.3 Electrical Motor Drive Model

The input to the linearised models are the shaft speeds
(ω1 and ω2), thus the actuator dynamics has been ne-
glected so far. To include these, a state space repre-
sentation of the motor, motor drive and motor control
dynamics is derived from Eq. (17) and (18):

ẋu = Auxu + Buuref, yu = Cuxu (28)

xu = [ω1 ω2]
T
, uref = [ω1,ref ω2,ref]

T

Au =

[
A

EM
0

0 AEM

]
AEM =

[
0 1
−ω2

n −2ζωn

]

Bu =




0 0
ω2

n 0
0 0
0 ω2

n


 Cu =

[
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0

]

5.4 Combined Linear Models

The linear models of the system in motion operating
mode and load holding mode may be obtained by com-
bining the respective models with the actuator models
according to:

ẋcM = AcMxcM + BcMu
ref
, y

M
= CcMxcM

x
cM

=

[
x

M

x
u

]
, A

cM
=

[
A

M
B

M
C

u

0 A
u

]

BcM =

[
0
Bu

]
, CcM =

[
C

M
0
]

(29)

ẋ
cLH

= A
cLH

x
cLH

+ B
cLH

u
ref
, y

LH
= C

cLH
x

cLH

xcLH =

[
x

LH

xu

]
, AcLH =

[
A

LH
B

LH
C

u

0 Au

]

B
cLH

=

[
0
B

u

]
, C

cLH
=
[
CLH 0

]
(30)

The subscripts cM and cLH denote the combined linear
models for motion operating mode and load holding
mode respectively.

The combined linear models from Eq. (29) and (30)
may be expressed by the transfer function matrices Eq.
(31) and (32), (Philips and Parr, 2011):

y
M

(s) = G
cM

(s)uref(s)

GcM(s) = CcM(sI−AcM)−1BcM (31)

y
LH

(s) = GcLH(s)uref(s)

G
cLH

(s) = CcLH(sI−AcLH)−1BcLH (32)
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5.5 Coupling Analysis

To analyse the degree of cross couplings or interac-
tions in the system, the concept of the Relative Gain
Array (RGA) is used (Glad and Ljung, 2000). In a
multi-variable system the RGA-number may be used
to analyse ”how close” the system is to being a diago-
nal system, equivalently to indicate the severity of the
off-diagonal elements (cross couplings). If a system is
diagonal, a diagonal controller (decentralised control),
may yield satisfying results. As such a RGA analysis
is often utilised to select proper input/output pairings.

In motion operating mode, three system outputs
(x, p

A
, p

B
) are present. It is not possible to control all

three outputs independently, meaning that the cross
couplings may be investigated for the following three
2×2 sub-matrices of G

cM
(s):

GcM1(s) =

[
Gω1)x Gω2)x

Gω1)pA
Gω2)pA

]
(33)

G
cM2

(s) =

[
Gω1)x Gω2)x

Gω1)pB
Gω2)pB

]
(34)

G
cM3

(s) =

[
Gω1)pA

Gω2)pA
Gω1)pB

Gω2)pB

]
(35)

The transfer function matrix GcLH(s) is a 2×2 matrix,
meaning that only one input/output pairing must be
investigated:

G
cLH

(s) =

[
Gω1)pPA

Gω2)pPA

Gω1)pPB
Gω2)pPB

]
(36)

The Relative Gain Array number (RGA#) is defined
for diagonal input/output paring in Eq. (37) and off-
diagonal pairing in Eq. (38), (Skogestad and Postleth-
waite, 2005):

RGA
#dia

=

∑

k,j

∣∣∣∣Gi ×
(
G−1
i

)T
︸ ︷︷ ︸
RGA Elements

−
[
1 0
0 1

] ∣∣∣∣ (37)

RGA
#off

=

∑

k,j

∣∣∣∣Gi ×
(
G−1
i

)T
︸ ︷︷ ︸
RGA Elements

−
[
0 1
1 0

] ∣∣∣∣ (38)

where i = {cM1, cM2, cM3, cLH}, and × here denotes
element-by-element multiplication or Hadamard pro-
duct. k, j is the number of row and columns in the
transfer function matrix. For further details on the
RGA and RGA-number the reader may consult Sko-
gestad and Postlethwaite (2005) or Glad and Ljung
(2000). Here it suffices to note that in case of ideal
decoupling utilizing a diagonal input/output pairing
the RGA#dia and RGA#off attain the values 0 and 4
respectively for all frequencies, while in case of ideal

decoupling utilizing an off-diagonal input/output pair-
ing the RGA#dia and RGA#off attain the values 4 and
0 respectively for all frequencies.

The evaluated RGA-numbers for load holding mode
and motion operation mode are shown in Fig. 9 and
10. In load holding mode, both RGA-numbers are con-
stantly equal to 2 in the considered frequency range.
This means that a proper input/output pairing suited
for a decentralised control strategy can not be identi-
fied. For motion operating mode, the three pairings in
Fig. 10 are all seen to yield RGA-numbers highly above
the desired values of 0 and 4 around 2 Hz, which is the
eigenfrequency of the drive at this particular linearisa-
tion point. For frequencies below the eigenfrequency
the RGA-numbers are closer to the desired values. As
such the analysis suggests that if decentralised control
strategy should be utilised, the closed loop bandwidths
need to be well below the system eigenfrequency, and
the input/output pairing should be made such that
ω1,ref controls the piston position, while ω2,ref controls
either chamber pressure A or B. However, because the
RGA numbers are still rather far from the desired val-
ues of 0 and 4, it is found questionable whether using a
decentralised control approach directly may yield sat-
isfying results.

For both operation modes the coupling analysis re-
veals rather strong couplings which may render the
performance using decentralised control unsatisfying.
Therefore an alternative approach is desirable.

In Schmidt et al. (2017) a concept for decoupling
the motion dynamics from the chamber pressure dy-
namics, by transforming the inputs and output states,
are presented. For a pump-controlled system funda-
mentally different than the one proposed in the cur-
rent paper, this is shown to effectively decouple the
selected transformed/virtual states. As such a simple
decentralised control structure may be used to control
the transformed states, using conventional linear con-
trollers. This strategy is adopted for the proposed sys-
tem in the following section.
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Figure 9: RGA numbers for diagonal and off-diagonal
input/output pairings evaluated for the
transfer function matrix G

LH
(s).
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6 Control Strategy

The overall control strategy is to derive a transformed
system, where the evaluated RGA-numbers are signifi-
cantly closer to the desired values of 0 and 4.

The physical input and output variables are trans-
formed using the pre-compensator W1 and post-
compensator W2 (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2005).
Using these compensators or transformation matrices
new virtual states may be defined as: ỹ = W2y,
ũ = W−1

1 uref.

If defining GM(s), GLH(s) and Gu(s) to be the
transfer function formulation of the dynamic systems
represented by Eq. (24), (27) and (28), the following
may be written (omitting (s) for brevity), for the sys-
tem operating in motion mode:

u
M

= Guuref, uref = W1Mũ
M
⇒ u

M
= GuW1Mũ

M
(39)

ỹ
M

= W2My
M
, y

M
= G

M
u

M
⇒ ỹ

M
= W2MG

M
u

M
(40)

Substituting Eq. (39) into Eq. (40), gives the trans-
formed system as:

ỹ
M

= W2MG
M
G

u
W1Mũ

M
= G̃cMũ

M
, (41)

For load holding mode, the transformed system may
be described in a similar manner as:

ỹ
LH

= GLHGuW1LHũLH = G̃cLHũLH , (42)

Please note, that for the transformed system operat-
ing in load holding mode, the output transformation
matrix W2LH = I.

The transformation matrices W1M, W2M and W2LH

are chosen as static pre and post compensators. Due
to the static gain of G

u
being unity, W1M, W2M and

W2LH may be designed by only considering G
M

and
G

LH
respectively.

6.1 Transformed System in Motion
Operation Mode

The task of deriving suitable transformation matrices
W1M, W2M and W2LH are divided into subtasks. First
the output transformation in motion operation mode,
W2M, is derived.

6.1.1 Output Transformation

Instead of considering the physical pressure states,
Schmidt et al. (2017) found it desirable to formulate
an output transformation (W2LH) considering more
appropriate pressure states. These appropriate states
were selected to be the piston position, the virtual load
pressure PL, and the level pressure PH:

PL = PA − αPB, P
H

= PA +HPB, (43)

The load pressure is proportional to the piston force
and as such closely related to the cylinder motion dy-
namics. The task is to define H, such that the virtual
level pressure is decoupled from the piston motion/load
pressure. By inserting the non-linear pressure dynam-
ics from Eq. (2) to (5), and assuming β = βA = βB,
the virtual pressure dynamics may be expressed as:

ṖL = ṖA − αṖB (44)

= β
ρVA

(ρ(QPA1 +QPA2) + α(QPB −AAẊP(α2 + ρ))

ṖH = ṖA +HṖB + ḢPB (45)

= β
ρVA


ρ(QPA1 +QPA2)−HQPB +AAẊP(αH − ρ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Ψ




+
Ḣ

H + α
(PH − PL)

The assumption of equal bulk modulus in the two con-
trol volumes is justified in the fact, that in motion op-
eration mode both chamber pressures are kept at an
elevated level (e.g. 30 bar).
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The term denoted Ψ in Eq. (45) represents a direct
coupling between the piston velocity and the pressure
gradient. To decouple the level pressure from the pis-
ton motion H is chosen as ρ/α, yielding Ψ = 0

The last term in Eq. (45) contains Ḣ, which by the
selection of H in fact creates another ẊP dependent
term. The derivative of H is given as:

Ḣ =
−ẊPAA (α+ ρ)

VAα
(46)

By the definition of H, the PH dynamics is given by:

ṖH =
β

ρVA
(ρ(QPA1 +QPA2)−HQPB) (47)

− ẊP
AA

VA

H + 1

H + α
(PH − PL)

Whether the last term in Eq. (47) yields severe cross
coupling is not immediately evident. This has to be
evaluated when the cross-couplings are analysed for the
transformed system in section 6.3. For this purpose
a linear representation of the transformed system is
required.

The linear virtual pressure dynamics may be ob-
tained by inserting the linearised pump flows and ex-
pressing ρ as a function of H and α:

ṗ
L

=
β0

VA0H0
(ω1D1(H0 + 1) + ω2D2H0

− ẋ
P
AA(H0 + α)− H0

H0+α
(C5pH−C6pL)

)
(48)

ṗ
H

=
β0

VA0

(
ω1D1 + ω2D2 −

ω1D1

α

− (C1 + C2)p
H

+ (C3 − C2)p
L

+ C4ẋP

α+H0

)
(49)

C1 =

(
2α− 2 +

2

α

)
K1 + αK2

C2 =
ẋ

P0
AA (H0 + 1)

β

C3 =

(
2H0 + 1− H0 + 2

α

)
K1 +H0K2

C4 =
AA(H0 + 1)(p

H0
− p

L0
)

β
, C5 = − α

H0
C3

C6 =

(
2H0 + 2 +

2

H0

)
K1 +H0K2

The output transformation matrix W2M may be es-
tablished as:

ỹ
M

= WM2yM
, ỹ

M
=



xP

pL

p
H


 ,W2M =




1 0 0
0 1 −α
0 1 H0




6.1.2 Input Transformation

Virtual inputs, q
H
q
L

are defined such that the distri-
bution of the motor speeds ω1 and ω2 is not directly
present in the pressure dynamics. Based on the linear
level and load pressure dynamics in Eq. (48) and Eq.
(49):

q
L

= ω1D1(H0 + 1) + ω2D2H0 (50)

q
H

= ω1D1 + ω2D2 −
ω1D1

α
(51)

This leads to the input transformation matrix, W1M:

ũ
M

= W−1
1Mu

M

ũ
M

= [q
L
q
H

]T , u
M

= [ω1 ω2]T

W−1
1M =

[
D1(H0 + 1) D2H0

(D1 − D1

α ) D2

]

W1M =

[ α
D1(H0+α) − αH0

D1(H0+α)

1−α
(H0+α)D2

H0α+α
D2(H0+α)

]

6.2 Transformed System in Load Holding
Mode

In load holding mode only an input transformation ma-
trix, W1LH is derived. This is done by defining virtual
inputs directly from the linear pressure dynamics of
p

PA
and p

PB
in Eq. (25) and (26), such that the distri-

bution of the individual motor speeds is not present in
the pressure dynamics:

q
A

= D1ω1 +D2ω2 (52)

q
B

= −D1ω1 (53)

ũLH = W−1
1LHuLH

ũ
LH

= [q
A
q
B

]T , u
LH

= [ω1 ω2]T

W1LH =

[
0 − 1

D1

1
D2

1
D2

]
(54)

6.3 Coupling Analysis of Transformed
Systems

To evaluate the cross couplings in the transformed sys-
tems, linear state space representations, without actu-
ator dynamics may be established as:

ẋ
T,M

= A
T,M

x
T,M

+ B
T,M

u
T,M

, y
T,M

= C
T,M

x
T,M

xT,M = [xP ẋP pL pH ]
T
, uT,M = [qL qH ]

T

C7 =
β0

VA0(H0 + α)
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A
T,M

=




0 1 0 0

0 − Bv

Meq0

AA

Meq0
0

0 −β0AA(H0+α)
VA0H0

−C6C7 C5C7

0 −C4C7 −(C3 − C2)C7 −(C1 + C2)C7




B
T,M

=




0 0
0 0
β0

H0VA0
0

0 β0

VA0


C

T,M
=

[
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

]

The subscripts T,M denote the transformed system in
motion operating mode. From the above a 2×2 transfer
function matrix may be derived, and used to evaluate
cross couplings and for controller design.

The transformed system in load holding mode is de-
noted with the subscript T,LH, and is shown as a state
space representation below:

ẋ
T,LH

= A
T,LH

x
T,LH

+ B
T,LH

u
T,LH

,

y
T,LH

= C
T,LH

x
T,LH

x
T,LH

= [p
PA

p
PB

]
T
, u

T,LH
= [q

PA
q
PB

]
T

A
T,LH

=



−β0(2K1+K2)

VA0

β0K1

VA0

β0K1

ρ0VA0
−2 β0K1

ρ0VA0




B
T,LH

=

[ β0

VA0
0

0 β0

H0αVA0

]
CT,LH =

[
1 0
0 1

]

A 2×2 transfer function matrix may be derived to
evaluate cross couplings and for control design pur-
poses. By including the actuator dynamics (Eq. (28)),
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Figure 11: (a) RGA-numbers for the transformed sys-
tem in motion operating mode. (b) RGA-
numbers for the system operated in load
holding mode.

the RGA numbers are evaluated for the transformed
systems and shown in Fig. 11.

For the transformed system in motion operating
mode a close to ideal decoupling in the entire frequency
range may be observed. By varying the linearization
point, and updating H accordingly, it is found that
the RGA analysis yields results equivalent to the RGA-
numbers shown in Fig. 11. This means that the pro-
posed decoupling method, is independent of the oper-
ating point, if H is updated. The analysis shows that
the transfer function matrix of the transformed system
is close to diagonal, independently of operating point,
and may thus be controlled by a diagonal controller
(decentralised control), by neglecting the system cross-
couplings (off-diagonal elements). The piston position
is to be controlled by q

L,ref
while p

H
is paired with q

H,ref
.

For the transformed system in load holding mode,
utilizing the input transformation matrix W1LH, re-
sults in a significantly more decoupled system com-
pared to the original system (Fig. 9). However, at
low frequencies the RGA-numbers are not indicating
an ideally decoupled system. All-together by Fig. 11b
it is still easy to find that pPA must be paired with q

A,ref

and p
PB

with q
B,ref

. For now this is done by accepting
the minor cross couplings observed at low frequencies.

To sum up, it is assessed reasonable to control the
transformed system in both motion operating mode
and load holding mode using a decentralised control
approach. The control strategy is summed up in Fig.
12. Note that H is updated during operation, to obtain
proper decoupling as the cylinder moves (H changes).
Also note that for the position control loop, velocity
feedforward and pressure feedback have been included.
The velocity feedforward gain isH dependent (see. sec-
tion 7.2), effectively yielding a feedback of the piston
position. The consequence of this may be included in
a linear analysis similar to the one presented in section
6.

7 Controller Design

From Fig. 12 seven blocks need to be designed for the
system to be operational. These include: level pressure
reference generator, level pressure controller, pressure
feedback filter, position controller, velocity feedforward
gain, PPA controller and finally PPB controller.

Generally the controller design procedure is ap-
proached in a simple manner in this paper, as the
main purpose is to illustrate the basic working prin-
ciple of the drive, and the decoupling control strat-
egy. The design procedure of the linear controllers fol-
lows the same pattern. First the most conservative
design point is chosen by sweeping through different
linearisation points and considering relative stability
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Figure 12: Schematic of the control structure for the proposed system.

margins. Even though this procedure ensures stability
in the entire operating range, it may also yield unsat-
isfying performance due to large parameter variations
(e.g. inertia) for the considered crane. For improved
performance it may be beneficial to consider control
structures, that include these parameters variations,
such as gain scheduling or adaptive controllers. When
a design point is chosen, linear controllers are designed
based on desired stability margins.

7.1 Level Pressure Controller

The design of the level pressure controller is based on
the transfer function

p
H

q
H,ref

, assuming that the cross
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Figure 13: Variation of open loop poles for the transfer

function
p
H

q
H,ref

.

coupling from
p
H

q
L,ref

is negligible. The pressure in the

low pressure chamber is defined as 30 bar, while the
pressure in the load-carrying chamber is defined based
on the crane load at a specific piston position.

By varying the piston position in the entire stroke
length (0m to 2.8m) and the piston speed between min-
imum and maximum velocity (-45mm/s to 45 mm/s),
the position of the open loop poles as a function of dif-
ferent linearisation points are found. This is illustrated
in Fig. 13, where it is found that the placement of the
pole close to origin is of special interest. It is found
that the combination of large retraction velocities and
small piston strokes yield this pole to be placed in the
right half of the complex plane.
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By investigating the root locus of the system at 0m
and -45 mm/s, it is evident that a P-controller is able to
stabilize the closed loop system. Utilizing the Routh-
Hurwitz stability criterion (Philips and Parr, 2011), it
is found that the controller gain must be chosen be-
tween 0.02 L

min Bar < Kp < 4.4 L
min Bar .

To choose an appropriate controller gain within this
range, the frequency response for different linearisa-
tion points (excluding those yielding a non-minimum
phase system) are given in Fig. 14. The lowest rela-
tive stability margin is occurring at the fully retracted
position, meaning that this is chosen as a conservative
design point. A proportional gain of KP =2.3 L

min Bar
is selected to yield a gain margin of 6 dB and a phase
margin of 30 deg.

7.1.1 Level Pressure Reference Generator

The level pressure control loop controls a virtual pres-
sure state. For this to be sensible also for the physical
states, an appropriate level pressure reference must be
generated. It is desired that neither P

A
nor P

B
de-

creases below a set pressure p
set

, which is set to 30
bar. Which of the physical pressures P

A
or P

B
is to be

controlled depends on the force working on the piston,
i.e. the pressure in the load carrying-chamber should
not be controlled directly. Therefore a load pressure
dependent switching condition, p

L,s
, can be defined as

the situation when both chamber pressures equal the
set pressure, (Schmidt et al., 2017):

p
A

= p
B

= p
set

⇒ p
L,s

= p
set

(1− α) (55)

Assuming the lower chamber pressure to equal p
set

the
chamber pressures may be described by:

pL > pL,s ⇒ pB = pset , pA = pL + αpset (56)
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Figure 15: Examples of level pressure reference values
as a function of load pressure evaluated us-
ing Eq. (58) for different piston positions.

p
L
≤ p

L,s
⇒ p

A
= p

set
, p

B
=
p

set
− p

L

α
(57)

From the definition of p
H

in Eq. (43) a load pressure
reference may be calculated as:

p
H,ref

=

{
pL + (α+H)pset for pL > pL,s

p
set

+H
(
pset−pL

α

)
for p

L
≤ p

L,s

(58)

The level pressure reference is thus a function of the
load and set pressure as well as H. Examples of the
load pressure reference values are shown in Fig. 15.

By controlling the pressure in the low pressure cham-
ber using a virtual level pressure instead of the cham-
ber pressure directly, it is not necessary to define which
physical pressure to control. This is taken care of by
the construction of the level pressure. This ensures
smooth transition between operating quadrants (e.g di-
rection of load force).

7.2 Motion Controller

The design of the motion controller is based on the
transfer function x

q
L,ref

. Similarly to the design of the

level pressure controller, the linearisation point is var-
ied to identify a conservative design point, using the
open loop frequency response. It is found that the
influence of varying the piston speed is insignificant,
meaning that it suffices to vary the piston position.
In Fig. 16 the frequency responses at different piston
positions are shown.

It is seen that the relative stability margins are small-
est at the linearisation point, yielding the lowest eigen-
frequency. Due to the increased inertia load for in-
creasing piston position, the design point is selected at
the fully extended position.

The system is observed to be poorly damped. To
increase the damping of the system, the load pressure
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the transfer function x

p
/q

L,ref
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x
p
/q?
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is fed back through a high pass filter (Pedersen and
Andersen, 2018):

q
L,ref

= q?
L,ref
− p

L
G

c,PF
(s) (59)

G
c,PF

(s) = KPF
s

s+ ω
PF

(60)

The pole of the high pass filter, G
c,PF

, is placed one
decade lower than the lowest system eigenfrequency
and KPF has been adjusted to yield a damping ratio
of approximately 0.5. To avoid propagation of mea-
surement noise, a low pass filter may be added in the
pressure feedback path. The cut-off frequency of this
filter, should be selected above the system eigenfre-
quency and below the frequency of the measurement
noise. This is not considered in the current simulation
study, as measurement noise has not been included.
The effect of including the pressure feedback is clearly
illustrated in Fig. 17, where the damping ratio of the
system is seen to be significantly increased.

Based on the transfer function
xp

q?
L,ref

, a PI controller

has been designed to yield (minimum) relative stability
margins of 6 dB and 45 deg for the considered conser-
vative linearisation point:

Gc,M(s) =
KPs+KI

s
(61)

The controller coefficients are found to KP = 6.3
L

min mm , KI = 6.1 L
min mm s , placing the controller zero

approximately one decade lower than the lowest system
eigenfrequency.

To improve the position tracking ability, velocity
feedforward as illustrated in Fig. 12 is implemented.
The feedforward flow reference q

L,FF
, is calculated by

combining Eq. (48) and (50) and setting the pressure
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at
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gradient ṗL = 0:

qL,FF = AA(H + α)ẊP,ref (62)

7.3 Pressure Controller

The pressure controllers when operating in load hold-
ing mode are chosen as PI controllers (Eq. (61)), be-
cause it is crucial that no steady state pressure error is
present during transition between operation modes, to
avoid load dropping.

The controllers are designed based on the transfer
functions

p
PA

q
A,ref

and
p
PB

q
B,ref

respectively. In Fig. 18 the

open loop frequency response for the former is shown
at different linearisation points (varying line pressures).
It is seen that the conservatively chosen design point
must be selected as the linearisation point with the
largest line pressures. The same may be shown for
p
B

q
B,ref

, which is left out for brevity.

Based on the transfer functions evaluated at the
maximum allowed system pressure, PI controllers have
been designed yielding stability margins of 8 dB and
40 deg for both pressure control loops.

8 Simulation Results

The performance of the proposed DvSP system and
the derived control structure is evaluated by solv-
ing the non-linear dynamic equations from section 4
and the derived control structure. For this purpose a
MatLAB/Simulink environment has been used in this
study.

8.1 Motion Operating Mode

In Fig. 19 the performance of the system performing
the motion trajectory in section 3 is presented. Note
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Figure 19: Performance of the proposed DvSP system performing the trajectory presented in section 3. The
grey areas indicate that the system is operated in load holding mode, while being controlled in
motion operation mode between these. (a) Piston position; (b) Piston velocity and reference; (c)
Piston position error; (d) Piston velocity error; (e) Pressure in the piston chamber and adjacent
transmission line; (f) Pressure in the rod chamber and adjacent transmission line.

that in the first and last approximately 20 s in Fig.
19 (grey areas), the system is controlled in load hold-
ing mode, while it is controlled in motion operating
between these.

In Fig. 19a to Fig. 19d the motion tracking perfor-
mance is visualised. Generally, rather accurate motion
tracking is present in the entire trajectory, where the
maximum position error is kept well within ±1mm.
The largest position/velocity errors are present during
the acceleration phase, where low frequency and am-
plitude velocity oscillations are also seen to be present.
These oscillations are found to originate from a swing-
ing payload. The oscillations are suppressed at a slow
rate (≈20s), meaning that a room for improvement in
terms of re-designing the active oscillation damping is
present.

Regarding the level pressure control, it is found that
the low pressure chamber is successfully controlled to
the vicinity of the set pressure (30 bar). Deviations of
a few bar from the set pressure is observed, especially
as the piston position is increased. This is related to
the conservative controller design approach leading to
the level pressure being designed for the fully retracted
position. The level pressure control is of secondary
importance compared to the motion performance and
therefore the small pressure deviations are not a con-
cern. Most importantly, the level pressure control en-

sures that the load holding valves remains fully open
as desired. Also note that even at full speed the dif-
ferences between pressures PA, PPA and PB, PPB re-
spectively are small, i.e. the pressure drops across the
load holding valves in the fully open position are small.
This is essential for energy-efficient operation.

A last thing to note from Fig. 19 is that the con-
cept of controlling the level pressure, yields a smooth
transition between operation quadrants.

8.2 Load Holding Mode and Mode
Transition

In load holding mode two important operations are re-
quired:

1. Elevate the transmission line pressures to equal
the chamber pressures during transition between
load holding mode and mode operation mode.
This is needed to avoid load drop and non smooth
transition.

2. Reduce energy consumption when load is station-
ary.

Fig. 20 is a zoomed-in version of Fig. 19, where the
transition between the two operation modes is high-
lighted.
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Figure 20: Transition between operation modes. (a) PA and PPA in transition between load holding and motion
operating mode; (b) PA and PPA in transition between motion operating and load holding mode;
(c) PB and PPB in transition between load holding and motion operating mode; (d) PB and PPB

in transition between motion operating and load holding mode; (e) Piston position in transition
between load holding and motion operating mode; (f) Piston position in transition between motion
operating and load holding mode.

In Fig. 20a, 20c and 20e the focus is on the transition
between load holding mode to motion operation mode.
During transition (from 12 s to 14 s), the pressure
in the transmission line adjacent to the load-carrying
chamber, in this case PPB, is controlled to equal the
pressure in the cylinder chamber, PB. The load hold-
ing valves are still fully closed. When PPB has set-
tled at PB, PA is increased in order to open the load
holding valves. When the pressures PA and PPA are
slightly larger than the cracking pressure (≈ 1 bar) of
the load holding valves, the operating mode is changed
to motion mode. In motion mode the lowest chamber
pressure is further increased, to a value well above the
full open pressure of the load holding valves. In Fig.
20e it may be seen that the piston position is steady
until the lowest pressure has reached the cracking pres-
sure of the load holding valve. During the transition
period, the piston position is uncontrolled, leading to a
slight drift in piston position. This is corrected as the
system enters motion operation mode.

In Fig. 20b, 20d and 20f the focus is on the transi-
tion between motion operating mode and load holding
mode. In the transition period (177s to 180 s) the
pressure in the low pressure chamber is reduced to the
cracking pressure of the load holding valves. When
this pressure is reached, the system is operated in load

holding mode and the transmission lines pressures are
actively controlled to equal the accumulator pressure
in order to reduce the energy consumption. In Fig.
20f it is observed that during the transition period, the
piston position drifts approximately 0.5 mm. Because
the cylinder is locked in load holding mode, this cannot
be corrected. The position drift of 0.5 mm results in

Figure 21: (a) Pressure difference across pumps during
mode transition and in load holding mode.
(b) Shaft speeds during mode transition and
in load holding mode.
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a movement of up 5.2 mm of the tool-center, for the
crane considered in this investigation. To reduce this,
further investigation into handling this mode transition
is needed.

The active utilization of the load holding mode to de-
crease energy consumption, i.e. the load holding valves
are not only a safety measure, requires that the pump
torque is reduced in load holding mode. This is done
by setting the reference pressures for the transmission
line control to equal the current accumulator pressure.
As illustrated by Fig. 21, this reduces the pressure dif-
ference across both pumps to ≈ 0 bar, reducing shaft
torques, in turn reducing current losses in the motor.
From Fig. 21 the shaft speed is seen to decrease to
0 RPM, when the load is carried by the load holding
valves, reducing the shaft power to 0 W.

9 Conclusion

In this paper a self-contained pump-controlled cylin-
der drive with a pressure controlled hydraulic lock is
proposed. A simple hydraulic architecture based on
two variable-speed electrical motors each connected to
a fixed-displacement hydraulic pump, with an innova-
tive load holding sub-circuit is presented. The func-
tionality of the load holding sub-circuit requires that
the lowest cylinder chamber pressure is controlled accu-
rately, without affecting the motion performance of the
cylinder piston, which is found non-trivial due to se-
vere cross couplings in the system. Therefore a control
strategy aiming on state decoupling is derived based on
input/output transformations. An analysis shows that
the cross couplings in the transformed system are sig-
nificantly decreased, and a simple decentralised control
strategy is adopted for controlling the transformed sys-
tem. Simulation results confirm the applicability of the
drive architecture and the proposed decoupling strat-
egy. Good position tracking performance and pressure
control as well as smooth transition between operation
quadrants are demonstrated. Furthermore, a close to
bump-less transition between load holding and motion
mode are seen, showing that a potential for utilising
the load holding functionality actively to reduce energy
consumption when the load is to be kept stationary, is
present. The simulation results suggest a potential for
future load carrying applications to be based on the
proposed concept.
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Key Parameter List

Description Value

α Cylinder area ratio 0.48 [-]

βF Bulk modulus of pure fluid 15000 bar

ε Volumetric air content in oil 0.75 %

γ Switching parameter 5000 [-]

κ Poly-tropic constant 1.4 [-]

ωn Bandwidth, el. motor 30 Hz

ζ Damping ratio, el. motor 0.7 [-]

AA Piston Area 491 cm2

AB Rod Area 236 cm2

Bv Viscous friction constant 40000 Ns
m

D1 Geometric displacement 26 cm3

rev

D2 Geometric displacement 28 cm3

rev

FC Coulomb friction constant 5000 N

K1 Leakage coefficient, pump 1 5.4 mL
minbar

K2 Leakage coefficient, pump 2 11.4 mL
minbar

KQv Flow gain, LH1 and LH2 127 L
min
√

bar

KQsv Flow gain, shuttle valve 0.3 L
min
√

bar

m Bulk modulus gradient 11.4 [-]

P0 Accumulator precharge pres. 1.1 bar

PCR Cracking pressure 10 bar

POP Full open pressure 20 bar

V0A Initial volume 2.0 L

V0B Initial volume 72.3 L

VPA Line PA-volume 0.5 L

VPB Line PB-volume 0.5 L

VPI Pilot Line volume 0.1 L

VACC Accumulator volume 288.0 L

V0 Accumulator line volume 1.0 L
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Abstract: Electro-hydraulic compact drives (ECDs) are an emerging technology for linear actuation
in a wide range of applications. Especially within the low power range of 5–10 kW, the plug-and-play
capability, good energy efficiency and small space requirements of ECDs render this technology a
promising alternative to replace conventional valve-controlled linear drive solutions. In this power
range, ECDs generally rely on passive cooling to keep oil and system temperatures within the
tolerated range. When expanding the application range to larger power classes, passive cooling
may not be sufficient. Research investigating the thermal behaviour of ECDs is limited but indeed
required for a successful expansion of the application range. In order to obtain valuable insights
into the thermal behaviour of ECDs, thermo-hydraulic simulation is an important tool. This may
enable system design engineers to simulate thermal behaviour and thus develop proper thermal
designs during the early design phase, especially if such models contain few parameters that can
be determined with limited information available. Our paper presents a lumped thermo-hydraulic
model derived from the conservation of mass and energy. The derived model was experimentally
validated based on experimental data from an ECD prototype. Results show good accuracy between
measured and simulated temperatures. Even a simple thermal model containing only a few thermal
resistances may be sufficient to predict steady-state and transient temperatures with reasonable
accuracy. The presented model may be used for further investigations into the thermal behaviour of
ECDs and thus toward proper thermal designs required to expand the application range.

Keywords: thermal modelling; energy efficient fluid power; direct driven hydraulic drives;
pump-controlled cylinder; electro-hydraulic compact drives; self-contained cylinder drive

1. Introduction

Electro-hydraulic compact drives (ECDs) represent a promising alternative to con-
ventional valve-controlled hydraulics as well as to electro-mechanical linear drive so-
lutions [1–3]. By combining the robustness (including overload protection), high force
density and high achievable transmission ratios of conventional hydraulic drives with
the plug-and-play capabilities, better energy-efficiency and small space requirements of
electro-mechanical linear drives, ECDs may be a competitive alternative in applications pre-
viously dominated by conventional technologies. As illustrated in Figure 1, ECDs basically
consist of a variable-speed electric motor driving a fixed-displacement hydraulic pump.
The pump outlets are connected to a differential cylinder, without any throttling elements,
thus avoiding the associated immense power losses and enabling ECDs to recover energy
in aided load situations. To balance the asymmetric cylinder flows, a low-pressure accu-
mulator is often utilised to ensure appropriate suction conditions for the hydraulic pump.
As opposed to valve-controlled drive solutions, the energy losses of ECDs are governed
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by the energy efficiency of the components, as no inherent losses (i.e., valve throttling) are
associated with the actuation principle.

During recent decades, the main research focus has been placed on identifying and in-
vestigating architectures that are able to connect the accumulator with the remaining circuit
to facilitate operating in four quadrants. Two main topologies can be identified in research
literature [4,5]. In valve-compensated architectures (Figure 1a), either hydraulically or
electrically actuated valves are used to connect the low pressure cylinder chamber with the
accumulator [6–8]. For pump-compensated architectures (Figure 1b), two or more pumps
are matched to the areas of the differential cylinder to balance asymmetric flow without the
need of valves [9–13]. To enable the ideal matching of pump displacements to the cylinder
areas, independent of operating conditions, circuit architectures using two variable-speed
electric motors (Figure 1c) are also being investigated [14,15]. A recent review highlighting
the advantages and disadvantages of the considered architectures may be found in [16].

Some common drawbacks of the ECD technology potentially limiting its application
range are currently being addressed by the research community. These include reliabil-
ity and energy efficiency limitations in the low speed range of conventional hydraulic
units [17–20], the challenge of incorporating load holding devices not affecting the ability
of recovering energy in aided load situations [21–25] and identifying alternatives to the
rather bulky gas-loaded accumulator [26,27]. The former challenge is also addressed by
designing new types of hydraulic units, such that these are capable of low-speed operation
at good efficiencies. The newly introduced AX series pump from Bucher Hydraulics is an
example of such [28].

Electrical
Power

M
echanical 
Pow

er

Natural Convection

Radiation Conduction

(b)

M
ω 

(c)

M M
ω2ω1

(a)

M
ω 

(d)

Figure 1. (a) Valve-compensated ECD. (b) Pump-compensated ECD. (c) ECD with two electric
motors. (d) ECDs may rely solely on passive cooling.

The reported energy-efficiency of ECDs ranges from 50% up to 80% [29–31], but de-
pends heavily on the working conditions. Nevertheless this is much higher than the energy
efficiency of valve-controlled hydraulics, which features an average efficiency of 21% ac-
cording to [32]. As opposed to conventional valve-controlled hydraulics where cooling
devices are needed, the improved energy efficiency of ECDs may permit these systems
to rely solely on passive cooling. This is illustrated in Figure 1d. The power losses of the
system equals the passive heat transfer to the surroundings at an allowable equilibrium
temperature. Passive cooling may be sufficient in the smaller power range of 5–10 kW,
but for a higher power range it is unlikely that passive cooling suffices. Applications
requiring larger power outputs, may among many other applications, include the actuation
of large crane manipulators, where ECD architectures up to 80 kW or even bigger have
been investigated by simulation studies in [33–35]. These studies however did not include
thermal considerations. In the design phase of an ECD, it would be beneficial to under-
stand the thermal behaviour of the system and to estimate to what extent cooling efforts
are needed, prior to system realization. Nevertheless, research aiming at understanding
and analysing the thermal behaviour of ECDs is limited. The authors in [36] measure
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and compare efficiencies of a pump-compensated ECD, showing drastically reduced ef-
ficiencies at ambient temperatures below 0 °C. In [37,38], a thermo-hydraulic model is
formulated in the commercially available software Simulation X, but compares this with
measurements for a limited period of time, making it difficult to determine the accuracy
of the model. In [39] a simple first order thermal model is proposed and used to actively
control the average temperature of the system. It is unclear if the accuracy of the proposed
thermal model is sufficient for system design purposes as well. In [40,41], a Simulation X
model is formulated, and a good accuracy between measurements and simulation results
is demonstrated. The parametrisation of the thermal model is elaborate, however, as a high
number of solid thermal capacities are included. The current paper can be viewed as the
continuation of the work in [40,41], as this paper investigates the trade-off between model
complexity and accuracy based on the ECD system and experimental results presented in
these references. The paper investigates two different thermal model complexities—the
benchmark and the reduced model. The benchmark model is based on a relatively fine meshed
discretization of the solid thermal capacities leading to an elaborate thermal submodel. On
the other hand the reduced model features a more coarse discretization, leading to a simpler
thermal model structure, making this suitable for design purposes.

The paper contributes to the research field by deriving the necessary equations,
including descriptions of the fluid properties, needed to model the pressure and tem-
perature dynamics of an ECD. Both of the considered model complexities were simulated
using the equations derived in this paper to ensure comparability and full transparency.
Note that the simulation results obtained in [40,41] are therefore not reused in this paper.
To validate the derived models, these are compared to the experimental data obtained
in [40,41].

For the mentioned references, the models are commonly based on a lumped parameter
approach, which is also the case for this paper. This means that appropriate control volumes
are defined assuming pressure and temperature to be homogeneous within the control
volume [42]. This approach reduces the model complexity and needed computational
effort greatly compared to finite element or computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods,
which are assessed to be too elaborate for system design purposes. Note that a system
designer is desiring to roughly anticipate the system temperatures, and to do this with
minimal effort and prior information.

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 the temperature and pressure dynamics
of a lumped control volume are derived from first principles physics and in Section 3 consis-
tent fluid properties of the oil–air mixture are derived. Section 4 presents the ECD prototype
used for verification of the derived thermo-hydraulic model and Section 5 formulates the
two thermal model complexities of the ECD prototype denoted the benchmark and reduced
model. In Section 6, examples of calculating heat transfer resistances for basic geometries
are given and used to parametrise the reduced model. Section 7 concludes the modelling
part of the paper by deriving mass and enthalpy flow component models. Section 8 finally
compares the simulation results of the two model complexities with experimental data. In
the Nomenclature (Appendix A), the symbols used in the paper are listed.

2. Control Volume Dynamics

In this section, the pressure and temperature dynamics for a lumped control volume
are derived from first principles physics, i.e., conservation of mass and energy. For a
general control volume (CV), as seen in Figure 2, the continuity equation and the first law
of thermodynamics may be written as Equations (1) and (2), respectively [43]:

∂

∂t

∫

cv
ρdV– +

∫

cs
ρV̂ · n̂dA = 0 (1)

∂

∂t

∫

cv

(
u +

V̂2

2
+ gz

)
ρdV– +

∫

cs

(
u +

V̂2

2
+ gz

)
ρV̂ · n̂dA = Q̇ + Ẇ (2)
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ρ is the fluid density, V̂ is the velocity vector of the fluid leaving the control volume
across the control surface (CS) with normal vector n̂. Thus, the mass flow leaving the
control volume is positive. u is specific internal energy, V̂2/2 and gz are kinetic energy and
potential energy per unit mass, respectively. Q̇ and Ẇ are heat flow transferred to and net
rate of work done on the system, respectively.

r*

l

CS 
(area A)  

CV
 (volume V)

n

V

Q

W

p, T , ν 

Figure 2. Illustration of a lumped control volume. Pressure, temperature and specific volume are
assumed to be homogeneous. Mass transfer may occur across the control surface (CS).

2.1. Lumped Pressure Dynamics

Consider Equation (1), and assume that the density is homogeneous in the CV and on
the CS. Allowing for mass exchange to occur across multiple control surfaces leads to the
following simplification of the continuity equation in Equation (1):

∂

∂t
(ρV) + ∑

k
ṁk −∑

i
ṁi = 0 ⇔ ṁ = ∑

i
ṁi −∑

k
ṁk ⇔ ρ̇V + ρV̇ = ṁ (3)

where V is the volume of the CV, and the index i is used to sum over incoming mass
flows while k denotes leaving mass flows, such that ṁ = ∑i ṁi − ∑k ṁk . The density is
an intensive property and may, by the state postulate, be expressed as a function of two
independent intensive properties e.g., temperature and pressure. A change in density may
be established by the total differential [44]:

ρ = f (p, T) ⇒ dρ =

(
∂ρ

∂p

)

T

dp +

(
∂ρ

∂T

)

p

dT ⇒ ρ̇ =

(
∂ρ

∂p

)

T

ṗ +

(
∂ρ

∂T

)

p

Ṫ (4)

The partial derivatives in Equation (4) may be expressed using material properties,
recognizing that the isothermal bulk modulus β and the isobaric expansion coefficient α
are defined as [45,46]:

β = −V
(

∂p
∂V

)

T

= ρ

(
∂p
∂ρ

)

T

=
ρ(

∂ρ

∂p

)

T

α =
1
ν

(
∂ν

∂T

)

p

= −1
ρ

(
∂ρ

∂T

)

p

(5)

where ν is the specific volume (ν = ρ−1). Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (3)
combined with the material properties from Equation (5), and isolating for ṗ yield:

(
ρ

β
ṗ− αρṪ

)
V + ρV̇ = ṁ ⇔ ṗ =

β

V

(
ṁ
ρ
− V̇ + αVṪ

)
(6)

Hence, the pressure dynamics of a lumped control volume is given by Equation (6).

2.1.1. Mechanical Elasticity

To include mechanical elasticity, i.e., expanding hoses or pipes for increasing pressures,
the volume in Equation (6) is calculated as:

V = Vx

(
1 +

p− p0

βmech

)
⇒ V̇ = V̇x

(
p− p0

βmech

)
+

Vx

βmech

ṗ (7)

where Vx is the volume at p0 , and may include a fixed volume as well as a time dependent
volume, e.g., a stoke dependent volume if the control volume is a cylinder chamber. βmech is

 V̇x+

________________________________________________________________________
Due to a typo in Eq. (7), the last term did not appear in the original 
paper, but is correctly added here. 
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a tuning parameter such that a high value of βmech corresponds to a stiff volume, whereas a
low value corresponds to an elastic volume. Inserting Equation (7) into Equation (6) yields:

ṗ =




ββmech

βmech + β
βmech

βmech+p−p0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
βeff

(
ṁ

ρV
− V̇x

Vx

+ αṪ
)

(8)

where βeff is the effective bulk modulus, including the effect of mechanical elasticity. If
βmech approaches infinity, βeff approaches β and Vx approaches V, such that Equation (8)
approaches Equation (6).

2.1.2. Diaphragm and Bladder Accumulators

Control volumes contained in a gas-loaded diaphragm or bladder accumulator are
modelled without including mechanical elasticity. This is appropriate because nitrogen
is much more compliant than the mechanical structures. For ECDs, the accumulator is
operated at low pressures and room temperatures, i.e., far away from the critical point [46],
justifying nitrogen to be modelled as an ideal gas. The volume and V̇ of the oil in the
accumulator control volume are therefore found as:

V = Vacc + Vx −Vgas V̇ = V̇x − V̇gas (9)

Vgas =
Vacc pacc0 Tgas

Tacc0 p
V̇gas =

Vgas

Tgas

Ṫgas −
Vgas

p
ṗ (10)

where Vacc is the accumulator volume (constant), Vgas is the gas volume, and Vx is the oil
volume outside the accumulator shell, which may include a fixed volume or a volume
changing in time. Tgas is the gas temperature and finally pacc0 and Tacc0 , are the precharge
pressure and temperature, respectively. Assuming the gas and oil pressure to be equal,
and by combining Equation (10) with Equation (6) yield ṗ as:

ṗ =
pβ

pV + βVgas

(
ṁ
ρ
− V̇x + αVṪ +

Vgas

Tgas

Ṫgas

)
(11)

Note that T is the oil temperature and Tgas is the gas temperature. It can be seen that if
the accumulator is removed (Vacc = 0) Equation (11) equals Equation (6).

The gas temperature may be assumed to equal the temperature of the accumulator
shell, by assuming the gas compression to be an isothermal process. However, to include
temperature changes due to compression, consider the first law of thermodynamics in
Equation (2). Assume the density to be homogeneous within the control volume, the kinetic
and potential energies to be negligible and acknowledge that mass is not exchanged across
the control surfaces:

u̇mgas = U̇ = Q̇ + Ẇ , U(p, V)⇒ (12)

dU =

(
∂U

∂Tgas

)

V

dTgas+

(
∂U

∂Vgas

)

T

dVgas = mgas cv dTgas +


Tgas

(
∂p

∂Tgas

)

V

− p


dVgas ⇒

U̇ = mgas cv Ṫgas +
(

βαTgas − p
)

V̇gas
Ideal Gas−−−−−→ U̇ = mgas cv Ṫgas (13)

where U is internal energy of the gas, mgas is the mass of the gas and cv is the isochoric
specific heat. Equation (13) originates from the state postulate by taking the total differential
of the internal energy as a function of pressure and volume and expressing the partial
derivatives using fluid properties [47]. For ideal gasses β = p and α = T−1 leading to
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U̇ = mgas cv Ṫ. Recognizing the rate of work done on the gas is by compression (Ẇ = −pV̇gas )
and combining Equations (12) and (13) yield the gas temperature dynamics as:

Ṫgas =
1

mgas cv

(
Q̇− pV̇gas

)

Q̇ = hA
(

Tacc − Tgas

)
=

mgas cv
τ

(
Tacc − Tgas

)



⇒ Ṫgas =

(
Tacc − Tgas

)

τ
− p

mgas cv

V̇gas (14)

Instead of calculating the transferred heat Q̇ using the convection heat transfer coeffi-
cient h and the surface area A, Q̇ is modelled using a fixed thermal time constant defined
as τ =

mgas cv
hA [48–50]. Tacc is the temperature of the accumulator shell.

2.2. Lumped Temperature Dynamics

For hydrostatic transmission systems kinetic and potential energies are small com-
pared to internal energy and flow work (enthalpy) and thus neglected [41,51] in the first
law of thermodynamics in Equation (2). Additionally, the assumptions given in Section 2.1
are imposed, i.e., assuming uniform density and specific internal energy distribution in
the control volume and on the control surfaces. By allowing mass transfer to occur from
several control surfaces Equation (2) simplifies to:

∂

∂t
(ρV u)−∑

i
ṁi ui + ∑

k
ṁk u = Q̇ + Ẇ (15)

ṁu + mu̇−∑
i

ṁi ui + ∑
k

ṁk u = Q̇ + Ẇ (16)

∑
i

ṁi u−∑
k

ṁk u + mu̇−∑
i

ṁi ui + ∑
k

ṁk u = Q̇ + Ẇ (17)

∑
i

ṁi (u− ui ) + mu̇ = Q̇ + Ẇ (18)

Defining specific enthalpy as h = u + pν, the term mu̇ can be rewritten to mu̇ =
m(ḣ− ṗν− ν̇p). ḣ is expressed as a function of temperature and pressure [52]:

dh =

(
∂h
∂T

)

p

dT +

(
∂h
∂p

)

T

dp = cp dT +

(
ν− T

(
∂ν

∂T

)

p

)
dp (19)

= cp dT + ν(1− Tα)dp ⇒ ḣ = cp Ṫ + (1− Tα)ν ṗ (20)

The partial derivatives are rewritten using material properties based on [47,52,53]. Inserting
Equation (20) into mu̇ = m(ḣ− ṗν− ν̇p) leads to:

mu̇ = m(ḣ− ṗν−ν̇p) = m(cp Ṫ + (1− Tα)ν ṗ− ṗν− ν̇p) = mcp Ṫ −mν̇p− TαVṗ (21)

Ẇ in Equation (18) has the form of either rate of shaft work, rate of moving boundary work
(MBW) or rate of flow work [54]:

Ẇ = Ẇshaft − pV̇︸︷︷︸
MBW

+∑
i

pi Ai V̂i −∑
k

pAk V̂k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
flow work

= Ẇshaft −mν̇p− ṁνp︸ ︷︷ ︸
MBW

+∑
i

ṁi pi νi−∑
k

ṁk pν

︸ ︷︷ ︸
flow work

= Ẇshaft −mν̇p−
(

∑
i

ṁi −∑
k

ṁk

)
νp + ∑

i
ṁi pi νi −∑

k
ṁk pν (22)

= Ẇshaft −mν̇p + ∑
i

ṁi (pi νi − pν) (23)
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Inserting Equations (21) and (23) in Equation (18), and isolating for the
temperature derivative:

∑
i

ṁi (u− ui ) + mcp Ṫ − TαVṗ−mν̇p = Q̇ + Ẇshaft + ∑
i

ṁi (pi νi − pν)−mν̇p (24)

∑
i

ṁi (h− hi ) + mcp Ṫ − TαVṗ = Q̇ + Ẇshaft (25)

Ṫ =
1

mcp

(
Q̇ + Ẇshaft + ∑

i
ṁi (hi − h) + TαVṗ

)
(26)

Thus, the temperature dynamic of a lumped control volume is given by Equation (26).

3. Fluid Properties

The pressure and temperature dynamics in the previous section were derived from
the conservation of mass and energy. For this to be upheld during a numerical simulation,
the material properties need to fulfil the relationships stated in Equation (5). One approach
for doing so is to use a density description as the starting point for deriving the remaining
mass/volume related properties. The oil density, ρF is modelled as a function of pressure
and temperature and approximated by a first order Taylor series expansion:

ρF = ρF0

(
1   +

p− p0

β0
−   α0 (T − T0 )

)
(27)

where ρF0 , β0 and α0 are oil properties at T0 = 288.15 K and p0 = 101,325 Pa. Especially
at low pressures, free air present in the oil affects the fluid properties. To include this,
the density of the free air ρA is modelled as an ideal gas, compressed during a polytropic
process [46]:

ρA =
p

RT1

T1 =

(
p0

p

) 1−κ
κ

T (28)

where R is the gas constant for air , T1 is the air temperature at the current pressure p,
assuming polytropic compression from p0 with polytropic coefficient κ. T is the lumped
temperature of the oil–air mixture. The density of the oil–air mixture is found as:

ρ =
m
V

=
VA0 ρA0 + VF0 ρF0

VA + VF

=
VA0 ρA0 + VF0 ρF0

mA
ρA

+
mF
ρF

=
VA0 ρA0 + VF0 ρF0
VA0 ρA0

ρA
+

VF0 ρF0
ρF

(29)

where ρA0 , VA0 and VF0 are the air density and the volumes occupied by air and oil at p0

and T0 , respectively. ε is defined as the volumetric ratio of air in the mixture at p0 and T0 ,
such that Equation (29) rewrites to:

VA0 = εV0

VF0 = (1− ε)V0

}
⇒ ρ =

εV0 ρA0 + (1− ε)V0 ρF0
εV0 ρA0

ρA
+

(1−ε)V0 ρF0
ρF

=
ερA0 + (1− ε)ρF0

ερA0
ρA

+
(1−ε)ρF0

ρF

(30)

The mixture density can thus be written as a function of pressure and temperature:

ρ =
C1 f1

p
1
κ
0 p−

1
κ T f1 ε + (ε− 1)β0 T0

C1 = T0 (ρF0 + (ρA0 − ρF0 )ε)
f1 = (α0 (T − T0    − 1)β0 − p + p0

(31)

_________________________________________________________________________
A typo in Eq. (27) Eq. (31) and has been corrected compared to the original paper.

)
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The bulk modulus β, and expansion coefficient α of the mixture are found from the
definitions in Equation (5):

β =
ρ(

∂ρ
∂p

)

T

=

f1 κp
(

p
1
κ
0 Tε f1 + p

1
κ β0 T0(ε− 1)

)

Tp
1
κ
0 ε f 2

1
− T0 κβ0(ε− 1)p

1+κ
κ

(32)

α =

f1 p
1
κ
0

(
ε

2
Tp

1
κ
0 f

2

1
− T0 β0 p

1
κ

(
ε

2 − ε
)
(Tα0 β0 − f1)

)
− α0 T

2

0
β

3

0
(ε− 1)

2
p

2
κ

(
εTp

1
κ
0 f1 + p

1
κ β0 T0(ε− 1)

)2

f1

(33)

The specific heat, cp , is considered only for the oil due to a small mass fraction of air
in the mixture. A volume fraction of air of 10% (ε = 0.1) at atmospheric pressure yields a
mass fraction of air less than 0.2%. The specific heat is assumed to be only a function of
temperature, and is given for a HLP32 oil in [55] as:

cp = cp0 + Kcp T (34)

cp0 and Kcp are modelling parameters found in Appendix B. The specific enthalpy of the
oil–air mixture is approximated by the differential equation in Equation (19) as a finite
difference [56]:

∆h ∼= cp ∆T +
1− αT

ρ
∆p ⇒ h ∼= cp(T − T0) +

1− α
( T0+T1

2

)

ρ
(p− p0) (35)

where the notation • denotes material properties evaluated at the mean temperature and
pressure. The specific enthalpy equals 0 J/kg at T0=288.15 K , and p0=101325 Pa.

In order to calculate the thermal resistances in Section 6, additional fluid properties
are needed, including the dynamic viscosity, µ, and thermal conductivity, k. These are
modelled as oil properties, i.e., without considering the air in the mixture. The dynamic
viscosity of an HM46 oil is modelled by the Vogel–Barus model [57], and the thermal
conductivity is calculated as a first order polynomial using fluid properties extracted as a
function of temperature from the Equation Engineering Solver (EES, V10.836) library:

µ = a
µ1e

(
aµ2

T−aµ3

)

e

(
p

aµ4+aµ5 (T−273.15)

)

k = ak1 − ak2 T (36)

where a• are modelling coefficients that are given in Appendix B.

3.1. Temperature Independent Density

The temperature and pressure dynamics derived in Section 2 (Equations (6) and (26)),
are coupled via the thermal expansion coefficient α. As the numerical value of α is small
(≈0.0007 K−1), the coupling between the pressure and temperature dynamics may be
neglected without sacrificing much accuracy in terms of the main dynamics [56]. To simplify
the model formulation, it is profitable to decouple pressure and temperature dynamics
by assuming α = 0. However for mass to be conserved, the remaining volume and mass
related properties (ρ and β) must be consistent with this assumption. This can be obtained
by assuming the density of oil and air only being pressure dependent, such that:

ρ̃F = ρ̃F0

(
1 +

p− p0

β0

)
ρ̃A =

p
RT0

(37)
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where the notation •̃ denotes properties assumed to be temperature independent.
By Equation (37), the temperature independent properties can be expressed as:

ρ̃ =
(ρ̃F0 + (ρ̃A0 − ρ̃F0)ε)(β0 + p− p0)p

(p0 − β0)(p− p0)ε + β0 p
(38)

β̃ =
p((p0 − β0)(p − p0 )ε + β0 p)(β0 + p − p0 )(
p2

0
− (β0 + 2p)p0 + p2

)
(p0 − β0 )ε + β0 p2

(39)

The definitions in Equations (38) and (39) yield α̃ = 0, as desired.

3.2. Comparing Modelled and Measured Fluid Properties

In [55], the density of an HLP 32 oil was measured as a function of temperature
and pressure. These measurements are used to fit the parameters of ρF0 , β0 and α0 in
Equation (27). In Figure 3a, a good fit between the modelled density and the measure-
ments from [55] is observed. In the plot, the density of the oil–air mixture is also shown.
The bulk modulus and thermal expansion coefficients are shown in Figure 3b,c. Figure 3b
includes the effective bulk modulus, βeff , considering mechanical elasticity, as introduced
in Equation (8). Introducing mechanical elasticity lowers the bulk modulus compared to
just considering the oil–air mixture.

Figure 3. Fluid properties evaluated with a volumetric air content of 1%. (a) Dashed lines are modelled oil densities and solid lines are
oil–air mixture densities. Measurements are obtained from [55]. (b) Modelled oil–air mixture bulk moduli. Dashed lines include the
effect of mechanical elasticity with βmech = 2 GPa. β̃ is the temperature independent bulk modulus. (c) Modelled thermal expansion
coefficient of oil–air mixture.

This concludes the derivation of the lumped thermo-hydraulic model, including
definition of consistent fluid properties. Models of the heat, mass and enthalpy flows
entering the control volumes are defined subsequently. The ECD prototype used for
experimental investigation is introduced next.

4. Electro-Hydraulic Compact Drive Prototype

The ECD prototype shown in Figure 4 was manufactured and tested at the Technical
University of Dresden, Germany. The cylinder of the prototype was flanged on a general
purpose test-rig, with the rod being connected to a load cylinder capable of loading the
ECD with varying load forces. The ECD was connected with the load cylinder via an inertia
mass of 110 kg, which is not shown in Figure 4. On the cylinder, a manifold was mounted,
which connects the cylinder chambers with the pump and a diaphragm accumulator using
an inverse shuttle valve for flow balancing. The pump was driven by a brushless DC motor.
The pump and motor shafts were connected through the adapter plate. The adapter plate
and accumulator were mounted on the manifold, such that the ECD forms a self-contained
and compact drive system. The hydraulic diagram showing the main components of the

______________________________________________________________________________
An error in Eq. (39) has been corrected compared to the original paper.
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prototype is given in Figure 5a. The prototype was a valve-compensated ECD, mean-
ing that the inverse shuttle valve (ISV) connects the low pressure side of the cylinder
with the low pressure accumulator, such that the asymmetric cylinder flow was balanced.
Further information regarding the design and performance of the ECD prototype is avail-
able in [1,40,41,58].
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Main Components

Component Description Component Description
Differential Cylinder Rexroth CDM1 (40/22–450 mm) Inverse shuttle valve HydraForce HS50-43
Internal Gear Pump Bucher QXM22-006 (6.3 cm3/rev) Servo Motor Moog Series G
Accumulator 1.4 L Accumulator Mounting Plates Custom Made

Figure 4. ECD prototype manufactured at TU-Dresden. The table lists the main components of the system.

For the experiments conducted in this study, a positive load force was present at all
times, which means that the ISV connected the accumulator with the cylinder rod chamber
at all times. The switching dynamics of the ISV was therefore not included, and the ISV
was approximated by an orifice as shown in Figure 5b. The mass flow names used when
formulating the model in the upcoming section, and the positions of the oil temperature
sensors mounted on the prototype are shown.

(a)

ML FL
M

Acc
Cyl

EM

Pump

ISV ML FL
M

TA2
TA1

TB
m
.
B

m
.
A

m
.
L

x

p    T B B

p    T A A

m
.
C

p     T 
C C

(b)

TC

Figure 5. (a) Diagram showing the main components of the ECD prototype. (b) Simplified schematic,
valid for the conducted experiments, and used during formulation of the thermo-hydraulic model.
The simplified schematic also shows the position of the oil temperature sensors on the prototype.

5. Thermo-Hydraulic Model Formulation

In this section, the lumped thermo-hydraulic model derived in Section 2, is utilised
to model the pressure and temperature dynamics of the ECD prototype, presented in the
previous section.

Two model complexities are presented subsequently. The model denoted benchmark
model, utilises a relatively fine meshed discretization of lumped solid thermal capacities,
including all of the named components in Figure 4. To describe the heat transfers occurring
internally in the system and to the surroundings an extensive thermal resistance network
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is defined. This thermal network was developed in previous publications [40,41], and is
used here as a benchmark for model validation and for comparison with a simpler model
complexity, i.e., the reduced model.

In the reduced model, a significantly coarser discretization is utilised. In [40,41],
the forced convection resistances were found to be negligible, as the thermal behaviour
was governed by natural convection and radiation from the system to the surroundings.
Therefore, the reduced model investigates, among other things, how model accuracy is
affected by neglecting forced convection resistances. Neglecting the forced convection
resistances may be done in several ways. If commercial simulation software is used,
arbitrary small forced convection resistances may be defined to maintain the number of
lumped temperatures. Alternatively, the temperature dynamics of multiple fluid and solid
control volumes may be lumped together, thus reducing the number of temperature states
in the model. The latter approach is featured here. As the temperature dynamics of multiple
fluid volumes are lumped together, it is beneficial to neglect the coupling between the
temperature and pressure dynamics by utilising temperature independent fluid properties,
as given in Section 3.1.

Table 1 compares the two model complexities.

Table 1. Comparison of the two model complexities.

Model Complexity

Benchmark Reduced

Fluid Properties Temperature Dependent Temperature Independent
(Equations (31)–(33)) α̃ = 0 and Equations (38) and (39)

Number of Thermal Capacities 3 Oil Capacities 1 Combined Oil/Solid Capacity
18 Solid Capacities 1 Oil Capacity & 1 Solid Capacity

Number of Thermal Resistances
18 Natural Convection & Radiation 5 Natural Convection & Radiation
21 Conduction Resistances 1 Conduction Resistance
23 Forced Convection Resistances 1 Forced Convection Resistance

The reason for dealing with two model complexities is to investigate how much
information and accuracy are lost when reducing the model complexity. As seen from
Table 1, the current study especially investigates the needed level of detail for the thermal
submodels, including the number of thermal resistances used to model heat transfers
in the system. The benchmark model demonstrated a good ability to provide accurate
temperature simulations for most of the thermal capacities in [41]. However, parametrising
the 62 thermal resistances present in the benchmark model is both a time-consuming and
tedious task. In addition, for instance, the forced convection resistances occurring in
the flow channels of a custom made manifold requires detailed knowledge about the
construction of this to parametrise the resistances. Such detailed information may not be
available during the design phase, where a design engineer desires to estimate the operating
temperature for a given ECD under some loading conditions. To address the potential
challenges of the benchmark model, a drastically reduced model, which requires limited
information for parametrisation, was investigated. This includes cylinder and accumulator
dimensions as well as approximate dimensions of manifold, pump and electric motor.
As such, the current investigation may be regarded as a natural next step toward a simple
but yet sufficiently accurate model level. The authors claim that if a thermo-hydraulic
model should be useful for a design engineer, it should be relatively easy to parametrise
even though this may decrease the accuracy. By the end of the day, approximate estimations
or rough ideas are more useful than very accurate simulations that are never carried out
due to time-consuming model development or parameters unknown during the design
phase. Estimating the operating temperature is important to determine to what extent
cooling is required, i.e., to obtain a proper thermal design. This may include the addition
of a fan, heat pipes mounted in the manifold, an oil cooler or a water cooled manifold.
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The following sections show the derivation of the two model complexities, with an
offset in the system diagram in Figure 5b.

5.1. Benchmark Model

The pressure dynamics of the benchmark model are formulated as:

ṗA =
βA βmech

βmech + βA

βmech
βmech+pA−p0

(
ṁA

ρA VA

− ẋAA

VAx

+ αA ṪA

)
,

VAx = VA0 + xAA

VA = VAx

(
1 +

pA−p0
βmech

) (40)

ṗB =
βB βmech

βmech+βB

βmech
βmech+pB−p0

(−ṁB−ṁC

ρB VB

+
ẋAB

VBx

+αB ṪB

)
,

VBx = VB0+(Ls − x)AB

VB = VBx

(
1 +

pB−p0
βmech

) (41)

ṗC =
pC βC

pC VC + βC Vgas

(
ṁL + ṁC

ρC

+ αC VC ṪC +
Vgas

Tgas

Ṫgas

)
,

VC = VAcc + VC0 −Vgas

Vgas =
VAcc pacc0 Tgas

Tacc0 pC

(42)

The subscripts {A, B, C} in Equations (40)–(42) refer to the piston chamber, the rod
side chamber and the accumulator, respectively, according to Figure 5b.

The gas temperature is modelled using Equation (14). The temperature dynamics of
the oil control volumes are modelled from Equation (26) as:

ṪA =
1

VA ρA cp,A

(
Q̇A + ḢA,pump + TA αA VA ṗA

)
(43)

ṪB =
1

VB ρB cp,B

(
Q̇B + ḢB,pump + Ḣ−

C
+ TB αB VB ṗB

)
(44)

ṪC =
1

VC ρC cp,C

(
Q̇C + Ḣ+

C
+ ḢL,pump + TC αC VC ṗC

)
(45)

where Q̇A , Q̇B and Q̇C are the sum of heat flows to the control volumes, ḢA,pump , ḢB,pump and
ḢL,pump are the pump enthalpy flows to the control volumes. Ḣ+

C
and Ḣ−

C
are the enthalpy

flow through the orifice. The enthalpy flows are modelled in Section 7.
The benchmark model discretises the system into 18 solid thermal capacities each

associated with an individual temperature. The temperature dynamics of a solid capacity
is modelled as:

Ṫj =
∑i Q̇j,i

mj cp,j

Q̇i =
∆Ti

Rth,i

(46)

where j is indexing the 18 solid capacities and i the heat transfer to the solid capacity.
∑i Q̇j,i is the net sum of heat flow into capacity j, mj is the mass of the solid capacity
and cp,j is the specific heat for the given solid material modelled as a function of the
temperature. Specific heats as a function of temperature are obtained from the library of
EES, and implemented as 1D lookup tables. The heat flow is described using the concept
of thermal resistances, Rth . Analogous to an electric circuit, the temperature (voltage) may
be described as the product of heat flow (current) and the thermal resistance [K/W]. ∑i Q̇j,i

is thus the sum of all heat flows through the thermal resistances connected to the capacity,
and ∆Ti is the temperature difference across the thermal resistance. The heat flows to oil
and solid capacities may be visualised by a thermal resistance network. The resistance
network for both the benchmark and the reduced model are presented in Section 6.

5.2. Reduced Model

The pressure dynamics of the reduced model are similar to the dynamics from
Equations (40)–(42), except that temperature independent fluid properties, p̃, β̃ and α̃,
are utilised. This entails that the temperature coupling term (αVṪ) vanishes.
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Whereas the benchmark model includes 18 solid thermal capacities, the reduced model
only includes five. These are the electric motor and adapter plate, the cylinder barrel,
the manifold, the pump and the accumulator. In Figure 6a, these are illustrated as basic
geometries, which are used for heat transfer calculations. These include cubes (blue),
horizontal cylinders (green) and spheres (yellow). For comparison, Figure 6b shows 15 of
the 18 considered solid thermal capacities approximated as basic geometries used in the
benchmark model.
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(b)(a)

Figure 6. (a) In the reduced model, natural convection and radiation to the surroundings are modelled
to occur from five shapes. (b) In the benchmark model, natural convection and radiation are modelled
to occur from 18 shapes (three not shown).

As noted in [40], the thermal behaviour of the system is governed by the natural
convection and radiation resistances on the outer surfaces as these are considerably larger
than the forced convection resistances between the oil and the solid materials on the inner
surfaces. Taking the cylinder barrel as an example, the combined natural convection and
radiation resistance is more than nine times higher than the forced convection resistance.
In the reduced model, this observation is exploited by neglecting all forced convection
resistances, except the forced convection between oil and accumulator, and thus reducing
the number of thermal resistances significantly.

This has the implication that all solids being in contact with oil (accumulator not
included) are modelled to have the same temperature. This leads to a further simplification
compared to the benchmark model, as contact and conduction resistances between solid ther-
mal capacities are omitted. However, as a consequence, only three distinct temperatures
are modelled in the reduced model. These include the oil temperature in the accumu-
lator TC , the accumulator shell temperature Tacc and the lumped system temperature,
Tsys , combining the thermal capacity of the oil in the A and B chamber with the cylinder
barrel, pump, manifold, electric motor and adapter plate capacities. Even though the
electric motor and adapter plate are not in contact with the oil, these are included in
the lumped system temperature due to large contact areas with the pump and manifold,
thus assuming the contact resistance to be small. All other thermal capacities, such as
pipes, cylinder flanges, etc., are not included in the reduced model. This means that only
approximate dimensions of the main system components are needed to parametrise the
thermal resistance network.
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The temperature dynamics of the three control volumes of the reduced model are
given as:

Ṫsys =
Q̇losses + ḢA,pump + ḢB,pump + Ḣ−

C
− Q̇th

VA ρ̃A cp,A + VB ρ̃B cp,B + msteel cp,steel + malu cp,alu

, ṪC =
ḢL,pump + Ḣ+

C
− Q̇VII

VA ρ̃A cp,A + VC ρ̃C

(47)

Ṫacc =
Q̇VII − Q̇V

macc cp,acc

, Q̇losses = Q̇L,HM + Q̇L,Cyl + Q̇L,EM , Q̇th = Q̇I + Q̇II + Q̇III + Q̇IV + Q̇VI

Q̇I to Q̇VII are heat flows through the thermal resistances defined in the next section. msteel

and malu are the mass of steel and aluminium with temperature dependent specific heats
cp,steel and cp,alu , respectively. Q̇L,HM , Q̇L,Cyl and Q̇L,EM are hydro-mechanical pump losses,
cylinder friction losses and losses of the electric machine, respectively. These are modelled
in Section 7 along with the enthalpy flows Ḣ.

6. Thermal Resistance Networks

In this section, the heat flows to the control volumes and the solid capacities for both
model complexities are presented. As mentioned, the heat flows are calculated based on
the temperature differences across thermal resistances. This may beneficially be visualised
using a thermal resistance network. The thermal resistance network for the benchmark
model was derived in [41] and is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Thermal resistance network for the benchmark model. The thermal network was developed
in [40,41]. Contact resistance is included in the conduction resistances.

The 62 thermal resistances in Figure 7 were computed in [40,41]. Examples of how
to calculate thermal resistances for different geometries and flow conditions are given in
Section 6, when calculating resistances for the reduced model.

In addition to heat exchanged through thermal resistances, heat is also ascribed as the
consequence of energy losses of the components. The power loss due to cylinder friction is
entirely added to the cylinder barrel, 25% of the pump friction losses are added to each of
the oil control volumes A and B and the remaining 50% are added to the pump housing.
Finally, the electric motor power losses are added to the solid capacity of the electric motor.
Leakage and valve throttling losses are ascribed inherently by the enthalpy flows.

The thermal resistance network for the reduced model is given in Figure 8. In addition
to natural convection and radiation from the five basic shapes in Figure 6a, forced convec-
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tion between oil and accumulator as well as heat conduction (contact resistance included)
from the cylinder barrel through the cylinder head and flange to the test-rig are included.

The seven thermal resistances from Figure 8 are found as either conduction, convection
or radiation resistances given as [46]:

Rcond =
L

kA
, Rcont =

1
hc A

, Rconv =
1

hAs

, Rrad =
1

As,Eff εσ
(

T2
s + T2

∞

)
(Ts + T∞)

(48)

where Rcond is the conduction resistance (here for a plane wall example) modelling the
heat transfer through a material. L is the length of which the heat transfer occurs, k is the
thermal conductivity of the material and A is the cross-section area. Rcont is the contact
resistance, with hc being the contact conductance. Rconv is forced or natural convection
resistance. Forced convection occurs between oil and solid elements, whereas natural
convection takes place at the outer surfaces of the system, as no fan is incorporated in the
system. h is the convective heat transfer coefficient. As is the surface area. Rrad is radiation
resistance, with As,Eff being the effective radiation surface area. ε is the surface emissivity
and σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant. Ts and T∞ are the surface temperature and the
ambient temperature, respectively.
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Figure 8. Thermal resistance network for the reduced model. The natural convection and radiation
resistance are found as a parallel connection of the convection and radiation resistances.

6.1. Heat Conduction

Only heat conduction from the cylinder barrel through the cylinder head and flange
to the test-rig is included in the reduced model. The test-rig is considered as a thermal
reservoir, thus remaining at a constant temperature. The heat transfer is modelled as a serial
connection of two conduction and two contact resistances (Rcond and Rcont in Equation (48)).
The apparent contact areas for calculation of the contact resistances are given in Figure 9a
as A1 and (A1 + A2). The conduction resistances are modelled with areas (A1 + A2),
(A1 + A2 + A3) and lengths L1 , L2 .

(a)

A1

Gas

Oil

R

r*

l

r*
l/2

(b) (c) (d)

L 1 L2
Tsys

TrigTsys

RVI  = RVI1  + RVI2  + RVI3  + RVI4

A2 A3

Figure 9. (a) The heat conduction from the cylinder barrel to the test-rig is modelled as a serial connection of two conduction
and two contact resistances. (b) Bladder type gas-loaded accumulator. (c) The bladder accumulator is approximated as a
sphere when calculating the natural convection heat transfer from the outer surface. (d) Forced convection on the inner
surface is approximated as internal pipe flow, with the length of the pipe being the oil height in the virtual sphere and the
pipe radius being evaluated as the radius of the spherical cap at l/2.
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6.2. Convection

The convective heat transfer coefficient, h in Equation (48), may be determined from
the average Nusselt number (Nu). The Nusselt number is a function of the Reynolds
(Re) and Prandtl (Pr) numbers for forced convection problems, and the Rayleigh (Ra) and
Prandtl numbers for natural convection problems.

Nu(Re or Ra, Pr) =
hLc

k
Re =

V̂Lc ρ

µ
Pr =

µcp

k
Ra =

gαL3
c ρ2cp

µk
∆T (49)

where Lc is the geometry dependent characteristic length, V̂ is the mean flow speed and g is
the gravitational acceleration. For natural convection problems, the fluid properties of the
ambient air are calculated at the reference temperature T = 0.5(Ts + T∞), i.e., at the mean
temperature between surface and surroundings. Fluid properties for forced convection
problems are evaluated at the lumped pressure and temperature of the oil control volume
using the expressions derived in Section 3.

The Nusselt number depends on geometry, and the methodology utilised here is to
identify an appropriate approximation of the considered shape, such that well-known
methodologies and formulas valid for basic shapes may be applied. This is done in
Figure 6a, where the outer surfaces of the ECD prototype is approximated using the basic
shapes of a cube (electric motor and adapter plate, pump and manifold), horizontal cylinder
(cylinder barrel) and sphere (accumulator).

To illustrate this approach further, consider the accumulator, which is approximated
by a sphere for calculation of the natural convection resistance, as seen in Figure 9b,c.
The forced convection between the oil and the accumulator shell is modelled by approxi-
mating the flow as an internal pipe flow. The length and diameter of this pipe are updated
according to the oil level in the accumulator, which is illustrated in Figure 9c,d. The fluid
height present in the virtual sphere is calculated dependent on the oil volume in the accu-
mulator, and is used as the pipe length when calculating the Nusselt number. The pipe
diameter is approximated as the diameter of the spherical cap containing the oil at half the
oil height, as illustrated in Figure 9c.

Table 2 shows the expressions for calculation of the Nusselt numbers for the geometries
and flow conditions considered in the reduced model, obtained from [59,60]:

Table 2. Nusselt numbers for convective heat transfer problems in the reduced model. Aproj is the projected area of the cube
on a horizontal flat surface below the cube. di is internal diameter. The Nusselt number for internal pipe flow is valid for
laminar flows during hydrodynamic and thermal flow development.

Geometry Nusselt Number Prantdl Function Lc

N
at

ur
al

Horizontal
Nu =

(
0.752 + 0.387(Ra f (Pr))1/6

)2
f (Pr) =

(
1 +

(
0.559

Pr

)9/16
)−16/9

Lc = 1
2 πd

Cylinder

Sphere Nu = 0.56
((

Pr
0.846+Pr

)
Ra
)1/4

+ 2 - Lc = d

Cube Nu = 5.748 + 0.752
(

Ra
f (Pr)

)0.252
f (Pr) =

(
1 +

(
0.492

Pr

)9/16
)16/9 Lc = A

d

d =

√
4

Aproj
π

Fo
rc

ed

Internal
Pipe Flow Nu =

(
49.37 + ( f1 − 0.7)3 + f 3

2

)1/3 f1 = 1.615
(

RePr di
l

)1/3

Lc = di

f2 =
(

2
1+22Pr

)1/6(
RePr di

l

)

The heat transfer coefficients for natural convection calculated based on the Nusselt
numbers given in Table 2 are valid for idealised conditions. In technical environments
such as workshops, factories, etc., the heat transfer coefficients can be assumed to be up
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to 20% larger than the theoretical values, according to [61]. This is due to ambient air
flow occurring from windows, doors, people walking around, etc. In [41], experiments
identified that the ambient conditions caused the natural heat transfer coefficients to be
16% larger than the theoretical values. For a fair comparison between the benchmark and
reduced model, all natural convection heat transfer coefficients used in this paper have been
increased by 16% compared to their theoretically obtained counterparts.

6.3. Radiation

All bodies above 0 K emit thermal radiation. However, for the current study, radiation
heat transfer is assumed to only occur between the solid elements and the surroundings,
and not internally between the solid elements. As seen in Equation (48) the effective
radiation surface, As,Eff , is utilised instead of the actual surface area As , acknowledging
that solid elements may be shadowing each other. This means that the effective radiation
area is smaller than the actual surface area. This effect is included in the benchmark model,
however, the reduced model assumes As,Eff = As , as the shadowing effect is difficult to
determine without accurate knowledge of the relative placement of the solid components.

6.4. Thermal Resistances in the Reduced Model

In Table 3, the seven thermal resistances of the reduced model are exemplarily cal-
culated. The resistances have been evaluated at oil and solid temperatures of 60 °C, an
ambient temperature of 20 °C, fluid velocities present for a piston speed of 150 mm/s
and at the initial oil level in the accumulator. As mentioned, the heat transfer coefficients
have been increased by 16% compared to the idealised values to reflect the ambient flow
conditions. Please note that the resistances are updated during the simulation, and the
values given in Table 3 are only given as an example to illustrate the order of magnitude.

Table 3. Thermal resistances, according to Figure 8, evaluated at oil and solid temperatures of 60 °C, an ambient temperature
of 20 °C and for fluid velocities present for a piston speed of 150 mm/s.

Natural Convection & Radiation

ID Geometry As Aproj Lc ε hconv hrad hcomb Rth

I Horizontal
980 cm2 - 79 mm 0.92 7.1 W

m2K 6.4 W
m2K 13.5 W

m2K 0.76 K
WCylinder

II Cube
1341 cm2 221 cm2 799 mm 0.26 5.0 W

m2K 1.8 W
m2K 6.8 W

m2K 1.1 K
W(Manifold)

III Cube
2268 cm2 469 cm2 928 mm 0.69 4.8 W

m2K 4.8 W
m2K 9.6 W

m2K 0.46 K
W(Electric Motor)

IV Cube
614 cm2 120 cm2 497 mm 0.92 5.7 W

m2K 6.4 W
m2K 12.1 W

m2K 1.34 K
W(Pump)

V Sphere
707 cm2 - 150 mm 0.92 5.9 W

m2K 6.4 W
m2K 12.4 W

m2K 1.14 K
W(Accumulator)

Heat Conduction to Test-Rig

ID Geometry A1 A2 A3 L1 L2 k [46] hc [40] Rth

VI Plane Wall 20 cm2 28 cm2 75 cm2 73 mm 16 mm 63.9 W
mK 6.5 kW

m2K
0.37 K

W

Forced Convection (Oil to Accumulator)

ID Geometry As l di V̂ Re hconv Rconv

VII Internal
243 cm2 51.6 mm 113 mm 7.6 mm

s 28 51 W
m2K

0.80 K
W

Pipe Flow
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The simple thermal resistance network and the associated numerical values of the
resistances given in Table 3 enable performing some rough estimations of the static thermal
behaviour of the system. From Figure 8, the equivalent thermal resistance to the surround-
ings from the lumped system components, at Tsys , is 0.120 K/W (assuming TC = Tsys ). If the
average losses of the ECD are 450 W, this yields a static system temperature of 54 °C above
the ambient temperature. Note that this is a rough estimate as the thermal resistances in
Table 2 are temperature dependent themselves.

In [41], one of the main conclusions was that the modelled temperature was sensi-
tive towards estimation errors of the power losses. The equivalent thermal resistance of
0.12 K/W may also be used to approximate the sensitivity towards estimation errors of the
energy losses of the system or the thermal resistances. Assume the average losses to be
estimated within ± 20%. This would result in estimated static temperatures in the range
from 43 °C to 65 °C above ambient temperature, showing a relatively large sensitivity
towards power loss estimating errors.

Furthermore, Table 3 shows that the surface area weighted mean of the combined heat
transfer coefficients for natural convection and radiation is 10.2 W

m2K . Note, if the theoretical
natural heat transfer coefficients are used this number would equal 9.5 W

m2K . Assuming
this to be the only heat transfer occurring in the system, i.e., neglecting forced convection
and conduction, this may be used as an approximate number, in the early design phase of
an ECD to assess if special attention is required for the thermal design. As such it may be
possible for a design engineer to roughly estimate the static thermal behaviour of the ECD,
if an estimate of the system losses and the outer surface area can be established.

7. Component Models

As the last step before the simulation results are presented, the component models of
the cylinder, pump and orifice are presented. These are common for both the benchmark
and the reduced model and are needed to quantify the losses of the ECD and to define the
mass and enthalpy flows used in the dynamic equations. The hydraulic diagram including
the components as well as mass and enthalpy flow names are repeated in Figure 10a
for convenience.
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Figure 10. (a) Simplified schematic valid for the conducted experiments. (b) Simple schematic showing the quantities used
for modelling mass and enthalpy flow of the inverse shuttle valve/orifice. (c) The inputs to the static pump model are the
fluid properties in the adjacent chambers, and the shaft speed ω. The shaft torque as well as mass and enthalpy flows are
model outputs.

7.1. Cylinder and Orifice

Equation (50) expresses the motion dynamics and the friction losses of the cylinder.
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ẍ =
1

ML

(pA AA − pB AB − (AA − AB)p0 − FL − FF) Q̇L,Cyl = FF ẋ (50)

FF =

(
Fc + (Fs − Fc)e

−|ẋ|
ẋsw + Kp |pA − pB |

)
tanh(γẋ) + BL ẋ (51)

The term (AA − AB)p0 includes the force from the surroundings on the rod and is
included because the modelled pressures are absolute. FL is the load force and FF is cylinder
friction modelled as a Stribeck characteristic curve including a pressure dependent friction
term [62,63]. Fc is the Coulomb friction, Fs is the static friction, ẋsw is the Stribeck velocity,
Kp is the pressure dependent friction coefficient and BL is the viscous friction coefficient.

The mass and enthalpy flows of the inverse shuttle valve/orifice are modelled accord-
ing to Figure 10b as [52]:

ṁC = Ao Cd

√
2ρ|pB − pC | sign(pB − pC) (52)

Ḣ+
C
=

{
ṁC(hB − hC) , ṁC ≥ 0

0 , ṁC < 0
Ḣ−

C
=

{
0 , ṁC ≥ 0

−ṁC(hC − hB) , ṁC < 0
(53)

where A0 is the orifice area and Cd is the discharge coefficient.

7.2. Electric Motor

The dynamics of the electric motor is omitted in the model, i.e., the shaft speed equals
the reference speed. Thus, only the loss behaviour of the motor is modelled. The losses of
the electric motor are measured for varying motor speeds and torques and implemented as
a 2D lookup table. The losses are assumed to be temperature independent and identical in
both generator and motor operation mode. For a visualisation of the loss behaviour of the
motor, the measured efficiency map is shown in Figure 11a.

(a) (b)
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Figure 11. (a) Measured efficiency map of the electric motor, as a function of torque and speed.
Dotted lines are power levels. (b) Measured efficiency map of the pump as a function of pressure
difference, speed and temperature.

7.3. Pump

A pump model expressing the static relationship between the inputs (i.e., the pump
speed, pressure difference across the pump and inlet temperature) and the outputs is
needed. The outputs include the mass and enthalpy flows as well as the shaft torque. This
is visualised in Figure 10c. Here, it may also be seen that external leakage is modelled to
only occur from the high pressure chamber.

In addition to the mentioned model inputs, loss information or loss models are
required, which may either be an analytical model or simply measured loss quantities,
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implemented as look-up tables. The latter approach is used here. Figure 11b shows the
measured efficiency map of the pump. Losses are assumed to be equivalent in both motor
and pump operation modes. The actual pumping process is modelled as an ideal process,
with losses/irreversibilities added subsequently. E.g., leakage losses may be regarded
as variable orifices surrounding the ideal pump process (as visualised in Figure 10c).
From Figure 10c, it is important to note that the inlet pressure and temperature to the ideal
pump equal the states of the delivering chamber (rotation direction dependent), and the
outlet pressure equals the pressure in the receiving chamber. The output temperature,
however, is calculated by assuming an isentropic compression process, as [47]:

S = f (T, p) ⇒ dS =

(
∂S
∂T

)

p

dT +

(
∂S
∂p

)

T

dp =
cp

T
dT − ανdp (54)

dS = 0−−−→ dT =
αT
ρcp

dp
Approximation−−−−−−−−→ Tout

∼= Tin +
αTin

cp ρ
(pout − pin) (55)

S is the entropy modelled as a function of temperature and pressure, pin and pout is either
pA or pB depending on the direction of rotation. Likewise, the inlet temperature is either
TA or TB . • denotes fluid properties evaluated at

pin+pout
2 and Tin . The enthalpy change of

the fluid may be found by inserting the isentropic temperature change from Equation (55)
in Equation (19):

dh = cp dT + ν(1− Tα)dp = cp

(
αT
ρcp

dp

)
+ ν(1− Tα)dp =

1
ρ

dp (56)

Approximation−−−−−−−−→ ∆h ∼= 1
ρ
(pout − pin) (57)

where ρ is the fluid density evaluated at
pin+pout

2 and
Tin+Tout

2 . The ideal mass flow, ṁT , the
mass leakage flow, ṁL and the theoretical pump torque are modelled as:

ṁT = ωDp ρ ṁL =
1
2

QL ρ τT ω = ṁT ∆h ⇒ τT = Dp(pout − pin) (58)

where DP is the geometric displacement of the pump and QL is the measured volumetric
flow loss. Note that τT ends up being the familiar torque equation for incompressible
fluids. To include the compressibility of the fluid, somewhat more elaborate models are
available, i.e., from [64], but are not considered here. The calculation of the mass and
enthalpy flows, defined in Figure 10c, depend on the operating quadrant, i.e., the direction
of pump rotation and the pressure difference across the pump. Likewise, the actual shaft
torque τ must be calculated based on the operation quadrant by including the measured
torque loss τL .

The relevant expressions for the four operating quadrants are given in Table 4:
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Table 4. Pump torque, mass and enthalpy flows based on operation quadrant. ∆P = (pA − pB ).
?

Only valid for ṁA > 0,
†

Only valid for ṁB < 0.

Pump Model Outputs

Quadrant τ ṁA ṁB ḢA ḢB ḢL

I (ω ≥ 0)
τT + τL ṁT − 2ṁL ṁT − ṁL ṁA (hB + ∆h− hA )

?
ṁL ∆h

?
ṁL (hB + ∆h− hC )

?

(∆P ≥ 0)

II (ω < 0) −τT − τL ṁT − 2ṁL ṁT − ṁL 0 ṁL (hA − hB )− ṁL (hA − hC )
(∆P > 0) ṁT (hA + ∆h− hB )

III (ω < 0) −τT − τL ṁT + ṁL ṁT + 2ṁL ṁL ∆h
† −ṁB (hA + ∆h− hB )

†
ṁL (hA + ∆h− hC )

†

(∆P < 0)

IV (ω > 0)
τT + τL ṁT + ṁL ṁT + 2ṁL

ṁL (hB − hA )− 0 ṁL (hB − hC )(∆P < 0) ṁT (hB + ∆h− hA )

8. Results

The ECD prototype presented in Section 4 was tested in the laboratory by controlling
it to follow a sinusoidal position reference with a frequency of 0.4 Hz (tcycle = 2.5 s), reaching
maximum cylinder and motor speeds of ±300 mm/s and ±3600 RPM, respectively. A
constant load force of 5 kN is requested by the load cylinder, but due to friction and load
dynamics, this is found to be varying between 3.9 kN and 5.7 kN. The test continued for
a period of three hours until thermal equilibrium was reached. Oil temperatures were
measured using four thermocouples (see position in Figure 10a) with an accuracy of±0.5 K.
The surface temperatures of the prototype were monitored by a thermo-graphic camera
having an accuracy of ± 1.5 K. The measured load force and the position reference were
used as the simulation inputs. The derived governing equations were simulated in MatLAB
Simulink using the ODE45-solver, with a maximum stepsize of 1/5000 s. Using a laptop
with an Intel i7-10610 1.8 GHz processor, a 10 min simulation of the benchmark model was
completed within 20 min, whereas the simulation of the reduced model was completed
within 13 min.

8.1. Loss Behaviour

As illustrated in the previous section, the modelled temperature is rather sensitive
towards inaccuracies between actual and modelled heat losses. Therefore, the simulated
and measured loss behaviour is compared in Figure 12.

Figure 12b,d,f show a good coherence between the measured and simulated pressure in
all control volumes. For the pressure in the piston chamber (pA ), the oscillation frequency is
modelled fairly accurately while the measured damping is slightly larger than the modelled
damping. Interestingly, it is found that there are no noticeable differences between the
pressures modelled in the benchmark and the reduced models, even though the dynamic
pressure–temperature coupling is neglected in the reduced model.

No noticeable differences are found between the two model complexities for any of
the quantities visualised in Figure 12, expect for the accumulator pressure. Here small
deviations of approximately 0.05 bar can be seen.

Figure 12a shows a good coherence between the measured and simulated position.
Combined with the accurately modelled chamber pressures, this leads to the cylinder
power being modelled accurately, as seen in Figure 12c.

Slight deviations exist between the modelled and estimated shaft torque and power
during cylinder retraction, at ∼2 s and ∼4.5 s in Figure 12e. On average, it is found that the
input power to the hydraulic system and the output power are modelled with an acceptable
accuracy. This means that the losses are established with a sufficient degree of accuracy
for anticipating the thermal behaviour. In other words, deviations between modelled and
simulated temperatures are assessed to originate from inaccurate heat transfer models
rather than loss model deviations.
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Figure 12. (a) Measured and simulated piston position. (b) Measured and simulated pressure in the piston chamber pA .
(c) Measured and simulated mechanical output power (Ẇ = ẋFcyl ). (d) Measured and simulated pressure in the rod chamber
pB . (e) Measured and simulated shaft torque and shaft power (Ẇ = ωτ). (f) Measured and simulated accumulator pressure.

8.2. Static Temperatures

Even though the derived models are dynamic models, the transient temperature
development is not important in some applications. If a system is going to perform the
same task 24 h a day for 20 years, it is not important if static temperatures are reached after
10 min or 10 h. In this situation, only the static temperatures are relevant to ensure that the
oil temperature stays within limits.

Figure 13a compares the benchmark modelled oil and surface temperatures with the
measured values. Regarding the surface temperatures, the high number of simulated
thermal capacities in the benchmark model pays off in terms of the ability to fairly accurately
model the qualitative temperature distribution, e.g., the model predicts that the motor is
warmer than the pump and that the cylinder head is colder than the cylinder barrel. This
information is lost in the reduced model due to the simplification of only including three
thermal capacities. As seen in Figure 13b, only two different surface temperatures are
modelled, i.e., the surface temperature of the accumulator and the lumped temperature of
the remaining system.

The benchmark model in Figure 13a models all surface temperatures within ±5.5 K.
Furthermore the oil temperatures are estimated within approximately ±1.5 K, except for
the oil temperature in the rod side chamber, which is overestimated with approximately
3 K. This is assessed to be satisfactorily accurate for analysis purposes, e.g., to analyse
the effect of changing certain parameters such as areas and emissivities on the thermal
behaviour.

As mentioned, the reduced model in Figure 13b is not formulated such that it is
capable of predicting the individual temperature distribution of the system. This is because
all system components, except the accumulator, are lumped in a single thermal capacity.
This was chosen to avoid parametrising a high number of forced convection and conduction
resistances. The modelled surface temperature of the system components are somewhat
in-between the highest system temperature of the motor and the lowest system temperature
of the cylinder barrel. Given the reduced complexity of the model, this is the expected
result, but it leads to deviations up to 6.4 K, considering the surface temperatures.
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In terms of the modelled oil temperatures in the reduced model, these are overestimated
by 1.4 K to 6.8 K. However, all modelled oil temperatures are larger than the measured,
meaning that the simulated temperatures are conservative estimates, which is desired in
terms of design tool applicability. For comparison, it can be noted that if the natural convec-
tion resistances have not been corrected for the ambient flow conditions, i.e., the idealised
values are used, the modelled temperatures would be approximately 2 K larger, than the
ones given in Figure 13b.

A trade-off between modelling complexity and accuracy is identified in the compar-
ison between the benchmark and the reduced model. Due to the simple thermal network,
which may be parametrised relatively easy, this is much more applicable in the design
phase, compared to the benchmark model. Furthermore, the reduced model produces rea-
sonably accurate and conservative temperature estimates, which may be valuable to have
available in the design phase. In this manner, important choices related to the thermal
design of the system can be made on a fairly informed basis.
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Figure 13. (a) Simulated steady state temperatures of the benchmark model compared to the measured
static temperatures of the ECD prototype. (b) Simulated steady state temperatures of the reduced
model compared to the measured static temperatures of the ECD prototype.

8.3. Transient Temperature

In applications where actuators are used on an on/off basis, i.e., the actuator is
working for a limited time with cooling breaks in between the operating cycles, transient
temperature behaviour may be relevant to optimise the thermal design. Figure 14 com-
pares the simulated transient temperature responses of the two model complexities and
the measurements.

A general thing to observe from Figure 14 is that the benchmark model for most of
the thermal capacities predicts the transient temperature more accurately than the reduced
model. The reduced model heats up too slowly during the first 45 min, which can be
explained by all system components being lumped together. This means that the transient
temperature response is governed by the components with large heat capacities. In this
case, this is the motor and the mounting plates (Figure 14d,f,g). A reasonably transient fit
is seen for these components in the reduced model.

To illustrate how neglecting the dynamic pressure–temperature coupling in the reduced
model influences the transient temperature, consider Figure 14a, where the oil temperature
in the piston chamber, TA , is shown. In the benchmark model, temperature oscillations
of ∼0.2 K are seen, and is due to pressure oscillations and the dynamic coupling by the
thermal expansion coefficient α. In the reduced model, the same pressure oscillations are
present, as shown in Figure 12b, but this does not result in any temperature oscillations,
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as the dynamic coupling is neglected. The temperature oscillations of the benchmark model
are, however, insignificant with respect to the dominating dynamics; thus, it is found that
neglecting the dynamic coupling i.e., defining α̃ = 0 is recommendable, as it enables a
decoupled simulation of pressure and temperature dynamics.

Figure 14. (a) Measured and simulated oil temperature in the piston chamber TA . (b) Measured and simulated oil
temperature in the rod chamber TB . (c) Measured and simulated oil temperature and pressure in the accumulator TC and pC .
(d) Measured and simulated surface temperatures of the motor and cylinder barrel. (e) Measured and simulated surface
temperatures of the pump and accumulator shell. (f) Measured and simulated surface temperatures of mounting plate II.
(g) Measured and simulated surface temperatures of mounting plate III. (h) Measured and simulated surface temperatures
of the cylinder head, flange and foot. This is only available for the benchmark model, as these components are not included
in the reduced model.

Another difference arising as a result of neglecting the pressure–temperature cou-
pling is visible in Figure 14c, where the average accumulator pressure for one operating
cycle is plotted. As the thermal expansion of the oil is defined as zero in the reduced
model, the accumulator pressure only increases due to thermal expansion of the gas in
the accumulator. For the benchmark model, the accumulator must contain a larger oil
volume as the oil temperatures increase, resulting in a higher pressure compared to the
reduced model. However, both model complexities predicts the measured pressure within
± 0.15 bar, which is fairly accurate.

To sum up the presentation of the modelling results, it is found that there is a trade-off
in terms of accuracy and thermal modelling complexity. Both model complexities, however,
predict the temperature with an accuracy found to be reasonable for design purposes. Note
that this is partly possible because the losses of the ECD prototype was modelled with a
high degree of accuracy. For most applications, the relatively small differences in terms of
modelled temperatures cannot justify the formulation of the elaborate thermal network of
the benchmark model compared with the reduced model. Note that the number of resistances
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are reduced from 62 in the benchmark model to 7 in the reduced model. More importantly
the seven resistances can be parametrised fully based on cylinder, motor, accumulator
and manifold dimensions. These are available with some accuracy in the design phase
of the system, thus making the reduced modelling framework a valuable tool for proper
thermal design. To fully utilise the framework as a design tool, the modelling accuracy
when including various heat transfer enhancing designs must be investigated. This may
be the effect of including a fan, an oil cooler, heat pipes in the manifold or even a water
cooled manifold.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, a lumped thermo-hydraulic model for electro-hydraulic compact drives
(ECDs) was derived and experimentally verified. To investigate the trade-off between
accuracy and modelling complexity, the paper presents two model complexities. It is
found that neglecting the dynamic pressure–temperature coupling does not affect the
main pressure and temperature dynamics significantly. Therefore, it is recommended to
neglect this coupling as it simplifies model development. Additionally, it is found that an
elaborate thermal resistance network predicts the oil and surface temperatures of an ECD
prototype slightly more accurately than a significantly simplified model structure. For
most applications, the small differences in terms of modelled temperatures cannot justify
the formulation of the elaborate thermal network compared to the simplified network. The
findings in the paper may lead to the acceptance of simplified thermo-hydraulic model
structures that are applicable in the early design phase where only limited information
about the system is available. This may be an important contribution toward proper
thermal design of ECDs needed to expand the application range of the technology.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature

Symbol Description Unit Symbol Description Unit

α Isobaric expansion coefficient K−1 Ḣ Enthalpy Flow W

β,βeff , βmech Isothermal, Effective and Mechanical Pa k Thermal Conductivity W/mK

Bulk Modulus Lc Characteristic Length m

ε Emissivity - ṁ Mass Flow
µ Dynamic Viscosity Ns/m2 n̂ Normal Vector

ν Specific Volume m3/kg p Pressure Pa

ρ, ρA , ρF Mixture, Air, Oil density kg/m3 Q̇ Heat Flow W

ω Shaft Speed rad/s Rth Thermal Resistance K/W

τ,τL ,τT Shaft Torque, Torque Losses, Nm S Entropy J/K

Theoretical Torque Ts ,T (Surface) Temperature K

• Property evaluated at average
conditions u Specific Internal Energy J/kg

•̃ Temperature Indepedent Property U Internal Energy J

•A ,•B ,•C Quantify evaluated in CV A, B or C V̂,V̂ Fluid Speed & Velocity Vector m/s

A, As Area & Surface Area m2 V, Vx Volume & Volume at p0 m3

cp , cv Isobaric & Isochoric Specific Heat J/kgK Ẇ Rate of Work W

d, di Diameter, Internal Diameter m x Piston Position m

FL , FF Load & Cylinder Friction Force N z Height in Gravitational Field m

h Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient W/m2K
h Specific Enthalpy J/kg

Appendix B. Modelling Parameters

Symbol Description Value Symbol Description Value

α0 Expansion Coefficient at p0 , T0

0.00067
K−1 BL Cylinder Viscous Friction 285 Ns/m

β0 Bulk Modulus at p0 , T0 1.65 GPa Cd Orifice Discharge Coefficient 0.7
βmech Mechanical Bulk Modulus 0.3 GPa cp0 Oil Specific Heat Parameter 657 J/kgK
ε Volumetric Air Ratio 0.01 Dp Pump Displacement 6.3 cm3/rev
κ Polytropic process coefficient 1.4 Fs Static Friction 90 N
ρF0 Oil Density at p0 , T0 873 kg/m3 Fc Coulomb Friction 15 N
σ Stefan-Boltzmann Constant g Gravitational Acceleration 9.82 m/s2

τ Thermal Time Constant 3.5 s
AA Cylinder Piston Area 12 cm2 Kcp Oil Specific Heat Parameter 4.21 J/kgK2

AB Rod Chamber Area 8.8 cm2 KP Friction Parameter 0.9 N/bar
Ao Orifice Area 14 mm2 ML Load Mass 112.5 kg
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Symbol Description Value Symbol Description Value

ak1 Conductivity Parameter 0.17 W/mK p0 Atmospheric Pressure 1.01 bar
ak2 Conductivity Parameter 97 µW/mK2 pacc0 Precharge Pressure 2.4 bar

aµ1 Viscosity Model Parameter 63 Ns/mm2

bar
R Air Gas Constant 287 J/kgK

aµ2 Viscosity Model Parameter 880 K T0 Reference Temperature 288.15 K
aµ3 Viscosity Model Parameter 178 K Tacc0 Precharge Temperature 288.15 K
aµ4 Viscosity Model Parameter 334 bar Trig ,Tinf Test-rig & Ambient Temp. 296.15 K
aµ5 Viscosity Model Parameter 3.26 bar/K Vacc Volume of Accumulator 1.4 L
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Appendix A

Parameter List

Parameters used in Chapter 2

For convenience a figure showing the kinematics of the knuckle boom crane
is repeated in Fig. A.1
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Fig. A.1: Sketch showing the knuckle boom crane and the relevant quantities used for derivation
of the crane kinematics.
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Appendix A. Parameter List

Table A.1: Mechanical parameters for knuckle boom crane model in Sec. 2.2

Parameter Description Value

sA-CM1 2D-vector from point A to CM1
[

6.30 0.31
]T m

sA-F 2D-vector from point A to F
[

13.76 0.00
]T m

sF-CM2 2D-vector from point F to CM2
[

4.43 1.08
]T m

sF-J 2D-vector from point F to J
[

10.80 0.00
]T m

sJ-CM3 2D-vector from point J to CM3
[

2.00 0.00
]T m

sA-B 2D-vector from point A to B
[

1.12 −2.30
]T m

sB-CM4 2D-vector from point B to CM4
[

1.73 0.00
]T m

sA-D 2D-vector from point A to D
[

4.04 −0.45
]T m

sD-CM5 2D-vector from point D to CM5
[
−1.17 0.00

]T m
sA-G 2D-vector from point A to G

[
9.36 −0.41

]T m
sG-CM6 2D-vector from point G to CM6

[
1.70 0.00

]T m
sF-H 2D-vector from point F to H

[
2.03 0.87

]T m
sH-CM7 2D-vector from point H to CM7

[
−1.42 0.00

]T m
α1 Angle 0.110 rad, 6.31°
α2 Angle 0.453 rad, 25.96°
α3 Angle 1.118 rad, 64.04°
α4 Angle 0.092 rad, 5.26°
α5 Angle 0.403 rad, 23.11°
m1 Mass of main boom 6000 kg
m2 Mass of knuckle boom 3300 kg
m3 Mass of payload 5000 kg and 10000 kg
m4 Mass of main cylinder barrel 1535 kg
m5 Mass of main cylinder rod 549 kg
m6 Mass of knuckle boom cylinder 1186 kg

barrel (Benchmark/VCD)
m6 Mass of knuckle boom cylinder 2144 kg

barrel including mass of actuator
m7 Mass of knuckle boom cylinder rod 525 kg
J1 Inertia of body 1 about CM1 68289 kg m2

J2 Inertia of body 2 about CM2 24954 kg m2

J3 Inertia of body 3 about CM3 500/1000 kg m2

J4 Inertia of body 3 about CM4 1561 kg m2

J5 Inertia of body 3 about CM5 250 kg m2

J6 Inertia of body 3 about CM6 2095 kg m2

J6 Inertia of body 3 about CM6 1159 kg m2

(Benchmark/VCD)
J7 Inertia of body 3 about CM7 355 kg m2
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Table A.1: Mechanical parameters for knuckle boom crane model in Sec. 2.2

Parameter Description Value

L1,min Minimum length of cylinder 1 3.460 m
L2,min Minimum length of cylinder 2 3.396 m
Ls,1 Stroke of cylinder 1 2.333 m
Ls,2 Stroke of cylinder 2 2.846 m
g Gravitational acceleration 9.82 m/s2

BCM3 Viscous friction coefficient 25000 Nms/rad

Parameters used in Chapter 3

Table A.2: Steady state simulation parameters for benchmark actuation system in Sec. 3.1

Parameter Description Value

∆pPCCV,nom Nominal valve pressure drop 10 bar
∆pCV Valve pressure drop 3 bar
εasynch Ratio of sheet metal 0.5 [-]
ωFe Reference speed for loss calculation 50 Hz
ωs Synchronous angular velocity 60 Hz
AA1 Piston area 616 cm2

AA2 Piston area 491 cm2

AB1 Rod side area 302 cm2

AB2 Rod side area 236 cm2

Dp,max Maximum pump displacement 250 cm3/rev
Dp,ref Pump displacement of reference unit 28 cm3/rev
Ls Stator inductance 9.61 mH
Lr Rotor inductance 9.61 mH
Lm Mutual/Magnetizing inductance 9.42 mH
pCR,CBV Valve cracking pressure 358 bar
pLS,margin Load sensing margin pressure 35 bar
pOP,CBV Valve fully open pressure 558 bar
pT Tank pressure, gauge 0 bar
P Number of pole pairs (induction motor) 2 [-]
Kq,CBV Valve flow gain 60 L

min bar0.5

KFe Parameter for power loss calculation 4 W/kg
masynch Motor mass 1220 kg
QA,nom Nominal valve flow 240 L/min
QB,nom Nominal valve flow 130 L/min
RCBV Valve area ratio 5 [-]
Rs Resistance of stator winding 18.18 mΩ
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Appendix A. Parameter List

Table A.2: Steady state simulation parameters for benchmark actuation system in Sec. 3.1

Parameter Description Value

Rr Resistance of rotor winding 9.96 mΩ
Un Nominal line-to-neutral voltage (RMS-value) 265 V

Table A.3: Steady state simulation parameters for ECD system in Sec. 3.2

Parameter Description Value

εPMSM Ratio of sheet metal 0.5 [-]
λpm Flux linkage 0.372 Wb
ωFe Reference speed for loss calculation 50 Hz
AA1 Piston area 616 cm2

AA2 Piston area 491 cm2

AB1 Rod side area 302 cm2

AB2 Rod side area 236 cm2

Dp,11 Pump displacement 26 cm3/rev
Dp,12 Pump displacement 28 cm3/rev
Dp,21 Pump displacement 26 cm3/rev
Dp,22 Pump displacement 28 cm3/rev
Dp,ref Pump displacement of reference unit 28 cm3/rev
KFe Parameter for power loss calculation 4 W/kg
Ld d-axis inductance 3 mH
Lq q-axis inductance 3 mH
mPMSM11 Motor mass 127 kg
mPMSM12 Motor mass 127 kg
mPMSM21 Motor mass 127 kg
mPMSM22 Motor mass 127 kg
pset Pressure set-point, gauge 30 bar
pT Tank pressure, gauge 0 bar
P Number of pole pairs (PMSM) 3 [-]
Pinv,rated Rated inverter power 40 kW
R Stator resistance of PMSM 46 mΩ

Table A.4: Simulation parameters for reference generation filter in Sec. 3.4.1

Parameter Description Value

ζref Damping ratio of reference filter 1 [-]
ωref Eigenfrequency of reference filter 10 Hz
ẋ1,max Maximum allowed reference velocity 30 mm/s
ẋ2,max Maximum allowed reference velocity 40 mm/s
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Table A.4: Simulation parameters for reference generation filter in Sec. 3.4.1

Parameter Description Value

ẍ1,max Maximum allowed reference acceleration 25 mm/s2

ẍ2,max Maximum allowed reference acceleration 33 mm/s2

Parameters used in Chapter 5

Table A.5: Parameters used for the dynamic simulation of simplified system, used to show the
importance of mass flow simulations in Sec. 5.1.

Parameter Description Value

β0F Oil bulk modulus at p0 16480 bar
∆pnom Nominal valve pressure drop 7 bar
ε Volumetric content of free air at p0 1 %
ρ0F Oil density at p0 850 kg/m3

ρ0G Air density at p0 1.23 kg/m3

AA Piston area 19.64 cm2

B Viscous damping coefficient 5000 Nm/s
Dp Pump displacement 5 cm3/rev
Fext External Load 1500 N
Kx Controller parameter 10000 rad/m/s
Kẋ Feedforward gain (AA /Dp ) 2467 rad/m
M Load Mass 1000 kg
p0 Atmospheric pressure 101325 Pa
pt Transition pressure 0.2 bar
Qnom Nominal valve flow 375 L/min
V0 Initial chamber volume 1 L

Table A.6: Parameters used for the dynamic model of the ECD+ system in Chapter 5 and Ap-
pendix D. The ECD+ system is simulated in Chaper 7.

Parameter Description Value

β0F Oil bulk modulus at p0 16480 bar
βmech Mechanical elasticity parameter 20000 bar
γ Shaft friction directional parameter 2 s/rad
γF Friction directional switching parameter 2000 s/m
∆pCV,nom Nominal valve pressure drop 0.8 bar
∆pISV,nom Nominal valve pressure drop 3.5 bar
∆pLH,nom Nominal valve pressure drop 7 bar
∆pSV,nom Nominal valve pressure drop 13 bar
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Appendix A. Parameter List

Table A.6: Parameters used for the dynamic model of the ECD+ system in Chapter 5 and Ap-
pendix D. The ECD+ system is simulated in Chaper 7.

Parameter Description Value

ε Volumetric content of free air at p0 1 %
ε Surface emissivity 0.8 [-]
λPM Flux Linkage 0.37 Wb
ρ0F Oil density at p0 850 kg/m3

ρ0G Air density at p0 , T0 1.23 kg/m3

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant 5.68·10−8

kg/s3/K4

ωω Desired shaft speed bandwidth 40 Hz
ωFe Reference speed for loss calculation 50 Hz
ωI Desired bandwidth, current control 400 Hz
ωV,CV Valve bandwidth 50 Hz
ωV,ISV Valve bandwidth 50 Hz
ωV,LH Valve bandwidth 20 Hz
ωV,SV Valve bandwidth 20 Hz
AA Piston area 491 cm2

AB Rod side area 236 cm2

AC Area of charge piston 50 cm2

AR Area of reservoir piston 804 cm2

Bx Viscous friction coefficient 1075 Ns/m
Bz Viscous friction coefficient 1000 Ns/m
B̂shaft Estimated viscous friction coefficient 0.01 Nms/rad
Dp,1 Pump displacement 25 cm3/rev
Dp,2 Pump displacement 28 cm3/rev
Dp,ref Pump displacement of reference unit 28 cm3/rev
FC,x Coulomb friction coefficient 310 N
FC,z Coulomb friction coefficient 6032 N
FS,x Static friction coefficient 1795 N
Jshaft Total shaft inertia 0.1 kg m2

KFe Parameter for power loss calculation 4 W/kg
KLeak Valve leakage parameter 0.19 L/min/bar
Ld , Lq PMSM inductance 3mH
moil System oil mass 136 kg
mPMSM Mass of PMSM 127 kg
msteel System steel mass 2265 kg
Mz Mass of bootstrap pistons and rod 49 kg
p0 Atmospheric pressure 101325 Pa
pCR,CV Valve cracking pressure 0.2 bar
pCR,ISV Valve cracking pressure 0 bar
pCR,LH Valve cracking pressure 10 bar
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Table A.6: Parameters used for the dynamic model of the ECD+ system in Chapter 5 and Ap-
pendix D. The ECD+ system is simulated in Chaper 7.

Parameter Description Value

pOP,CV Fully open valve pressure 0.3 bar
pOP,ISV Fully open valve pressure 0.5 bar
pOP,LH Fully open valve pressure 20 bar
pt Transition pressure 0.2 bar
P Number of pole pairs 3 [-]
Pinv,rated Rated inverter power 40 kW
QISV,nom Nominal valve flow 53 L/min
QLH,nom Nominal valve flow 375 L/min
QCV,nom Nominal valve flow 65 L/min
QSV,nom Nominal valve flow 60 L/min
R Stator resistance 46 mΩ
R Gas constant for air 287 J/kg/K
T0 Constant temperature for 15 °C

evaluation of fluid properties
Tamb Ambient temperature 20 °C
UDC DC-link voltage 750 V
vsw Stribeck curve decay parameter 7.5 mm/s
V0A Initial chamber volume 0.9 L
V0B Initial chamber volume 70.2 L
V0C Initial chamber volume 6.3 L
V0PA Initial chamber volume 0.5 L
V0PB Initial chamber volume 0.3 L
V0R Initial chamber volume 0.9 L
yleak Leakage flow switching parameter 0.025 [-]

Parameters used in Chapter 7

Table A.7: Control parameters used for the dynamic simulation of the ECD+ system.

Parameter Description Value

β̂eff,A , β̂eff,B Estimated bulk moduli 15000 bar
ζxx Desired damping ratio of motion loop. 1 [-]
ωL Desired pressure loop bandwidth 4 Hz
ωL Desired bandwidth, discrete implementation 2.67 Hz
ωM Desired pressure loop bandwidth 4 Hz
ωM Desired bandwidth, discrete implementation 2.67 Hz
ωx , ωxx Desired motion loop dynamics frequency 0.8 Hz
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Appendix A. Parameter List

Table A.7: Control parameters used for the dynamic simulation of the ECD+ system.

Parameter Description Value

B̂x Estimated viscous friction coefficient 0 Ns/m
M̂eq Estimated equivalent mass 208.75 ton
Tsample Controller sample time 1 ms
V̂0A Estimated initial volume 1.08 L
V̂0B Estimated initial volume 70.7 L
V̂0C Estimated initial volume 6.4 L
V̂0PA Estimated initial volume 0.62 L
V̂0PB Estimated initial volume 0.38 L

Parameters used in Appendix C

Table A.8: Simulation parameters for steady state simulation model of ECD+ system

Parameter Description Value

εPMSM Ratio of sheet metal 0.5 [-]
∆pISV,nom Nominal valve pressure drop 3.5 bar
∆pLH,nom Nominal valve pressure drop 7 bar
λpm Flux linkage 0.372 Wb
ωFe Reference speed for loss calculation 50 Hz
AA Piston area 491 cm2

AB Rod side area 236 cm2

AC Area of charge piston 50 cm2

AR Area of reservoir piston 804 cm2

Bz Viscous friction coefficient 1000 Ns/m
Dp,1 Pump displacement 25 cm3/rev
Dp,2 Pump displacement 28 cm3/rev
FC,z Coulomb friction coefficient 6032 N
KFe Parameter for power loss calculation 4 W/kg
Ld d-axis inductance 3 mH
Lq q-axis inductance 3 mH
mPMSM Motor mass 127 kg
pset Pressure set-point, gauge 27.8 bar
pT Tank pressure, gauge 0 bar
P Number of pole pairs (PMSM) 3 [-]
Pinv,rated Rated inverter power 40 kW
QISV,nom Nominal valve flow 53 L/min
QLH,nom Nominal valve flow 375 L/min
R Stator resistance of PMSM 46 mΩ
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Appendix B

Steady State Model of
Benchmark System

In Sec. 3.1 on page 39 the benchmark system or valve-controlled actuation
system is used to assess the energy saving potential of the ECD system.
Fig. B.1 repeats the schematic of this system.

The steady state hydraulic equations describing the benchmark system or
valve-controlled actuation system used is given as:

�
�>

0
ṗA1 =

(
QA1 − ẋ1,ref AA1

) βA1

VA1

⇒ (B.1)

QA1 = ẋref,1 AA1 , QB1 = ẋref,1 AB1 (B.2)

QA2 = ẋref,2 AA2 , QB2 = ẋref,2 AB2 (B.3)

Freq,1 = pA1 AA1 − pB1 AB1 (B.4)

Freq,2 = pA2 AA2 − pB2 AB2 (B.5)

where ẋ1,ref , ẋ2,ref are desired cylinder speeds, Freq,1 and Freq,2 required cylinder
forces and Q•, A• volume flows and areas defined in Fig. B.1. βA1 and VA1

are the bulk modulus of the oil-air mixture in chamber A1 and the chamber
volume. These do not affect the steady state solution. Note that in this
steady state analysis gauge pressures are utilised, meaning that pT is equal
0 Pa (atmospheric pressure). Note that cylinder frictions are not included in
this comparison, as it is assumed to be equivalent for both the VCD and ECD
system.

The pressure drops across the pressure compensated proportional valves are
calculated using the orifice equation, assuming the pressure compensator as
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Fig. B.1: Schematic of the hydraulic actuation system used as a benchmark. The left cylinder is
actuating the main boom, while the right cylinder is actuating the knuckle boom.

ideal, such that the input flow is a linear scaling of the control input u:

QA1 =





QA,nom u1 for ẋref,1 ≥ 0

u1

QA,nom√
∆pPCCV,nom

√
pPA1 − pT for ẋref,1 < 0 (B.6)

QB1 =





u1

QB,nom√
∆pPCCV,nom

√
pB1 − pT for ẋref,1 ≥ 0

QB,nom u1 for ẋref,1 ≤ 0
(B.7)

QA2 =





QA,nom u2 for ẋref,2 ≥ 0

u2

QA,nom√
∆pPCCV,nom

√
pPA2 − pT for ẋref,2 ≤ 0 (B.8)

QB2 =





u2

QB,nom√
∆pPCCV,nom

√
pPB2 − pT for ẋref,2 ≥ 0

QB,nom u2 for ẋref,2 ≤ 0
(B.9)

where u1 and u2 are the inputs to the pressure compensated control valves,
which in this steady state analysis equals the normalised valve opening rang-
ing from -1 to 1. QA,nom , QB,nom are nominal valve flows and ∆pPCCV,nom nominal
pressure drop. p• are pressures defined in Fig. B.1.
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The pressure drops across the counter balance valves (CPV) are assumed to
be constant (∆pCV [126]) when flow is flowing into a cylinder chamber, i.e.
through the check valve. When oil is leaving the chamber the pressure drop
is calculated by the orifice equation:

QA1 = −Kq,CBV yCBV,A1

√
pA1 − pPA1 for u1 < 0 (B.10)

QA2 = −Kq,CBV yCBV,A2

√
pA2 − pPA2 for u2 < 0 (B.11)

QB2 = Kq,CBV yCBV,B2

√
pB2 − pPB2 for u2 > 0 (B.12)

where Kq,CBV is the flow gain and y• is the normalised valve opening. The
normalised valve openings (y•) are calculated by:

yCBV,A1 =





0 for pA1 + pB1 RCBV ≤ pCR,CBV
pA1+pB1 RCBV−pCR,CBV

pOP,CBV−pCR,CBV
for pCR,CBV < pA1 + pB1 RCBV ≤ pOP,CBV

1 for pA1 + pB1 RCBV > pOP,CBV

(B.13)

yCBV,A2 =





0 for pA2 + pPB2 RCBV ≤ pCR,CBV
pA2+pPB2 RCBV−pCR,CBV

pOP,CBV−pCR,CBV
for pCR,CBV < pA2 + pPB2 RCBV ≤ pOP,CBV

1 for pA2 + pPB2 RCBV > pOP,CBV

(B.14)

yCBV,B2 =





0 for pB2 + pPA2 RCBV ≤ pCR,CBV
pB2+pPA2 RCBV−pCR,CBV

pOP,CBV−pCR,CBV
for pCR,CBV < pB2 + pPA2 RCBV ≤ pOP,CBV

1 for pB2 + pPA2 RCBV > pOP,CBV

(B.15)

where pCR,CBV and pOP,CBV are the cracking pressure of the CBV and the pres-
sure at which the CBV is fully open respectively. RCBV is the area ratio of
the pilot. Note that the vent pressure of pilot is not included in the above
equations, as these are vented to tank (pT=0). The nonlinear system of the
16 equations given in Eqs. B.2 to B.15 is solved for the seven unknown pres-
sures, the four volume flows, and the five valve openings (u1 , u2 , yCBV,A1 ,
yCBV,A2 , yCBV,B2 ).

From this solution the steady state pump flow QP and the pump outlet pres-
sure ps can be found as (pLs,margin is the pressure margin of the pressure con-
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trolled pump) :

QP = Q1 + Q2 (B.16)

Q1 =

{
QA1 for u1 ≥ 0
|QB1 | for u1 < 0

Q2 =

{
QA2 for u2 ≥ 0
|QB2 | for u2 < 0

(B.17)

ps = max (p1 , p2) + pLS,margin (B.18)

p1 =

{
pPA1 for u1 ≥ 0
pB1 for u1 < 0

p2 =

{
pPA2 for u2 ≥ 0
pPB2 for u2 < 0

(B.19)

B.1 Steady State Model of Induction Motor

By calculating the required pump flow and pump outlet pressure, the re-
quired shaft torque, the shaft speed and the pump displacement may be
calculated based on a dq-model of a electric induction machine connected in
the star/wye configuration [127]:

Uqs = Rs Iqs +
dφqs

dt
+ ωs φds , Uqr = Rr Iqr +

dφqr

dt
+ (ωs −ωr) φdr (B.20)

Uds = Rs Ids +
dφds

dt
−ωs φqs , Udr = Rr Idr +

dφdr

dt
− (ωs −ωr) φqr (B.21)

φqs = Ls Iqs + Lm Iqr , φds = Ls Ids + Lm Idr (B.22)

φqr = Lr Iqr + Lm Iqs , φdr = Lr Idr + Lm Ids (B.23)

where Uqs , Uds , Uqr , Udr are the q-axis stator, d-axis stator, q-axis rotor and
d-axis rotor voltages respectively and I• are the corresponding currents. Ls ,
Lr , Lm are the stator, rotor and magnetizing/mutual inductances, Rs , Rr the
stator and rotor resistances and ωs , ωr are the synchronous electrical angular
velocity and the angular electrical velocity of the rotor. Note that the rotor
quantities are referred to the stator side, i.e. after turns ratio transformation
[128].

By assuming the a, b, c voltages of the grid to be balanced, it is straightforward
to show by using the Park transformation [129], that Uqs = 0 and Uds equals
the amplitude or maximum value of the a, b, c voltages (line-to-neutral). Ad-
ditionally, the rotor windings are short circuited. By further assuming steady
state Eqs. B.20 and B.21 reduces to:

Uqs = 0 = Rs Iqs + ωs

(
Lm Idr + Ls Ids

)
(B.24)

Uds =
√

2Un = Rs Ids −ωs

(
Lm Iqr + Ls Iqs

)
(B.25)

Uqr = 0 = Rr Iqr + (ωs −ωr)
(

Lm Ids + Lr Idr

)
(B.26)

Udr = 0 = Rr Idr − (ωs −ωr)
(

Lm Iqs + Lr Iqr

)
(B.27)
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Un is the line-to-neutral voltage of the grid (RMS-value). The synchronous
angular velocity (ωs ) is also defined by the grid, such that Eqs. B.24 to B.27
represent four equations with five unknowns (Iqs ,Ids ,Iqr ,Idr ,ωr ). The last equa-
tion is found using the torque equation as [127]:

τAsynch =
3
2

P
(

φds Iqs − φqs Ids

)
=

3
2

PLm

(
Iqs Idr − Ids Iqr

)

where τAsynch , is the electromagnetic torque generated by the induction ma-
chine and P is the number of pole pairs. τAsynch is assumed to be equal to the
pump load torque τL , i.e. the frictional losses of the motor has been neglected
as these are assumed to be small compared to frictional losses of the pump
and the pump load torque. In steady state, Newtons second law of motion
may therefore be rewritten to:

���
0

ω̇ =
τAsynch − τL

Jshaft

⇒ τL =
3
2

PLm

(
Iqs Idr − Ids Iqr

)
(B.28)

The mechanical angular velocity of the rotor shaft ω is linked to the electrical
rotor velocity (ωr ) by the number of pole pairs as: ωP = ωr . Utilising this
and Eqs. B.24 to B.28, it is possible to solve for the shaft speed ω, as well as
the four motor currents for a required τL . Equivalently it is possible to solve
for the motor currents and τL for a given shaft speed ω. The closed form
expressions for this is left out for brevity.

In the current study a 200 HP (approximately 150 kW) squirrel cage induction
motor with two pole pairs and a rated line-to-line voltage of 460 V (RMS-
value) is used and connected to the grid with a grid frequency of 60 Hz, i.e
ωs = 60 Hz. The remaining parameters, i.e. resistances and inductances have
been exported from the library of the MathWorks SimScape software. Note
that this software package is used solely for the purpose of extracting motor
parameters. The parameters can be found in Tab. A.2 on page 255. The
steady state speed/torque curve derived from Eq. B.24 to B.28 for this motor
is seen in Fig. B.2.

Fig. B.2: Torque characteristic as a function of shaft speed for the induction motor used in the
theoretical study.
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B.2 Loss Models of Induction Motor

The power input required by the induction motor (Pasynch ) includes the output
shaft power as well as copper and iron losses [91].

Pasynch = τL ω + PCu + PFe (B.29)

where PCu is the current dependent copper losses and PFe is the speed depen-
dent iron/core losses caused by eddy currents and magnetic hysteresis [91].
These are modelled as [92]:

PCu =
3
2

Rs

(
I2

ds
+ I2

qs

)
+

3
2

Rr

(
I2

dr
+ I2

qr

)
(B.30)

PFe = KFe masynch εasynch︸ ︷︷ ︸
mFe

(
Pω

ωFe

)3/2
(B.31)

where KFe is a loss model constant of 4 W per kilo sheet metal at an electrical
angular velocity of ωFe . εasynch is the ratio of sheet metal relative to the total
motor mass masynch .

The calculated induction motor efficiency (ηasynch = ωτL /Pasynch ) is shown as
a function of the motor torque in Fig. B.3.

Fig. B.3: (a) Induction motor shaft speed and efficiency as a function of shaft torque. Rated
torque is 861 Nm. (b) Induction motor efficiency as a function of shaft torque.

From Fig. B.3a it is seen that increasing the motor torque from 0 to 1.5 times
the rated torque, i.e. from 0 Nm to 1291 Nm, only decreases shaft speed (in-
creases motor slip) from 1800 RPM to 1776 RPM (1.3 %). Fig. B.3b, shows the
efficiency from 25 % to 150% of the rated load. The peak efficiency is found
to be 95.6% at 790 Nm (92% of rated torque) and 1786 RPM. For comparable
sizes of induction machines, [81] states efficiencies of 94.1%, 94.9% and 94%
for loadings of 50%, 75% and 100% of rated torque respectively. In [130] the
efficiencies are stated to 95.9 %, 96.4% and 96.4% for the same loading. In Fig.
B.3 those numbers are 94.8, 95.5%, 95.6%, showing that even the coarse loss
models given in Eqs. B.30 and B.31 yield results which are rather accurate
compared to the datasheet efficiencies.
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Appendix C

Steady State Model of ECD+
System

The steady state solution to the modelling equations of the proposed ECD+
system incorporating both load holding valves and a bootstrap reservoir is
derived. The ECD+ system was developed in Chapter, 4, and in sections 4.4.3
and 4.4.4, the steady solution is used to assess energy efficiency character-
istics of ECD+ system. The simplified system schematics are shown in Fig.
C.1.
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Fig. C.1: Simplified schematics of ECD+ system for knuckle boom cylinder system.
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The steady state solution is found based on a required piston speed (ẋref )
and a required force (Freq ), equivalently to the approach in Chapter 3. How-
ever note that the subscripts {1, 2} used to denote the main and knuckle
boom cylinder systems are omitted here, as only a steady state model for the
knuckle boom cylinder is derived.

QA = ẋref AA , QB = ẋref AB , QB1 =

{
QB −QC for pPA ≥ pPB

QB for pPA < pPB

(C.1)

QC = −AC ż , QR = QL1 − AR ż , QL1 = QAL1 + QBL1 (C.2)

pA =

{ Freq+pB AB
AA

for Freq ≥ pset (AA − AB)

pset for Freq < pset (AA − AB)
(C.3)

pB =

{
pset for Freq ≥ pset (AA − AB)

pA AA−Freq
AB

for Freq < pset (AA − AB)
(C.4)

pPA = pA +
Q2

A
∆pnom,LH

Q2
nom,LH

sign(QA) , pPB = pB −
Q2

B
∆pnom,LH

Q2
nom,LH

sign(QB)

pC = min(pPA , pPB)−
Q2

C
∆pnom,ISV

Q2
nom,ISV

sign(QC) (C.5)

pR =
pC AC + FC,zsign(ż) + Bz ż

AR

, ż = − 1− α

1− αB

AA

AR

ẋref (C.6)

where Q• and p• are volume flows and chamber pressures (gauge) according
to Fig. C.1. QAL1 and QBL1 are external pump leakages of pump 1 from the PA
and PB chambers respectively. pset is the controlled lower chamber pressure,
here pset = 27.8 bar (gauge). AA , AB are the piston and rod side areas of the
cylinder respectively and AR , AC are the reservoir and charge chamber piston
areas respectively. α, αB are the area ratios of the cylinder and bootstrap
reservoir. Qnom,• and ∆pnom,• are the nominal flows and pressure drops across
the load holding valves and inverse shuttle valve. FC,z , Bz is the Coulomb
friction and viscous friction coefficient for the bootstrap reservoir pistons.
All parameters used for this steady state study is found in Tab. A.8 on page
260.

The required shaft speeds of the pumps are calculated based on the required
flows and the pump leakage losses. The leakage losses are based on the losses
of a reference unit, equivalently to the approach in Chapter 3.

Based on Fig. 3.7 on page 47 the shaft speeds and torques are calculated
based the geometric pump flow (QT = ωDp ) and the external leakage flows
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(QBL1 , QAL1 , QAL2 ) and torque losses as:

QB1 = QT1 + QBL1 = ω1 Dp,1 + λ2
1
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ1 , pPB

)
⇒ (C.7)

ω1 =
QB1 − λ2

1
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ1 , pPB

)

Dp,1

(C.8)

QR = QT2 −QAL2 = QL1 − AR ż (C.9)

= ω2 Dp,2 − λ2
2
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ2 , pPA

)
= QL1 − AR ż⇒ (C.10)

ω2 =
QL1 + λ2

2
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ2 , pPA

)
− AR ż

D2

(C.11)

QL1 = λ2
1
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ1 , pPA

)
+ λ2

1
Qloss,ref

(
ωrefλ1 , pPB

)
(C.12)

τ1 = Dp,1 (pPA − pPB) + λ3
1
τloss,ref

(
ωrefλ1 , pPA + pPB

)
sign (ω1) (C.13)

τ2 = Dp,2 (pPA − pR) + λ3
2
τloss,ref

(
ωrefλ2 , pPA + pR

)
sign (ω2) (C.14)

where ω1 , ω2 are shaft speeds according to Fig. C.1. Dp,1 , Dp,2 are the pump
displacements for pump 1 and 2. λi is a scaling factor used to scale pump
losses of a reference unit evaluated at the reference pump speed ωrefλ,i [87].
The leakage and torque losses of the reference unit is equivalent to the ones
used for the VCD and ECD systems in Chapter 3 as showed in Fig. 3.2 on
page 41. The scaling factors λi and reference speeds are found by [87]:

λi =
3

√
Dp,i

Dp,ref

, ωrefλ,i = λi |ωi | , i = {1, 2} (C.15)

Note, that absolute value of the shaft speed is used evaluate the losses of
the reference unit, as data is only available for positive shaft speeds, and
when working as a pump. Losses are assumed equivalent for all operation
quadrants, and always defined positively.

Based on the above equations it is straightforward to calculate the chamber
pressures for the required cylinder forces. The shafts speed however both de-
pends on the required output pump flows and the leakage losses which also
depends on shaft speed. As the leakage losses are only available as look up
tables, the shaft speeds are found by solving the equations iteratively.

The power losses of the inverter and permanent magnet synchronous ma-
chines are modelled according to the loss models elucidated in Sec. 3.2.2.
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Appendix D

Dynamic Model
Derivation

This appendix presents the component models of the ECD+ system modelled
in Chapter 5. This includes mass and enthalpy flow rate models and models
of the heat transfer to the ambience.

D.1 Mass and Enthalpy Flow Rates

Mass and enthalpy flow rate models are presented in this section.

D.1.1 Pump Model

A pump model expressing the steady state relationship between modelling
inputs and outputs is needed. The inputs are the shaft speed and the states
in the control volumes adjacent to the pump, i.e. pressure, temperature and
specific enthalpy. Model outputs include the mass and enthalpy flow rates
and the shaft torque, according to the schematic in Fig. D.1. Such a model
has been derived in Paper F. The model has been slightly modified for mod-
elling of the four quadrant pump to account for external leakages occuring
from both lines PA and PB to the pump housing (pR ) in Fig. D.1, where
the closed circuit pump is used as an example here, and internal leakage is
neglected.

Information or measurements of the loss behaviour of the pump is required.
Steady-state loss measurements of a reference pump with displacement Dp,ref

is scaled to the desired pump displacement Dp . The considered drive system
has been dimensioned using the Bosch Rexroth A10 FZO and FZG pump
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Fig. D.1: Schematic visualising the pump modelling approach. Model inputs are the shaft speed
and the states, i.e. pressure, temperature and specific enthalpy in the control volumes adjacent
to the pump. Model outputs are the shaft torque, mass and enthalpy flow rates.

series. Loss information for this specific pump has not been available. As an
alternative loss measurements for an 28 cm3/rev Bosch Rexroth A4FO pump
is available in [88], and used as a reference pump. This information was also
used in the steady state modelling section, and visualisations of the pump
losses (leakage and torques losses) can be found in Fig. 3.2 on page 41. As
both the Bosch Rexroth A10 and the A4 pumps are slipper type axial piston
pumps with nine pistons, the loss behaviour are assumed to be comparable
for these pump types.

In Paper F, the isentropic temperature increase during the pumping process
is included. As the current model assumes the thermal expansion coefficient
to be 0, α = 0, the pumping process is in fact isothermal, as [131]:

S = f (T, p) ⇒ dS =

(
∂S
∂T

)

p

dT +

(
∂S
∂p

)

T

dp =
cp

T
dT − ανdp (D.1)

dS = 0−−−→ dT =
��

0
α T
ρcp

dp = 0 (D.2)

S is the entropy modelled as a function of temperature and pressure. pin and
pout is either of the adjacent chamber pressures depending on the direction of
pump rotation.

The change in specific enthalpy of the fluid undergoing a pressure change in
the pump is given by:

dh = cp�
�>

0
dT + ν

(
1− T��

0
α

)
dp =

1
ρ

dp
Approximation−−−−−−−−→ (D.3)

∆h ∼= 1
ρ̄
(pout − pin) (D.4)

where ρ̄ is the average density of the fluid in adjacent chambers.

The expressions for modelling the closed circuit pump (pump 1) is exem-
plified next. It is straightforward to use these for modelling the open circuit
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pump (pump 2) as well, but for brevity these expressions are not shown.

The ideal mass flow, ṁT1 , the mass leakage flows, ṁL1 , the chamber mass
flows, ṁA1 , ṁB1 , the ideal pump torque, τT1 , and the torque loss, τloss,1 for
pump 1 are modelled as:

ṁT1 = ω1 Dp,1 ρ̄PA-PB ṁL1 = ṁAL1 + ṁBL1 (D.5)

ṁAL1 = λ2
1
Qloss,ref(ωrefλ1 , pPA)ρ̄PA-R ṁBL1 = λ2

1
Qloss,ref(ωrefλ1 , pB)ρ̄PB-R

ṁA1 = ṁT1 − ṁAL1 ṁB1 = ṁ1T + ṁBL1 (D.6)

τT1 ω1 = ṁT1 ∆h1 ⇒ τT1 = Dp,1 (pout − pin) (D.7)

τloss,1 = λ3
1
τloss,ref(ωrefλ1 , pA + pB) (D.8)

λ1 = 3

√
Dp,1

Dp,ref

ωrefλ1 = λ1 |ω1 | (D.9)

where ω1 is the shaft speed, DP,1 the geometric pump displacement and ρ̄• is
the average fluid density. Qloss,ref and τloss,ref are the leakage flow and torque
loss of the reference unit as a function of pressure and shaft speed shown
in Fig. 3.2 on page 41. These losses are scaled from the reference pump
with displacement Dp,ref to the desired pump displacement, using the scaling
factor λ1 [87]. For the measurements obtained in [88], used to construct the
loss maps in Fig. 3.2, the reference unit was operated in pump mode, with
a supply pressure of 6 bar. As no information is available concerning how
the leakage losses changes for changing supply pressures, the evaluation of
the leakage losses is done separately for each chamber (ṁAL1 and ṁBL1 ). The
external leakage from the 6 bar supply line to the pump housing, occur-
ring during the experiments is therefore included as leakage from the high
pressure chamber, as the measured leakage is fully ascribed to the high pres-
sure line when constructing the leakage map. Equivalently, no information
is available concerning how the torque losses changes for changing supply
pressures. As an conservative estimate the torque losses are evaluated using
the sum of chamber pressures. The losses are assumed always positive and
equivalent in all operation quadrants [37].

The shaft torque is calculated by including the scaled torque losses from Eq.
D.8, according to:

τL1 =

{
τT1 + tanh (γω1) τloss,1 if ω1 ≥ 0
−τT1 + tanh (γω1) τloss,1 if ω1 < 0

(D.10)

The calculation of enthalpy flow rates, defined in Figure D.1, depend on the
operation quadrant, i.e. the direction of pump rotation and the pressure
difference across the pump. The enthalpy flow rates ḢA1 , ḢB1 , ḢAL1 , ḢBL1 and
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ḢL1 is calculated according to:

ḢA1 =

{
ṁA1(hPB + ∆h1 − hPA) if ṁA1 ≥ 0

0 if ṁA1 < 0
(D.11)

ḢB1 =

{|ṁB1 |(hPA + ∆h1 − hPB) if ṁB1 ≤ 0
0 if ṁB1 > 0

(D.12)

ḢAL1 =





ṁAL1(hPB + ∆h1 − hR) if ṁT1 ≥ ṁAL1 and ṁT1 ≥ 0

ṁT1(hPB + ∆h1 − hR)+ if ṁT1 < ṁAL1 and ṁT1 ≥ 0
(ṁAL1 − ṁT1)(hPA − hR)

ṁAL1(hPA − hR) if ṁT1 < 0
(D.13)

ḢBL1 =





ṁBL1(hPA + ∆h1 − hR) if |ṁT1 | ≥ ṁBL1 and ṁT1 ≤ 0

|ṁT1 |(hPA + ∆h1 − hR)+ if |ṁT1 | < ṁBL1 and ṁT1 ≤ 0
(ṁBL1 − |ṁT1 |)(hPB − hR)

ṁBL1(hPB − hR) if ṁT1 > 0
(D.14)

D.1.2 Valve Models

The valve mass flows for the check valves, load holding valves and the safety
valves are calculated based on the two-regime flow model presented in Eqs.
5.4 and 5.8 on page 88 and 91 respectively. Note that the safety valves are
normally open, i.e. the flow path are fully open at ySV = 0, such that the
valve opening for flow calculations are found as y = 1− ySV .

To model the open transition behaviour of the inverse shuttle valve, i.e. the
flow occurring as the spool passes the zero-position, laminar leakage flow
has been added to the two-regime flow model. The mass flows, ṁISA and ṁISB

are thus modelled as:

ṁISA = -ρ̄PA-C y3








QISV,nom√
∆pISV,nom

√
|pPA−pC | sign (pPA−pC) , pPA−pC≥ pt

(
3 QISV,nom(pPA−pC)

2
√

∆pISV,nom pt
−QISV,nom(pPA−pC)|pPA−pC |

2
√

∆pISV,nom p3
t

)
, pPA−pC < pt




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Two Regime Flow Model. For y3 ≤ 0

+ ρ̄PA-C KLeak (pPA − pC) e
−|y3 |
yleak

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Leakage Flow Model

(D.15)
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ṁISB = ρ̄PB-C y3








QISV,nom√
∆pISV,nom

√
|pPB−pC | sign (pPB−pC) , pPB−pC≥ pt

(
3 QISV,nom(pPB−pC)

2
√

∆pISV,nom pt
−QISV,nom(pPB−pC)|pPB−pC |

2
√

∆pISV,nom p3
t

)
, pPB−pC < pt




︸ ︷︷ ︸
for y3 > 0

+ ρ̄PB-C KLeak (pPB − pC) e
−|y3 |
yleak (D.16)

where Kleak is a leakage coefficient and yleak is the normalised spool position
for which the leakage is 36.8% of the maximum leakage (at y3=0).

The opening dynamics for all valves are modelled as linear first order systems
according to:

ẏi = ωV,i

(
yref,i − yi

)
, i = 1..9 (D.17)

The reference valve position yref for the load holding valves and the inverse
shuttle valve are calculated as:

yref,i =





0 pC − pR ≤ pCR,LH
pC−pR−pCR,LH
pOP,LH−pCR,LH

pCR,LH < pC − pR ≤ pOP,LH

1 pC − pR > pOP,LH

i = {1, 2} (D.18)

yref,3 =





0 |pPA − pPB | ≤ pCR,ISV

sign (pPA − pPB)
|pPA−pPB |−pCR,ISV

pOP,ISV−pCR,ISV
pCR,ISV < |pPA − pPB | ≤ pOP,ISV

sign (pPA − pPB) |pPA − pPB | > pOP,ISV

(D.19)

The reference valve position for the check valves are found based on the
pressure difference across the valve (∆p), where a positive ∆p works to open
the check valve.

yref,i =





0 ∆p ≤ pCR,CV
∆p−pCR,CV

pOP,CV−pCR,CV
pCR,CV < ∆p ≤ pOP,CV

1 ∆p > pOP,CV

, i = {4, 5, 6, 7} (D.20)

The reference valve position for the safety valves (yref,8 ,yref,9 ) equals the valve
input uSV , i.e. either 0 or 1.

D.1.3 Enthalpy Flow Rates

The considered thermo-hydraulic model only includes a single uniform tem-
perature state. This simplifies the calculation of the enthalpy flow rate Ḣsys ,
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because the direction of enthalpy flow does not matter. In other words, there
is no need to distinguish between which chamber the enthalpy flow enters.
Thus, Ḣsys is simply calculated as:

Ḣsys = ḢA1 + ḢB1 + ḢAL1 + ḢB1︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pump 1

+ Ḣ2A + Ḣ2B + Ḣ2AL︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pump 2

(D.21)

+ ṁA (hPA − hA) + ṁB (hB − hPB) + ṁISA (hPA − hC) + ṁISB (hPB − hC)

+ ṁCVA (hPA − hA) + ṁCVB (hPB − hB) + ṁCVPA (hR − hPA) + ṁCVPB (hR − hPB)

+ ṁSA (hPA − hR) + ṁSB (hPB − hR)

D.2 Heat Transfer to Ambience

The heat transfer rate to the ambience, Q̇amb , are modelled as natural convec-
tion and radiation. This means that heat conduction to the crane structure
and forced convection due to wind or motion of the crane relative to the sur-
roundings are neglected. Additionally, heat transfer from the electric motor
to the ambience or the remaining system has been neglected.

In this simulation study, heat transfer to the ambience from the two pumps,
the knuckle boom cylinder barrel, the two cylinder barrels of the bootstrap
reservoir and the hydraulic manifold have been included. The heat transfer
is calculated by approximating the mentioned components as basic shapes,
here cylinders and cubes. The calculation of Nusselt numbers for calculating
the convective heat transfer coefficient are done according to the procedure
in Paper F, i.e. the orientation of the shapes are horizontal and not changing
with the motion of the crane. The properties of the ambient air are evalu-
ated at the reference temperature Tref = 0.5

(
Tsys + Tamb

)
. From the Nusselt

number, the convective heat transfer rate may be calculated as [132]:

Q̇conv = As hconv(Tsys − Tamb) Nu =
hconv Lc

k
(D.22)

Tsys and Tamb are the system and ambient temperatures respectively, where
the latter is assumed constant. As is the surface area of the geometry, hconv

the heat transfer coefficient, Lc the geometry dependent characteristic length
and k the thermal conductivity for air at the reference temperature.

For the calculation of the heat transfer by radiation, all surfaces are assumed
to be grey diffuse surfaces (emissivity independent of wavelength and direc-
tion) with an emissivity of ε = 0.8 for all surfaces. This is a conservative
estimate for coated, varnished or painted surfaces [114]. Additionally, the
radiation from all surfaces are assumed to radiate freely to the ambience, i.e.
radiation between the system surfaces is neglected. Thus, the heat transfer
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rate by radiation is calculated as [132]:

Q̇rad = εσAs

(
T4

sys − T4
amb

)
= hrad As

(
Tsys − Tamb

)
(D.23)

hrad = εσ
T4

sys − T4
amb

Tsys − Tamb

= εσ
(

T2
sys + T2

amb

) (
Tsys + Tamb

)
(D.24)

where ε, σ is the surface emissivity and the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, hrad

is the equivalent heat transfer coefficient for radiation.

Tab. D.1 on page 278 shows exemplarily the values of the thermal resistances,
calculated at Tsys = 60◦C and Tamb = 20◦C. Convective heat transfer coeffi-
cients are increased by 20% compared to their theoretical counterparts, to
account for non-idealised conditions according to [133].

In Tab. D.1, Aproj is the projected surface area which is used to calculate the
Nusselt number for the convective heat transfer of a cube according to the
formulae presented in Paper F. Rth is the thermal resistance towards heat
transfer between the component and the ambience. This is found as the
parallel connection of a convective and a radiation thermal resistance. The
thermal resistance, heat transfer coefficient and the heat transfer rate Q̇ is
related as:

Q̇ =
∆T
Rth

= hcomb As ∆T ⇒ Rth =
1

hcomb As

(D.25)

where ∆T is the temperature difference across the thermal resistance and
hcomb is the combined heat transfer coefficient found as hconv + hrad .

The total heat transfer rate from the system to the ambience are simply found
by adding the rate of heat transferred across the six convective and radiation
thermal resistances in Tab. D.1:

Q̇amb = ∆T
(

1
Rth1

+
1

Rth2

+
1

Rth3

+
1

Rth4

+
1

Rth5

+
1

Rth6

)
=

Tsys − Tamb

Req

(D.26)

Req =

(
1

Rth1

+
1

Rth2

+
1

Rth3

+
1

Rth4

+
1

Rth5

+
1

Rth6

)−1

Req is the equivalent thermal resistance between the system and the ambience,
found as a parallel connection of the six thermal resistances.

From Tab. D.1, Req = 0.0177 K/W, or equivalently h = 11.2 W/m2/K. This
means that the modelled passive heat transfer rate is 2260 W at a system
temperature of 60 °C and an ambient temperature of 20 °C.
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Appendix E

Linear Models and Model
Reduction

In this appendix the nonlinear model derived in Chapter 5 is simplified and
linearised. To justify the simplifications, the responses of the nonlinear and
linear model are compared. To reduce the complexity of the linear model
used for controller design in Chapter 6 further, insignificant states are subse-
quently removed from the linear model to arrive at the final reduced linear
model used further on.

E.1 Full Linear Model

Compared to the nonlinear model the following simplifications are made for
the linear model:

� System temperature is constant (i.e. no temperature state included).

� Density is constant and equal in all control volumes.

� The bulk modulus is assumed constant for each chamber in the consid-
ered linearisation point [32], including mechanical elasticity.

� The position and pressure dependency of volumes are neglected and
the chamber volumes are assumed constant in the considered linearisa-
tion point [32].

� Static and Coulomb friction of the cylinder is neglected and thus only
viscous friction is included [32].

� Leakage flow of valves are neglected and the two-regime flow model is
not utilized (i.e. linearised orifice equation is used).
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� Valve dynamics are neglected and valves are considered either fully
closed or fully open.

� Anti-cavitation check valves are not included.

� The equivalent cylinder loads are simplified compared to the model of
the knuckle boom crane derived in Sec. 2.2

– Loads are evaluated by assuming remaining axes at standstill and
zero acceleration.

– The equivalent mass/inertia (Meq ) and gravitational load (FG ) is
assumed constant in the linearisation point.

– The velocity dependent forces (denoted Cx ) are neglected.

Given the simplifications listed above, the linear equations of the ECD+ sys-
tem expressed in change variables •̃ are given as:

¨̃x =
1

Meq0

(
p̃A AA − p̃B AB −����

���:
0

Fvel,2 (x, ẋ2) ẋ2 − Bx
˙̃x

)
(E.1)

¨̃z =
1

Mz

( p̃R AR − p̃C AC − Bz
˙̃z) (E.2)

˙̃pA =
βeff,A0

VA0

(
KQLHA ( p̃PA − p̃A)− ˙̃xAA

)
(E.3)

˙̃pB =
βeff,B0

VB0

(
˙̃xAB − KQLHB ( p̃B − p̃PB)

)
(E.4)

˙̃pPA =
βeff,PA0

VPA0

[−KQLHA ( p̃PA − p̃A)− KISVA ( p̃PA − p̃C) + (E.5)

ω̃1

(
Dp,1 − K

ω1

)
− KP1 ( p̃PA − p̃R) + (E.6)

ω̃2

(
Dp,2 − Kω2

)
− KP2 ( p̃PA − p̃R)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Linear pump model including leakage

] (E.7)

˙̃pPB =
βeff,PB0

VPB0

[KQLHB ( p̃B − p̃PB)− KISVB ( p̃PB − p̃C) + (E.8)

− ω̃1

(
Dp,1 + K

ω1

)
− KP1 ( p̃PB − p̃R)] (E.9)

˙̃pC =
βeff,C0

VC0

(KISVA ( p̃PA − p̃C) + KISVB ( p̃PB − p̃C) + ˙̃zAC) (E.10)

˙̃pR =
βeff,R0

VR0

[
−ω̃2

(
Dp,2 − Kω2

)
+ KP2 ( p̃PA − p̃R) + ω̃1 K

ω1+ (E.11)

KP1 ( p̃PA + p̃PB − 2p̃R)− ˙̃zAR ] (E.12)

where Meq0 , βeff,•0 and V•0 is the equivalent mass, bulk moduli and volumes
evaluated in the linearisation point. AA , AB , AR , AC are piston areas, Bx
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E.1. Full Linear Model

and Bz are viscous friction coefficients. KP1 , KP2 are linear or laminar pump
leakage coefficients and K

ω1 , Kω2 are speed dependent leakage coefficients,
which are all found from a linear curve-fit of the available pump leakage data.
KQLHA , KQLHB , KISVA , KISVB are linearisation constants calculated as:

KQLHA =





∂QA
∂pPA

∣∣∣
xF0

= − ∂QA
∂pA

∣∣∣
xF0

for pC − pR > pCR,LH

0 for pC − pR ≤ pCR,LH

(E.13)

KQLHB =





∂QB
∂pB

∣∣∣
xF0

= − ∂QB
∂pPB

∣∣∣
xF0

for pC − pR > pCR,LH

0 for pC − pR ≤ pCR,LH

(E.14)

KISVA =





0 for pPA ≥ pPB
∂QISA
∂pPA

∣∣∣
xF0

= − ∂QISA
∂pC

∣∣∣
xF0

for pPA < pPB
(E.15)

KISVB =





∂QISB
∂pPB

∣∣∣
xF0

= − ∂QISB
∂pC

∣∣∣
xF0

for pPA ≥ pPB

0 for pPA < pPB

(E.16)

where Q• are valve volume flows evaluated using the orifice equation, for
a fully open valve and xF0 the state vector at the linearisation point. The
linearisation constants are defined to 0 when the valves are closed in the
linearisation point to include both the motion operation mode and the self-
locking mode in the linear model. The valves will stay fully open or closed,
disregarding how the change variables •̃ are developing.

The linear model of the system without electric motor, i.e. without actuator
dynamics is represented in state space form as:

ẋF = AF xF + BF uF , yF = CF xF = xF (E.17)

xF =
[

˙̃x ˙̃z p̃A p̃PA p̃B p̃PB p̃C p̃R

]T uF =
[
ω̃1 ω̃2

]T (E.18)

BF =




0 0 0
βeff,PA0

(
Dp,1−K

ω1

)

VPA0
0

βeff,PB0

(
−Dp,1−K

ω1

)

VPB0
0

βeff,R0 K
ω1

VR0

0 0 0
βeff,PA0

(
Dp,2−K

ω2

)

VPA0
0 0 0

βeff,R0

(
K

ω2−DP,2

)

VR0




T
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AF =




− Bx
Meq0

0
AA

Meq0
0 − AB

Meq0
0 0 0

0 − Bz
Mz

0 0 0 0 − AC
Mz

AR
Mz

− βeff,A0 AA
VA0

0 − βeff,A0 KQLHA
VA0

βeff,A0 KQLHA
VA0

0 0 0 0

0 0
βeff,PA0 KQLHA

VPA0
C1 0 0

βeff,PA0 KISVA
VPA0

βeff,PA0(KP1+KP2)
VPA0

βeff,B0 AB
VB0

0 0 0 − βeff,B0 KQLHB
VB0

βeff,B0 KQLHB
VB0

0 0

0 0 0 0
βeff,PB0 KQLHB

VPB0
C2

βeff,PB0 KQISVB
VPB0

βeff,PB0 KP1
VPB0

0
βeff,C0 AC

VC0
0

βeff,C0 KISVA
VC0

0
βeff,C0 KISVB

VC0
C3 0

0 − βeff,R0 AR
VR0

0 C4 0
βeff,R0 KP1

VR0
0

βeff,R0(−2KP1−KP2)
VR0




C1 =
βeff,PA0

(
−KP1 − KP2 − KQISVA − KQLHA

)

VPA0

C4 =
βeff,R0 (KP1 + KP2)

VR0

(E.19)

C3 =
βeff,C0 (−KISVA − KISVB)

VC0

C2 =
βeff,PB0

(
−KP1 − KQISVB − KQLHB

)

VPB0

(E.20)

The subscript •F denotes the full plant model without actuator dynamics
opposed to the reduced linear model introduced subsequently.

The linear full plant model may be extended with the linear actuator dynam-
ics from Sec. 5.4 according to:

ẋEF = AEF xEF + BEF uref , yEF = CEF xEF , CEF =
[
0 CF

]
(E.21)

xEF =

[
xu

xF

]
, AEF =

[
Au 0

BF Cu AF

]
, BEF =

[
Bu

0

]
(E.22)

where the subscript •EF denotes the extended and full linear model. The output
of the full extended linear model may also be represented in the Laplace
domain by the transfer function matrix:

yEF(s) = GEF(s)uref(s), GEF(s) = CEF (sI−AEF)
−1 BEF (E.23)

The eight outputs (xF ) represented by the transfer function matrix GEF(s) in
Eq. E.23 are compared to the nonlinear model in Fig. E.1. The cylinder loads
are evaluated with the cylinder fully extended and cylinder 2 in the center
position using a payload (m3) of 10 ton. Cylinder 1 is at standstill with
zero acceleration. In the linearisation point cylinder 2 moves at 20 mm/s,
and the acceleration is 0. The remaining states at the linearisation point are
calculated such that ẋEF = 0, with the lower chamber pressure defined to
28.8 bar (absolute). Note that cylinder loads in the nonlinear models are
also assumed constant such that the model comparison are concerned with
evaluating the effect of the assumptions made with regard to the hydraulic
model and not the varying load. Static and Coulomb friction are included in
the nonlinear model.

The comparison in Fig. E.1 shows a good coherence between the nonlinear
and linear model close to the chosen linearisation point. It is concluded that
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important dynamics properties such as oscillation frequencies and damping
ratios are captured with a satisfactorily accuracy, for further analysis using
the simplifications listed on page 279 and 280.

Fig. E.1: Comparison of nonlinear and linear models. Step inputs are given at 0.5 s
(ω̃1,ref = −0.02 ωmax), at 1.5 s (ω̃2,ref = −0.02 ωmax), at 2.5 s (ω̃1,ref = 0.04 ωmax) and
finally at 3.5 s (ω̃2,ref = 0.04 ωmax). ωmax = 3000 RPM.

E.2 Reduced Linear Model

In addition to the simplifications listed on page 279 and 280 a reduced linear
model is formulated by further assuming:

� Valve flow gains of load holding and inverse shuttle valves are assumed
to be large, such that pressure drops across these valve are neglected.
This means that the number of pressure states are reduced by three.

� The state of the load holding and inverse shuttle valves depend dis-
cretely on the system states, i.e. valves are either fully open (with no
pressure drop) or fully closed (zero flow). No valve dynamics or leak-
age flows are included.
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� Pump leakages are neglected.

The reduced linear model is derived in Sec. 6.1.1, and may be represented in
state space form not including electric motor dynamics as:

ẋP = AP xP + BP uP , yP = CP xP (E.24)

xP =
[
x̃ ˙̃x ˙̃z p̃PA p̃PB p̃R

]T , uP =
[
ω̃1 ω̃2

]T (E.25)

BP =




0 0 0
βeff,PA0

VPA0
Dp,1 − βeff,PB0

VPB0
Dp,1 0

0 0 0
βeff,PA0

VPA0
Dp,2 0 − βeff,R0

VR0
Dp,2




T

(E.26)

AP = (E.27)



0 1 0 0 0 0

0 − Bx
Meq0

0
AA

Meq0
Ksw,LH − AB

Meq0
Ksw,LH 0

0 0 − Bz
Mz

−
(

1−Ksw,ISV

)
AC

Mz
−Ksw,ISV AC

Mz

AR
Mz

0 − βeff,PA0 AA Ksw,LH
VPA0

βeff,PA0 AC (1−Ksw,ISV )

VPA0
0 0 0

0
βeff,PB0 AB Ksw,LH

VPB0

βeff,PB0 AC Ksw,ISV
VPB0

0 0 0

0 0 − βeff,R AR
VR0

0 0 0




The subscript •P denotes the reduced or simplified plant model without ac-
tuator dynamics. The output matrix CP is used to determine the relevant
outputs. Note, that a position state of the main cylinder x, is included in
the reduced model. The linear plant model may be extended with the linear
actuator dynamics from Sec. 5.4 according to:

ẋE = AE xE + BE uref , yE = CE xE , CE =
[
0 CP

]
(E.28)

xE =

[
xu

xP

]
, AE =

[
Au 0

BP Cu AP

]
, BE =

[
Bu

0

]
(E.29)

where the subscript •E denotes the extended linear model.

E.3 Comparison of Frequency Responses

The two linear model complexities are compared based on their frequency
responses in order to assess the extent to which the additional simplifications
made to the reduced plant model affect this.

To compare the input directional gain dependency the singular values of the
two linear systems are compared in Figs. E.2 and E.3. The singular values
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are evaluated using the command sigma() in MATLAB1.

In Fig. E.2 the linearisation point of the linear models are chosen according
to the point used in Fig. E.1, with the outputs being the cylinder speed ẋ and
the lower pressure pPB .

Fig. E.2: Comparison of singular values between full and reduced linear model in motion
operation mode. Model outputs are the cylinder speed ẋ and the lower pressure pPB.

Fig. E.3 compares the singular values for the case where the load holding
valves are closed (Ksw,LH = 0) and the outputs being the pressures pPA and
pPB , with the linearisation point chosen to pPA0 = 5 bar and pPB0 = 3 bar.

Fig. E.3: Comparison of singular values between full linear and reduced linear model in
self-locking mode. Model outputs are the pressures pPA and pPB.

The individual frequency responses from one input, while the other input is
zero (i.e. cross couplings are not included) are shown as Bode plots in Fig.
E.4 and E.5. Fig. E.4 shows frequency responses between the two inputs and
the cylinder speed ẋ in motion operation mode and E.5 shows the frequency
response in self-locking mode between the two inputs and pPA . The com-
parison of singular values and Bode plots shows that for motion operation
mode the two model complexities are in close coherence. At high frequencies
(above 750 Hz) small deviations are seen. Furthermore, the resonance peaks
of the reduced model are slightly higher compared to the full model (visi-

1Systems are normalized prior to evaluation of singular values based on their maximum
expected output values.
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Fig. E.4: Comparison of frequency responses between full linear and reduced linear model
in motion operation mode, with ẋ being the model output and ω̃1,ref (left), ω̃2,ref (right)
inputs.

ble if zooming in), due to increased damping (valve pressure loss and pump
leakage).

For self-locking mode clear deviations are evident at small frequencies, which
are found to be a result of the neglected pump leakage in the simplified
model. For the simplified model in self-locking mode the pressure response
is an integrator, while this is not the case for the full model due to leakage.

Despite the differences between the model complexities at small frequencies,
the simplified model is used for further analysis and for controller design in
Chapter 6, as the pump leakage is generally assumed to be small and a vary-
ing and uncertain parameter. This means that if a zero steady state pressure

Fig. E.5: Comparison of frequency responses between full linear and reduced linear model
in motion operation mode, with pPA being the model output and ω̃1,ref (left), ω̃2,ref (right)
inputs.
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error is sought by control efforts, integral action should be included in the
controller structure, even though the simplified model complexity suggests
this not to be necessary.

To sum up this appendix Fig. E.6 and E.7 compares the model output of the
nonlinear and simplified linear model with actuator dynamics. This shows a
good coherence between the nonlinear and linear model, close to the chosen
linearisation points. In self-locking mode (Fig. E.7), discrepancies are evi-
dent, caused by highly nonlinear bulk modulus and a high relative impact of
pump leakage in this operation mode. It is however concluded that impor-
tant dynamics properties such as oscillation frequencies and damping ratios
are captured with a satisfactorily accuracy for controller design and analysis
purposes, especially in motion operation mode.

Zoom

Fig. E.6: Comparison of nonlinear and simplified linear models in motion operation
mode. Step inputs are given at 0.5 s (ω̃1,ref = −0.02 ωmax), at 1.5 s (ω̃2,ref = −0.02 ωmax),
at 2.5 s (ω̃1,ref = 0.04 ωmax) and finally at 3.5 s (ω̃2,ref = 0.04 ωmax). ωmax = 3000 RPM.
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Fig. E.7: Comparison of nonlinear and simplified linear models in self-locking opera-
tion mode. Step inputs are given at 0.5 s (ω̃1,ref = −0.01 ωmax and ω̃2,ref = 0.0125 ωmax),
ωmax = 3000 RPM.

place figure here
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